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PREFACE 

On a sweltering hot day, late in August, 1982, I stood 

jammed in with hundreds of other students in the textbook de

partment of Wallace's Book Store as I absent-mindedly looked 

through a stack of disintegrating but still unbelievably ex-

pensive texts. My mind was, as usual, elsewhere; in this case, 

it was searching in vain for a senior honors thesis topic. 

I had to submit to the Plan II office, within a week, my 

selected subject and the. name of a supervising professor--but 

after a full summer of rumination (honest, every minute), the 

only topic that had suggested itself was "Game Theoretical 

Approaches to Business Management Decisions," an idea which. 

sounded, putting it in printable terms, incredibly dry • 

Suddenly, I was accosted by a friend, John Mitchell, who 

had served on a campaign supervisory committee for the Students' 

Association Election Commission the previous spring; I had 

been one of the four commissioners at the time. John and I 

talked, and I told him of my dilemma. He immediately suggest-

ed, "Well, how about writing a paper on student government?" 

Student government? Hmm. 

It sounded.interesting. That spring, I had experienced 

first hand the enthusiasm and excitement generated by the 

members of Group Effort and Associated Students, the two 

groups attempting to resurrect student government. I had 
I 

written or co-authored several of the decisions handed dovm 

by the Commission in hearings on motions to overturn the 
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the election in which the new Association constitution was 

first adopted. I had indeed become intrigued. 

After proposing ~he idea to several friends and ad

visors, I submitted the requisite forms, received an enthusias

tic "yes" from Dr. Margaret Berry when I asked her to super

vise the project, and set out simply to write a history of 

student government at Texas. 

It was the craziest thing I ever did. 

AB I got deepe~ into my research, then into transcrib

ing my interviews with former student body presidents, and final

ly began writing, it davmed on me that the length and complex

ity of the project had started to grow. 

And grow • 

And grow. 

And grow • • • until it seemed that t~ere was no end 

in sight. But, to my surprise, it finally did come to an end. 

Here it is. And no, I don't regret doing it a bit. Student 

government at the University has a fascinating, sometimes 

turbulent, and often funny history, and I enjoyed every minute 

that I spent studying it, without exception. Well, almost with-

out exception. 

As I read the old minutes of Student Assembly meetings 

and pored through years of Daily Texan clippings, the history 

of the University came alive for me. It was real, almost 

palpable. And I regret that more students never have or 

take the opportunity to learn what I learned, quite sud

denly, one dazzling spring day as I gazed out from Sid 
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Richardson Hall over the University of Texas campus: 

I love this place. 

D. s. G. 
Austin, Texas 
May, 1983 • 
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INTRODUCTION 

The most discouraging thing about student 
government is that even those who actively parti
cipate in it frequently do not know what is all 
about, and have utilized it largely as a means of 
advancing their own popularity or the prestige of 
their group. 

This editorial appeare~ in the Daily Texan on March 3, 

1936--but it could just as well have been March 3, 1966, or 

1983. The unfortunate fact is that most students, even 

today, do not understand their student government; many 

Student Senators probably have never read the Students• 

Association constitution. The Students• Association at the 

University of Texas has had a long, varied,. and interesting 

history, but most students are only dimly aware of perhaps 

one or two major events in the past. And what 1.§. remembered 

is often distorted into near-legend as it is passed and re-

told by word of mouth. Yet student government today is in-

finitely more complex than it was in 1936; there is far 

more that students and student leaders need to know. 

This work is an attempt to consolidate and interpret 

some of that knowledge. It is a study of the student govern-

ment eXperience at the University of Texas at Austin during 

the last 50 years. It is not a history per se, but rather 

an effort to understand where our student government has 
I 

been, what changes it has undergone and why, where it has 

succeeded, and where it has failed. It is a story told from 

the students• perspective, based almost wholly on the 

-1-
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•• reminiscences of former student body presidents as well as 
' ' 

accounts in the Daily Texan, the Cactus.yearbook, and the 

bound volumes of official Students• Association records. 

2 

As such, it may not always provide a totally objective account, 
I 

particularly in the areas that relate highly controversial 

incidents, in which all parties involved remember different 

"important" details. This problem became especially acute 

in Chapter ?, which covers the tumultous late 1960s and early 

1970s: w~erever possible, an attempt has been made to provide 

a fair evaluation, sometimes with caveats included in the 

chapter notes; nonetheless, the reader is cautioned not to 

consider this study as necessarily the final, authoritative 

word on the history of student government at the University. 

• The subject of this :work has been delimited in two 

ways. First, it covers only the period from the 1932-33 

school year until the pres·ent day: al though a brief synopsis 

of the first fifty years is included in Chapter 2 for purposes 

of continuity, this span of time has already been well

documented, most notably by Dr. Margaret Berry. Second, while 

"student government," as it is defined in the broad sense in 

Chapter 1., could include many student or student/faculty 

policymaking bodies at the University such as the Senior 

Cabinet, the Student Involvement Committee of the Ex-Students' 

Association, and the boards of directors of the Texas Union, 

the University Co-Op, and Texas Student Publications, our 

concentration here will be specifically upon the Students• 

.. Association (or Student Government, as it was officially knovm 
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for several years). However, we will from time to time mention 

some of these other groups in the context of their interactions 

with the Association. 

Finally, a few words should be said about the inter

views. The 16 interview transcripts, which comprise Part IV, 

are an integral po.rtion of this work, that the reader is urged 

to peruse. They present many fascinating and valuable anec

dotes, insights, and personal philosophies that were far too 

numerous to include in the main text; and, more than anything 

else, they bring alive the story of student government at 

Texas. The interviewees were selected on the basis of 

geographic accessibility (i.e., mostly in Dallas/Ft. Worth, 

San Antonio, and Austin), willingness and/or availability 

to be interviewed, and the time during which their terms 

occurred (with the goal being to have at least one inter-

view to represent each significant period of the Association's 

development). Unfortunately, two former presidents with whom 

I had hoped to speak--Jeff Jones (1970-71) and Jay Adkins 

(1976-77)--could not be located. The interviews have been 

dravm on frequently in the course of the study, and wherever 

possible an attempt has been made to indicate such in the 

text. The interviews are also referenced in the chapter 

notes by the page numbers that appear in their upper left 

corners, next to the interviewee's name. 

One is almost hesitant to repeat George Santayana's 

well-worn maxim--"Those who cannot remember the past are 

• - condemned to repeat i t"-:-as a justification for a historical 
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study such as this one; but in the case of student government, 

the merit to Santayana's statement is unquestionable. Stu

dents are transients on the campus, and student leaders today 

have little or no sense of the history and traditions of 

student government at Texas. Hopefully, this work will serve 

as a tool for them and those who follow, that they may learn 

from the successes and the failures of their predecessors • 



• 
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CHAPTER 1 

Evolutionary Patterns in Student Government· 

The University of Texas at Austin campus is frequently 

described, often to wide-eyed incoming freshmen, as a micro

cosmic world unto itself. It is large and extremely diverse 
.. 

in its population, more so than many cities. And like a city, 

it can provide its citizens with virtually all their day-to

day needs: living quarters, food, recreation, entertainment, 

news, mass transportation, health care, and, or course, gover

nance. But just as the ~ity operates within and is influenced 

by the trends and events which occur in its external environ

ment, namely, the state and the country, so is the University 

campus merely a part of the larger whole. Many of those who 

study the University, particularly students, become overwhelmed 
~ 

by its unity of function and neglect to consider the signif-

icance of these outside forces. In the case of the topic at 

hand, an examination of the nationwide patterns in the 

evolution of student government will help us to place our 

specific history into the proper context, wherein we will later 

be able to observe the ways in which the development of our 

Students• Association has been unique, as well as the occur

rences that are more clearly explained as reflections of broader 

trends. 

What Is "Student Government"? 

But even before we take that step, we would be wise to 

decide exactly what it is that we are examining. "Student 

'/ 
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Government" is a term that is all too often bandied about-

usually, again, by careless students, although some academicians 

are guilty as well--w:i.thout considering a specific meaning. 

So what !§ student government? For the purpose of complete-

ness and wide applicability, I will isolate three major com

ponents. First, s·tudent government involves student participation 

in governance of the college or university. 1 "Governance" 

refers to a structure and proc.ess of making decisions about 

purposes, policies, programs, and procedures2; it involves 

exercise of authority, direction, and control.3 The functions 

of governance are usually vested in a Board or Trustees or 

Board of Regents who then exercise their authority by specific 

delegations to .administrators. The second area is that of 

student participation in management of the institution • 

"Management" continues where the governing process ends: it 

is ·the often far more difficult task of skillfully implementing 

the plans and decisions as constructed. A student government 

that can involve its constituency in the phase of university 

operations can be a tremendous asset to the administration, 

upon which management responsibility devolves.4 

The third component of student government is provision of 

student services--such activities as discount programs at 

campus-area merchants, administration of campus recreation 
~ 

facilities, approval of and information on off-campus housing, 

book exchanges, garage sales, orientation for new students, 

forums for candidates for public office, and, in earlier 

days, abortion loan funds and draft evasion clinics. Also 

. ,... .. 
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in this category would be the function of calling administra

tive attention to neglected· services that are badly needed 

8 

by the student body but are beyond the resources of the student 

government to provide. For example, at Texas, the Students• 

Association fought for and eventually achieved the establish-.: 

ment of a University-owned hospital to furnish low-cost health 

care, and a systen of buses to s~uttle students living off 

campus to and from school so as to help alleviate parking con

gestion. Strangely, the student services function of student 

government is all but ignored in most studies of the subject, 

perh~ps because, in a strict sense, it is not "government" 

at all. However, most governments in the public realm believe 

to at least some degree that the provision for the welfare of 

their constituency is a basic tenet of governmental respons-

. ~bility. And indeed, though student services programs may not 

always be the headline-grabbing activities of a student 

government, they appear to occupy a significant part, it not 

a majority, of the governing body's time and effort. For these 

reasons, we will include the provision of services in our 

definition of student government. 

We may make two observations based on this definition. 

First, the three components of student government overlap 

somewhat. How, for instance, would we characterize legislative 

lobbying by a student government in a state-supported school 

to prevent a tuition increase? Its representatives are par

ticipating in governance, at the very highest level; but 

tit' simultaneously, they are serving the students by attempting 
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• to save them money. This "fine line" problem is the reason 

• 

• 

why we will usually use the blanket term "student government.," 

rather than referring to governance in one place, ~anagement 

in another, and so on. This leads to our second observation: 

not all student governments concentrate their energies equally 

in all three areas. Some, in fact, may deal in only one realm-

often student services--and take no active role in the others. 

These types of organizations usually call themselves student 

unions instead of students• associations, but since they are 

generally the only representative-type organ Qf the student 

body, we should include them for the pu.rposes ·of discussion 

in our broad definition. 

Development of Student Government 

With its details now clearly in mind, we· may proceed to 

surv~y the changing dimensions in student government across 

the country. Actually, the in-depth chronicled history of stu

dent governments does not begin until around l960: prior to that 

time, the student services function was the primary focus of 

,campus leaders, who "seemed content to confine their interest 

in decision-making to the selection of homecoming queens, the 

election of prom committees and cheerl.eaders, ••• the writing 

of school songs," and other similarly limited matters related 

to the quality of student life •. 5 This placid era came to an 

abrupt end as the 1960s ushered in a decade of student activism 

on th~ nation's campuses. The revolution, which of course 

extended far beyond student government to touch every person 

involved with a given university, bad at least three distinct 
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thrusts: (1) an attack on the standards of social conduct and 

behavior imposed by faculty and/or administrators; (2) an 

attack on the basic idea of higher education's purpose in relation 

to the "Establishment"; and (3) an attack on educational prior

ities that seemed to favor research (particularly in warfare 

and defense) and public service over undergraduate instruction. 6 

Although this student unrest had apparently been brewing 

for several years, administrators and faculty were nonetheless 

relatively unprepared for eruptions such as the trail-blazing 

Berkeley Free Speech Movement revolt of 1964, the Columbia 

insurrection and uprising in 1968, and the numerous less 

violent bandwagon occurrences that both intervened and fol

lowed. It was a time of nationwide deinstitutionalization 

and reorganization in all levels of university government, 

and college personnel had their hands full: 

[T)he student revolution tended to express itself 
in action rather than discussion, in disruption ra
ther than efforts to achieve a legitimacy in the 
power process. Much of the attention of faculties, 
presidents, and governing boards was necessarily 
addressed to the issue of how to interest students 
in the orderly exercise of power in an atmosphere 
of civility and reasoned discourse.7 

Students demanded that the institution be immediately 

and totally responsive to their specific desires: removal 

of the doctrine of in loco parentis to allow greater individual 

freedom and control over their personal lives, free exercise 

of their civil and political rights, help from the powerful 

Establishment in solving what they saw as society's great moral 

problems, less institutional impersonality, an improved cur

riculum that was relevant to the contemporary world.8 The 
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41t activists quickly discovered, however, that alterations in, the 

status quo occur in the inertia-bound American university With 

painful slowness; the urgency of ~heir demands clearly required 

the development of new means by which to achieve them. One 

of these methods was to seek an increased role for students 

(usually acquired by some combination of behind-the-scenes talks 

with administrators and public demonstrations ) in the policy

making activities of the university.9 

Thus, in the mid-'60s, student partictpetion in univer~ity 

governance was born. The American Association of University 

Professors acknowledged this new student interest in its 1966 

statement of principles, when it suggested that "ways should 

be found to permit significant sutdent participation within the 

.. limits of attainable effectiveness"; just six short years 

earlier, the AAUP had recognized only the faculty, administration, 

and governing board as legitimate policy-making entities. 10 

By 1969, student participation in both governance and management 

of the institution was all but a fact or life for administrators. 

As a professor of political science at California State Poly

technic noted, the question was no longer whether decision

making power should b~ granted to students, but rather 1l2.! 
it whould be granted, and to what degree. 11 And by the mid-'70s-

prodded by the 1971 Constitutional enfranchisement of 18-20 

year olds, which suddely gave students of large public u~ivers-

1 ties substantial influenee in their state legislatures--

- institutions nationw~de had adjusted to most, though by no means 

·• totally acquiesced to all, of the students• demands for control 
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Problems in.Modern Student Government 

As multifunctional student government has matured in the 

last six or seven years, numerous inherent problems have appear

ed. Student leaders are fo_r the most part untrained for th·eir 

roles, and many of them participated primarily to bolster their 

own egos and resumes. These students are frequently the ones 

who dominate the governing process, and in so doing, tend to 

create massive, largely unproductive bureaucracies. These 

structures are often archaic copies of other government forms. 

Little attention is usually given to the unique needs and 

requirements of the college doing the copying, leading to annual 

constitutional amendments and re-writings. 14 

But by far the most incisive criticism of modern student 

governments is that, whatever else they do, few if any govern 

in a meaningful way. 15 Many elements combine to bring about 

this result. First, student bodies have displayed increasing 

apathy towards their governments, a fact indicated by nationwide 

steady declines in campus election voter turnouts. Why? 

Because student interest is a function of the prevailing level 

of issue-induced stimulus; while some issues, such as the avail

ability of various student services, continue to be significant, 

the major, highly controversial issues of a decade or more ago-

restrictions in residence-hall life, student evaluation of 

faculty instructional performance, penalties for disruptive 

activities, control of student fees, and so on--have been 

either resolved or otherwise rendered moot. 16 Without the 
•. 
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spur of controversy, student participation waned. Furthermore, 

the ever-increasing interest in careers, in part because of 

uncertain employment prospects in the face of economic recession, 

propelled students back to their books and classes, and away 

fro~ rallies and committee meetings. 17 Where students once 

were dedicated to changing their university and their world 

during their college years, even at the price of delaying 

graduation, today they are told to not make waves, earn their 

degree, and get out into the job market as fast as possible. 

Sadly, the apathy which helps cause the impotence of 

student government itself feeds on that ineffectiveness. 

"Ma.py students, if not most, simply do not regard student 

government as relevant to their interests and problems•J 18 ; 

disinterest ensues, further devitalizing the governing body • 

But in this respect, as one dean of students notes, "apathy 

may be a healthy and legitimate response to a silly situation." 19 

Related to apathy is a second reason why student governments 

have had little impact in policy-making and management: they 

do not truly represent the student body as a whole. Most 

student government elections are mockeries of democracy: 

"Slight participation, mismanaged election rules, pressure 

groups urging election based on popularity instead of competency, 
-and a general who-cares attitude deface what remains of a 

beautiful heritage of government by the people.1120 In schools 

with large highly diverse populations, minorities are frequently 

under-represented or not represented at all. Voter turnout, 

~ as noted previously, is usually dismal, resulting in a govern-
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•. ment that, to be accurate, only speaks for the perhaps 10% 

of the student body that took time to go to the polls. In 

view of all these defiencies, administrators and faculty mem

bers are understandably reluctant to look to student governments 

for advice on decisions that will sometimes affect thousands of 

people. And worse, the students themselves see their elected 

arid appointed officials as providers of virtual, not actual, 

representation. 21 

Government by students is also made less meaningful by a 

~hird shortcoming--students have very little substantive, 

institutionalized power. More and more critical decisions 

are being controlled on the state level, increasingly distant 

from the campus arenas where students had at least some in-

• fluence. 22 Resolutions and actions of student senates usually 

have little impact, since they aremsily ignored by faculties 

and administrators who don't view the legislative body as 

representative of the larger student will. On.the other hand, 

formal student participation· on university committees and boards 

has also yielded. relatively meager student influence: even 

• 

if the student seats are not token pacification gestures, those 

who hold them are usually tremendously outnumbered by administra

tion or f~culty representatives, reducing effective student 

voting power to near zero. In addition, faculty expertise and 

administrator professionalism sometimes far outweigh student 

appeals for reforms in the eyes of decision-makers, no matter 

how well they are presented. 23 And underlying all of these 

barriers is a basic, inherent, virtually inescapable student 
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• d:i.sadvantage, as former Texas student body president Sandy 

Kress observed: 

• 

• 

The fundamental weakness that students have 
~s that they're young, they're inexperienced, and 
they're mobile, in transit--and everybody knows it; 
legislators know it. Tho·se weaknesses make it very 
difficult for you t~4have a meaningful and effective 
student government. 

Students have the shortest "lifetime" of any group on 

campus, usually four years. If we consider the product~ve life 

of a student leader, to be two years (at most three), the 

chances are small that he will see his project from conception, 

through the institution's established bureaucratic procedures, 

and to its ultimate success. Thus, unless he is content either 

to work on already existing projects or to allow future students 

to complete his own, his only logical recourse is to bypass 

the regular channels for planning and change and go directly 

to the university president, the governing board, or, in public 

colleges, the state legislature.25 This strategy has been used 

frequently in the last fifteen years, especially at the Univer

sity of Texas, With considerable success. But use of these 

ad hoc procedures runs the immediate risk of retaliation from 

a faculty and administration indignant at having their authority 

circumvented; in the long run, it tends to delegitimize the 

very decision-making structure--on both the student and univer

sity levels--that enables the institution to operate in a smooth, 

orderly fashion from day to day. ·Bypassing established 

channels, then, is in no way a permanent so~ution to the power 

problem • 
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• Student Governments In Action Today 

Clearly, the developmental process is not yet complete 

for student government. Nevertheless, not all student govern

ments have buckled under the weight of the handicaps we just 

noted, as the Students• Association at Texas apparently did in 

1978 when it was abolished by student referendum. Indeed, many 

student governments have flourished, and most colleges and 

universities nationwide still have some form of student govern

ment. In the hopes of attaining a broader perspective on the 

modern student government experience, questionnaires were 

sent to the vice-presidents for student affairs at 25 major 

universities (exhibit 1), both public and private, across the 

country. Each administrator was asked, if his or her school 

• had an active student government, to respond to a few admittedly 

highly subjective questions about its efficacy and influence. 

The questionnaire.Eil.Eo asked for additional comments and any 

literature available on that campus' government. 

• 

Responses came from only 15 schools, as indicated in 

exhibit 1. Of these, two returned descriptive information, 

but pot the questionnaire. Also, many of the forms were passed 

on to student leaders, although the cover letter explicitly 

asked for an administrative evaluation. The accuracy and 

representativeness of the survey is therefore questionable; 

still, the responses were interesting (exhibit 2). All 15 

universities did have a functioning student government. To 

the first question, concerning student government influence 

in student-related policy decisions, six schools each answered 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Universities Contacted for Student Government Survey 

University Location 
Boston University~ Boston, MA 
University of California* Berkeley, CA 
University of California* Los Angeles, CA 
University of Chicago Chicago, IL 
University of Colorado* Boulder, co 
Columbia University* New York, NY 
Cornell University Ithaca, NY 
Duke University Durham, NC 
Harvard University** Cam'!:>ridge, MA 
Marquette University Milwaukee, WI 
University of Miami* Coral Gables, FL 
University of Michigan Ann Arbor, MI 
Northwestern University Evanston, IL 
University of Oklahoma* Norman, OK 
University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA 
Princeton University* Princeton, NJ 
Purdue University* Lafayette, IN 
William Marsh Rice University* Houston, TX 
Southern Methodist University** Dallas, TX 
S~anford University Stanford, CA 
Texas A & M University* College Station, TX 
Texas Tech University Lubbock, TX 
Vanderbilt University* Nashville, TN 
University of Virginia* Charlottesville, VA 
Yale University New Haven, CN 

*Returned completed questionnaire; some included additional 
materials. 

17 

**Returned informative material, but did not return questionnaire • 

' . ...... 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Student Government Survey Resnonses 

• Does your university currently have an active Students' 
Association or similar student-governing body? 

Yes (15) No (0) 

• To what degree, in your opinion, does the student govern
ment influence administrative policy-making decisions on 
student-related issues? 

Greatly (O) 
Significantly (6) 
Somev1hat ( 6) 

Very little (1) 

Not at all (0) 

• Approximately what proportion of administrative policy 
decisions on student-related issues would you say are 
initiated in, by, or through the student government? 

100% (0) 

75% (1) 

50% (1) 

25% (9) 
0% (2) 

18 
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"significantly" and "somewhat," with only one responding "very 

little." The second question regarded the proportion of such 

decisions that were initiated by the student government. 

Surprisingly, there was one "75%" and one "50%" response--

not from students--but from the A$sistant Vice-Chancellor 

for Student Relations at UCLA and the Executive Vice-President 
~ 

of Texas A & M University, respectively. The responses of the 

remaining eleven were either "25%" or "0%," more typical of 

the responses anticip~ted. 

19 

Several of the colleges also took time to provide supple

mentary information. This ranged from the mundane and humorous-

referring to the recent election of a comic strip "hallucination" 

to the UT Students• Association presidency, the Texas A & M 

student body president wrote: "We elect real people for office 

(and you guys call Aggies weird!)"--to truly helpful. Let us 

now look at a few brief examples of student government in action 

today, at three public and four private or independent institu

tions, that will help us to understand some of the common 

problems and pitfalls faced by student governments as well as a 

few of the "formulas" for their success and survival. 26 

Columbia University. The student government function at 

Columbia resides in the Student Affairs Committee of the University 

Senate. The Senate, created in 1969, replaced the old University 

Council, which had been composed of administrators and faculty. 

As now constituted, the Senate includes 42 tenured and 15 non

tenured faculty members, 21 students, nine administrators, two 

~ alumni, and six staff members, for a total membership of 95. 

. /'' 
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The Student Affairs Committee is composed of 16 of the 21 

student senators and has jurisdiction over all University-

Wide student.life concerns, including organizations, housing, 

extracurricular activities, and student concerns in the community. 

Both students and faculty are elected on a proportional basis 

from each of the 16 individual colleges or "faculties." In 

elections, at least one-third of the eligible voters in a 

particular faculty must vote, or else that faculty goes un

represented for that year; at least two faculties have for several 

successive years been missing from the Senate due to this 

provision. 27 The Senate has enjoyed somewhat limited efficacy 

and is "perceived as a useful but not spectacular addition 

to governance of the academic community. 1128 

The University of Wisconsin at Madison, 29 As a result 

of violent student demands, students were added first to some 

and later, in 1966, to almost all faculty committees. The 

militant students rejected this move as one of pacification and 

cooptation, and the following year the Wisconsin Student 

Association (WSA) was formed, The WSA insisted that the 

faculty withdraw from all policy-making activities in areas of 

"solely student concern," Although the WSA was not officially 

recognized, the faculty set up an ad hoc committee to study 

the role of students in government of the university, As a 

result of the committee's 1968 report, most restrictions on 

student life were lifted, and students were given greater 

representation on faculty committees, Still, the faculty has 

:'9 made it clear that student participation in final decision 
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~ making is unacceptable; in the absence of a student senate 

or assembly• faculty domination of the process has remained 

intact. 

• 

• 

Boston University. Student government at B9ston Univer

sity is an educational program coordinated by the school's 

Division of Student Affairs. Authority is fragmented between 

the campus-wide Boston University Student Union, the individual 

residence hall governments, and the councils of the schools and 

colleges. The Dean of Students acts as Chief Executive and 

Financial Officer to the entire system, allocating an annual 

budget of s250,ooo among the various ,groups. Funding is pro

vided by a S30.00 Community Services Fee, of which the student 

initiated programs receive over 50%. The Assistant to the Dean 

of Students noted that the student governments have little or 

no influence in student-related administrative policy decisions. 

A large-scale reorganization of the system is being discussed at 

present, but details on it were unavailable. 

The University of Miami (Florida). The Undergraduate 

Student Body Government (USBG) at Miani has developed over the 

past years into a strong, vital part of the campuE. The USBG 

i$ supported by a portion of the mandatory student activities 

fee, which is allocated by an independent fee committe€ among 

various student programs; last year, the USBG received $27,680. 

The USBG Senate has power in almost all areas of student life, 

and appears to divide its efforts nearly equally between policy

making and·provision of services. A useful tool in successfully 

bringing about policy changes is "external response legislation": 

. ..... .. 
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when the Senate passes a bill that recommends a change in univer

sity policy--such as in drop dates, academic standards, or 

budget issues--the administration must respond to it within 30 

days, or else it becomes university policy. The USBG also 

actively provides student services, including a discount off

campus dental plan, the Student Union, and the USBG Supercard, 

a plastic "credit card" entitling the student to numerous dis

counts and freebies at Coral Gables merchants. For all its 

successed, however, the USBG still suffers from many of the same 

common problems: open communications with the faculty are just 

beginning to develop, and student apathy is rampant--only four 

out of 18 vacant seats were contested in last fall's Senate 

elections. 

The University of Colorado at Boulder. The University 

of Colorado Student Union (UCSU) is an excellent example of 

a student government body that is almost totally student-service

oriented. The union is the third largest in the nation and 

budgets SB.? million in total revenue each fiscal year, in

cluding $4.8 million from student fees. In addition to the union 

building, UCSU operates the student health center and the 

recreation center. The_ governing structure is a typical three

branch system, with an active staff of about 25 students working 

between 20 and 40 hours per week. UCSU does have paid staff 

positions for university administrative, community, and state 

legislative liaisons, although the activities of these posts 

comprise a relatively small proportion of the ucsu•s energies • 

Southern Methodist Universit~ The SMU Students• 
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Association consists of four executive officers, a 36-member 

Student Senate, and 14 standing committees. Twenty-five of 

the Senators are elected from the academic schools, on the 

basis of one for each 300 students; in addition, there are 

2.3 

seven special interest seats and four freshmen Senator positions. 

The strong and effective committee structure involves over 300 

additional students. In the late 1 60s and early '70s, students 

demanded, and received, a major voice in policy-making, with 

authority divided among College Assemblies, about a third of 

whose memberships were eleqted students. But as observed by 

former Texas student body persident Sydney Reagan, who chaired 

the SMU School of Business Administration from 1955 until 1981 

and was at the time president of the Faculty Senate: 

This structure of governance, with the students 
being involved in all kinds of decisions, collapsed 
of its own weight just a few years later, because the 
students really didn't want it0 . They didn't want 
participation to that extent.3 

Today, as noted in the SMU Student Senate brochure, the guiding 

philosophy of the organization is service--special projects 

and legislation which enhance the quality of life for the 

SMU community. 

The University of California at Berkeley.3l, 32 The 

Associated Students of the University of California (ASUC) has 

developed from a body designed to promote "honor spirit" into 

a highly complex organization, with a president, numerous vice

presidents, a 30-member senate, and an array of student com

mittees. The ASUC allocates student fee monies, approves 

•· policy statements, and ratifies student appointments to 

' . / 

-
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• university committees; in addition, it owns and operates the 

campus bookstore and the student union food service. Students 

sit on almost all of the advisory committees to the chancellor, 

and the ASUC has had a generally cordial relationship with the 

administrators. However, students have been far less succes

sful in formal representation in academic decision-making, with 

votes on only 7 of 33 academic senate committees. Also, one 

voting student serves on the 26-member system Board of Regents. 

The ASUC has felt hampered due to exclusion, in large part, 

from the University's flow or information on major issues or 

campus concern. The student leaders therefore have used the 

UC Student Lobby to deal directly with state officials and 

legislators; the UCSL has earned considerable respect for its 

• impact and efficacy. But as at most other large schools, 

apathy plagues the student government, with only 15 to 20 

percent of the student body voting in ASUC elections, on 

average. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
If we were to try to summarize the nationwide evolution

ary patterns that we have just observed in both history and 

modern examples into a general, easy-to-grasp form. we might 

compare them to the stages 'or growth experienced by a human 

being. This is perhaps a peculiar metaphor, in that the 

individual phases in student government's development have 

each of course required far more time than the comparable 

ones for a person. Yet the comparison is not, I believe, in

accurate. Until 1950, student government's attentions were 
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largely confined to the immediate campus, and its efforts were 

directed at growing and discovering its own potentials-

similar to a child until he reaches age 8 or 9. The next 

decade, comparable to the "young teen" of 10 to 13 years 

25 

of age, witnessed an ever-growing awareness of the world 

ou.tside the immediate campus environment, but was still re

latively peaceful. Suddenly, in the sixties and seventies, 

student government entered an explosive adolescence, character

ized by defiance of authority, confusion about intangibles 

such as morals, and desires for power, personal freedom, and 

instant gratification. And sometime in the late '70s, the 

turbulent life of student government began to calm; it took 

stock in itself and its future--much like, ironically, a 

young adult about to enter college • 

If we accept this analysis, then it would stand to reason 

that student government is now reaching towards maturity. What 

lies ahead for the "adult" student government? Perhaps we will 

discover some helpful answers as we prodeed to examine the "life" 

history, to date, of student government at the University of 

Texas at Austin • 
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CHAPTER 2 

The First Fifty Years: 1883-1932 

As noted in the Introduction, the primary focus of this 

work is on the most recent fifty year period in the history 

of student government at Texas. However, the Students• As

sociation didn't, of course, suddenly come into full-fledged 

existence during the 1932-33 administration of Association 

President Allan Shivers: indeed, its formation and early 

development was turbulent, chaotic, and complex, in many ways 

not unlike those we will observe in the later history. There

fore, so that we may have the most comprehensive understanding 

possible, let us look briefly at those early years. 1 

To be accurate, student government did not actually ap

pear on the University campus until some 19 years after the 

first Long Session in 1883; however, the honor system, modeled 

after one employed at the University of Virginia, was used 

during this period, relying on the self-enforced integrity of 

students to prevent cheating on quizzes. Whether the movement 

to form a student government body was spontaneous on the part 

of the students or was in fact organized by the administration 

is not certain. But it 1§ clear that student leaders recognized 

the need for some sort of student government, as an editor of 

the 1901 Cactus yearbook observed: 

"Lack of proper student organization still 
prevents the sober opinion of the institution find
ing free expression and we suffer somewhat in being 
often judged by sporadic actions and utterances of 
irresponsible individuals. 

One can hardly say that, as yet, the student 

-29-



• body of the University of Texas has a point of view. 
It is merely a bundle of good and bad notions and 
prejudices. 11 2 

JO 

.A mass meeting of the student body (a concept which 

today seems incompr·ehensible) was called by student pet~ tion 

on January 10, 1901, and one of those present introduced a 
' . 

resolution calling for the formation of a students' council 

and the appointment of a seven-member committee to draft a 

constitution and a set of by-laws. The administration viewed 

the ~ovement with favor: University President William ·1. 

Prather envisioned an organization that could help with the 

practical problems of the day, such as "hack hire, laundry 

bills, etc.," as well as. promiscuous cheating, noise in the 

corridors and library, and excessive absences from classes. 

~ On February 26 of that year, the new consititution and bylaws 

were printed in The Texan ·and a mass meeting was called to take 

•• 

~ction upon them; but students didn't understand these changes 

and feared their implications on campus life, and the new · .... 
documents were not adopted. 

Over a year later, in April of 1902, Academic Dean David 

Houston (who later succeeded Prather to the presidency) called 

a student meeting •. He urged the students to apply the prin

ciples learned in the self-government of B. Hall (the men's 

dormitory) to the broader needs of all the students on campus. 

A temporary chairman was nominated, and another committee of 

seven was appointed to make plans for a students' organization 

that had as its purposes the management of student publications, 

the regulation of time and manner of holiday celebrations, 
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and the establishment of a healthy and Vigorous college spirit. 

The committee set to work, but some students still opposed 

it because they feared that student government would become a 

system for spying and prying into the private character and 

conduct of the individual. 

Finally, on May 24, 1902, the new constitution was adopted 

in yet another mass meeting. Three days earlier, the Women's 

Students• Associati9n had approved its own constitution, since 

women could not serve as officers in the male-dominated Stu

dents• Association, al-though they had full voting privileges. 

Thus, by the start of the 1902-03 term, student government was 

a reality, and over the next several years, the Students• 

Association assumed responsibility for the various student 

publications and t~e annual March 2 celebration of Texas 

Independence Day. 

The first of many major reorganizations of the Association 

ocurred in the spring of 1912. Students were dissatisfied 

that the Students' Council did not have legislative power; 

they accepted, by means of the Australian ballot~-first used 

in 1909 when hand-counts at mass meetings became unwieldy--

a plan for a Stude:r;its• Assembly: "a body composed entirely 

of students who will legislate for the University community in 

those matters of peculiarly student interest." The faculty 

was happy to be relieved of the responsibility of administering 

student affairs. 

Reorganization came again, only four years later, in the 

spring of 1916. The present Students' Assembly was reduced in 
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membership from seventeen to six and renamed the Men's Council • 

~ogether with the Women's Council, it helped to enforc .. the 

honor system; each council "tried cases" in which students of 

their $ex were involved. Collectively, the duties of the new 

Students• Ass~mbly included making new social regulations, 

allocati~g the blanket tax to various organizations, and 

sponsoring all-University activities. 

Students continued to feel that the faculty dominated 

student ·government from the outside. In an effort to consolidate 

power somewhat in a unified student body, and in accordance 

with the women's rights movement, a new cons ti tutl.on was adop.te d 

in·a special election on March 26, 1917. The new document 

abolished the Women's Assembly and the Women's Students• 

Association and opened the Men's Assembly--now truly a Students• 

Assembly--to both men and women, with equal rights for repre

sentation. Meanwhile, the Men's and Women's Councils became 

judiciary bodies, charged with enforcement of the honor system. 

The new government was relatively active through the mid-'20s: 

the Students• Association chartered Texas Student Publications, 

Inc. in 1921; later, it participated in raising money and 

making plans for Memorial Stadium, dedicated in 1924.3 

Agitation over increasing difficulties in maintaining 

the efficacy of the honor system built up during 1924-25. 

A joint vote of the Honors Councils in 1926 recommended the 

system's abolition, but it wasn't until two years later that 

students could be convinced that the Honor System was impossible 

to enforce. In the interim, the president of the Students• 
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Association appealed to the faculty for help in administering 

the system. A student editor quoted one professor• s reaction: 

Yes, I believe in student government. It 
doesn't mean anything, but they think it does. 
Whenever anything of consequenc·e comes up, it just 
naturally ceases to function. It keeps a few of the 
more officious harmlessly occupied and gives them 
a feeling of ·self-importance. 

On December 6, 1928, the Student Assembly abolished the honor 

system and asked the faculty to assume supervision. of exam

~nations after January 3, 1929. The Honors Councils con

tinued to sit as separate, largely powerless bodies until 

the fall of 1931, when a constitutional amendment merged them 

into a single Judiciary Council consisting of a chairman, 

three men, and three women, all elected at large by the student 

body. The new Council ·was charged with interpreting and 

deciding cases ari~ing under the constitution and by-laws of 

the Students• Association. 

As the Association entered the 1930s student interest had 

begun to lag. ~ost of the powers of self-government once 

delegated to the students had been gradually withdrawn by the 

university amdinistration over the years; one editor of The 

Daily Texan even eXpressed pessimism as to the continued future 

of student government'at the University of Texas. But continue 

it did. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Notes 

1This chapter is based, except where otherwise noted, 
on Chapter v, "Student Government aIJ.d the Honor System," 
in Margaret Catherine Berry, Student Life and Customs 188 -
1 at the Universit of Texas Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Columbia University, 19 5), pp. 210-258. Dr. Berry's treatment 
of this period is far more detailed than the synopsis that 
appears herein, and the interested reader may wish to examine it 
at the Barker Texas History Center. 

2The Cactus, Yearbook of the University of Texas, 1901, 
P• 15. 

·3Margaret Berry, "Highlights in the History of Student 
Participation in Governance at the University of Texas" (Univ
ersity History Project--unpublished, October 21, 1977), p. 12. 

Additional Information: . The Texan and The Daily Texan, 
clippings, 1901-1932; available in vertical files at the 
Barker Center • 
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CHAPTER 3 

1932/33-1939/40: Focus on Camnus Life 

The attention and energy of the Students• Association 

during the remainder of the 1930s was devoted almost solely 

to improving the life of the student on campus. The day-to-

day business of the Assembly and the executive officers in

cluded conducting fund-raisers, such as the annual Santa 

Claus Drive held during the mid-30s, for various charities; 

sponsoring, organizing, and operating the weekly "Germans," 

all-University dances held on Saturday nights; appointing or 

electin~ students to various Assembly committees; activities 

to foster school spirit; and the like. A December 1932 As

sembly meeting was devoted to a lengthy, "heated discussion" 

on the question of Bevo•s upkeep during the winter and spring: 

on this critic.al question, the group finally decided to send 

the Longhorn mascot home rather than pay for his feed and 

shelter in Austin. 1 Another issue that absorbed a great deal 

of time the following year was a bitter challenge of the Assem

bly's right to vote to give its members free passes to the Ger

mans, while other students had to pay; 2 after due consideration, 

the assemblymen, not surprisingly, upheld this privilege. 

But overall, students of this decade, attending the Univer

sity as the nation struggled in the economic grip of the Great 

Depression, placed far more emphasis on their primary roles 

as students than pn the subsidiary activity. of campus politics, 

as Jenkins Garrett, 1935-36 president of the Association and 

later member of the Board of Regents, observed: 

-35-
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I think you have to look at the background 
of the time of 1936. Most of the students there 
were usually there at great sacrifice on the part 
of their parents or the students themselves •••• 

36 

~he great majority of students at that time 
worked part of their way through, and many of them all 
the way through ••• and I think the general attitude 
at that time was, "I've come to the University 
here to get an education," and you didn't have so 
much 8.1;1 attitude of questioning "What are stu·dents 
rights?" It was more a matter of "I want an education, 
and I want out as soon as I can. 113 

Major Projects 

That is not to say, however, that nothing of significance 

was accomplished by the Students• Association between 1932 

and 1940. One of its greatest achievements was the organiza

tion of the Student Union system during the 1932-33 administ

ration of Allan Shivers. The new building had already been 

constructed; in March of 1933, Shivers appointed the first 

Union Board of Directors of five students (a chairman and four 

members) and a nonvoting faculty advisor, which had complete 

responsibility for and control over the Union's operations.4 

The Students• Assembly simultaneously passed several bills 

that created a S4,000 reserve from student government funds 

for emergency use by the Union Board, gave 95% of the Associa

tion• s dance prof~ts to maintaining the Union.(with the other 

5% continuing to accrue to the Associ.ation), and placed the 

Cultural Entertainment Committee--heretofore a branch of t~e 

Association--under supervision of the Board.5 The next fall, 

furnishings for the lounge and the ballroom of· the Union were 

purchases with money in the Texas Union Trust Fund.6 

In the fall of 1934, Dr. E.P. Schoch, professor of 
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chemistry and faculty sponsor of the Band, called upon the 

Assembly, as representative of the entire student body, to serve 

as a board of arbitration between it and th~ Athletics Council. 

The Council had refused to fund the Band for trips to out of 

town games, and the Band's small Blanket tax appropriation 

left no alternative for the musicians but to miss the game,s 

completely. Through the Assembly's intervention, a compromise 

agreem~nt was reached.7 

The 1935-36 term of Jenkins Garrett saw another program of 

enduring value. The Association sought, . and later secured 

through the efforts of Assemblyman Ed Nunnally, ownership of 

the copyright to "The Eyes of Texas]' penned over 30 years 

earlier by UT student John Lang Sinclair. 8 This copyright 

later earned the Association a considerable amount of then 

badly-needed funding. 

During the 1936-37 school year, the faculty suddenly 

imposed censorship on the Daily Texan. Students were outraged; 

Student body president "Cousin" Jimmie Brinkley charged that 

"censorship amounts to actual suspension of the rights of 

student government. 11 9 The Assembly reacted by submitting the 

faculty's move to the students for "approval." Students 

voted against censorship by an almost three-to-one margin, 10 

and the restrictions were soon lifted. That spring, th.e 

entire campus was deeply saddened by the death in May of 

University President H.Y. Benedict, and the students' great 

sense of loss was conveyed in the Assembly's message of 

condolence to the President's family: "The cooperation, the 
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fairness, and the kindness that he has always shown to the 

student body have endeared him to the thousands of students 

of the University to which he has meant s·o much." 11 Much 

discussion in the newly-elected Assembly centered around a 

memorial to Benedict, the only u. T. President ever to die in 

office, and the only ex-student at that time ever to rise to 

the presidency. 12 The Students• Association soon afterwards 

established the Benedict Memorial Foundation, to provide an 

award each year to an outstanding student selected by a panel 

of three administrators and four students. 13 

Perhaps the first time that the Association attempted 

seriously to wield in an organized fashion its constituted 

authority over student services was in the investigation of 

the University of Texas Cooperative Society under President 

Sydney Reagan during the 1939-40 school. year. Students had 

long suspected that the Co-Op had significant managerial, 

financial, and operational problems and inconsistencies; an 

Ass0ciation ad hoc committee had been appointed under Pres

ident Shivers "to make a thorough investigation of the policies" 

of the Co-Op, but apparently, a report was never made. 14, 15 

In 193·5, the Co-Op rebate system was abolished, and the price 

paid for buy-backs of used books was reduced from 75% to 60% 

of new. 16 Then, on October 25, 1939, the Intercooperative 

Council, an organization that promoted student cooperatives, 

petitioned the Students• Assembly to begin an investigation 

of the Co-Op 
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••• to determine the possibilities of operating 
it as a genui~e cooperative society ac~ordipg to the 
Rochdale principles of cooperation. It is the opinion 
of the Council that the Society is not operated as 
such at the present time in light of the fact that a 
neighboring private establishment of similar nature 
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is able to compete and operate profitably with prac
tically identical prices~ We believe that the students 
could profit more from the Society than they are at 
present.17 

The Assembly committee appointed by Reagan proceeded to 

conduct a highly professiqnal, methodical probe. They question

ed the manager, president, and directors of the Co-Op; studi~d 

audit reports and questioned the auditor; questioned present 

and past employees; questioned students on their complaints 

and suggestions; discussed the Co-Op with faculty experts in 

various areas, such as Law; and studied the charter, Board 

meeting Minutes, and original books of account ~f the Co-Op, 

along with the store and its operations in general. 18 The 

Committee's attempts to hold open meetings were thwarted by a 

resolution of the Co-Op Board, forbidding its manager to testify 

in open hearings; 19 Reagan pointed out that "based on the 

informat:i.on that I had he was wise to take the Fifth Amend-

m~n t.1120 The manager, Ed Rather, finally consented to testify 

in closed hearings. 

The 178 page report that the Committee produced was de

tailed and thorough. It incorporated 33 specific r.ecommendations, 

including ( 1 ) that the Co-Op purchas1e all discarded texts at 

any time on the basis of their value in the book market; (2) 

that advertising be limited principally to educatronal ads 

informing students of the Co-Op's policies and operations, so 

as to materially reduce advertising costs; (3) that special 
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d:i.scounts and special orders for perso.ns not directly con

nected with the University be abolished; (4) that the practice 

of paying the manager a percentage of net profits be suspended, 

as it encouraged high markups; (5) that the co-Op should operate 

more upon the Rochdale Principles of Cooperation, particularly, 

giving rebates to members and basing the amount of those rebates 

on the member's purchases; (6) that the entire profits for the 

year should be returned to the members until there was a need 

for add:i.tional working capital; (7) that Manager Ed Rather 

answer to the Board for his mismanagement, specifically, for 

d:i.smissing three Co-Op employees without cause who moved out 

of apartments he owned, for using hourly employees "on Co-Op 

time frequently as his and his family's personal servants," 

and for "often using the full-time janitor ••• for personal 

garden, car, and house work while on Co-Op time"--and that the 

Board take appropriate action; and (8) that the management and 

Board of Directors adopt a policy of full disclosure to its 

members of its policies and actions. 21 

And what came of all that work? The Co-Op eventually 

answered only 17 of the 33 recommendations and ignored the 

critically important rebate system entirely. Remembers Reagan: 

I'm not sure anything came of it. We had two 
students on the co-Op Board of Directors, but the 
administration dominated that board, and the chairman 
took a real hard-nosed attitude on this thing, and he 
wouldn't even speak to me after that investigation.22 

And Mr. Rather was retained as manager, and everything continued 

as it was? 

Oh, absolutely; that's right. You see, the 
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person that followed me as president, J. Ward Fouts, 
was not sympathetic with this. There was no follow
through!3this was one of the problems on many of these 
things. 

However, Reagan later noted: 

[w]e made the entire establishment a damn sight more 
cautious in the way they operated. They knew that 
they might have the whistle blown on them; that was 
the first time, at least since I'd been around the 
campus.24 ·· 

Structure and Role of the Students• Assembly 
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By 1932, the enumerated powers of the Assembly w~re to 

elect each year one student to the athletic council and two to 

the Board of Student Publications, to appropriate all Association 

monies, to control arrangements for all student celebrations 

and functions, and to "enact all laws, pursuant to the Constitu

tion, necessary and proper for the general welfare of the 

student body. 1125 Except for the major programs listed above,. 

however, there was little activity carried out under the poten

tially powerful "necessary and proper" clause: for example, 

in 1938-39, there were, altogether, two resolutions and four 

bills introduced in the Assembly. And, as Dean of Student 

Life V.I. Moore rather bluntly ·warned in 1936, "It must be under

stood that all actions of the Students• Assembly are subject to 

the approval of the administration, since the Students• Associa

tion derives its entire authority from the Board of Regents." 26 

The Assembly itself was composed of representatives 

elected from the eight schools and departments--Arts and Sciences, 

Law, Journalism, Pharmacy, Education, Business Administration, 

and the Graduate School. Seats were apportioned, as today, 
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on a proportional basis, with Arts and Sciences and Engineering 

consistently garnering the greatest number; the total size of 

the Assembly varied from 17 to 22 members. 27 The committee 

structure in the Assembly w~s·quite fiuid, with virtually no 

"standing committees" that lasted more than a year or two; most 

committees were appointed ad hoc, such as the Committee to Invest

igate the Cost of Living on Campus, and the Christmas Party 

Committee. 

Structural Changes in the Students' Association 

One of the tendencies that we will observe throughout 

the history of the Association was the perceived need to rewrite 

or substantially amend the constitution every few years: in 

the period from 1932 to 1940, the document underwent at least 

three major alterations. An entirely new constitution had been 

adopted early in 1932. However, it evidently lacked sufficient 

flexibility to adapt to the changing requirements of the students 

and the University environment; in the spring of 1:934, it was 

necessary to amend the con.s±i tution in order to place dances 

under the control of a Dance Committee instead of the Assembly, 

reduce censorship of the Longhorn-Ranger humor magazine and the 

Cactus yearbook, redistribute assembly representation among 

the colleges, and institute a student appeals board above the 

Judiciary Councii. 28 Only five years later, 1937-38 President 

J.J. "Jake" Pickle said that "in many instances this ••• instizument 

has proved inadequate to cope vtith the situations confronting 

it, and to have a smooth-running program there must be a change. 1129 

After more than a year of committee work, the entirely rewritten 
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constitution--which raised the requirements for holding office, 

eliminated many ambiguities, and followed a more coherent out

line--was adopted by the Assembly and ratified by the student 

body.30 

One more important change ocurred during the decade: 

on April 26, 1938, the Assembly voted to pay its president a 

salary of S30.00 per month during the Long Session.31 Many 

students had long opposed such a move; they were afraid that, in 

view of the financial distress created for students by the 

Depression, the people would be running for the position for 

the salary, rather than to serve the student body.32 

Parties and Elections 

Voter interest in the thirties was high by today's 

standards, although it had dropped somewhat after the student 

body· grew too big to meet in .the auditorium and vote en masse. 

Turnout for the spring election, in which the president, vice

president, secretary and publications editors were chosen, 

ranged between 60% and 74% of the student body; turnouts for the 

less exciting.lssembly elections in the fall were considerably 

lower, typically 34% to 42%. 

The variance in turnout from year to year is at least 

partially explained by fluctuating levels of political party

induced voter stimulus. To be accurate, the term "political 

party" is somewhat of a misnomer, for although there was a clear 

political division between the Greek social organization com

munity and the independent, non-affiliated students, the two 

groups were not yet organized into parties as such. However, 
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the members of the Greek "Clique," as the group was collectively 

cal.led, had the needed candidacy-furthe~ing machinery readily 

available· in the inherent organization of their fraternities 

and sororities. The independents, also known as the "barbarians" 

or "Barbs," and the "unwashed," lacked such a machine, and con

sequently, the Clique-endorsed candidates tended to win a majority 

of the Assembly seats. Some independent candidates for president 

were quite successful in their campaigns nevert~eless, including 

"Cousin" Jimmie Brinkley in 1936, "Jake" Pickle in 1937, John 

Connally in 1938, and Sydney Reagan in 1939. All were able to 

put together political machines that overwhelmed the Clique's 

efforts. But the independent presidents• winning streak ended 

in 1940, with the election of Clique candidate J. Ward Fouts.33 

The Clique-Barb division was largely a device to help 

candidates get elected. As such, the intensity level of competi

tion between the groups influenced voter interest: when rivalry 

was clearly evident and candidate loyalties obvious, turnout was 

high. Conv~rsely, if the intergroup conflict was less active, 

as in the fall of 1937 Assembly elections, light turnouts were 

seen--in this instance, only 2,20034 of 9,37035 enrolled.. Group 

loyalties did not .carry over as strongly into the working 

Assembly, and most people tried to take a more University-wide 

view.36 However, there were some instances in which the split 

surfaced to entangle itself in Assembly business, as in 1936, 

when (the Texan charged) the appointments to the Co-Op Board, 

in the longest meeting of. the year, came down to a battle of 

Jenkins Garrett's fraternity faction versus Vice-President 
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Harvey Pulliam.,"s anti-Clique group.37 

Jimmie Brinkley, the first independent presiden,t in many 

years, made a highly controversial move to disassemble the 

Clique Machine by proposing that the spring election ballot . . 
be split into "fraternity" and "independent" columns. This 

idea led to Austin's first sit-down strike. Six sorority 

girls marched into President Brinkley's office and vowed to sit 

it out with Cousin Jimmie until they got their way with the 

ballot. One Delta Delta Delta said to him, "I think it's a dirty 

shame the way you are acting. It's discriJftinating against 

fraternities and sororities." Jimmie replied, "Then get more 

members in your 'little .clubs.' I'm just taking school politics 

out in the open so that people can tell who they are vo'ting 

for. And please scram out .of my office." The girls surrrounded 

his desk and dared him to throw them out. Stumped, Brinkley 

reached for·the telephone and thr~atened to call the cops; one 

girl we~ened and le·ft, and soon, 11 fi.ve girls got jammed in the 

door trying to get out. 1•38 All of Cousin '1immie' s perseverance 

was for naught, howe.ver: the next day, the Greek dominated 

Assembly passed a bill forbidding any i-den,.tification by p<?.rty, 

or anything else but name, on all future election ballots.39 

There were, of course, so~e students who were able to 

see through or ignore the fraternity-independent rivalr!• In 

an election-day 11 ge~-out-and-vote11 article in 1937, a particularly 

astute Texan editor wrote: 

A lot of good, well-meant votes are going to 
go to waste simply becaus.e we• re still, by and large, 
a pack of school-kids who g~ into a steam-heated 
sweat over the presence or absence of a portion of 
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a 3,000 year-old alphabet. 
When we come right down to it, do we really 

believe that this is the all-important line shich 
makes us think, which labels us patriot or traitor, 
saint or heretic? 
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When we go to the polls this morning, why not 
ask ourselves "What difference does it really make?u40 

Relationships with the Faculty, Administration and Regents 

Students served on very few University-wide committees, 

The student body president acted as chairman of the Texas 

Student Publications Board and was a member of the Athletics 

Council; additionally, there was another student on the TSP 

Board, three on the Union Dance Committee, two on the Com

mittee on Musical Organizations, and two on the Cultural 

Entertainment Committee.41 But these student activity

related groups, aside, students had no direct, significant 

• input into the University committee decision-making network; 

this fact was just an accepted part of campus life until the 

late 1960s. Similarly, the students had no voice in non

student appointments and selections, such as for deans or 

higher administrative or faculty posts;42 if they had asked 

for such power, Reagan noted, the administration "would have 

told us, 'look, bud, it's none of your business who we ap

point.• u43 

• 

Relationships between the Students• Association and the 

faculty were limited, but each group maintained a largely 

laissez-faire attitude toward the other, as President Jake 

Pickle reported in a 1938 discussion entitled "Does Student 

Government Have any Power?": 
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There has been no real split between the 
students and the faculty in the University of Texas. 
A faculty sponsor exists in the Students AssemblJ, 
but no attempt whatsoever is made to intervene in 
student governmental affairs, and real student 
government is in existence. Students are given the 
opportunity and advantage of running their own af
fairs. They have the power to control their own 
destinies to a very great extent. Such a system 
has allowed the students to interest themselves in 
their.own behalf and for their 'own well-being.44 
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Interaction with the administration, on the other hand, 

was always unavoidably necessary. This relationship was carried 

on mainly between the Students' Association president and one . 

or more administrators whom he felt comfortable working with on 

an informal basis. The President's "party" affiliation apparent

ly played a large role in his selection of University contacts: 

Jenkins Garrett, a fraternity man, remembers nothing but "help

fulness" on hi~ programs in working almost exclusively with 

Assistant Dean of Men Arno "Shorty" Nowotny and Presidential 

Assistant William McGill--both of whom were strong supporters 

of the Clique.45 But Sydney Reagan, an independent, describes 

a different view: he saw Nowotny and McGill as part of the 

"old establishment" that ran things at the University--McGill 

was a "fixer;" he noted, and as for Dean Shorty, "I could not 

go to Nowotny, because you either did it Arno's way or he 

would say you were a Bolshevilt. 11 46 Instead, Reagan's relation

ship was primarily with the new University president, Dr. 

Homer Price Rainey, 

••• and I was able to work with him as much as 
a student body president at that day and age could 
work with a president •••• [AJ s he told me once, "Syd, 
you know I have problems, and so4there•s a limit to 
what I can do. 11 It's the truth. ·1 
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In any event, there was little or no effective student input 

into University administrative decision-making,48 , 49 although 

there were a few instances in which student and faculty opinions 

were requested.50 

The Board of Regents was even more distantly removed 

from interaction with the student government. When asked to 

describe the Association's relationship with the Board, 

Reagan answered, "Zero. In my entire time as president of 

the student body, I never communicated, directly or indirect

ly, with the Boa,rd of Regents.... It just wasn't done. 11 51 

Shivers52and G?-rrett53 concurred, although the former remem

bers being invited to attend the regents' meetings. In 1936, 

the Board did ask that a committee of five Assemblymen, and 

the Students' Association president ex officio, confer with 

them on student matters;54 but this eXperiment apparently was 

discontinued the following year. 

Funding and Control of the Blanket Tax 

The activities of the student government were funded 

by a cut, ranging from five cents in 1932 to twelve cents in 

1938, of the $10.50 optional Blanket Tax. The Association 

was also responsible for allocating these monies, which total

led upwards of $40 9 000 annually, among various student organiza

tions, including TSP, the Athletics Council (to fund the foot

ball program), the Longhorn Band, CEC, the Glee Clubs, the 

Curtain Club, the Oratorical Association, the Boxing Club, 

and the University Light Opera Company.55 Although the blan

ket tax apportionment as decided by the Students• Assembly 
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was technically subject to approval by the University Administ-. 
ration, changes~ were never made, and the students essentially 

had the only voice in the matter. Jenkins Garrett, however, 

remembers working out the apportionment not on the Assembly 

floor, but in a special meeting with representatives of the 

other blanket tax-funded groups (including himself) and Arno 

Nowotny and Bill McGill.56 

In the fall of 1932, Nowotny suggested at a Students' 

Association banquet that the Blanket Tax Committee have a 

standing faculty member on it, purportedly because he would 

be experienced in dealing with the pleas of various groups 

asking for larger appropriations.57 When the Assembly .resumed 

session in January, an Assemblyman introduced a motion to this 

effect, but it was resoundingly defeated by vote of the body, 

and the students continued to possess effectively complete 

control over the blanket tax.58 

Off-Campus Affairs 

Until around 1936, the attentions of the Association 

were strictly devoted to activities on the main campus. In 

fact, after it was reported to the Assembly in a February 1933 

debate that a· student, falsely styling himself as an 

Assembly representative, had antagonized a. State legislative 

committee during public hearings1 the Assembly unanimously 

passed a resolution forbidding any student to represent the 

Association at any legislative hearings or debates. Said 

President Shivers: "It is not the duty of the Assembly to 

dabble in State governmental affairs. 11 59 
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That sentiment soon changed, however. President Jen

kins Garrett was asked in 1936 to testify and help lobby 

(successfully) for a change in the method of writing the 

appropriations bill for the University. 60 During the 1938-39 

school year, the Assembly passed a resolution opposing estab

lishment of any kind of ROTC uni ts on campus and appointed 

an ad hoc committee to lobby the Legislature to that end. 61 

And in 1939-40, the !ssembly sent copies of a Fesolution ex

pressing opposition to a 31.5% reduction in college National 

Youth Administration employment to the President of the United 

States, Texas congressmen, and the House Subcommittee on Labor 

and Social Security.62 

That same year, with the ominous forebodings of another 

world war looming on the horizon, the Assembly, meeting in 

special session, sent the following Peace Resolution to the 

Texas congressional delegation, the Secretary of State, and 

the Presi·dent: 

BE IT RESOLVED: 
We,.xhe Students• Assembly of the University 

of Texas, do hereby express our opposition to:'the 
institution of war, and do voice our unfaltering 
protest against economic or military intervention 
on the part of the United States in any foreign war. 
We are convinced of the futility of the use of force 
to settle international misunderstandings, and our 
conviction is that the preservation of democracy in 
the United States may be contingent upon the main
tenance of our peace. We expect of our national 
leadership a peaqe-making neutrality--not a war
inciting unneutrality. Such a leadership we will 
follow resolutely. 

We call upon Texas students to observe Novem
ber 11, 1939, by expressing clearly to those in re
sponsible positions in the Nation, their opposition 
to the economic or military involvement or the 
United States in the present European conflict. 
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We urge' such expression through personal communica
tions with Texas Congressmen and Senators and with the 
President of the6United States, as well as through 
group petitions. 3 ' 

Students were understandably concerned, as they ·would be ·the ones 

to fight the war. 

Responses from the recipients of the letters were gen

erally favorable. But Congressman Ed Gossett--a former UT 

Students• Association President--wrote back a very bitter 

letter reflecting his own ideas of the Association's role, 

in which he charged· the Assembly with stepping over their 

bounds. Sydney Reagan recalls: 

I'm sure that if this had occurred in the 
late '60s, the students would have marched on Wash
ington and lynched him. But Ed expressed the view
point of the right-wing then, that "Who in the hell 
are these stupid students to be talking about ~hings 
like this'?" Well we thought ·it was some of our 
business since ••• since ••• it was my generation that 
got killed. Many of my best friends got killed. 
~ But Ed Gossett did~ 1 t! Ed Gossett finally 
retired from Congress, and then became general counsel 
for a major corporation, and then-~after he got too64 
~ for any of those activities--he became a judge. 

Although such resolutions carried little weight since the stu

dents could not yet vote, they are evidence that by the end of 

the decade, the student body was beginning to find its voice 

in off-campU$ affairs. 

Student Attitudes Toward the Association 

_,,.... 

Although the disillusionment that characterized some 

of the more recent eras of student government at Texas was 

virtually unheard of, students we.re not always pleased with 

the Association's act,ivities in the Thirti~s. Daily Texan 

writer (and later, famous Dallas Morning News columnist) 
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Paul Crume termed student government an "anachronism," and 

editorialized that 

most students do not regard it as a democratic 
government, for no government was ever democratic 
that was supervised from the top. Perhaps it is 
just as well that the Assembly is controlled by6 those who handle the affairs so much more ably. 5 
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At another time, a Texan editor criticized the Assembly's 

marked lack of initiative. At the called meeting that prompted 

this charge, an Assemblyman had moved to appoint a commit-

tee to report on the advisabi.li ty of dropping assessment of 

negative credit hours for excessive class absences, in the wake 

of the 1936 flu epidemic. The motion died for lack of a second. 

But when the mover informed the members that a faculty com

mittee had already been formed for the same purpose, the motion 

was quickly re-offered and seconded. There was not a quorum 

present, so nothing came of it; however, as the editor wrote: 

The point is that here was something that 
looked a little risky. It was something that ap
peared contrary to the existing order of things 
run by the officials. But as soon as it was made 
clear that the officials were themselves considering 
a change in cut regulations, student government 
sighed and said 'Why Not?' 

This incident (was a small matter, but i~ 
presents insight into something quite big concern
ing the existence of student government. If it is 
ever going to utilize its potential power or extend 
its scope, student government is going to have to ·do 
a lot more thinking for itself and a lot less ~~t
ing like sheep for the lead of the higher-ups. 

Perhaps reflecting a growing trend towards disenchantment 

With the student government's lack of power and initiative, 

and to demonstrate that "politics is silly as hell," 

20 candidates, "not all of whom appeared to be entirely 

sincere," filed. for the spring 1938 presidential contest. 
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It was predicted at one point that as many as 250 would 

eventually file, but to circumvent this mockery, the Assemb

ly passed a bill requiring each candidate to post a $5.00 

bond upon filing, with $4.00 to be refunded if and only if 

he polled at least 200 voteds. The bond was later declared 

by the Judicial Council to be unconsititutional, but by then, 

most of the frivolous candidates had already withdravm. 67 

Fortunately, some students proffered more constructive 

help. Amid the complaints of powerlessness, one editor 

pointed out two valuable but overlooked strengths: 

Student government has the power of new ideas-
an overwhelming power if really used. It has the 
power of eXJ>ression of opinion--a power that has 
been sadly neglected, and has been placed in the 
lap of student government only to lie relatively 
dormant for many years.68 

And another editor refuted students• grumblings with a plea 

for increased duties and responsibilities for the government 

so as to make i.t more meaningful: 

From.the opinion of the ordinary student one 
would get the idea that the University and the 
student body would be better off if student govern
ment were relegated to the junk heap. Such an 
opinion would be a tremendous error in judgement. 
Student government is just coming tothe front •••• 

Student government has only one important 
power today; and that is its power to raise various 
kinds of cairi. 

Students feel that :their self-government is not 
so good because an emphasis has been placed upon 
inter-class (fraternity-barb [independent!{}) and 
inter-fraternity rivalty. A little friendly com
petition is all right, but that should not be the 
only thing in student government. Not enough 
student participation in the real government of the 
educational, disciplinary, or administrative phases 
of the University is provided. Certainly such par
ticipation is not regularly invited. Occasionally it 
is, praise be. 

And then frequently, the Students• Assoc~ation 
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is reprimanded silently and openly for not "doing 
something for a change." What can it do but ar
bitrate between political cliques and parcel out 
offices ••• ? Thus, in an effort to "do some.thing," 
it does something silly, and the enemies of student 
government point to its failure. 

Student Government must be given more to do. 
More ex-officio student members on faculty boards 
pertaining to education and curriculum· policy is 
desirable; more student representation on its co
operative society boards must be granted; more 
student counsel must be regarded as valuable rather 
than the steam of "half-baked kids who are merely. 
wanting to raise a stink.1169 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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Provision and improvement of student services, frater

nity-independent rivalries, constitutional revisions, desires 

for more power and input in decision-making--all were part 

of the Students• Association's focus on campus life between 

1932 and 1940. But these emphases were to change somewhat-in 

the next decade as the nation was suddenly thrust headlong 

into World War II, bringing new roles for students and student 

government to play • 
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CHAPTER 4 

1940/41-1949/50: War and Recovery 

World War II completely altered the face of stude)lt 

politics. The Students• Association was, at least temporarily, 

not particularly newsworthy; the government for the most part 

went quietly about its "business of running a great campus 

community without raising issues that might split or antagonize 

the students.... After all, war is the paramount issue on the 

campus now and must remain so until the peace is won. 111 

Student government accomplished a great deal during the war 

and post-war periods that insured a strong foundation for it 

in the decades that followed. But to a large extent, these 

progressive programs were realized without excessive fanfare, 

particularly during the war its.elf. 

The emphasis on new, innovative plans began even be

fore the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. In what is probably 

one of the best-remembered achievements of student government 

at Texas today the Assembly first considered during the 1940-

41 term the possibility of having a "University Infirmary·" 

and appointed a co_mmittee to study such a proposal. 2 Univer

sity President Homer Price Rainey and the Board of Regents 

expressed interest in the idea,3 and upon student urgings, 

a mandatory University Hospital Fee of S4.00 per semester was 

instituted in the fall of 1941 to fund the new building.4 

Construction of the Student Health Center had not yet begun 

by March of 1946, how.ever, when the Assembly Committee to 

-58-
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investigate the Health Service found that among other things 

the Service, then housed in B. Hall (where it had been since 

B. Hall.closed as a ·dormitory), had no hot running water with 

whi.ch the physicians could wash their hands. Furthermore, 

the Health Service had the capacity at that time to serve 

only about 4,500 students--woefully inadequate under the 

University's plans to expand enrollment to 15,000 after the 

war. The committee strongly recommended that construction 

commence immediately;5 with continual encouragement from the 

student body, the new, well-equipped Health Center, with its 

full-time director, was finally completed during the summer 

of 1950. 6 

Another successful pre-war program was the experimental 

textbook exchange organized by the Association in the spring 

of 1941 to help fight unfairly low buy-back prices offered 

by the Drag bookstores. Students brought their used books 

to the Texas Union Commons; buyers paid whatever price the 

seller had set, and the seller received the proceeds less 

a flat five-cent service charge. The book exchange lasted 

six days and was run by members of the Orange Jackets and 

Alpha Phi Omega service organizations. This idea had been 

tried in 1935, but on a much smaller scale; in 1941, sales 

totaled over $1,200, with the exchange earning $40.55 and 

profit after expenses of $10.00. But the intent of the book 

exchange, which continued intermittently for many years, was 

not to make money--it was to provide a needed student service • 

In this it succeeded: sellers' receipts averaged about twenty 
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cents more per book than the bookstores• buyback price, and 

buyers could purchase texts without paying high markups.7 

Yet other ac complishmen t_s of the active 1940-41 Assembly 

were an extensive survey of student labor conditions, and 

the institution of the six-barrel lottery system, still in use 

today, for fairly distributing football tickets to blanket 

tax (now Athletics Fee) holders. 8 

When the United States entered the war in December, 

1941, the University was placed on an accelerated trimester 

plan to enable students to earn their degrees quickly and 

then enter military service. The Students• Association thus 

began functioning throughout the entire year; cooperating with 

the University's war time program, it c~ntered its activities 

around promoting student participation in campus war courses, 

bond and stamp drives, mass convocations, and other events 

pertaining to the war. The Students• Association Campus War 

Council, designed to guide the students and the student govern

ment in these efforts, was for a time one of the most active 

functioning committees.9 Typical activities of the Students• 

Assembly itself included appointments of students to the various 

student activity related committees.described earlier, con

stitutional revisions for war time, administration and allocation 

of the blanket tax, printing of Students• Association Handbooks 

for incoming freshmen, and enforcement of campus traffic reg

ulations. 

After the war, the level of activity in student govern

ment suddenly jumped dramatically. More bills and resolutions 

' I 
j 

_____j 
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were introduced, and more meetings were held; the Association 

received grea;ter publicity, and the number of students act

ively participating rapidly increased. During this period, 

the Association's committee structure grew swiftly, although 

most were still organized on an ad hoc basis for purposes such 

as developing the flash card/yell section for football games, 

and working to find shelter, clothing and food for the post-

war influx of Displaced Persons. 

It is likely that even more of enduring significance 

would have been accomplished by the student government but for 

the constant, frequent turnover of student leadership. During 

the war, many students either were drafted or enlisted volun

tarily and left school on short notice; numerous others 

joined on-campus military and ROTC programs that, even for 

sereral years after V-J Day, often compelled them to leave 

campus before· their term of office was complete. By the 
" 

end of the spring 1945 trimester, for example, 13 out of 14 

Assemblymen elected the preceding fall had quit school and left 

tovm. 1° For the same reason, many student body presidents 

only served a portion of their terms, forcing promotion of the 

vice-president, election from the Assembly of a student to 

fill that post, and finally the appointment of another student 

to the now-vacant Assembly seat: each Long Session from 1943-

44 to 1947-48 saw at least two individuals in the presidency; 

one year1 1946-47, there were three. 11 And on March 8, 1945, re

signing President "Mac" Wallace handed over the rusty, aging 
' silver spurs--traditional symbols of the Students' Association 
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President's authority--to his Vice-President, Miss Anna 

Buchanan, who became the first woman ever to hold the post 

of President of the Student's Association of the University 

of Texas. After the meeting, recounted the Daily Texan, her 

newly-elected replecement "bestowed an authoritative peck 

on Miss Buchanan's blushing forehead, to become the first 

boy in history to kiss a president of t~e student body. 1112 

An Era of Constitutional Tinkering 

It must have seemed to the student in the 1940s that 

the Students' Association Constitution was in a continual state 

of flux. In 1941, the constitution that had been adopted only 

two years earlier was again revised with a series of eleven 

amendments approved by an over two-thirds vote of the student 

body. 13 Then, in April of 1942, a Committee for the Investiga

tion of Student Government was set up, on the advice of 

President Rainey, to "look into the existing form of govern-' 

ment, see how it works, and change it if possible," based On 

the student. government constitutions at other Universities. 14 

The committee reported in Fall, 1942,that the constitution was 

"not geared for wartime. 111 5 With the fall Assembly election 

only a few weeks away, nearly all the members of the student 

body were ineligible to run for office: candidates were 

constitutionally required to be enrolled for at least twelve 

credit hours, but the trimester system limited the maximum 

load to nine hours. There was not enough time practically 

to allow for an amendment by student vote; the Dean of Student 

Life had the power to "amend or repeal" in a "grave emergency," 

' 
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but this office had been non-existent since the death of Dean 

V.I. M6ore. 16 Fortunately, and just: in ti~e, Judiciary 

C~uncil ·chairman John Hill interpreted the constitution to 

allow Dean of Men Arno Nowotny to change the required minimum 

load to six hours. 17 

But this solution was only a temporary cu~e for the 

government's structural ills. The next fall, a new joint 

faculty-student Committee on Reorganization of Student govern

ment, headed by Dr. O.D. Weeks, Professor of Government and 

faculty advisor tb the Association, recommended combining 

the executive and legislative functions in a seven-member 

Student Council. This would have resulted in a commission 

form of government, similar to a city council. Some students 

opposed such a plan on the grounds that it violated the doc

trine of separation of powers, and that it limited large

scale participation. 18 The new document that was finally pas

sed by the Assembly, and later by a vote of just under 700 

students, l9 was thoroughly revamped in minor· details, but 

ess~ntially unchanged in overall struct~re"; it was not the 

general overhauling that the Weeks Report had recommended. 20 

Among its changes; it reduced the Judicial Council in number 

from seven to five and renamed it the Student Court; estab~ 

I 

lished the office of Attorney-General to advise the legislative 

and executive branches and act as student prosecutor; replaced 

the ad hoc Student Bureau of Investigation, an Assembly 

committee which had been charged with enforcing the election 

code, with the three non-office-holding-member Election 
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Commission, chaired by the president of Alpha Phi Omega; 

required voting in student elections by precincts, outlined 

by schools and colleges; provided for a salaried clerk of the 

Assembly to handle all records, minutes, and office work; 

and more clearly defined the duties of the vice-president. 21 

The ink had barely dried on the new constitution when, 

just two months later, the Assembly appointed a committee 

of four to scrutinize it for defects. 22 I 

And after submitting 

to ·the voters four new amendments (only one of which passed) 

in the fall 1947 election, the Assembly set up in December a 

committee to rewrite the constitution yet again; 23 ~948-49 

President Barefoot Sanders suggests_ that "in terms of student 

government, if a constitution had gone unamended or unrevised 

for three or four years, it was probably considered ancient. 024 

After months of working jointly with the faculty committee on 

student government, the Constitutional Revision Committee 

presented the new instrument to the Assembly for approval. 

But all was not smooth sailing for the constitution 

during the discussion of a motion to adopt it, as the Minutes 

of that October 28, 1948 meeting show: 

The ~loor was opened for questions. Ben 
McDonald stated that he was against consideration of 
the Constitution by the "Lame Duck Assembly" and 
that he intended to compare the proposed constitution 
with that of the Constitution of the United States. 
While McDonald was talkin_g_, the president appointed 
four members of the Assembly as seargents-at-arms 
[sic]• At several points, McDonald yielded the floor 
to Vernon Hulme for further discussion. 

The president stated that he had no intention 
of letting McDonald make a laughing-stock out of the 
Assembly, nor could he see that reading the Con
stitutions were pertinent to the discussion. He 
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ruled McDonald out of order, since he was discussing 
the Constitution, and the floor had been granted to 
him for a question. He stated that he could not 
ask his question until he had read both the Federal 
Constitution and the proposed Constitution. The 
president repeated his ruling, and McDonald asked 
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for a statement of personal privilege. He apologized 
to the Assembly for calling the Assembly "a bunch of 
trained seals" with an automatic voting arm that went 
up when the signal was called. He stated that he had 
never missed but one meeting of the Assembly, and that 
he was a duly elected representative from Law 
School with the right to read whatever was per-
tinent to the Constitution. He began to read the 
section of the Constitution concerning the require
ments for Associate Justices, stating that he be
lieved that all should be elected from law school. 

The president ruled him out of order for wast
ing the time of the Assembly members and for conduct 
unbecoming a member of the Assembly. When McDonald 
said he objected to the dictatorship of the president, 
the presi·dent said be could take his seat or be evict
ed from the meeting by the seargents-at-arms. 

McDonald said that he wished to appeal the 
ruling of the chair. The president resigned the 
chair to Vice-President Mickey Elliott, and the 
assembly voted to sustain the ruling of the chair • 
McDonald left the meeting.25 

Immediately thereafter, the Assembly approved the constitution, 

and it was ratifie~ by the students in a special election 

on December 15. 

Elections and Election Reform 

Voter participation in the Forties generally continued 

to be high, with 29%-69% of the student body voting in the 

spring, and 24ro-45% in the fall. The large variance in turn

out between elections was caused by many factors: during the 

war, participation was more widespread, probably at least 

partly due to the intense emphasis of the day on democracy and 

the democratic process; after the war, interest waned some

what, and was reflected in lower turnouts. Bad weather on 
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election day was also to blame in at least two cases • 

The war also induced the Assembly to vote in 1943 

to cut the campaign expenditure limit for candidates from 

S50.00 to S3.50--enough to get a picture cut made for printing 

in the Daily Texan--for the duration, to conserve the candid

ates• money and critically needed war materials. 26 After 

the war, the S,50.00 limit was restored so as to stimulate 

interest in elections. And, hopefully to insure competency 

of candidates, the 1944-45 Assembly unanimously passed a 

bill requiring those running for president, vice-president, 

secretary, assemblyman, and student court justice to pass 

80% or better of a 20-question examination on the Students• 

Association Constitution drawn from a standard list of 100. 27 

This quiz continued to be a requirement for candidate certi

fication until 1960. 

Growth of the Committee System 

Until the mid-'40s 1 Assembly and executive committees 

continued to be formed ad hoc, leading to a plethora' or 

g.roups with extremely narrow jurisdiction--for example, the 

"Committee to Investigate the Possibility of Extending ~he 

Christmas Holidays," the "Committee for Repairs on Speedway 

and for a Parking Area," and the "Committee to keep the As

sembly Informed on Housing and Efforts being Made By Ex

Servi c emen 1 as well as more mundane committees to codify 

the Laws or (inevitably) revise the Constitution.28 Additional

ly, students were appointed by the Assembly to sit on the 

recently-established Faculty-Student Cabinet, intended to 
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provide communication between these two bodies and some, 

albeit not much, input from both to the administration. 

Faculty cooperation varied, recalls Barefoot Sanders: some 

members were very receptive, but many "just didn't give a hoot 

about what the students thought."29 

After the war ended, however, the campus witnessed a 

vertable explosion in both the number and the sophistication 

of student government committees. There were suddenly many 

students in the University who had things they wanted to do, 

but no vehicle by which to do them, observed Sanders.30 

The standing committee structure provided that vehicle. And 

at the same time that it encouraged a broad base of student 

involvement, the new committee system as it developed in the 

late forties also increased the power of the student government: 

it could have more influence in a greater number and wider 

variety of fields than ever before. The distinguished 

feature of the standing committees was that ~hey were organized 

not to address one problem and then become obsolete, but rather 

to have ongoing influence in less problem-specific areas. For ., 

example: 

• The Student Committee on Housing was established 
in 1945 to hear and ~eview student complaints re
garding landlord problems, act as a liaison between 
the student and the Deans of Men and Women, and 
select suitable counsel for the student if his dis
pute was presented for court review by a higher 
University authority.31 

• The Co-Op Committee was active in searching out 
houses in which to set up living co-ops and in get
ting the administration to help in all~viating 
the post-war hous1ng shortage crisis.3 

• The Veteran's Affairs Committee worked to inform 
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vets of jobs and other services available to them.33 

• The International Committee, composed of eleven 
students, including six for:eign area or e·thnic 
group representatives, was set up for the purpose 
of "the successful 'integration' of foreign students 
into University. life ••• and the promotion of better 
understanding and acceptance.of responsibilities 
by students, both foreign and U.S. citizens. 1154 
The council published a foreign student newspaper, 
and held intern~tional dinners and balls as some of 
its activities.55 

• The Committee on Faculty Evaluation instituted a 
faculty rating system for students' use that was 
similar in format to those in use today. A small 
minority of the faculty objected violently to the 
idea, and student apathy in Arts and Sciences and 
Engineering caused the program to bog down; but it 
worked well in many other colleges, and continued to 
be used on a voluntary basis.36 

• The grievance Committee channeled all student prob
lems brought before it to the proper University 
authorities, after investigation. In one year, 
for example the committee got stop signs installed 
at the dangerous intersection of 21st street and 
Speedway; it also got more pay phone$, wastebaskets, 
and pencil sharpeners installed in the men's dorms. 
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The Student-Regent Liaison Committee. In March, 1949, 

the Assembly made this a permanent committee--one which was 

to provide a "more intense feeling of harmony," a "line of 

communication," and an 1taccurate and instantly available source 

of ~nformation to the Board of Regents concerning current 

student opinion on matters before them for consideration. 1138 

The committee consisted of the Students' Association president 

and secretary, the presidents of the Interfraternity Council 

(IFC) and the Men's Intercommunity Association (MICA), the 

Texan editor, and one student appointed at-large. These 

students met with the Regents' Subcommittee on Public and 

Student Relations before each Board meeting to discuss issues 
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such as the Association constitution, investment of the Gen

eral Property Deposits paid by students, interest in a Univer

sity Press, and the needs of foreign students.39 Former 

president Sanders remembers the regents' favorable response: 

It tqrned out that there was just not as much 
reason for antagonism as everybody had always kind 
of sensed that there was. They we~e nervous about 
us ••• they were very ginger at that first meeting, 
and we were too; ••• it was kind of a mutual ex
change of information. It was a building of con
fidence as much as anything else ••• 

I thought it was a good relationship •••• 
My purpose was not so that we could all walk down 
the same road together. There's going to be a 
tension from the start •••• [But] I had a door that 
I could knock on.40 

The Council on Fair Business Standards (CFBS). The 

CFBS was organized in 1948-49 to check spiTaling ~nflation in 

the University area, to promote batter relations between busi

ness establishments and students, and to direct students to 

merchants who had the students• interests at heart.41 The 

Council's first activity was a student boycott of campus

area barbers who had suddenly raised their haircut prices by 

as much as 100%. The effort was successful in forcing the 

barbershops to roll back their prices; Sanders recalls: 

••• It hurt •em good. It sure did, because 
they came to see me. They said, "It's not fair," 
and I told them it's free enterprise; but ••• they 
came down on their prices. I had a par~ time get
ting a haircut for a while, though •••• 4 

The CFBS quickly expanded to Qecome the largest organized 

branch of student government: with 85 student members, it 

far outnumbered the Assembly.43 The Council aiso expanded 

its scope: it proceeded to survey area cl·eaners on the 

basis of service, quality, and pric-e, and awarded its newl·y-
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adopted symbol, the "Steer Here" placard, to those that were 

found satisfactory. _Soon afterwards, the CFBS conducted a :~. 

similar survey of sanitary conditions at 150 restaurants and 

17 boarding houses in the campus area; establishments meeting 

or exceeding 80% of the Council's standards received the 

"Steer Here" symbol of approval. This function became the 

primary job of the Council until the 1960 1 s.44 

The Steer Here program, as the CFBS came to be pop

ularly known, wielded enormous influence and impact in campus 

area commerce. The cleaners leveled charges of "discriminating 

against the lot for the few"; those that did not meet the 

Steer Here standards clearly suffered a loss of business.45 

After several food poisoning qases were reported at filthy 

campus restaurants, the Assembly directed the Daily Texan to 

publish in a daily Steer Here column the names of those 

establishments conforming to CFBS standards, in an effort to 

discourage student patronage of the others.46 Sanders comment

ed, "I think we were probably a little out of bounds rw:tth. 

Steer Her~ •••• If you think about it, that's assuming a 

hell' of a lot of power ••• u47 And indeed, the CFBS continued 

to be an extreme~y powerful tool of the students for many 

years. 

Control of the Blanket Tax 

Control over blanket tax funds continued to rest with 

the Assembly through most of the 1940s. In fact, during 1941-

42, the Assembly gave itself the power to pass regulations 

upon all blanket-tax-funded organizations, and to fine them 
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up to one-half the annual amount received from the tax for 

violations.48 In 1945, the Ass~mbly significantly increased 

student government's share 1of the blanket tax for the first time-

from 9t¢ to 25¢--in ho~es of strengthening the government for 

a well-coordinated, effective student body in the face of 

rapidly increasing enrollment.49 

All of this power dissipated instantly in July 1947. 

That summer, the Board of Regents renamed the blanket tax the 

Student Activities Fee (though students continued to use the 

old name), made it compulsory for all students, and raised 

the price to S15.00. Their main consideration was supposedly 

to ·make the fee covered under VA benefits (which paid only 

mandatory fees) for students in school under the GI Bill of 

Rights. Student government objected to ·this only mildly: 

true, the compulsory fee was burdensome to some students, 

but it meant ample funding for all student organizations. 

What the Assembly ~ protest strenuously was the fact that 

the regents simultaneously transferred all final allocation 

power over the fee to a special committee consisting of the 

Students• Association President and one other student named 

by him, th~ Dean of Student Life, the University Auditor, 

and a member of the general faculty.50 For the first time in 

University history, the students did not have complete 

control over their funds. Student leaders anticipated trouble. 

They were right in that prospect: the following year, 

it was reported that the Student-Faculty Conmiittee on Blanket 

Tax Allocations made several significant changes in the 
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planned 1948-49 allotments as passed earlier by the Assembly. 

Particularly, the three non-student members, including Dean 

Nowotny, overruled the two student members in restoring a 

cut from the Athletic Council allocation. The majority 

report was accepted by President T.s. Painter.51 From that 

time on, it was understood that the Assembly could draw up 

the annual allocation, but its was no longer the ultimate 

authority--if it stepped over certain unspoken, unwritten 

boundaries, the administration would all too quickly take 

charge. 

The Administration: The Rainey Controversy and its Aftermath 

The Students• Association had always had a good relation

ship with President Homer Price Rainey. One Assemblyman 

commented: "In every community there are leaders who tower 

like Califq_rnia redwoods over the rest of.the trees. Homer 

Price Rainey is one of these. 11 52 Thus it came as quite a 

shock to the students when this leader whom they loved and 

respected was fired as President on November 11 1944~bY a 

6-2 vote of the Board of Regents. Rainey had charged that the 

Board interfered in the authority of the administration and 

had, in 16 instances of "repressive measures, actual. or at

tempted," encroached on academic freedom. But the Board's 

only explanation for their action was: "The interest of the 

University requires it.u53 

Students and faculty were outraged. Dr. J. Alton 

Burdine, vice president of the University, termed the dismis-

sal "the greatest tragedy in the annals of American education."54 
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In order that the Board's act not pass unnoticed, the Students• 

Assembly declared a three-day strike on classes, and students 

later resumed their studies only under protest. Led by 

the student government, students marched en masse on the 

Capitol in "howling protept" of the Rainey ouster. They de

posited a crepe-shrouded coffin labelled "academic feeedom" 

over the rotunda flodr mosaic. A.Jnj,.d shouts of "We Want 

Rainey!" Student Body President "Mac" Wallace demanded Gover-
. 

nor Coke Stevenson to request the Board to further justify 

its action, and promised to "bombard the regents with tele

grams if Lh~ did not act." But no such explanation was 

received, even after the students fulfilled their threat.55 

The protest movement received news coverage nationwide; how

ever, Rainey was not rehired. As we will o~serve again later, 

there is very little that can change a decision of the Univer

sity Board of Regents once it has been arrived at--especially 

if it is publicly criticized, lest the Board members lay 

themselves 9pen to charges of bowing to outside influences. 

The campus was dealt yet a second blow seven months 

later. Dr. T.S. Painter, when he was elevated by the Board 

to the acting presidency of the University after Rainey was 

fired, had stated, "I do not approve of the action of the 

Board of Regents in summarily discharging Dr. Rainey," and 

said he would accept the presidency only temporarily, in order 

that the way might be kept open for Rainey•s reappointment.56 

But on May 24, 1946, the Board asked Painter to accept the per

manent presidency. Within three hours of the Board of Regents' 
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announcment, the Students' Assembly was meeting in special 

session to issue a statement to T.S. Painter. The student 

leaders urged Painter to decline the appointment: they 

felt that, although he was a brilliant and accomplished 

scientist, he lacked the skills and national prominence 

in educational administration needed in this case to again 

make Texas one of the nation's top universities.57 Nonethe

less, Dr. Painter accepted the post a few days later. Re

signed to the inevitable, the Assembly on June 6, 1946, passed 

a resolution which was sent to the University President's 

office: 

Realizing that there have been differences 
of opinions concerning policies and personalities, 
we, the Student Assembly, cognizant that ours is the 
duty of giving voice to the considered opinions 
of the student bodyr do herewith pledge all our 
effort and co-operation to the administration of 
this University toward the goal of making the 
University of Texas one of8the nation's finest 
educatienal institutions.~ 

By the late Forties, student-administration-regent 

warfare had died down. The student government established 

an effective liaison with the administration, and with the 

President's help succeeded in getting a sidewalk built on the 

east side of Spe~dway between 22nd and 25th streets 59 and 

s23,500 in appropriations for improved lighting in the lib

raries and the Architecture Bui.lding. 60 Barefoot Sanders 

remembers that in his term, 

••• we never had any big rows with the ad
ministration. I think people were kind of tired 

~!t!~:!ie~ti~a~hf~:sp~h;;w~o~=~~r;;;~n~o;~e~a:f~:6l 
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Rise of Campus Political Parties 

In the early Forties, the Greek-Independent rivalry 

continued in campus politics. An attempt was made in 1941 to 

organize both factions into a supposedly ideal coalition. 

This group called itself the Harmony Party, and managed to 

get two-thirds of its candidates elected in the spring 1941 

contest.62 The campus• first "party" was short-lived, how

ever: in October 0£ that year, the Harmony Party split up 

in favor of the old fraternity Clique.63 

During the Rainey controversy, students became divided 

along "liberal" and "conservative" lines, with the former 

group (the larger) supporting Dr. Rainey, and the latter 

backing up the action of the regents. 64 In November, 1945, 

the University of Texas Party (UTP) was formed. The UTP was 

the first true part_y in campus hist·ory: 'it held a "conven

tion," nominated a slate of candidates·, and drew up a detailed 

20-point plat~orm. 65 But the U~P, too, succumbed to. the omni

present Greek-Independent split; students felt'it was "a 

phoney," "too middle-of-the-road," and devoted only to "in

tangibles" such as "Home, Mother, and the Church."66 

A multiparty system emerged briefly in the spring and 

summer of· 1948, when two groups, the Liberal Party and the 

Independent Party, were formed to combat the influence of the 

Clique in the belief that the Greek-Independent distinction 

was artificial: "It should be discouraged in favor of in-
. . 67 

tellectual affiliation," said a Liberal Party member • 

Both parties held conventions in late September, adopted 
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more concrete platforms, and endorsed candidate slate$; in the 

fall election ten Independent Party (which had changed its name 

to the All-University Party in an attempt to sound less 

partisan) candidates won, as well as four Liberal Party 

nominees and eleven "unaffiliated" students (mostly from the 

Clique). 68 But a permanent party system was not yet to be, 

for later that school year, 

••• they just went back to the old allegiances. 
It's easier to draw a line between Greeks and non
Greeks~ Otherwise, you start falling out on doc
trine. t>9 

Growing Awareness of Off-Campus Affairs 

As it did in the 193o•s, the Assembly continued oc

casionally to address national issues; for example, in 1945, 

it went on record as supporting the 18-year-old'right to vote 

movement.70 Lobbying activities in the Legislature also con

tinued sporadically: in the spring of 1945, the Union Fee 

was made compulsory by the Texas Legislature, largely due to 
71 student support. But overall, the student government did 

not yet feel the need for regular, organized involvement in 

off-campus politics.72 

There was, however, a growing interest after the con

clusion of the war in worldwide and nationwide student organ

izations: in 1946-47, the Students' Association sent delegates 

to the first United States National Students• Association 

(USNSA) convention in Madison, Wisconsin; the International 

Union of Students conference in Chicago; and the World Student 

Congress in Prague, Czechoslovakia.73 The following year, 
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the Assembly, following President Sanders• lead, established 

the USNSA on campus, subject to ratification of the organ

ization• s constitution by the student body. Discussion of the 

USNSA constitution dominated Assembly meetings and the pages 

of the Daily Texan. Ultimately, however--for the first of 

several times--UT membership in the USNSA was rejected: on 

February 18, 1948, by a vote of 2533 to 1874, the students 

resoundingly demanded that the University immediately cancel 

its affiliation. The USNSA opposition objected to defects in 

the organization's constitution that reportedly would have 

allowed a small group to domina.te. 74 Adds Sanders: "It was 

thought to be a pinko-type organization.... There was just 

enough of a scare raised about the unknown."75 

The Students• View 

Students were often harshly critical of their govern

ment dur.ing the war years for its inactivity. For instance, 

the Texan editor described the 1944-45 Assembly as "the 

greatest do-nothing, say-nothing, leave-early Assembly in the 

history o'f the Forty Acres." He pointed out that it wrote 

one major law (which was vetoed by the Dean), wrote one 

major appropriations bill (redrawn by the Dean), and started 

one investigation which was never heard from.76 As a result 

of the Association's failure to stay prominently in the student 

eye, indifference and apathy flourished: In a column urging 

people to vote, an editor described the average student as 

sort of amazed and bewildered about what's 
going on.... His attitude seems to be, "Aw, what 
the heck. What difference will it make if Susie 
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Smith or Joe College gets the post? Student politics 
is just a farce anyway." And so he yawns his way 
through the political speeches and screeches, saun
ters past the voting booths with an I-don•t-know-•em
so-why-vote idea.·1·1 

By the end of the decade, even with the increased 

activity and visibility from programs such as Steer Here and 

the Student-Regent Liaison, a scientifically conducted sample

controlled Student Opinion Survey of 535 students showed, with 

a 3% margin of error, that "4 out of 10 students believe the 

system of student government at the University does not 

render service of value to the students, but only l of 10 

think that the government should be abolished."78 Barefoot 

Sanders agrees: "I don't think they overrated it in the sense 

of feeling like it was always telling what was on their hearts 

and minds, and I don't :think that most of them gave it much 

thought.u79 

* * * * * * * * ~ * 
Thus, student government in the 1940s was characterized, 

after a period of near-stasis during the war, by a process of 

rapidly building major power foundations which would become 

critically important in the years that followed. It also 

established several new, innovative programs to benefit the 

student body. But even as the the Students• As·sociation 

began to find "self-awareness" of its potentials and strengths, 

students were becoming more indifferent--towards the student 

government specifically, and towards politics and controversy 

in general; they were weary of war. This sentiment was clear-

ly reflected on the campus as it moved into the 1950s. 
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CHAPTER 5 

1950/51-1959/60: An Introspective Calm 

Indeed, in the turbulent wake of the 1940s--particularly 

World War II and the Rainey controversy--University of Texas 

students were understandably ready for stability on campus. 

They placed increasingly heavy emphasis on academic studies, 

and education quickly became the top priority, especially for 

returning veterans who were eager to graduate and get jobs; 

extracurricular activities were, to a great degree, secondary 

,in importance. For the student government, this trend meant 
" a general loss of cohesiveness: students tended not to view 

the Association as a group in which they were members (which, 

of course, they were by definition), but rather to relegate 

it to the status of "just another activity participated in by 

those ••• who wanted;, to be politicians. 111 Voter turnout rates 

in the Fifties lend credence to this theory: only about 19% 

to 29% of the students bothered to vote in the spring elections, 

while fall elections managed to attract only 15% to 19%--both 

dramatic decreases from the preceding decade. 

Harley Clark, Students• Association President during 

1957-58, recalls what the students of the Fifties were like: 

••• Looking. back on it, I do believe that 
generations have a general characteristic. • •• I 
believe that our generation was very introspective-
we were pretty quiet. We weren't terribly material
istic, but we were really concerned with human rights 
and general freedoms. We somehow missed sensing the 
right to be more outspoken about certain things; we 
were shy in that regard.... In a sense~ that hamper
ed some of our potential effectiveness.c 

-83-
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Student government reflected this prevailing introspective 

calm. "We were not a very controversial government.... We 

were still feeling our way as to what our appropriate place 

was.... We didn't do much, and we didn't draw a lot of crit

icism.113 There were few if any great, divisive, emotion

packed issued such as those that appeared in later decades. 

In some years, the Students' Association exhibited a flurry 

of activity: 

During the term of President Frank Cooksey, 
the Student Assembly was a resolution-passing, 
bill proposing body. Its effect may be questionable 
but the volume of discussion and deliberation is in 
itself impressive.4 

During others, quiescence seemed to be the outstanding attribute, 

as the 1952-53 Report of the Student Court (usually a busy 

organ of the Association)--printed here in its entirety--

would suggest: 

The Student Court was in a very inactive 
status this past year due to the :fact that no cases 
ever appeared on its docket. However, the court 5 
had one social event which consisted of a dinner. 

In years like this, most activity occurred "behind-the-scenes," 

making the process seem, to the average student, "like nothing 

more than a dull aftermath of a hot political campaign. 116 

But whether dynamic or not, student government in the 

Fifties placed its emphasis not on effecting great, earth

shaking changes, but rather on "keeping the place moving"-

maintaining existing programs and providing basic, necessary 

services for the student body. And that proved to be no mere 

task on a campus with a student population that mushroomed to 

over 19,000 by the decade's end. 
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An Explosion of Committees 

To cope with this staggering responsibility, the com

mittee system expanded with breathless rapidity: by 1952, 

the number of standing com.mi ttees had grown to 19, and three 

years later 1 t had swelled to 23. Meanwhile, numerous others 

were still devel~ped ad hoc. Some of the new standing com

mittees esta~lished in the Fifties were: 

• The Rally Committee, formed in 1950 to further school 
spirit and student participation in a "color-card
cheering" (flash card) section at football games. 7 

• Th~ Student Integrity Council, later called the 
Scholastic Integrity Council (or simply "SIC"), 
composed of students, faculty, and the Dean of 
Student Life, developed to initiate and advise 
integrity programs in student organizations and 
honor systems in the schools and colleges.8 

• The Ciyil Defense Committee, formed in 1953 with 
representatives from service groups, living units, 
and other organizations, to inform students and 
faculty members of their responsibilities and 9 
courses of action in the event of an emergency. 

• The Student Employment Committee, whose purpose was 
to study, support, and--whenever possible--take 
action that might aid the working students of the 
University.10 

In addition, many of the most significant committees 

introduced in the late Forties maintained their levels of 

activity. The Council on Fair Business Standards, rechristened 

the Prices and Sanitation Committee, continued the Steer 

Here program, distributing maps, showing locations of esta

blishments passing the inspeption, to dorms and student 

boarding houses.11 The Grievance Committee handled complaints 

from students on housing, unfair grading and teaching practices, 

and difficulties with the administration; in 1956, it con-
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ducted an extensive study of the undergraduate advising 

system, found it to be inefficient and underq_taffed, and sug

gested as a remedy the use of the peer-advising program which 

is still utilized today in some departments. 12 The Inter

national Committee also expanded its activities to help meet 

the needs and solve the basic difficulties of the over 500 

internat~onal students attending the University. 13 

By the 1957-58 term, the committee structure had become 

a slave to tradition, with old committees never being eliminat-

ed: "We had a thousand ••• semi-vestigal organs last year ••• so 

we automatically have 'em again," quipped the Texan. 14 Worse, 

there were far too many committees and groups with overlapping 

or identical responsibilities, leading to power and juris

dictional squabbles. l5 The Assembly's solution? Why, of 

course--form another committee! Thus, the Committee on Com

mittees was established in 1958, supposedly to improve communi

cations between committee chairmen and provide better control 

over committee activities. 16 

Not suprisingly, this move served ~hly to add confusion. 

In the spring of 1959, under the title "Mickey Mouse Politics," 

a Texan editorial assistant wrote that 

The present arrangement is an octopus-like 
creature wiht a hundred dangling committees groping 
blindly in indistinct areas. More often than not a 
chairman does all the work and fair wea~her committee
men come long enough to get their picture in the 
"Cactus" or satisfy their sorority obligations. 

A second problem is the complete lack of com
munications. A com.mi ttee on committees haa. not 
solved the bureaucratic tangle. Groups often per
form identical functions individually and simultan
eously. Sometimes the reverse is true, each group 
fails to act, thinking or hoping that another com-
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mittee will do the job • 
Student Assemblymen consistently lack information 

on committee work. As a result, legislation is rarely 
passed reflecting the work of committees. 

A "petition" to aJ:>olish the student government was circulated 

briefly; it was primarily a political move, but it did reflect 

a growing sentiment on campus "to brush away the existing 

bureaucracy and 'start ove'r 1 •••• [TJhe present channels of 

communication (from the teeming tribe to the top of the 

totem) are pretty well clogged. Never have so few done so 

much for so many whi·le so many did nothing at all." 18 

But anarchy was avoided. Instead, the asse~bly com

pletely reorganized the committee structure, streamlining it 

so that efficiency could by improved and duplicity of effort 

eliminated. The many independent com.mi ttees and sub.committees 

were placed in groups under the superVision or· five Permanent 

Assembly Committees--Appropriations and Rules, Academic Affairs, 

Student Welfare, Campus Affairs,.and State, National, and 

International (SNI) Affairs--with a Student Assemblyman 

designated co-chair for each of the five. 19 The Permanent 

Committees were responsible for investigating and screening 

all matters that might reach the Assembly as bills, correlating 

and coordinating the activities of the committees that they 

supervised, and keeping the Assembly informed of their workings 

at all times. By the following year, the committee system's 

operation and performance improved considerably. 

Integration 

As Harley Clark reflected earlier, protection of human 
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rights and general freedoms was a prime concern of students 

in the 1950s. In 1946, Heman Marion Sweatt had been denied 

admission to the University law school because he was black; 

after a lengthy, bitter court battle, he was allowed to regis

ter in 1950, and all graduate-level programs were opened to 

Negroes. By that year, student awareness of the injustices 

of segregation had become manifest: in three popular refer

enda, introduced through student body initiative, the students 

went on record as not opposing admission of Negroes to graduate 

and undergraduate schools, and opposing any type of segregation 

in the classrooms. 20 

Integration of educational facilities proceeded slowly, 

however, and after the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its 

decision in ~rown vs. Topeka Board of Education im May, 1954, 

the Students• Association decided to take action to speed 

the process. It set up the Desegregation Commission, composed 

of two faculty members and 22 students, including two Negroes, 

to study any and all problems of integration in the areas of 

housing, eating facilities, classrooms, laboratories, Univer

sity social functions, and athletics. 21 At the end of the 1955 

spring semester, the Commission presented its written report 

to 'the Assembly, Governor Allan Shivers, and to the Southern 

School News to inform other colleges of the University's prog

ress.22 But the Desegregation Commisssion was only a recom

mendatory body, and had disbanded upon concluding its report; 

during the following school year, the Assembly established the 

Permanent Committee on Human Relations, made up of eight stu-
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contained in the report. 23 

89 

Student government was a driving force in the push to 

integr9.te the University, al though as Clark points out_, "We 

were not the only movers and shakers ••• ; there were those in 

the administration who were cautiously moving the University 

in that direction •••• n 24 Even after segregation of under-

graduate classes was terminated at the beginning of the fall 

semester, 1956, students continued to pressure the University 

to integrate all other areas as well, particularly housing 

and athletics, but the process was slow. 

In the late 1950s, the Students' Association also turn

ed its attention toward integration of off-campus facilities. 

By 1958, Negro students still were not allowed in restaurants 

on the Drag; on weekends when the University food service was 

closed, they had to walk over a mile to the Negro section of the 

city for meals. That fall, the Assembly voted to urge opera

tors of all off-campus services patronized by the student body 

to open their doors to Negro students, 25 .and by the following 

spring, some 21 lunch counters and restaurants had complied. 26 

In a special session on May 4, the Assembly voted 19-4 to 

endorse the cause of students demonstrating against racial 

discrimination at the remaining lunch counters, and gave its 

approval to the use of all "legal and peaceful means" of 
•' 

protest. 27 And at the end of the decade, student government 

brought the collective economic power of the student body to 

bear on the issue: Steer Here added to its old rating areas 
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of food quality and sanitation a third criterion--availability 

to all students. 28 

Controversy over the NSA 

The United States National Students• Association had 

grown in the years following its founding by 25 students in 

the mid-'40s to become a confederation of over 300 college 

student bodies, represented through their student governments; 29 

as it began to attain national prominence, debates over the 

University's membership increased in frequency. Only two 

years after the student body rejected the NSA, a movement arose 

among a group of pro-NSA students to hold another referendum. 

In this instance, unlike the previous one, the Assembly re

mained dedicated to representing what it felt to be the wishes 

of the student majority, and recommended that all students vote 

against NSA affiliation for four reasons: (1) the membership 

dues and other costs required would have been prohibitive; 

(2) UT was geographically distant from the concentration of 

most member schools, making interaction with them difficult; 

(3) there were reports of the "unsettled views of some liberals" 

among the NSA leadership; and (4) the NSA 1 s financial status 

was questionable.30 Heeding the Assembly's advice, the student 

body once again voted a resounding "no" on NSA in the spring of 

1951. 

Three years later, in May, 1954, the Student Assembly-

apparently without a student vote--officially affiliated the 

UT Students• Association with the United States National Stu

dents• Association for a one-year trial period.31 The following 
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May, again evidently acting unilaterally, the Assembly made the 

membership permanent.32 

For the remainder of the decade, active work with the 

NSA gave students at Texas a voice .. in national policy decisions 

and access to a wide variety of new ideas. But to a great ex-

tent, the NSA tended to emphasize more talk about what should 

be done than true constructive action.33 In retrospect, this 

is hardly a surprising observation: it in part reflects the 

quiet calm that was characteristic at other schools as well 

as Texas during this period. However, by the end of the Fif

ties, students at the Uniyersity were beginning to feel, quite 

justifiably, that NSA was a waste of time; they saw themselves 

"at the top of a very strong student government as far as United 

States universities wer€ concerned," while most of the student 

governments involved in the NSA were to an extent less develop~ 

ed.34 

Expressing this dissatisfaction., and citing the group's 

''organizational failure at the national and local levels, 

lack of flexibility, [and] precocious delving into the national 

and international realms of government, 1135 the Assembly on 

March 12, 1959, placed the University membership in the NSA on 

a one~year probation.36 During that time, the NSA reportedly 

alleviated some of its organizational problems by opening new 

main offices in California and Pennsylvania, and it demonstrated 

that it had no "pink" tinge by passing a resolution condemning 

Communism and Communist activities.37 The Assembly subseq~ent;;.. 

·- ly endorsed the Association's continued participation in the 
~ 
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NSA in March, 1960 • 

Conservatism in Structural Change 

The 1950s witnessed few of the frequent constitutional 

revisions and wholesale revampings of the governing structure 

that characterized the previous decade. This new conservatism 

was a result of several influences, including the absence of 

the turbulent events of the Forties, relative efficiency and 

durability of the 1948 ~onstitution, and dominant anti-radical

change mood of the campus. Four of the changes that ~ made 

are worth noting, though. During the 1953-54 Long Session, 

the student government was "reorganized," or more accurately, 

streamlined. No amendments were made to the Constitution, but 

a few position titles were changed, and some duties were more 

cl~arly delineated; greater responsibility was also given to 

the President's cabinet to keep- him and the Assembly members 

informed as acti"{ities and issues developed.38 To keep pace 

with inflation, the salary of the Students• Association pres

id.ent was raised to 5100 per month by Assembly vote in April 

of 1955.39 

The other two changes did necessitate constitutional 

amendments. The first required staggered terms for Student 

Assemblymen--half to be elected in October and half in April-

so as to provide a greater degree of continuity in the Assembly. 

After passage of this amendment in spring 1956, a full slate 

of Assemblymen was elected the following October, and the new 

representatives then drew lots to determine whether they would 

serve for one or two semesters 4°--a system similar to the one 
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used in the Texas Senate decennially after district lines are 

redrawn. Finally, in March, 1960, the constitution was amend

ed a second time, by a five-to-one student majority, to revise 

the student judiciary system. It became a three-level structure, 

consisting of a governmental affairs court of original juris

diction overseen by the Student Court, with an appeals- court 

composed of law professors to review cases from the Student 

Court. 4l 

( 

Establishment of the Two-Party System 

The Greek-independent rivalry had abated somewhat in 

intensity by the early Fifties. It·s primary role was as a 

political means of creating excitement and interest prior to 

an election; afterwards, suggests 1951 president Wales Madden, 

"the students really did not sense a lot of difference between 

an independent and a Greek."42 The inherently stable Clique 

continued to provide Greek candidates with an easily access

ible machine, while the degree of formal organization among 

the independents varied according to the strength and person

ality of Jhe "party" leader. Consequently, the Clique almost 

always won a majority of seats in the Assembly, and often some 

or all of~the executive posts as well--Madden for instance, 

was a fraternity man. 

Spring, 1952 brought radical changes to the campus 

political arena, when a group of stud~nts "who had some def

inite ideals about student politics as well as realistic 

notions about how political ideals should be implemented11 

formed the Student Party. The Student Party was open to any 
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bona fide student of the University, a,nd was dedicated to 

stimulating interest and participation in student government 

elections, and to selecting candidates, regardless of af

filiation, based solely on their qualifications, past ex

perience, reliability, integrity, capacity for leadership, 

and desire to serve.43 The well-organized Party attracted 

members from all political factions, and scored an overwhelm

ing triumph in the spring elections, capturing nearly every 

major campus office.44 The Clique, while naturally disappoint

ed, expected the Student Party to fade into oblivion after the 

election as its predecessors had done. But it did not--in 

fact, it went on to enjoy several more victories, forcing the 

liberalization and "clean-up" of the fraternity Clique into 

the Representative Party.45 In order to attract needed support, 

"Rep." Party largely abandoned its "smoke-filled-frat house" 

approach to candidate selection, i~ favor of better and fairer 

methods which allowed broader participation from convention 

delegates. It also made provisions for backing independent 

candidates and allowing them party ~embership, even though 

the party was composed of fraternities, sororities, and one 

or two c·o-ops. 46 

Until around 1957, the Rep Party and the Student Party 

competed aggressively in campus politics. For the next few 

years after, however, the Student Party lost popularity and 

suffered a series of defeats at the polls. A Student Party 

leader described the problem in a letter to "The Firing Line" 

in the Texan: 
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We felt ao strongly about our ideals that we 
were sure they would be accepted by the call).pus upon 
mere presentation. And for several years this was 
the- case. But we learned a truism: Political ideals 
are not self-asserting. To become realities they 
must be worked for. 

The fact that every bona fide student is a mem
ber of the Student Party looks good on paper, but 
in the hard facts of campus politics it does not 
measure up to the two or three thousand block of 
votes the other party can get without even campaign
ing •••• 

The independent on this campus still needs to 
have a voice in the poll tic al level of student govern
ment, it is still important that co-ops and clubs 
be given· opportunity to participate in a, political 
party on equal footing with other organizations, 
and it is still a valid goal that Independents and 
Greeks be brought together within a political struc
ture where the voice of each is respected.47 
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The Student Party Constitution was reformulated, and the 

reorganized Party helped put Harley Clark into the president's 

office in spring, 1957 • 

That was the Party's last major success. In February 

of 1959, believing that the Party was headed for "ce·rtain 

defeat in the spring elections," and that it was not "biologic

ally, mechanically, nor ~sychologically able to perpetuate 

the ideals it was founded upon," its members voted unanimously 

to disband Student Party. A former Party chairman stated, 

"The form of Student Party has crippled us. Our ideals still 

live. 11 48 But ideals alone were not enough to make independent 

students powerful in a student government competition with the 

Greeks; with less than two months remaining until the spring 

election, the Texan editor pleaded for someone to "make all 

haste" in organizing a replacement for Student Party: 

The gaping hole left is the need for an "op
position" party in the alchemy of "student government." 
The conflict of ideas and separate initiative of 
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campus interest of a two-party system is more than 
just good artificial practice for the political 
games to be played later in life. 

The two-party system provides a continuity and 
a refreshing vitality for stude~t government that 
no other "structure" can bring.49 
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His appeal was answered. Only one month before the elec

tion, 23 students--many of them former Student Party leaders-

formed the new Action Party, promising "action" in making the 

academic life of UT the major concern of student government, 

in reorganizing the government, and in working for the wel-

fare of all students.5° Couched in less rhetoric was its im

mediate prupose: oppose the Rep Party.51 (The Action Party, 

like its forerunner, was open to any student not individually 

affiliated with "another campus party.") Considering its 

late start, the Action Party was quite successful--it elected 

its presidential candidate, Frank Cooksey, and won two seats 

on the Assembly.52 .. Rep Party was once again under siege. 

The Blanket Tax and Supplementary Funding 

The 'price of a blanket tax had risen steadily over the 

years: from $G.50 when first adopted in 1916 to $10.50 in 

the Thi·rties and early Forties, to $12. 10 in 1945-46, and then 

to S15.00 in 1947-48 by direction of the Board of Regents.53 

In 1951, the Assembly recommended to the Board that the blanket 

tax remain compulsory, on the grounds that students were en

c~uraged, because they had to pay anyway, to participate in 

blanket tax-supported activities. One: of these activities, of 

course, was student government, and although the Assembly never 

ran short of money, the guaranteed funds certainly simplified 
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the annual budget process. Contrarily, the student bQdy at 

large was in favor of reinstatement of the voluntary blanket 

tax; for the most part it resented the additional compulsory 

financial burden• The Board finally returned to the voluntary 

tax, stating that the mandatory fee had just been an "exper

iment. n53 

Almost immediately,, the blanket tax price was raised to 

$16.50, with student government receiving $0.18; the groups 

getting the largest allocations were the Athletics Council, 

TSP, and the CEc.56 Control of the allocation was more or 

less returned to the Assembly, recall Madden57and Clark; 

and although the, latter remembers that it was still subject 

to review by the Dean of Student Life's office, 

• •• it seem,ed like it was rubber-stamped. As 
I recall, I think we carried the resolution over to 
Dean Nowotny, and he'd look it over and say, "Well, 
this looks pretty good," and :that's the way it would 
be, and we'd go on about our business.58 

Then again, in accordance with the tenor of the decade, there 

were virtually no substantive or highly controversial changes 

in the allocations that might have precipitated a reimposition 

of administrative control. 

The Association also had another supplementary source of 

funds: the aforementioned copyright to "The Eyes of Texas." 

Royalties from the sale, license, and use of the rights to 

the song increased sharply in the '50s as the Assembly began 

enforcing its claim through the courts, and the "Eyes" copy

right became quite lucrative. The Assembly in 1952 enacted 

a bill providing for use of 50% of these funds for the 
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principal endowment of the new John Lang Sinclair "Eyes of 

Texas" Scholarphip Fund, with the other half to be used for 

t.h~ "general benefit of the Students' Association as the 

Assembly shall appropriate."59 Total proceeds during 1951-52 

from the copyright were s2,400., o·f which S500 was paid out in 

five $100 scholarships, S700 was invested for the endowment, 

and s1,200 set aside for future use. 60 

One cah imagine the dollar signs that must have appeared 

in the eyes of the Student Assemblymen when, in December of 

1959, actor-director John Wayne requested permission to use 

"The Eyes of Texas" in his forthcoming nevi film The Alamo. 

There was only one slight problem: the Governor, unaware 

that the Students' Association and not the University held the 

copyright, had already promised Wayne the use of the song--for 

free. Debate raged in the Assembly when the administration 

politely asked i~ the students would approve this proposal. 

One group believed that the publicity and honor that would be 

received were ample payment--after all, they said, this is 

John Wayne! The opposition, on the other hand, wanted to milk 

the film, which would almost assuredly be a box-office smash-

after all, this w~s John Wayne--for every possible royalty 

penny. The controversy was quickly settled when Mr. Wayne 

quite graciously offered personally to donate s1,500--the 

largest single amount ever received--to the Sinclair Scholar

ship Fund in exchange for permission to use the song.6l 

The students accepted this as an equitable compromise • 

- ---------~-------------.....------------------~---~~ 
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Interaction with the Regents, Administration, and Faculty 

Generally, the Students• Association's relationships 

with the regents, administration and faculty were, due to 

the relative absence. of strongly polarizing issues, character

ized by cooperation and xespect; they were also usually ben

eficial, to the extent that they were utilized. The Student

Regent Liaison Committee, for example, continued in sporadic 

use during the decade. It was reactivated after a period of 

dormancy by Wales Madden in 1951, and he remembers that the 

Regents were "most receptive·" in discussing student issues 

, such as housing and the blanket tax. 62 Dudley K. Woodward, 

Chairman of the Board of Regents, expressed similar enthusiasm 

at working with the students: 

Unless I am greatly mistaken, the Board of 
Regents is very "student minded." Ih other words,. 
we feel that the members of the student body are3the 
most important "end product" of the University.b 

But sometime before 1957, the Liaison Committee had again fallen 

into relative disuse; Harley Clark,. who would have served on 

the committee, didn't recall having any working relationship 

with the Regents. 64 Then, in 1959, student meetings with the 

Board resumed again on an irregular basis. 65 There was simply 
.. 

not yet a pressing r~ason in the '50s to maintain regular liai-

son with the Board; wpen the int·eraction E§ in effect, it was 

more for the reason that "there was no need not to have that 

avenue of communication between students and regents," as 

Madden observed.66 

Student government also enjoyed a. relationship with 

the University administration that was both comfortable and 
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more continuous. The students• main contact was through ~he 

University President and the Dean of Student Life's office. 

Madden remembers: 

••• we were blessed with really decent people 
as deans--Jack Holland, Bill Blunk, Arno Nowotny-
people like that who we came to be very good friends 
with. These men were tolerant of our desires and 
our misunderstandings and our enthusiasm as students, 
and did not try to curtail things we wanted to do that 
were not destructive to the University •••• At the 
same time, the relationship with the President was 
very comfortable: Dr. Painter6~as in office then ••• 
we had no problems whatsoever. I 

Harley Clark recalls having a similarly good working relation

ship with the administration under President Logan Wilson, 

who replaced Painter in 1953.68 Wilson also set up the Pres

ident's Student Advisory Council, which included representatives 

from the Students• Association as well as other organizations, 

to roster regular student communication and input. 69 

Several projects were successfully carried out in the 

1950s with the help of the administration, including a program 

to provide married studernt housing on campus and a reque;st 

for construction of an open-stack Undergraduate Library (both 

with assistance from Dr. Harry Huntt Ransom).70 Near the 

end of the decade, 1959-60 Students• Association President 

Frank Cooksey stated that "Student Government is far more 

effective than most of its critics think" in dealing with the 

administration, but added, 

The degree to which the administration listens 
to the voice or student government does not depend 
as much on the issue involved as on the extent to 
which student government has the facts at its dis
posal • 

Any student resolution must have a reasonable 
basis in fact in order to command the attention of 
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the administration. We are in a good bargaining 
position only when we go to the administration 
With the facts necessary to back up our proposals. 

Our full-time jobs as students put us at a 
disadvantage. We have neither the time nor the op
portunity for fact-gatheringt as does the admin
istration. Its job is to know the facts, and it has 
them more readily available.71 
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In the area of interaction with the faculty, the 

Faculty-Student Cabinet--composed of seven administrators, two 

faculty members, and seven students--was quietly active through

out the F:i.fties in representing student opinion and resolutions 

of the Students• Assembly to the Faculty Council and the faculty 

at large; and although not all the suggestions were adopted, 

some were, and the relationship was warm and open.72 

Overall, as the Fifties drew to a close, students were 

becoming increasingly cognizant of the possiblities for student 

input in policy-making, as this excerpt from a Texan editorial 

indicates: 

The trend in American colleges and Universities 
is toward more student participation in areas of cur
riculum planning, xeacher evaluation, administrative 
policy, and academic standards. 

The most important thing isn't that students 
have a vote or a ~ormal say in such matters. What 
matters is that students are becoming vitally inter
ested in the thing which most directly concerns them 
in college--the very process of education itself. 

Herein. lies a gigantic challenge: student 
government moving into a new realm. No longer is 
it a group that merely does school "busy work"--
a group to plan dances and to promote school spirit 
and a gripe group. 

?Rather, it may now become a thinking group as 
well. 3 

Birth of Formal Lobbying Activities 

Student government began in the F:i.fties to make itself 

heard off-campus With subtly increasing frequency and reg-

---------~~-~~-..:..... ___ ___,_ _____________________ _._ ____ ~--
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ularity. The Association first gave official recognition to 

this developing new role in 1952, when the Assembly formed 

the Public Information Committee (PIC), ostensibly to expand 

the University public relations program and broaden the area 

of contact between the University of Texas student body and 

the citizens of Texas.74 In practical terms, though, the PIC 

became the very first organized legislative lobby of the 

Students' Association. The Committee restricted its efforts 

almost exclusively to external policy issues that affected 

University students: during 1952-53, it wrote H.B. 22, con

cerning expansion of the Texas Union, and lobbied for it; 

later, it helped with the effort to pass the University ap

propriations bill.75 

Tbe 1955-56 Assembly replaced the Public Information 

Committee with a ne.w body that made no secret of its purpose: 

the Legislative Liaison Committee was formed "for the direct 

eXpression of student opinion before members of the Legis

Iature." 76 The new Committee's focus continued to be on 

University-oriented legislation; but as Harley Clark remem-

be rs, 

••• we were absolutely pathetic when it came to 
dealing with the Legislature •••• We'd go down and 
lobby, terribly ineffectively; as I look back on it, 
just awfully. But we'd go dovm tr.ere anyway.77 

The Students' -Assembly as a whole would also occasionally 

become involved in influencing off-campus policy-making. 

In October 1956, the Assembly appropriated $360 from the "Eyes 

of Texas" royalties fund to send 10 1 000 letters around the 

state promoting a pending amendment in the Legislature to 
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allow use of ~he Permanent Univversity Fund to finance new 

campus building projects, thus avioding higher state taxes.78 

The royalties fund again provided needed monies in February 

1959, when the Assembly spent $500 to mail letters to 6,ooo 
parents, urging them to write their legislators to ask for 

continued state financial support of the Student Heal th 

Service and the Intramural Sports.program.79 And in one of 

the extremely r~re instances in which the Association involved 

its elf with what Clark calls "worldly issues," the Students' 

Assembly voted in May 1960 to endorse the removal from the 

National Defense Education Act of the affidavit which required 

students to declare that they were not members of any organ

ization desiring the "unconstitutional overthrow" of the federal 

government. The resolution as passed also directed the 

the Students' Association president "to use all means under 

his power to urge passage of the ••• ~endment." 80 

As with input into University policy-making, the campus 

at the end of the 1950s was just beginning to appreciate the 

enormous potential power that the Students' Association could 

wield as a pressure group, in both national and state affairs. 81 

While exploring this point, the Texan advised caution for 

future student leaders: 

It should, ~owever, be clear that the Student 
Assembly will lose its influence if it attempts to 
act on each and every issue confronting it in every 
single session. Care must be taken to select the most 
pressing areas. With conc~ntration of pressure 
more can be accomplished.~Z 
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Other Programs, Activities, and Accomplishments 

As we noted earlier, the Fifties were not characterized 

by great, enduring changes or innovations. Both Wales Madden 

and Harley Cl"ark highlighted this observation: when asked 

"What would you consider to be the one or two outstanding 

accomplishments of your administration--what lasting mark 

did you leave?," Madden, laughing, answered: 

Oh, I left none.... It was a happy experience, 
and I believe that by taking the time to participate ••• 
I encouraged other people to get involved in student 
polit1Qs.... But as far as lasting mementoes, I have 
none.ts5 

Similarly, Clark responded to the same question: 

I can't think of any, I really can•t. And 
I don't feel a sense of failure on tha~4account • . I can' t think of any in par ti cul ar •••• 

Exceptional humility? This ·is doubtful; of the 15 

former student body presidents who were interviewed and posed 

that question, only two--Clark and Madden--could not think of 

at least one outstanding accomplishment during tpeir terms. 

However, there were several projects that, although 

perhaps not of timeless significance, ,·deserve brief mention 

here: 

• The Students• Association Book Exchange was so 
successful that, in 1951, the area bookstores 
were forced to pay 50% of the new price on used 
books in order to compete. Since selling books 
at a bookstore was more conY.enient for students than 
waiting for their money through the exchange, the 
book exchange closed.ts' 

• The Assembly designated seven days in December 1951 
as Blood for Korea Week, and conducted a campus-wide 
blood drive to get 5000 pints. The project w~s 
repeated annually throughout the Korean War,8b 

• The first Student Government Retreat was held 
during the spring of 1952 at Bastrop State Park. 
The Assembly members found the retreat beneficial 
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for quickly developing good working relationships, 
and one was held after fall Assembly elections 
each year thereafter. 

• In October 1953, the Students• Association and the 
Union co-sponsored a Campus L~adership Workshop 
to train student leaders. A ~ew years later the 
Union became the Worksho~'s only sponsor; much 
later, i·t was picked up by Omicron Delta Kappa 
Leadership Fraternity, which.stiil conducts the 
program today.87 

• By Assembly resolution, the first formal College 
Council was organized in the College of Education 
in October 1954 as an experiment to project schol
astie integrity and help students plan their cur
ricula and degree programs. The idea was later ex
panded to all the colleges.88 

• In November 1957, the Assembly helped establish 
an all-University FM radio station (KUT-FM) with a 
$1,000 donation.B9, 90 

• Also during 1957-58, the Association started the 
Freshman Summer Orientation Program, a three-day 
period during which incoming students were housed 
in the men's and women's dorms, given the chance to 
take tests require~ for new students, and allowed 
to attend special registratiQn convocations.91 

• The Students' Association Teaching Excellence 
Awar.ds program began in the spring of 1957; the 
program rewarded and epcouraged better teachers 
by letting the students voice their ~ositive .opin
ions on teaching at the University.92 

• Also to promote academic excellence, the Assembly 
passed a bill in February 19,58 that established a 
program to recognize the student(s) with the high-· 
est· grade point average in each college and school 
through the presentation of certificates at Honors 
Day (first held in 1949) each spring.93 

~ * * * * * * * * * 
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Toward the end of the 1950s, the student body began to 

become dissatisfied with the wa:y the Association. was repre

sentin~ its interests. In one instance, the Assembly passed 

a resolution asking the Board of Regents to provide private 

phones in all the women •·s dorms, only to find out in a 
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subsequent survey that over three-fourths of the women pre

ferred to keep the less expensive central switchboard.94 

Another time, the Assembly SNI Affairs Committee recommended, 

and the Assembly approved, support of a tuition increase 

bill, pending in the House, that was designed to compensate 

for the effects of post-war inflation. The Association 

president and vice-president testified in favor of the bill 

before the House Committee on State Affairs. But only a few 

days later, a poll showed students against the tuition hike 

two-to-one. Controversy erupted on campus, particularly in 

the press; a referendum was held on the question, and students 

voted nearly three-to-one against the increase. When the 

Assembly refused to reconsider its decision, a suit was filed 

in the Student Court, naming all the Assemblymen as defendants 

and requesting a restraining order enjoining them from. repre

senting the resolution as the opinion of the student body. 

The injunction was granted, but the bill passed the House 

anyway.95 

Amid disputes such as these, it is no wonder that stu

dents were becoming disgruntled and critical of the student 

government. A Texan editor probably spoke for much of .the 

campus when, noting that student government had been suffering 

from inaction or ill-thought action, he wrote: 

All that happens is that student respect for 
student government lessens more and more with each 
succeeding "generation" of politicos, because of 

i~:P~l~~fl~~~~; :d"~~~~;~;~t~dtg~~~sc~!~i~~e~;;.96 
Without a doubt, the introspective calm that typified the 
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• decade was coming to an end • 
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CHAPTER 6 

1960/61-1965/66: Questioning the Student Role 

As students began to awaken from the rather sleepy Fif

ties, they started to ask questions, answers to which were not 

readily apparent or easily found: Who a~ I, the student? 

What are my rights as a student? What role should I play in 

determining the policies of the University that governs me 

while -I'm in school? Should I have a voice in national and 

world affairs? If so, how? Student government was also 

searching for an answer to "What should our role be?", as 1962 

Students• Association President Lowell Lebermann reflected: 

There was a big debate over the concept of 
"Students In Their Role As Students"--what did that 
mean? Were student governments to take on the never
ending, cyclical kinds of issues of parking on campus, 
student publications, funding of student government; 
dormitory matters of hours, curfews; some academic 
stuff--you know, that kind of thing: campus issues 
that simply revolved around the campus community as 
such? Or, were we to ·be participants in the wider 
community? Were we to discuss issues of war and 
peace, of nuclear power; were we to talk about 
issues in the broader communities in which our univer
sities found themselves? And strangely enough, that 
was really a fairly vigorous kind of debate--where 
should our emphasis be? 

That was just an emerging idea at the time-
that we could, as students, come together in a homo
geneous group and have some influence; it was only 
just being ·examined.1 

The years 1960 to 1966 were a period of pre-activism. 

at the University, perhaps best summarized by the theme .of 

the 1966 Challenge Colloquium--"Campus in Ferment." Student 

revolutions were erupting at other universities, beginning 

after theBerkeleyRevolt in December, 1964. Violence was 
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omnipresent in the news--the Vietnam war was beginning to in

tensify; President John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated in 

Dallas on November 22, 1963; and, closer to home, snip~r 

Charles Whitman in 1966 killed 16 people from the Tower be

fore being shot himself by police officers. On campus, 

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and other student 

political groups began to speak out--still peacefully--on 

the draft and American forei·gn policy. And the fact that 

President ~yndon Baines Johnson was from the Austin area and 

to an extent considered UT "his" school put a national spot

light on the Unive~sity•s protests and progre~s in desegre

gation, elimination of in loco parentis policies, and so on. 

The campus was changing, and fast; and student government 

was.forced to react to those changes • 

Loss of Confidence in the Students' Association 

'11he behavior of student government in the early 1960s 

did little to quell the tide of popular discontent and concern 

over representation that was inherited from the preceding de

cade. Much to the distaste of the voters, campus party poli

tics increased in intensity,- particularly after the Student 

Party was resurrected in spring 1961 from the remains of the 

short-lived Action Party and proceeded, in a frenzied contest. 

to elect Maurice Olian, who ran as an independent. Student 

Party was strengthened still further when Olian persuaded his 

fraternity, ~au Delta Phi, and several other Greek groups to 

withdraw from the Representative Party and join the Student 

Party ranks. 2 
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The ensuing situation was often counterproductive to 

constructive acti·on in the Assembly, for at this time, unlike 

previously, party loyalties continued to be explicit long after 

elections were over.3 The Rep Party was still very much in con

trol of the Assembly--in 1963, for exampl·e, it held 22 of 34 

seats4 and bitter political-infig~ting occurred. Wrote the 

Texan editor in 1963: 

••• Rep Party has, with a very few exceptions, 
gained "power" on the Assembly and has done nothing 
vii. th it •••• 

Student government is bad enough without 
being "managed" by a single group.5 

Worse, many campus leaders and the student body at large viewed 

the. partisan politics and petty squabbles in the Assembly 

with disgust, as 1962~63 Students• Association Secretary 

Barbara Tosch vividly expressed in a biting Texan editorial: 

Student government at your favorite university 
is no arena of righteousness; no haven for majority 
rule belivers, and no place to get anything but bit
ter about Democracy in Action. 

The Students• Association legislative body, the 
Assembly, is a case study. 

Too often the best of campus politicos--the one 
who seek office in sincerity, optimistically intend
ing to "do something" for their fellow students and 
for the University--end their term in disillusion
ment, vowing "n.ever to do that again." 

One former Assemblyman, a Phi Beta Kappa who'd 
won by a landslide in the campus• largest college, 
resigned in disgust, saying "I think it's all a bunch 
of crap. Nobody does anything but make a fool of 
himself. They don't debate the issues; they just 
argue personalities." 

Ano~her representative, presently serving on 
the Assembly, describes his colleagues as mechanical 
dolls. "You wind them up and they nit-pick for two 
semesters." 

A less critical student says he enjoyed his 
term. "I learned a lot about people.· It was hard for 
me to get adjusted to the fact that what they say on the' 
floor is not really what they mean--you hear that 
before the meeting • • • when friends or • • • 
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members of the same party get together and decide 
how many votes they've got to pass one of their 
bills or defeat the other party's. Isn't that the 
way.it is in real politics?" 

A viewpoint held by many persons is that As
semblymen don't really care about the issues--jµst 
whether their party comes out ahead. As a senior 
fina arts major, one among the two-thirds of the 
student body who didn't vote in the last campus 
election, says, "Why should I vote? Those people 
aren't interested in doing anythinB for us. They 
just v1ant to play petty politics." 
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Student confidence in the Association was undermined further 

by the impeachment proceedings started against 1960-61 pres

ident C.ameron Hightower, charging him with five counts of mal

feasance regarding his handling of money and the salary and 

duties of the office.7 After four and a half hours of debate, 

during which Hightower said, "I admit to you I was care·less; I 

admit to you I made mistakes," the president was cleared of 

charges by a vote of ten for impeachment and eighteen against. 8 

Five days later, on December 13, 1960, Hightower resigned as a 

result of carrying insufficient class hours to remain eligible 

to hold office; he was replaced by Vice-President Maurice 

Olian.9 This mid-year change of leadership and Lebermann•s 

resignation (due to failing a summer school class) less than 

two years later were without question detrimental to the ef

ficacy of the Assembly during those years. 

Overall, the faith reposed in the Association by ·the 

student body was at its lonest ebb in years. Many saw student 

government as a sham; they believed, often rightfully, that 

office-seekers were more interested in self-aggrandizement 

than in serving their constituency, and they were dismayed 

by the Assembly's tendency to debate an issue to death with-
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out ever taking substantive action on it. Lebermann admits 

that "yes, there was skepticism; people turned it aside with 

a wave of the hand, saying it was not effective, didn't 

amount to anything, was largely ignored. 1110 This apathy 
, 

was evident in steadily dropping voter turnouts, which hit a 

new low when only 3,482 of 26,230 students registered cast 

ballots in the fall 1965 election--a showing of barely 13%. 11 

The loss of confidence was so great that some students 

were ready to throw in the student government towel. Texan 

columnist Jay Westbrook wrote: 

From the jaded elders quietly murmuring "To 
Hell with it, 11 to Those-of-the-Fluffy-Heads loud
ly refusing to believe that it has lost its- IN
TEGRITY, everyone recently has been uttering last 
rites over the shrunken body of student government. 

The fact .is that student government is sick-
perhaps even unto death. The further fact is that 
no one seems to know or much care how to save it.12 

In the spring, 1963, a student related a plan to "seriously, 

methodically, for a two-year trial period," abolish the stu

dent government. A spokesman for the abolition group said, 

"We see serious, concerned people trying to do something 

about student government when nothing can be done. We would 

like to put their efforts into something else, something 

valuable." Under their plan, which was never adopted, ac

tivities would have been handled by Greeks, independent or

ganizations, and a governing committee. 13 

Creation of the House of Delegates 

The future looked bleak indeed for the Students• As-

sociation. The only possible solution seemed to lie "in 

. I 
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getting these leaders in student government back in contact 

with the reality of student opinions, desires, and hopes. 111 4 

In an attempt to do just that, a plan was formulated ~nder 

the 1965-66 administration of John Orr for a bicameral leg

islative branch, consisting of the Student Senate (the old 

Student Assembly) and a House of Delegates. The constitutional 

revision group, including Orr, recognized that the Association 

was directing most of its efforts toward programming (which 

brought it into conflict with the. Union Program Council) 

rather than toward the p~ocess of government per se. But they 

realized also that the Assembly had no legal role whatsoever; 

formal power was entirely vested in the Board of Regents. 

They believed that instead, student government CDJU.d effective

ly use its powers of creativity and persuasive ability in gen

erating and presenting new ideas to the Board and administra

tion. And for that mission to be legitimate, they felt, it had 

to represent the students• interest. 15 

But the students themselves were not particularly inter

ested in participating in student government, as we have ob

served. Only ~ small minority had a sense of "belonging" to 

"their" Students• Association, because, according to Orr, 

there were other interest groups to which they felt more 

closely aligned--co-ops, fraternities, sororities, QOrmi

tories.and other social organizations with which they had 

day-to-day c~ntact. 16 Thus, the members of the House of 

Delegates were to be elected from interest groups.su~h as 

these on a proportional basis, in the hopes of "inv0lving 
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key people ••• wherever they might be around the University111 7 

who would be more representative than the "politicos" in the 

Senate. 

But the new constitution was not ratified until April, 

1967, and then only after considerable revision; John Orr 

never did get to see his original idea become reality. How

ever, he recalled: 

••• toward the end I think there was a tremen
dous amount of frustration; I'm not £Ure if. that concept 
was ever truly agreed with by a large enough seg
ment of the population of the University to be suc
cessful. It kind of got halfway done.1~ 

He was probably correct; as we will see later, the House was 

abol::i.shed after only a few years. 

Taking Student Government to the Students 

Another series of efforts to stem student disenchantment 

with the Association was c:onducted by 1963-64 president Julius 

Glickman and his vice-president Greg Lipscomb, who as presi

dent the following year continued many of the projects. Their 

overall goal was to take student goverrunent to the students-

to get them involved, get their input, ideas, and criticisms, 

and in so doing, make them aware that their government was in 

fact interested in· representing them. 

One of these programs was the "Meet the President" 

forum, which the Texan dubbed the 11 Fountainside Chat" because 

it was held at the fountains in front of the Undergraduate 

Library and Academic Center (one of Dr. Ransom's pet projects, 

it was affectionately known as "Harry's Place"). Glickman told 

students: "People gripe about student government not doing 
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anything. This meeting is to hear your complaints and sug

gestions." For the first forum, about 60 students gathered 

and asked questions about student wages, housing integration, 

and registration; Glick.man also was able to explain some of 

·the policies of the Assembly. He said afterwards that he was 

pleased with the meeting and that many students would come to 

complain at an open forum that wouldn't bother to come to his 

office. 
. 19 

"Meet the President" was held several more times. 

A long-lived program also started by Glickman and Lip

scomb was Stump Speaking, an unstructured, weekly "battle of 

voices" where any.person was permitted to air his views on 

any topic, including student government, and questions and 

arguments from the audience were welcomed. The program was 

based on the open exchange of ideas in England's Hyde Park, 

where speakers were guaranteed police protection and were sub

ject only to the laws of the land. Stump Speaking was held on 

the steps of Harry's Place, and crates, in lieu of stumps, 

were available for speakers to stand on; if a listener got tired 

of a speaker, he could just drag a crate over to another area 

of the steps and begin his own harangue. 20 ~tump speaking 

quickly became a popular student government-sponsored tradition, 

and like the "Fireside Forums," kept the Association in public 

view. It lasted until the early 197o•s, when for some reason 

it gradually fell into disuse. 

A third effort 11 to put the hopeless quagmire of 

student officials to practical use in terms of the desires 

of the individual student" was the Gripe Box project. The 
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locked wooden Gripe Boxes, located in the Union and in the 

Main Building first floor hallway, were described by Lipscomb 

as catalysts to convert "potential energy"--the ideas of the 

average student--to "kinetic energy." The suggestions re

ceived were submitted to the weekly meeting of the Grievance 

Committee, which would then channel them, along with recommended 

action, to the proper university decision--making authority-

the Students' Association President, Assembly committees, the 

Union Board, or the Chancellor's Office (there was no Univer

sity president at the time). A list of general suggestions 

was also placed on an "Idea Ll.st" on the bulletin board in 

the Association offices, to encourage Assemblymen to take per-

sonal action on them. On suggestions where a positive decision 

was reached, a letter was sent to the contributor if he had 

signed his name so that he would know that his voice had indeed 

been heard. 21 The Gripe Boxes received such a favorable response 

that the Association designated a week in the spring as "Gripe 

Week": Gripe Barrels were placed around campus, and over 400 

gripes were received, many of them concerning the Under-

graduate Library, student wages, and the Union Chuck Wagon 

restaurant. The grievance Committee prepared an inventory 

of all the complaints, and invited students who signed their 

names to discuss their suggestions With the committee. The 

list was then given to Chancellor Harry Ransom, who expressed 

great interest in the committee's work. 22 

During 1964-65, President Greg Lipscomb continued to 

expand the Stump Speaking and Gripe Box programs. In an 
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additional effort to increase student-to-student government 

communications, Lipscomb wrote a weekly column, 11 The Ga,yel, 11 

for the Daily Texan, and encouraged student government per

sonnel to eat at numerous student living units. 23 Further, 

to get the Assembly out to the students, where it would lose 

some of its mystery as the extracurricular activity of campus 

politicos, Lipscomb had the Assembly neet at a different 

dormitory, house, or other living unit for each meeting. 24 In 

aggregate, the measures taken by Glickman and Lipscomb to 

improve student opinion of the Association apparentl·y enjoyed 

some ·success, if_ we make a purely subjective judgement based on 

the tone and content of the government's press and editorial 

coverage during that pe~iod • 

1The Student Role in University Decision-Making 

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, one of the 

most significant questions in the student's mind in this span 

of time dealt with his/her role in policy-·and.decision-making 

by the faculty, administration, and regents. This was still a 

relatively new idea when Julius Glickman wrote in a 1964 

retrospective that 

Central to all that we have done is the notion 
that we as students have a valid voice in what hap
pens at this university. If the student can do 
nothing, then he should not try. On the other hand, 
if he can contribute ideas and correct the problem 
he sees, this vision should encourage him to action. 25 

Two years later in a letter to Regent Rabbi Levi Olan, Pres

ident John Orr but it even more succinctly: "I feel that the 

student today is not alienated. He simply wants to become 
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a part of his education, not just a result. 1126 

When the student leaders attempted to work with the· 

members of the faculty, they received mixed reactions. Re

calls Lebermann: 

Some of the ol~er heads regarded the Association 
in a rather patronizing kind of way--it was something 
that had to be coped with and dealt with; it was just 
a regular problem that was a part of their duties. 
The newer, fresher, crisper, more forward looking, 
open types were more anxious to deal with us on a 
substantive basis and were more promotive of our 27 
ideas and our structure and oµr goals and the rest. 

"Patronizing" is a rather kind worci to describe the less than 

cordial initial feelings of some of the more vocal faculty 

members ~oncerning the validity and representativity of 

student input. For example, before the Board of Regents 

Committee on Academic and Development Affairs, Professor of 

Philosophy (and later Arts and Sciences Dean) John R. Silber 

stated: "What we have here is charade government, where people 

run through the motions of politicians." Associate Professor 

of Chemistry (later Vice-President for Academic Affairs and 

Research) Gerhard J. Fonken concurred, calling student govern

ment "the toy of amateur politicians.1128 Silber would fre

quently add, when addressing the students, "You're tr.an

sients. You don't really know the problems here.n29 

Despite some staunch opposition such as this, the stu

dents and faculty were able to cooperate in a few areas. Most 

notably, the Faculty Council, on which no students.sat., acted 

in 1963 on an Assembly proposal to add a three-day reading 

period before final exams to the end of Dead Week, during 

which classes were held but no tests given. In a compromise 
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decision, the Council abolished Dead Week and allowed for a 

two day reading period in the fall, and three days in the 

spring. Association President Glickman stated that the stu

dents were "extremely happy" with the equitable compromise.30 

Later, in 1966, the Assembly initiated a student-faculty study 

of implementing a pass-fail grading· option.31 

To. improve communication between the students and f ac

ulty, the Association in 1964 began "Inquiry," a program of 

informal discussions between professors and students held' from 

8 to 10 P.M. several times a week in the Academic Center. 

"Inquiry" was used by students as a "drop-in" study-break dur

ing evening studies at the library, and received "favorable 

and very enthusiastic" support from the faculty~32 A similar 

program, which supplemented "Inquiry" the next year, was 

"Food for Thought," which made arrangements for professors to 

eat with student groups.33 And duri~g 1965-66, the Assembly 

passed a bill forming the Faculty-Student Conference Commit

tee, composed of four Assemblymen and four faculty members, 

to promote formal communication with the Faculty Council.34 

The University administration was often even more re

ceptive to sudent input in areas where previously there had 

been little or none. Chancellor Harry Ransom was particularly 

interested in meeting with students and hearing their ideas; 

to this end, he set up an Advisory Cabinet of representatives 

from various student groups, including student government. 

John Orr recalled that "that • • • was where we did our most 

productive work; and that's where. the.most ideas that assisted 
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the University in its primary goals came from."35 Lebermann 

also remembered working very closely with Ransom, whom he 

"admired excessively"; this relationship was a great_ change 

from the publicly adversary roles that the students and ad

ministration had played in the two'years preceding him.36 He 

added that, in dealing with Ransom, "where our disagreements 

took place were in his offices • • • rather than the student 

newspaper and on the quadrangles. I thought it was very ef-

fective • • • • u37· 

The administration, in being willing to maintain an 

open forum for student ideas, questions, problems, and other 

input,. should probably be credited for helping to mitigate the 

effects on the campus of revolution as it swept across the na

tion in the mid- and late-'60s. Orr, who was attending Colum

bia Law School during the 1968 revolt there, compared the ad

ministrative views toward student input at the two schools: 

The administration ~t Columbia] just did some 
stupid things; played right into the hands of these 
few radical elements. That campus is not synonymous 
to this one [TexasJ; it's colder, not as personal. 
They just had the attitude that they didn't care what 
any of the students thought; when I was here, the 
attitude was, "OK, we care what you think, and we'll 
listen to you. We may not do what you want; but you 
come in and make your preseutation, and we'll give 
it a lot of consideration.u58 

By working with the administration, for example, the 1965-66 

Assembly gained approval of the Free Speech Area Bill, which 

designated the Union Patio and West Mall as areas where any 

recognized campus organization could operate within limits 

identical to those existing off-campus; distribution of lit

erature and free speech could be exercised without prior 
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censorship.39 

The members of the Board of Regents were similarly 

amenable ·to additional student participation and input. In 

May 1962, Regent Wales Madden, speaking for the entire Board, 

invited student delegates to meet with various Board commit

tees during the coming year.40 Lebermann, president at that 

time, noted that working with the regents instead of in oppo

sition to them s~emed to be the most useful approach, but 

qualified: 

That's not to say that you couldn't well and 
effectively divide out and take them on when ypu 
really actively disagreed on something of substance. 
But you didn't do it, from my point of view (and 
Wales shares this), as a matter of regular strategy.41 

The student government represented only one of the regents' 

numerous constituencies, but it was vocal and could exert 

strong pressure on occasion. For example, in spring 1965, 

the Board approved a Student Assembly proposal to abolish 

"approved," i.e., segregated, housing.42 This effort was 

accomplished, again, not by noisily protesting the approved 

housing policy in public, but by patiently working in concert 

With the regents in a mature, orderly fashion. The Board was 

apparently pleased and impressed with the input from the As

sociation: in February of 1966, after a regents' meeting in 

which the student representatives proposed that students 

should sit on faculty committees, Rabbi Olan, stating "The 

Board encourages student participation in all areas where 

they can be helpful and useful to the University," directed 

the Faculty-Student Conference Committee to suggest University 
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committees on which students should serve and recommended the 

formation of a Student Development Committee to assist the 

University in long-range planning.43 

In general, the years 1960 to 1966 saw student govern

ment requesting greater input into policy-making, but simul

taneously still trying to .decide what form that input should 

take, and to what degree--just communication of ideas? Or 

~ officio membership on boards and committees? Or voting 

seats on decision-making bodies? A Texan editor summed up his 

feelings on the subject in the spring of 1966, adding some 

foreboding words about the years ahead: 

Student government has gone "responsible." 
Candidates and electorate no longer care about the 
froth that used to consume so much sound and fury. 

This ~ • • trend toward seriousness could 
be for the better, but unfortunately the Student As
sembly and the Students• Association still are 
geared to the days when somebody really cared about 
getting his best friend appointed to the sweetheart 
nominee appeals board subcommittee. 

Today students are asking for a role in the 
governing of the University. They are willing to 
sit through hours of droning Regents• meetings, to 
plow through acres of administrative red tape, to 
delve into important but unspectacular aspects of 
University policy ••• 

This plea for a voice in University affairs 
is a plea for the very life of student government. 
For if students cannot have a significant voice with
in the University, they will attempt to influence it 
from the outside throu~h such methods as demonstra
tion and unionization.Zi-4 

·The Student Role in Integration 

By the early Sixties, most near-campus restaurants and 

shops had opened their doors to Blacks. But the University 

had not moved as quickly in on-campus integration as the stu-
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dents would have liked, and so the Students' Association re

directed its attention to this area. In 1961, the Assembly 

adopted a resolution reaffirming "the principle that all stu

dents should have equal rights and access to all University

owned facilities" by a vote of 21-1. The dissenting vote was 

cast by a Greek Assemblyman who had earlier proposed an amend

ment, which was defeated, to construe nothing in the resolu

tion to mean that fraternities and sororities be considered 

as "U.niversity facilities'"' or that the Assembly was in favor 

of such equal access.45 In April of that year, the Assembly 

advocated the grad_ual integration of University dorms in a 

resolution passed 22-2:and called for one men's dorm to be 

fully integrated--not partitioned--by September.46 And after 

the Regents eliminated segregated.housing in spring 1965, the 

Assembly undertook "tactful and mature" negotiations with own

ers of the remaining segregated off-campus private housing in 

an attempt to encourage integration.47 Orr points out that· 

in that area, 11we had no power; we were just trying to per-

suade. 11 48 \ 

But the Assembly ,S1g have power over some campus or

ganizations, and in 1963 it brought that power to bear against 

the Athletic Council, Longhorn Band, University Choral Organ

izations, and the Oratorical Association: it suspended the 

blanket tax appropriations for these four groups, pending in

vestigation of their integration policies.49 However, the 

Assembly's main target--"the most obnoxious, offensive, il

logical, and pointless area of segregation at the University, 
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intercollegiate athletics"50--was not particularly threatened, 

since it was the only blanket tax-supported organization that 

was capable of funding itself without the tax. And, not sur

prisingly, the Assembly recognized this fact and restored the 

Athletic Council's allocation eight days later.51 Still, this 

demonstration of the effectiveness with which the Assembly 

could express itself received extensive press coverage, as 

well as editorial praise (very ~are at that time) in the Texan: 

••• while the Assembly is barking with au
thority in this case, it is barking up the wrong 
tree--for this one is a giant sequoia among Blanket 
Tax organizations. 

But the Assembly's suspension-investigation 
was worthwhile. It will probably not force any of 
the groups to integrate. But it will force them all 
to put forward statements of policy. And it has , 
~gain brought attention to a University cyst which, 
if not operated soon, may burst. 

If the Assembly's parting shot was well-mean
ing, it was also badly aimed (at least in the case 
of intercollegiate athletics). But it scared the 
opponents into the realization that the Student As
sembly is capable of taking the ball and running 
like hell.'c 

The Student Role in Off-Campus Affairs 

As it had in the 1950s, the Students' Association con

tinued occasionally to lobby the Legislature on educational 

matters such as tuition increases.53 But new possibilities 

for off-campus involvement were coming to the _.fore: if the 

question of the student. role in University decision-making was 

the most significant one in the student's mind, then the ques

tion of his role in national and world affairs was surely the 

most troubling. In September 1962, for instance, the Assem

bly endorsed a Black's fight to enter the University of Missie-
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sippi by dispatching telegrams to the prospective student and 

the Ole Miss student body. But the messages were approved 

only after extended debate concerning the~. role that student 

government should play and the areas in which it should make 

itself heard; some or the Assemblymen felt that the Student 

Assembly was acting out or its sphere.54 Lowell Lebermann, 

who had just resigned the presidency weeks earlier, cqmments 

on the controversy: 

Well, that•.s the students-in-their-role-as
students issue once again. The question was one of 
appropriateness; the issue would not even be debated 
today, would it? But it was tnen. I cannot remem
ber the student's name at Ole Miss; he went on to 
become a congressman, ultimately •••• 

My problem was, should the Student Assembly, 
funded by students to do st-udent kinds or things and 
address student issues, spend time and money and its 
good name and influence, if any, on.more global is• 
sues, like peaceful ~ses of nuclear power, or con
gressional matters relating to things non-educational? 
That kind of thing troubled me at ·t~e time. It 
wouldn't today; I'd be pleased with that stuff.55 

Another issue of continuing concern was University mem

bership in the National Students• Association. ·After the UT 

Students• Association.•s af'.filiation with NSA in 1955,, contro

versy had been nearly nonstop, as noted earlier. In the ear

ly 1960 1s, pro-NSA student leaders tried to convince the stu

dent body that the.NSA was addressing problems of import to 

it, such as the doctrine of in loco parentis. and other issues 
I 

involving. "students in their role as students, 11 as required 

by the NSA constitution. But one proponent, then-Assemblyman 

Greg Lipscomb, pointed to a critical flaw in NSA membership: 

There is no acting bond between the University 
student, his delegate, and the annual congress. Many 
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felt that NSA was too caught up with national and 
~nternatGonal topics, and not enough with campus 
issues.5 
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A majority of the student body apparently agreed--in a March 

1963 poll, 59% of 3,631 students felt that the University 

should end its affiliation with NSA.57 Two weeks later, the 

Assembly obeyed the students' mandate and voted 20-7 to with

draw immediately from NSA.58 

But, true to tradition, the debate did not end there. 

Two years later, a campus group called the Committee for a 

Voice in National Student Affairs sought the return of NSA.59 

The Texan criticized the 1963 vote, charging that 

••• withdrawal came after a well-organized 
campaign by conservatives who saturated the campus 
with one definition, one opinion of what the Nation
al Student Association was. Instead of a construc
tive, objective evaluation of the organization, 
there was the simplified equation: 60t•s NSA, it's 
left, it's bad. Solution--get out. 

The opposition retorted that (1) NSA was not national, since 

about half of its member schools were in four northeastern 

states, and only two small, private schools in Texas were mem

bers; (2) NSA was not "student," since it was more concerned 

with political affairs than etudent affairs; and (3) NSA was 

scarcely an association--i t was "falling apart at the seams," 

with 102 schools having disaffiliated in the preceding four 

years. 61 However, another referendum was called on University 

re-affiliation on March 17, 1965, and NSA membership was again 

soundly defeated, this time by a 2 to 1 majority. 62 NSA at 

UT was finally dead--for the last time • 
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Other Programs and Events 

• The student government-sponsored Student Health In
surance Program, started in 1958, was first used 
extensively in 1960-61. The optional insurance was 
available to all students and dependents of married 
students.and was designed to supplement the Health 
Center in providing care in cases of serious acci
dent or illness. The premiums for one student ranged3 from 53.00 to s10.75 for the nine-month school year.6 

• The Students' Association copyright on "The Eyes of 
Texas" expired on January 30, 1964, after attempts 
to locate the only persons who could renew the copy
right, the blood relatives of author John Lang Sin
clair, failed. The "Eyes" remained the official UT 
song, but the Association w~s no longer able to col
lect royalties on its use.b4 

• "Steer Here" became defunct in 1960.and then was 
brought back by Greg Lipscomb in summer 1964. The 
program added student labor requirements to its list 
of rating criteria. The next year, "Steer Here" was 
subsumed into the Grievance Committee~ and by 1966 
it had gradually ceased to function.b~ 

* * * * * * * * * * 
As the 1965-66 school year ended, the campus was once 

again undergoing a visible change: the war in Vietnam was 

''be.ginning to get out of hand," and demonstrations on campus 

were slowly becoming more numerous--and less quiet. John Orr 

called it "the last peaceful year066 : students believed they 

had found the answers to many of their questions--and they 

were about to act upon their new-found confidence. 
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1966/67-1973/741 Unrest, Upheaval and Activism 

The eight-year period between fall.1966 and spring 

1974 was one of major social change at the University of Texas 

at Austin, as on most other university campuses. Compressed 

into this single span of time were more changes, reorgan

izations, protests, disruptions and even violence than in all 

the rest of the University's one-hundred-year history1 the 

formation and later dissolution of the House o~ Delegates, 

the new participation of students on all University committees, 

the Waller Creek protest, the Chuck Wagon incident, "the march 

of approximately 20,000 students to downtown Austin in protest 

of the invasion of Cambodia and the Kent State killings, the 

election of an avowedly radical student president, the "hippie"

Yippie movement, the sexual revolution, the Women's movement, 

the enfranchisement of 18, 19, and 20-year-olds, the invest

ig~tion of minority treatment on campus by the Department of 

HEW, the explosion in the campus populaticn from 28,000 to 

37,000 students--the list could literally extend for pages. 

The atmosphere on qampus in which students were living and 

working was one of tincertainty, press~re, fear and near panic. 

Joe Krier, Students' Association president during the height 

. /' 

of the upheaval, in 1969-70, recalls that 

It's almost difficult to grasp how desperately 
emotionally, ana how life-and-death, everybody view
ed those issues1 it really seemed like the world as 
we knew it was just collapsing.1 
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One event more than any other shaped this periods 

the unpopular yet escalating American involvement in Viet

nam. There was a shift in the late '60s in what students 

felt most affected them--from concern with civil rights, 

academics, student participation in university governance, 
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and other students' rights issues, to the question. of "whether 

or not you were going to serve in a war in which you didn't 

particularly agree and in which it did not appear that your 

government was accurately representing the wishes of the 

populace." 2 Student government at Texas was able to, and did, 

deal effectively with the first type of issues--but it was 

not able to deal with the war. Students were gradually faced 

with a Students' Association that could no longer address 

those problems they felt were of greatest importance for 

them--war, peace, morality, and so on--and by the early '70s 

had begun, slowly but steadily, to lose interest in the 

student government_process.J It would be impossible to 

discuss every significant detail of this period here, in 

the context of a fifty-year history; however, we will ex

amine the highlights of each Association president's admin

istration during th~s time span in an attempt to glean trends, 

developments, and major events. 

1966-671 Clif Drummond 

The questions that students had been asking in the 

first half of the 1960s concerning their role in University 

governance had, by 1966, resolved themselves into a "students 

as University citizens" concept. Student body president 
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Clif Drummond expressed this view in the 1967 Cactusa 

A university is primarily a community of 
teachers and students striving to seek knowledge 
and to reexamine values held both collectively 
and individually, in the light of that lmowle~ge 
••• If a student's association is to exist, and 
it must, then it is obligated to primarily serve 
ends identical to those sought by a university. 

Students must recognize their unique position 
in the academic community. At no time can they 
affect the content and goals .o~ high~r education 
as directly as during their time in college. The 
Students' Associ~tion had tried to capitalize on 
that uniqueness. 
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And in a "Gavel" column in the Texan directed at new students, 

Drummond charged them to carry out their duties as citizensa 

In this community, as in all others, there 
are rules, regulations, standards, programs, and 
projects which all demand your support. Since you 
will be a citizen of this community, you will have a 
certain responsibility to know and understand 
what you can gain, and, of equal importance, what 
you can give. As a citizen of the Univeraity com
munity, you have the right and opportunity to help 
determine what rules, regulations, projects, and 
programs you will be asked to support. Therefore, 
the Students' Association exists in order that you 
can understand what your rights Bl)d responsibilities 
are and to help you fulfill them.~ 

This position was indeed far different from the prevalent 

attitude of a decade earlier, when students at the University 

were more interested in gaining an education than affecting 

its content and goals. 

'The new role of students in University policy-making 

was reflected in many ways during 1966-67. The new House of 

Delegates--called for in the constitution originally started 

by John Orr, extensively reworked under Drummond by a joint 

faculty-student committee, and finally ratified by the students 

• on April 12, 196?--drew its members from a broad base of 
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interest groups, other student organizations, and the colleges, 

and was designed to be an open, communicative forum. The 

Assembly was thus to be relieved of some of the endless 

issue-related debates, allowing it to concentr~te on pur

suing the students• interests with the administration and 

faculty policy-making commi t·tees. 6 ' 7 Also, in an effort to 

establish better communications and a closer working relation

ship with the faculty, the new constitution provided for two 

members of the voting faculty to serve overlapping two-year 

terms as Assemblymen without vote. 8• 9 And perhaps most 

importantly, the Faculty-Student Conference Committee, after 

twelve months of painstaking work, sent to the president 

of the University a comprehensive revision of all rules per

taining to student affairs. This proposal was studied fur

ther and revised by a special presidential committee during 

the next year. The,new policies and rules, adopted by the 

Board of Regents in 1968 and 1969, were founded on the AAUP 

Statement on Academic Freedom for Students, and were stated 

in terms of student rights and channels for input, rather 

than prohibitions against certain activities. 10 Boundaries 

for acceptable behavior were thus defined in a positive way 

that students could easily be informed of and understand. 

The 1966-67 school year marked the beginning of violence, 

unrest, and protest. Charles Whitman's shooting spree from 

the Tower on August 1, 1966 left the campus in a state of 

stunned shock for weeks; in December, students vehemently 

spoke out against the draft and the war in Vietnam, and for 
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"Black Power."11 

1967-681 - Lloyd Doggett 

Under the administration of Lloyd Doggett, the Faculty 

Council--acting on recommendations of the Faculty-Student 

Conference Committee--moved the concept of student partic

ipation in governance of the University one step closer to 

its logical conclusiona in June 1967, the Council reorganiz

ed University policy-making committees, removing all admin

istrative and staff personnel as voting members, and increased 

student representation. 12 By the end of 1968, students had 

been added to five major faculty committees, resulting in even 

student-faculty representation on one, but maintaining facul-
. lJ 

ty majorities on the other four. The students also managed 

to achieve an effective student majority on the Union Board, 

two years after the Board of Regents added two faculty mem

bers, to change the Board.' s composition to a 6-5 faculty 

majority. The five students persuaded two of the sympathetic 

faculty members to vote with them to create an Executive 

Committee of the Union Board consisting of all five students 

plus one faculty member an~ having the powers to act for the 

full Board, with the provision that the committee's decisions 

could be overridden only by a three-fourths vote of the 

entire Board. 14 This action naturally attracted the attention 

of the Board of Regents, which approved the move with the 

additional caveat that all Union Board actions be subject 

to the approval of University President Norman Hackerman and 

the regents •15 This revision was unacceptabl·e~·t6 · the 
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Students' Association; Doggett recalled, in his final ad-

dress a 

In this instance we used the "revered channels" 
and the Administration's rµles to yield effective 
sxudent participation. This unexpected channel 
utilization was unhospitably termed a "sneaky 
legal trick"--as if the Administration had never 
used any sneaky tricks as it shuffled us·from one 
committee to another. Only after the Assembly and 
the House of Delegates overwhelmingly endorsed a 
negotiating team which threatened to boycott6the 
Union was a compromise eventually achieved.1 
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The Union Board controversy was just one example of 

the beginning of the gradual deterioration in ~tudent govern

ment--administration communication. Then-President Doggett 

pointed out that 

Throughout our efforts we have found that let
ters, reports, and resolutions to the Administra
tion have generally been unheeded, because the 
Administration does not understand the student or 
his needs. Inevitably we have found the Admin
istration has more time, tricks and committees 
than we have resolutions. 

In this situation we had to change from 
traditional noncontroversial "communications•• t~7 
methods that would produce a better University. 

These "methods" included investigating complaints of off

campus housing discrimination when the administration pre

ferred simply to publicize them, and other similar situations 

where the Doggett A_dministration would act on a student 

services issue rather than interminably waiting for the Univer

sity administration to do so. A few years later, frequent, 

direct lobbying of the Legislature, bypassing all lower 

decision-making levels, would be added as a method of 

producing change • 

As for other projects, the strongly student services-
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oriented 1967-68 Students' Association conducted a study of 

library facilities, created the University Hous~ng Committee 

to remedy c·omplaints in on- and off-campus living accommo

dations, extended international student and faculty exchange 

programs, and activated the Undergraduate Research Program, 

which provided 22 grants for a wide variety of independent 

interdisciplinary research projects. 18 But Doggett's govern~ 

ment also entered areas that were only .remotely student re

lateds for example, it established the Student Academic 

Freedom and Responsibility Committee, which actively question

ed, "in a constructive and institutitionalized manner, the 

wisdom of administrators and budget councils in their facul-

ty employment practices." 19 Such actions undoubtedly did 

little to promote good relations with the administration; worse, 

they made the road even more difficult for future Students' 

Associations. 

The House of Delegates got off to a bad start in its 

first year, due to its perceived lack of other than recom

mendatory power. Doggett blamed the problem on lack of ef

fective leadership; but the House also suffered from fre

quent disruptions, as when one delegate marched out of the 

second meeting singing the Mickey Mouee- theme. Walkouts be

came more frequent; the body was dubbed the "Mickey Mouse 

House," and the name stuck. 20 

Spurred on by the cartoon rodent's campus popularity, 

a newly-organized campus group calling itself the Aroused 

Political Association To Help You (A.P.A.T.H.Y.) decided 
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to run Mickey for Students' Association president in spring 

1968. A.P.A.T.H.Y. members felt that students were apathetic-

only 27% voted in the previous spring's election--because they 

could not identify with the issues being dealt with by 

student government. Mickey Mouse instead advocated projects 

of common interest, such as an exchange program with LaGrange 

and the holding of Student Assembly meetings in a basement 

broom closet. 21 But A.P.A.T.H.Y. made it clear, in a campaign 

leaflet entitled "In Defense of A.P.A.T.H.Y.," that 

Mickey Mouse is not a prank;. he is a very 
serious joke. If you feel you are not represented 
in the Union [;i.e. , the student government offices] , 
.if you feel there are s.ome issues that affect you, 
if you feel there are no real candidates--in short, 
if you feel that as an average student, you are 
politically dead--your vote will be a serious 
barometer. of your dissillussionment [sicrl and dis
appointment in student government. 

WRITE-IN MICKEY .fllOUSE. 

Many students did so, and Mickey Mouse became the first non-hu

man candidate for president in the history of the UT Students' 

Association to garner more votes than some of his human com

petitors. 

1968-69: Rostam Kavoussi 

In hindsight, 24-year-old Iranian mechanical engineering 

graduate student Rostam Mehraban Kavoussi was probably among 

the best presidents that the UT Students' Association has ever 

had. When Kavoussi's administration was really beginning to 

get underway, the campus still saw the Assembly and the House 

as bodies of "Mickey Mouse government"1 the Assembly was not 

effectively and constructively addressing the issues that 
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students felt were pertinent, and the House could rarely suc

ceed in even getting a quorum--one-third of its membership-

in order to transact business. Once again, as in the early 

Sixties, there was talk of abolitions 

Student government. The term is generally thought 
to be a meaningless one :on any campus. It might 
possibly be applied here. 

Unless the Student Assembly plans to do any
thing but pass bills all year long, as it seems to 
be doing currently, it probably ought to be abolish
ed. 

To illustrate the responsiveness to the world 
around; the Assembly will have a bill presented that 
will establish a draft counseling service of the 
Students' Association. Of course, there is some 
question as to whether it will pass. But even though 
it is a fine 1dea, it's a little late. 

On other issues around the campus, the Assembly 
may be responsive a little more quickly. But the 
Assembly apparently knows no other way to respond 
except through passage of bills which have no meaning 
or effect • 

The Assembly needs to re-evaluate its pDsition 
and purpose in the University • • • It must either 
halt its rubber stamp approval of actions taken by 
other groups on any issue, the Union or fair housing, 
and initiate action, or it should be abolished unless 
some re-evaluation of purpose and need can be de
livered other than self-aggrandizement of campus 
politicians.22 

During 1968-69, the Assembly members continued to be 

apathetic and unresponsive. Yet a great deal was accomplished, 

through the leadership of "Tom" Kavoussi. He had to push the 

Assembly as well as lead the studentss the vast majority of 

the year's bills were written by him, passed at his insistence, 

and executed through his persistence. With only a few in

dividuals excepted, the assemblymen were reluctant to support 

the bills for which they voted; thus, few were implemented 

unless Kavoussi himself had time to push them. 23 

But Rostam Kavoussi was one of the rare presidents 
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of the student body at Texas who was able to remain, in his 

words, "a free and independent individual despite all the 

direct and indirect pressures." 24 He had no political as

pirations; the presidency was not a stepping-stone to higher 

office as it had been for so many of his predecessors. His 

primary goal was to chart a long-range course for the student 

government: 

It is not enough to react to something un
favorable after it has happened. We must make sure 
it doesn't happen again, and the only wa~5is to 
include students in the decision making • 

. At the end of 'his term, Kavoussi resignedly admitted 

that he had been only "fairly successful" in achieving his 

goa1, 26 and perhaps he was accurate in that he was not able 

to see many of his projects to fruition during his term. How

ever, Rostam Kavoussi laid the groundwork for many critical 

programs that would benefit the student body for years. In 

the area of student input, he proposed a new "Faculty Senate," 

to replace the Faculty Council, that would have been composed 

of lJ students, lJ faculty and 1J administrators; the Faculty 

Council in the spring rejected this plan, but substituted 

a compromise plan which created today's University Council-

three students plus the old Faculty Council--to give students 

a voice in academic decision- and policy-making. 27 In ad

dition, Kavoussi pushed for and received faculty and regental 

approval for a measure to allow a committee of three students 

and nine faculty to select nominees for the University 

presidency and other top administrative posts; previously, 

students had had no say in such appointments. 28 Also, 
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Kavoussi helped the faculty and administration to carry out 

the assurances that they had ma.de the previous year for 

student input on policy-making committeesa by the end o~ 

1968, almost 130 students had been seated, with at least two 

on every important committe~. 29 And Kavoussi made his own 

voice hearda "treading on posted territory," he aroused a 

harsh reaction against himself and the Assembly when he vocal

ly opposed the appointment of Frank c. Erwin, Jr. as chair

man of the Board of Regents.JO 

In the area of direct student services, Kavoussi was 

largely responsible for two major accomplishl!Ents. First, 

he prodded the Assembly into establishing in March the Office 

of the Students' Attorney (first proposed by Lloyd Doggett), 

a full-time lawyer who would act as counsel to the Students' 

Association with regard to state and federal legislation per

taining to st~dents, advise the Association's Attorney 

General, and establish a legal referral service program for 

individual students.31 By the end of the school year, a 

search was underway for someone to fill the new position. 

Second, as a result of research done by the Assembly Parking

Committee, Kavoussi encouraged ~assage of the shuttle bus 

proposal--probably the single best-known achievement of stu

dent government at Texas--and recommended the program to 

President Hackerman, along with a request for a $2.00 in

crease in the student services fee to cover the operating 

costs of the system.32 

The administration was impressed with Kavoussi and 
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the handful of stl).dents who helped him. Dr. Hackerman credit

ed the Association with bringing up many thought-provoking 

and irritating questions during the year; Vice-~residen~ 

for Student Affairs Bryce Jordan conceded that although the 

1968-69 student government had been one of the most pointed 

toward the administration, it had also been one of the most 

effective: "There is little question that student government 

is a greater force now than it has been in previous years.hJJ 

The Texan, which had been so critical of the Association at 

the beginning of the year, had even more abundant praise in 

an editorial titled "Tom Kavoussi, 'Our Thanks'"a 

Students at this University owe a great debt 
to Rostam Kavoussi for all the advancements he has 
achieved for greater student participation in Univer
sity affairs and for progressive liberal reform for 
student involvement within the administrative 
structure. 
, Rostam Kavoussi has been the paragon of what 
a student body president should be. He actually has 
represented students on all issues relevant to 
them, and he has acted freely and independently 
with the dignity and inquiry of an honest con
cerned human being. 

Rostam Kavoussi, it is sincere thanks and ap
preciation that we students who believe in reform 
of this institution give to you. We hope all of 
your fine work will not be nullified in the future. 

To Rostam, as Carl Schurz said, your "Ideals 
(for the University) are like the stars; you will 
not succeed in touching them with your hand. But 
like the seafaring man on the desert of waters, you 
have chosen them as your guid~~· and following them, 
you will reach your destiny."J 

It is indeed sad that the students themselves were so 

apathetic, unappreciative, or unaware of their Association 

president's efforts. As one coed put it, her concerns were 

"classes, Kant, men, food, booze, clothes, and money--just 

like everyone else." Student governmen-t? ''It doesn't exist 
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:for me," she said.35 Kavoussi likewise noted in his :farewell 

address: "My most important diseovery was that most o:f the 

students do not give a damn ...... 36 One can only imagine 

how power:ful and effective the 1968-69 student government 

w·ould have been i:f its "Me generation" representatives and 

constituents had cared. 

1969-?0a Joe Krier 

The 1969-70 school year was one o:f almost continuous 

campus unrest; Students' Association President Joe Krier re

called ~3 years later that "it seemed like we just went from 

crisis to crisis; you didn't get ,one out o:f the way--it just 

:flowed into the next big one ... 37 On October 22, 1969, stu

dents climbed into the trees along Waller Creek to prevent 

bulldozers and chainsaws from clearing the way for the re

routing of San Jacinto Boulevard during the construction of 

Bellmont Hall. Police arrested and detained 27 of the pro-

tes·ters, while Regents' Chairman Erwin stood below, shouting 

!'I want the trees down. • • • Arrest all the people you have 

to ... 38 Later in the day, an angry mob o:f 500 returned to the 

site, and dragged the huge, uprooted trees to the Main Build

ing, where they were stu:ffed under and around the :front 

entrance. archways. President Hackerman ordered the doors 

barricaded and manned by UT police; a:fter two hours o:f closed

do6r negotiations with a six-member negotiating committee 

headed by Krier, Hackerman agreed to try to set up a meeti~ 

between the committee and Erwin. Krier commenteda 

• • • the problem that Frank Erwin and the 
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University has always had is being willing to say 
"That was a horrible mistakes let's get out of this." 
The tendency of the institution has always been, 
once a mistake has been made, to just go ahead and 
carry it out, and damn the consequences. Waller . 
Creek was an example of thats taking the decision 
as it was, it did not have to be put into effect 
with the kind of brute ·force that was utilized, 
which gave the University a black eye all over the 
state; my God, we got national publicity out of it.39 

The Student Assembly subsequently passed a resolution "ex

pressing disappointment" in Erwin's actions.40 
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Less than a month later, the Union Board voted to limit 

use of the Chuck Wagon restaurant in the Union to students and 

faculty; in response to student complaints that "street people," 

runaways, and other non-students were living there and using 

the Chuck Wagon as a location for "dope dealing" and similar 

illegal activities; the students, who supported the Chuck 

Wagon with their Union fees, had beeh driven out. Steve Van, 

chairman of the Union Board and Joe Krier were called in to 

help enforce the new regulation, and Krier remembers the riot 

that ensued: 

[E)verybody kind of knew ahead of time that 
the street community was not going to voluntarily 
leave, and ultimately it took bringing in police 
force to get them out. Like a lot of things at that 
time,pol.iee tend to take matters into their own 
hands, which they did; and the next thing you knew, 
you had a major riot on your hands. And I and the 
members of the Union Board were involved from the 
very beginning to the very end of that thing in do
ing what we could, initially, to persuade every
body to leave voluntarily and to warn them that the 
police were coming in, and then once the police came 
in, trying to get as many people out as we could be
fore they started making arrests; once the tear 
gas started slinging, well, we all beat a hasty +e-
treat to a more breatheable area. 41 

It was an incredible experience. 

On Friday, May 8, approximately 20,000 students and 
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faculty members jammed the streets of Austin, protesting the 

May 4 Kent State killings. The march climaxed a week of 

violent demonstrations against the U.S. involvement in Cam

bodia, the trial of Black Panther Bobby Seale, the arrest 

of 10 anti-ROTC demonstrators, and the four Ohio deaths. 

Krier served his last day ~n office, along with many members 

of the Student Assembly and the House of Delegates, as a 

parade marshal to keep the march peaceful. They succeeded. 42 

Within this type of campus atmosphere, it is truly 

amazing that the Students' Association managed to accomplish 

anything at all during 1969-70; but student governJ11ent was 

quite active nonetheless. The Assembly hired the first 

Students' Attorney, Jim Boyle, after persuading Frank Erwin 

not to veto the post1 4J it also started the shuttle bus system, 

which was used by 13,000 students daily, as proposed by 

Rostam Kavoussi's administration. 44 Krier continued to pro

mote active student participation on University committees, 

including adding three voting student members to the power

ful Building Committee. 45 When President Hackerman resigned, 

Joe Krier was one of three students designated by the As

sembly to serve on the nominating committee to fill his 

vacancy.46 Krier also attended all meetings of the Board of 

Regents, and Erwin allowed him to speak freely to the student 

interest.47 

Yet despite all of this activity, student government 

was not able to deal with the broad social issues--primarily, 

those related to the Vietnam War--that were of utmost concern 
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to the students. Most students remained apathetic towards 

the campus student government; those who were not had lit

tle but criticism for the apparent lack of leadership dis

played by the assemblymen, the constant failures of the House 

to achieve a quorum, and the power squabbles between the two 

bodies. 48 In December, the Texan started a "Kill Mickey 

Mouse" petition drive to eliminate the House and return to 

a unicameral system, 49 and in the spring, plans were made 

for a referendum on the proposal.SO More severely, there was 

discussion of totally abolishing the Students' Association: 

an editor wrote in March 1970 that "students would be much 

better off without this student government, .. 51 and Joe Krier 

rec.alls that "we were always scared to death that there was 

going to be a referendum on whether or not to abolish it ... 52 

But, for all the charges of uselessness of and dis

respect for student government, the Krier Administration had 

what is probably the single most outstanding accomplishment 

in the entire history of the UT Students' Associations 

If you want to say what is the most signif
icant thing that students brought about in 1969-70-
number one, there was no loss of life o~ our campus, 
in one of the most tumultous periods of time in 
American history, ••• (bJecause of efforts by 
the people in student government. I've got to 
give student government some credit for that, be
cause a whole lot of those other parade marshals 
were Student Assemblymen, and a whole lot of those 
people who tried to keep the Chuck Wagon uproar 
from winding up with people being killed--which it 
well could have, and the Waller Creek incident from 
winding up with people being killed, which it well 
could have--and I don't mean by people being"°shot, 
although in some instances that was the case, but 
by their being trampled to death or crushed by 
bulldozers, or from riots breaking out during the 
Kent State march. That was not the case on other 
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I mean, we came through that year intact. 

That's an accomplishment of some magnitude that I 
played a small part in, and perhaps a small leader
ship part in; but I'm relieved of that more than 
arwthing else. It would have been very easy to 
look back and say, "My God, that was the year ·that 
ten students ~;re killed at the University of 
Texas. • • • " 

A sobering thought indeed. 

1970-71: Jeff Jones 
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Responding to the "mood of disenchantment and the in

ability of student government to relate to the campus, .. 54 

the student body elected on April 1, 1970 the University's 

:first politically radical Students' Association president, Jeff 

Jones. Jones, a teaching assistant in English, had graduated 

:from the University with honors in Spanish in 1965, and was 

working on a doctorate in comparative literature; he was a 

member of the activist Student Mobilization Committee and a 
I 

writer :for The Rag, the campus' underground newspaper. Jones 

won the office, in a runoff that drew an unheard-of 10,121 

students to the polls,55 by putting together a strong back

ing of left-wing groups collectively calling themselves The 

Yin-Yang Coalition Conspiracy (not "Conspiracy Coalition," as 

it is usually misprinted--the word "conspiracy" was added at 

the last minute, purely :for a sensationally activist sound). 

The bearded, beaded, long-haired Jones termed his vic

tory "far out," and attributed it to the important social 

issues he had raised that the other six candidates had not 

researched and "were not up to"1 racism, imperialism, ecol-

ogy, abolishing the grading system and the :foreign language 
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requirements, male chauvinism--women's liberation, and pro

viding birth control and abortion information to students.56 

The student body had not suddenly become radical. Rather, 

it was frustrated with the.traditional approaches to student 

government that simply were unable to address actively these 

pressing issues that Jones had identified with some accuracy. 

As one student put it, "While Jones didn't offer any concrete 

proposals, he did give people the feeling that he would be 

active ... 57 

Reaction to Jones' election from the administration was 

guarded, at best. President Norman Hackerman predicted noth

ing at the beginning of Jones' term; he said only that the 

year was "bound to be different" and. that he would like to 

"meet Jones and talk to him before I say much ... 58 But others 

were not as discreet in their commentss a professor who 

had spent over 20 years at the University said, "This is the 

best evidence I've seen yet against lowering the votiQg age 

to 18." And a widely known alumnus added, "Frank Erwin's 

chickens have come home to roost ... 59 

The faculty, alumni, legislators and administrators' 

worst fears never materialized, however. There were "no 

takeovers of buildings, violent demonstrations, mass sexual 

and drug orgies, or other 'radical' evils" sponsored by the 

Students' Association during Jeff J.ones' term; the Association 

operated entirely within the framework of the law. 60 Then 

again, the student body's visions of great strides of pro

gressive reform were also left unfulfilleda ~he Jones 
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administration, for all its promised of action, in the end 

accomplished very little of substance. Early in the fall, 

Jones organized a 17-question referendum--dubbed by the 
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Texan "Jeff's Magic Elixir (or) How we learned to stop wor

rying and cured all the world's ills in only 17 issuesl"-

dealing with everything from student government, Frank Erwin's 

performance as regents' chairman, and the University's minor-

ity recruitment policy to U.S. military intervention in the 

Middle East and U.S. policy for Indochina. 61 

13,993 students voted in the referendum62--a record turn

out that still stands to this day--but few of the issues 

were ever acted upon.. Both houses of the student legislature 

were often unable to achieve a quorum, and the Assembly was 

plagued by early walkouts of ~embers which several times pre~ 

vented it from considering important' legislation. 63 Jones 

gave virtually no leadership to the student government; he 

preferred tio "do his own thing" by speaking out on the Mid

dle East crisis, local labor strikes, and so on, rather than 

being "concerned with burning campus matters such as who 

gets his picture in the yearbook. 1164 His focus prompted 

sharp criticism from many students, including Joe Krier 

and Kenneth Sparks, whom Jones had defeated in the runoff 

election. Signing ·their "Firing Line" letter to the editor 

as "The Krier-Sparks:-Tejas Club politico machine," as Jones 

had once referred to them, Sparks and Krier wrotez 

We encourage Mr. Jones to continue his valiant 
and productive effort~ to fight imperialism in the 
Mideast and rampant capitalism in Austin. These 
issues ar~ obviously of utmost importance to the 
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UT student body. We know they will result in an 
improvement and resolution of the problems cog5-fronting students and faculty on this campus. 
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The Constitutional Revision Committee, established by 

the House of Delegates to consider restructuring the Students' 

Association as recommended by the April 1970 referendum, was 

characterized by a "circular chain of inaction .. 1 it voted 

in the spring of 1970 to investigate the idea that the As

sociation would form a corporation and move off campus,, only 

to discard that idea at its next meeting; over the next six 

months, it considered running student government through 

campuswide referenda or mass meetings and electing repre

sentatives according to their zodiac sign, eventually re

turnh'lg to reconsideration of the corporate structure. 66 

Finally, the committee submitted to the Assembly a new con

stitution which abolished the House of Delegates, changed the 

Student Assembly to a Student Senate with all members pro

portionally elected from the schools and colleges, added the 

salaried administrative position of financial director, and 

changed the name of the student body at the University from 

the Students' Association to the Student Government. 67 The 

new constitution was approved by the student body during the 

spring general election. 

Jeff Jones did leave his mark on -ehe Student Government, 

as would become obvious the following year. The election of 

the Yin-Yang Coalition Conspiracy radic~ls, the inactivity of 

the governing bodies, and the resultant apathy and anger of 

the student body sent a message to the conservative Board of 
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Regents that was.all too clear: "the student government is 

no longer accurately representing the students." Until the 

abolition in 1978, the Board would base its actions related 

to student government on this premise. Although student 

interest would again increase briefly a few years later, the 

1970-71 term of Jeffery J. Jones was the beginning of what 

became an inevitable end. 

1971-72: Bob Binder 

Bob Binder commented that Jeff Jones "presented an 

image that the regents just couldn't stand. And I mean, not 

just disagreeing with hims they despised Jeff Jones as a 

student body president. 1168 Thus, in 1971-72, the Board of 

Regents bega~ to take steps to change the power structure of 

the Student Government to avoid potential trouble if another 

radical rose to prominence in the increasingly canny and re

sourceful body. One of these steps was gradually to de-fund 

Student Government: at its June 4, 1971 meeting, the board 

cut Student Government's share of the blanket tax (which they 

again renamed the Student Activities Fee) from the $2.75 it 

had requested to $1.65, specifying that those funds were to 

be used only for office expenses, the Election Commission, 

and the Students' Attorney's Office. Student Government was 

prohibited from using Activities Fee monies for any other 

programs without reconsideration by the regents on an item-by

item basis. The Board also authorized Student Government to 

collect an optional fee, independent of the SAF, 69 .but as 

Binder notes, that was an unrealistic way to fund the or-



• ganizationa "No government, not any government anywhere, any 

time, any place, relies on voluntary contributions to sus

tain itself ... 7o 

Jenkins Garrett, 1935-36 student body president, was a 

member of the Board of Regents at the time, and maintains 

that there was nothing done intentionally to weaken student 

government; the actions that were take11 were''what was inter

preted by us to be the great, great majority view of the stu

dent body •••• The Student Governmen.t had programs on abor

tion, they had activities instructing people with respect 

to their position on the draft, and those kinds of things 

that had to do with politics and political viewpoints, and 

nothing to do with the campus; and the majority of the 

• students were not in tune with.it. 1171 To Garrett's co:p.

tention, Binder countered: 

• 

He is being other than candid with you; he's 
saying two different things--he's saying, "No we 
di~n':t, .. but here's why we did--because the.students 
didn't like it." And of course they did; it's sim
ply not true to say that they didn't try to reduce 
the funding or the power of student government • • • 

The idea that the elected leaders spend on 
some popular things that some students don't like-
well, goodness gracious, I'm not one bit fmnd of 
hardly anything that Ronald Reagan says; but I 
have to pay my. taxes ••• That's the nature of 
the beast, and for them to say, "Well, there were 
some students that didn't like what Bob Binder or 
Jeff Jones said • • • "--the solution in a dem
ocracy is to vote somebody else in, and all the stu
dents could vote. But in reality, they did not 
like student government the way it had evolved; 
they didn't like its independence; they didn't 
like th~ monster they'd created, was the way they 
saw it;t2 

Another move to reduce the power of the Student 

Government was the regents' sudden provision of a $0.25 cut 
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• from the SAF to fund Senior Cabinet.73 This organization, 

which had quietly existed since the early Fifties, ·was composed 

of representatives from each of the college councils--ap

pointed by the Deans of the various schools and colleges. 

• 

• 

This was apparently an attempt to shift power and the rep

resentation function from Student GoveITlment to a group of 

students perceived by the Board as "safe" a·: after all, as 

Binder pointed out, "the deans wouldn't dare appoint somebody 

that would antagonize the administration, at least n·ot some

body like a Jeff Jones ... 74 In addition, by directly allocat

ing money to Senior Cabinet, the regents effectively rescinded 

the traditional Student Government control over all optional 

student monies • 

Bob Binder maintains today that Student Government 

was popular--because of the controversial but urgently needed 

services it provided--but that the regents were listening to 

only a vocal handful of dissatisfied students who were ''sons 

of prominent friends of theirs." 7.5 He also hints that, while 

talking and drinking in private with Frank Erwin, the chair-

man of the Board of Regents confirmed that it was his in-

tention ultimately to destroy the Student Government: 

He got drunk just like every other person on 
the face of the Earth, and it was at those times 
that I, more often than not, found out many of the 
truths that were about to be done to me. That's 
why I can sit here--I'm not going to quote Frank 
Erwin; I'm going to honor his statements even in 
death--but I can tell you, without any fear what
ever, that yes, it was their intent to un-fund us; 
yes, it was their intent to move it to a college 
council. And to say that the regents were not try
ing to decrease our control or un-fund us is not 
true. 
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DSG1 He told you that~ 

BI-NDER1 I'm not going to quote him. 

DSG1 Not quoting, but ••• 

BINDER 6: part.7 
I know that. That is not conjecture on my 

Binder believed (and still does) in gaining power by 

acting, rather than waiting for regental or administrative 

approval: 

Jeff Jones was singularly ineffective because 
he cursed at the darkness; I've always been very 
result-oriented. I wanted to try to do what would 
work, what would get us a good result; I didn't want 
to just sit back and ye:t! "abortions ought to be 
legal"; I wanted to say, "OK, how are we going to 
help these women that need help--not talk anybody 
into having an abortion •••• 11 77 
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The immediate result of this philosophy was a highly effective 

Binder Administration. It provided birth control information 

and the abortion loan and counseling service for the ap

proximately 500 women on campus with an unwanted pregnancy, 

so as to help avoid illicit "back-alley" abortions and the 

related deaths.78 It expanded the draft counseling service, 

which was praised by the Selective Service System.79 It 
-worked for--and achieved pa.rtiail-compliance with federal 

wage-price :freeze m_easures at the University. 80 While it 

sponsored and sanctioned demonstrations and believed in 

~tudent activism based on legal research and action, it 

played a decisive role in avoiding violence. 81 And in what 

Binder termed the biggest single accomplishment of his term, 

the Student Government kept the regents from changing t~e 

Daily Texan editorship from an elected position to an ap-

.. '· /' 
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pointed one: only after Binder, as chairman of the board 

of Texas Student Publications, Inc., threatened to remove the 

$600,000 worth of printing presses and print the Texan off

campus did the regents back down. 82 

The year was one of great activity, both in student 

services and deinstitutionalization on campus. But as Student 

Government President Binder left his mark on the campus, so 

did the events of the year leave their mark on him: 

The bitterness remains to this day, that I had 
to spend half my time to keep student government 
and the Daily Texan from being destroyed by the 
regents, the people wbo ostensibly are training the 
leaders of timorrow.~J 

1972-73: Dick Benson 

Dick Bens.on took office in spring 1972 amidst a wave 

of relatively high interest in Student Government; the almost 

continuous controversy with the regents during the preceding 

year had focused the attention of the student body on its 

embattled government and had united many student factions 

against their common foe: Frank Erwin. In addition, Stu

dent Government was finally functioning to some extent as the 

voice in off-campus affairs that the student~ had desired 

for so long. But t·his seemingly salutary trend worried 

Benson, who felt that the students and the public were more 

interested in the superficia+ news provided by Student Govern-

t th . "t 84 men an in 1, s programs. 

Thus, Benson's emphasis as student body president was 

"providing substantive, real things" that would c ootinue to 

serve the students long after the heated issues of the 
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moment had lost their fury. 85 His most significant accomp

lishment was the initiation in October 197~ of the Texas 

Student Lobby (TSL), a body that quickly became skilled 
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. at representing the interests of stud~nts across the state in 

the Texas Legislature. The TSL was formed in affiliation with 

other colleges who were members of the Texas Intercollegiate 

Student Association, and was based on a similar concept 

effectively operating in California. 86 Still surviving to

day, the TSL in 1972-73 commanded respects it spoke for 

a direct membership of about J00,000 students, 87 and was 

well funded by membership fees of several·.hundred dollars per 

school and money solicited from private individuals who had 

shown interest in students. 88 And, in striking contrast to 

the inefficacy of ad· hoc lobbying efforts in earlier decades, 

legislators suddenly listened carefully to the TSL--the 18-

year-olds had been enfranchised in 1971, and votes talk. 

To similar ends, Benson also formed the City Council Lobby 

Committee to make the student voice heard before the Council 

as well as in the planning and service departments of the 

city. 89 This program, however, lacked the organization and 

backing of the TSL, and did not survive the abolition of 

student government in 1978. 

The Benson Administration enjoyed some influence with 

the Board of Regents as wella it succeeded in pushing through 

the first budget increase for student government in three 

years, from $5J,OOO to $72,000, including $40,000 for the 

• Office of the Students' Attorney, which flourished under 

' . / 
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Benson.90 Additionally, the Student Government independently 

raised about $20,000 in funds (from the Student Government 

Films and Student Health Insurance programs), the use of 

which was not subject to regental approval.91 But, like his 

predecessor, Dick Benson was forced to spend an inordinately 

large portion of his time defending Student Government against 

what he called the Board's "divide and conquer strategy." 92 

The Board began to delegate more power and responsibility to 

the Senior Cabinet, in effect forcing the Cabinet and Student 

Government into an adversary, competitive relationship; for 

example, Senior Cabinet was allowed to allocate a portion of 

the student funds (totalling $7 ,000) f'o.rmerly a f'uncti on of 

Student Government. In October, the Cabinet requested and 

obtained two seats on the University Council, claiming that 

it was more representative of' the campus academically than 

Student Government because of its "grass roots" organization 

and support. Another indication that the Senior Cabinet had 

gained in stature was that its members became eligible for 

"A" parking permits--a privilege never extended to the student 

senators.9J, 94 

Dick Benson was an imaginative, creative, active pres

ident. But these traits may have proved to be as much hind

rances as they were helpful; as the Texan editor noted, "If 

there is one criticism to be leveled at Benson, it's that 

he may have divided his attention among too many programs to 

concentrate enough energy on any one ... 9.5 And even though 

Benson established the enduring, powerful Texas Student 
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Lobby and raised the largest amount ever in unencumbered 

fl.mds, those were relatively low-profile projects without 

immediately visible results; he observed upon leaving o~fice: 

"But that's not what the immediate constituency wants. They 

want a lot more public realtions and political posturine 

rather than real things ... 96 Unfortunately, he was correct in 

his analysis--voter interest in the government dipped 

slightly during his term, and the students again looked for 

a change. 

1973-74: Sandy Kress 

That change· came in the form of the liberal University 

Reform Coalition (URC) headed by Sandy Kress. The party 

system had more or less died out amidst the unrest and up

heaval of the late 1960s, and elections had come to be more 

of an individual exercise; when a "party" did form, it was 

usually a one-time effort to oppose a specific group or issue-

it was fashionable at the time to be "anti-" something, just 

because it was the status quo. But in spring 1973, Kress, a 

22-year-old law student and former student body vice-president 

at UC Berkely, had the idea to run a group of similarly 

liberal-minded candidates with him under the URC banner. so 

that students who were only aware of his campaign might go 

ahead and vote for the whole slate.97 

The students did as Kress anticipated, and the result 

was an extraordinarily powerful Student Government character

ized by an unusually high degree of cooperation between the 

president and the Senate. One of Kress' main goals as 
/ 
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president was to reshape the Student Government so that it 

could do more than just take sides on vital issues: he 

sought to broaden student participation in the process to 

allow Student Government "to work on projects in a system

atic way that would benefit the students. 11 98 The result 
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was the Senate Reorganization Act, which created 12 standing 

committees, each devoted to a specific functional area of 

student life or student concern--Education, University Policies, 

OCinority Affairs, Communications, Housing, State Lobby, 

Consumer and Environmental A~fairs, Political Resolutions, 

Finance, City Lobby, Women's Affairs, and Expansion and Util

ization.99 A student senator headed each committee, but 

the members were actively recruited from outside the Student 

Senate. This participatory structure made it possible for 

members of the University community to use the resources of 

Student Government to implement their own ideas that would 

benefit the student body. 100 

The utility of the new committee structure surpassed 

even Kress' expectations. In the area of student services, 

Student Government opened a foreign study referral center and 

a women's referral·center, both in the Student Government of

fices. With the initiative of Senator Carol Crabtree, the 

Student Government Tours program, which provided group dis

count. touring packages :was begun. Student Government helped 

to coordinate plans for the University day care center, 

which opened in September 1974. 101 Additionally, Student 

Government Films, started in 197.3 by Dick Benson, and the 
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Student Government--sponsored Student Health Insurance bo~h 

thrived under the guidance o:f the new commi t·tee system; 

these two ongoing projects were also lucrative sources o:f 

student-controlled :funding. 1?2 

Student Government was even more active and e:f:fective 

in dealing with issues that concerned the student as a citizen 

o:f the o:f:f-campus community. It made the student voice heard 

in the City Council and the Texas Legislature; it also help

ed to elect pro-student councilmen and representatives. 

Student lobbying received .a great deal o:f credit :for pas-

sage o:f bills increasing :faculty pay and reducing the penalty 

:for possession o:f marijuana :from a :felony to a misdemeanor 

classi:fication. Student Government was also vocal on the 

national level, lobbying to end the war in Cambodia, and 

pushing :for creation o:f the Big Thicket National Park.lOJ 

And in what was probably his most :famous achievement as 

president, Kress went directly to the :federal government :for 

help in dealing with charges o:f minority discrimination on 

campus, calling in the U.S. Department o:f Health, Education, 

and Wel:fare to conduct a thorough investigation. 104 

While Student Government enjoyed considerable success 

in providing student services anllobbying :for o:f:f-campus a:f

fairs, it was :far less e:f:fective in the area o:f :in:rluencing 

University policy. 105 Sandy Kress attributes this :fact to 

the cai.stant competition with Senior Cabinet :for input into 

academic policy-making; the administration still was convinced 

that the appointed members o:f tne Cabinet provided a more 
.,...., 
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representative student voice than did the elected senators 

and officers of Student Government. 106 Another factor in-
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hibiting student influence was a degree of increased re~is

tance f'rom the Board of Regents: Chairman Frank Erwin would 

sometimes pretend to sleep through the impassioned pleas of 

students speaking before the Board as means of intimidating 

the speaker, particularly, Kress believes, when he realized 

that a good point was being made, and some of the regents 

would on occasion use technicalities in the Board's rules 

t "d t d t t t d . . 107 o avoi s u en pro es over a ecision. 

But in some ways, the powerful Erwin was a help to 

Student Government as well as a handicap, as Kress insight-

fully observed: 

Let me say this about Erwin ••• maybe it's 
easier because the man's gone-, and I'm older, 
and I'm gone too, in a way; I'm gone from ~he campus 
at least--! have tremendous respect for Erwin. I 
wish there was still an Erwin aroun.d. • • • [H] e 
was a bad guy in a lot of ways. ·But let me tell you 
this: we weren't electing Hank the Hallucination 
while he was there. Erwin helped create an image 
for student government in my view that was positive. 
Students always tmderstood that there was an is·sue; 
Erwin made the University an exciting place. He 
fought hard for his interests, which in many cases 
were not the interests of the students, I didn't 
think (and I still don't). I think he was wrong 
in a lot of respects, but there was no question 
that he was pa·ssionate and cared deeply about the 
University and fought for the University; and in that 
passion, and in that emotion, he created a lot 
of issues--a lot of issues would fly out from his 
activity that, I think, led to a ver-y substantial 
debat~ in the University about what ought to be 
done to improve the University, with respece to 
students, and so forth. I get the impression 
that a lot of those things just aren't discussed 
now at alls and, I'll tell you, I'd prefer that 
environment to the current~environment. And in 
that env~ronment, studentgoyer.nment was easier 
because of the heat of all that activity. It 
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was easier for students, I think, to perceive that 
they had an interest in the University, and as a 
result of that interest, that they should be taking 
stands and be involved in all that--which I think 
is a whole lot better, frankly, than maybe the 
kind of attitude that exists these i88s. So in 
that sense, I think Erwin was good. 

By the end of the 1973-74 school year, two events-

one perceptible, one less so--had occurred that spelled in

creased future trials and tribulations for Student Govern-
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ment. On March 15, 1974, the Board of Regents unexpectedly 

ended the guaranteed funding for Student Government and the 

Daily Texan from the Student Services Fee (which had become 

mandatory a~ter Athletics and CEC were made separate, optional 

fees) and provided for these two organizations to raise funds 

by optional check-off. Furious students held a rally on the 

Main Mall which culminated in a march on the Capitol, "attrac-

ting several thousand students and bringing back a ghost of 

the spirit many people thought had passed with the •6os."l09 
That commentary, from the 197# Cactus features section, 

reflected the second major, though less obvious, changes 

after eight long, turbulent years, the atmosphere of un

rest, upheaval, and activism on campus ih.ad quietly sub.sided, 

gb7ing way to new concerns and new attitudes toward student 

government. 
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CHAPTER 8 

1974/75-1977/78: Disillusionment, Farce and Finale 

A wave of conservatism swept across the nation in the 

mid- 1 70s, as the energy crisis worsened, inflation soared, and 

a United States president was implicated in a break-in at the 

Democratic Party National Headquarters, located in a Washing

ton office complex whose name quickly became a household word. 

The new conservative attitude was reflected as well on the 

University of Texas at Austin campus. Gone were most of the 

polarizing issues of th€ last 1960s and early 1970s that had 

cried out for liberal action: the Vietnam War was long over 

and beginning to fade from memory; overt discrimination against 

Blacks was virtually unheard of, although in some places it 
-

continued in more subtle forms. Students had to a great ex-

tent replaced their activist philosophy--that it was their 

responsibility as individuals to change the world during their 

college years--with a more practical outlook aimed at getting 

the best possible education in a reasonably short time. They 

became interested in career planning and job prospects upon 

their graduation; enrollment in vocation-oriented degree pro

grams such as business and engineering swelled. Their studies 

suddenly began to demand a greater proportion of their time, 

as a high grade point average became a valuable commodity in 

the increasingly crowded employment marketplace. Overall, 

students• interest in extracurricular activities, including 

Student Government, dropped as academics gradually assumed a 

-172-
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higher priority. 

1974-75: Frank Fleming 

The new atmosphere on campus certainly helped to bring 

conservative Frank Fleming into the student body presidency, 

ending four consecutive years of liberal, progressive presi

dents; student reaction against those years of activist and 

reformist politics finally caught up with Student Government. 

Many students saw their elected officials spending a majority 

of their time debating issues that lacked immediate relevance 

to the campus, as a 1973-74 outgoing senator realized: 

The Senate suffered from chronic dispersal 
of effort. We were too easily distracted by things 
we have no control over. Resolutions were debated 
at great length concerning such things as :p·oli.tical 
freedom in Iran, Chile.and southern Louisiana. Such 
debates took up almost one-half of the meeting time 
during September through November. The worst part 
was, we argued the same things every time. • • • 

I'm not advocating blinders for the Senate. 
I am saying that their willingness to waste time on 
things they had no control ~ver lead to frustration, 
boredom and cynicism. • • • 

As a result, the average.student did not tend to give much 

thought to Student Government; although he was probably aware 

of its existence, he likely did not see himself as one of its 

members. Sandy Kress evaluates his term of office in this 

respect: 

I think we touched the average student's life 
probably only minimally, because the average student 
again is very separate and .~part from student govern
ment; they don't interrelate very much. But I think 
they thought of us as a fairly active and productive 
student government, if they were thinking about it 
relatively; if they weren't thinking about it rela
tively, they prob~bly weren't touched much at all. 
I'm trying to be as fair as I can. I think we did 
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a good job, but I ·suspect probably the average stu
dent knew who we were, may have known about some 
things that we did, may have been touched by it, but 
I t_hink the nexus was relatively minimal. E~en in 
what I thought was a relatively active year. 
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Frank Fleming brought an entirely different emphasis 

to Student Government; where his predecessors had concentrated 

a great amount of time and effort on off-campus lobbying and 

issues, where they believed student power lay, Fleming di

rected his energies primarily to on-campus programs that di

rectly benefited students: 

[Y]ou know, I didn't see us that much as mak
ing earth-shattering decisions that would last for
ever and would be put into granite; but really pro
viding services for a large group of people who were, 
tor whatever period of time, in one place, at one 
time, and had common needs •••• 

I'm not saying that if there's a war going on 
in Vietnam we shouldn 1 t have referendums [sic] on it, 
since people our age are fighting those wars; but by 
and large, the main concern of student government 
should b-e to make a student• s life on camp.us as enjoy
able and as hassle-rree as possible. That to me was 
the main function of the .:student government.-' 

This view appeared to be just what the students wanted 

in a president. However, Fleming's intended program was hob-

bled by an unusually bitter and long-lasting election contro

versy. Kress• hand-picked successor, liberal University Re

form Coalition 'candidate Lee Rohn, after losing to Fleming in 

a runoff, filed a series of complaints against him--later re

filed in the names of five supposedly unconcerned students-

alleging coercion and administrative interference with the 

election, alo~g with three other minor violations. The coer

cion charge involved a written statement from Cactus editor 

Liz Daily stating that a Kinsolving Dormitory head resident, 
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Kathleen Mayne, had offered her "guaranteed or assured" admit

tance to the LBJ School of Public Affairs if she would support 

Fleming for president •. 4 Fleming recalls that Mayne "felt 

threatened by Lee Rohn, and she liked me, 11 tbut that he never 

solicited her comment or h~r assistance.5 

The second charge centered around two "F''s, old incom

plete grades, that Fleming had changed to meet the 2.25 GPA 

requirement the day before the filing deadline for candi

dates. In both courses, there had been an optional paper or 

final that Fleming had intended to finish, but not having 

done so, he opted. for the grades he would have received other

Wise--a "B" and a. "D." A student, Will Featherston, even 

claimed to have seen a letter telling one of Fleming's pro

fessors that he would not receive tenure unless the failing 

grade was changed to a "B•"G,7 Featherston, however, was 

never able to produce the alleged letter, saying he des~royed 

it to "remain unpolitical. 118 Nevertheless, students, who were 

aware of Fleming's close relationship with Frank Erwin during 

Fleming's work of the previous year as chairman of the Union 

Building Advisory Committee, were quick to see the powerful 

regent's hand in the grade change. Although Lee Rohn never 

mentioned the subject herself, rumor and pa~anoia spread that 

Fleming had been "just a token candidate of Frank Erwin's, 

and all of the horror that that would imply--that the actu-

al regents were infiltrating even our campus elections. 11 9 

In the end, Fleming was cleared of all charges, first 

by decision of the Election Commission, and finally, almost a 
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month after the runoff, on an appeal to the Student Court~ 

The complainants dropped the charge regarding the grade 

changes due to insufficient and unverifiable evidence. With 

regard to the coercion charge, the Commission found no evi

dence that Fleming had "ratified or accepted" the alleged 

bribe10 but added that it "acknowledged and condemned the in

vol'ITement of some members of the administration. 1111 (This 

statement did .!!Q! refer to Erwin, although it is frequently 

misconstrued as such; rather, it was directed at Head Resi

dent Kathleen Mayne.) 

But even.though Frank Fleming was completely exonerated 

of wrongdoing, the persistent spectre of the long, drawn-out, 

highly-publicized dispute and investigation proved devastat

ing to his efficacy as president. Fleming explained: 

Some people are rather hard-shelled and immune 
to a lot of things; I personally am not. I have sort 
of a soft core in the center, although I can protect 
myself when I need to. But the particular adverse 
circumstances that I took offic·e in, where there was 
not just an election challenge, but a long, exhaus
tive dispute, and allegations that I'd lied, that 
I'd coerced people into doing things that were il
legal--those things really hurt me for years after 
I was president. I know it affected me all the time 
I was president; I guess I was always looking over 
my shoulder • • • wondering whether or not I had the 
trust 1and confidence of the people I was trying to 
lead. 2 · 

Because he was continuously occupied with the contro

versy from the day he was elected until he took office, Flem

ing was not in a position to organize an effective, dedicated 

staff; nor did he receive any help from past president Sandy 

Kress. As a result, "leadership and. motivation to pursue .. 
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projects was lacking in a lot of areas." l} Also, Fleming de

voted a great deal of his time to work on the Union Board 

rather than to directing the activities of the Senate and the 

committee system. 14 The end product of all these influepces 

was what the Cactus called a "carry-over year": Student Gov

ernment was "not entirely innovative," but innumerable pro

jects from Kress' administration or before were continued and 

expanded. In fact, Fleming's administration probably had a 

greater percentage of successful programs than any other in 

the 1970s, because most had had at least a year to incubate. 15 

· Undoubtedly the best-remembered project of Fleming's 

term was the infamous Student Government-sponsored "ZZ Top 

and Friends' First Annual Texas Size Rompin' Stompin' Barn 

Dance and Barbecue," held September 1, 1974, in a sweltering 

Memorial Stadium. The concert, which also featured Santana, 

Joe Cocker, and Bad Company, drew 80,000 fans and earned near

ly $21,000 profit for Student Government. 16 Another program 

of enduring significance, partly a result of Fleming's direc

tion on the Union Board, was the wholesale remodeling of the 

Union building, which, among other things, established the 

Texas Tavern- and provided for the sale of liquor on the UT 

campus for the first time in history. 17 In the area of stu

dent input in University policy-making, Fleming persuaded the 

University Council to increase stduent membership on the Coun

cil from six to nine (three from Senior Cabinet and six from 

Student Government). 18 Student Government also was vocal 

in protesting the regents• capricious firing of UT President 
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Stephen Spurr early in the school year and set up a special 

i~vestigating committee on the subject. 19 Off-campus activi

ties, with past president Sandy Kress at the helm of the Texas 

Student Lobby, received little emphasis from Fleming, but con

tinued to be successful in representing students• opinions to 

the Legislature. 20 

Funding was not the disaster for Student Government 

that was anticipated immediately after the regents removed it 

and the Daily Texan from the student services fee in March 

1974. They purportedly took this action as a result of a Uni

versity System l~w office interpretation of a Texas Education 

Act amendment designed to give financial relief to part-time 

and graduate students; 21 the fee had to be lowered somehow, 

and those two organizations were thought the most likely to 

be self-sustaining.22 But at least part of the reason for 

suspending mamdatory funding for Student Government was that 

it had become too powerful and too great a threat to the re

gents and administration: when the Travis County legislative 

delegation pressed Frank ErWin for an explanation, he an

swered, ."We may lose $12 million in grants because of Mr. San

dy Kress alleging discrimination when there's no real proof 

of it.n23 Probably also of significance was a preferential 

poll of all students conducted during registration by the Of

fice of the Vice-President for Student Affairs that showed 

that a majority of students themselves did not favor mandatory 

funding for Student Government--46.1% were in favor of it, but 

27.3% felt it should be optional, and 15.5% believed the Uni-
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varsity should not collect any fees for that body; 11.1% did 

not respond. 24 

The Board's action was not an attempt to "kill" out

right the Daily Texan and Student Government, as is sometimes 

suggested. If this had been the case, no means for fund

raising would have been allowed; instead, the optional check

off system was provided. Also, in the case of Student Govern

ment, University President Stephen Spurr would not have guar

anteed as he did to underwrite from his discretionary funds 

any difference between the previous year's budget and the 

amount received from the optional fees. 25 In addition, the 

lucrative ZZ Top concert would not have been held without the 

help of Erwin, who "started pulling the strings" with Head 

Football Coach Darrell Royal and the administration to secure 

permission for the fund-raising event. 26 

This act ~' however, an effort by the Board to force 

both Student Government and the Texan to be responsible to the 

students: in order to receive funding from their constituen

cies, both entities would in theory have no choice but to 

represent their views. 27 In any case, students rallied around 

Student Government in 1974-75, probably because of the well

publicized controversy; much to everyone's surprise, S26,464 

was received from the optional check-off28--more than would 

have been received from a services fee allocation. 29 With 

the ZZ Top proceeds, the Student Government had well over 

s40,ooo at its disposal • 

Frank Fleming managed, under the circumstances, to be 
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a reasonably active and effective president. But he was not 

as publicly controversial or outspoken as some of his prede

cessors had been; furthermore, he quickly "got fed up With a 

completely student mentality," and he ceased to worry about 

"taking popular positions and student stances."30 Fleming 

conceded that his primary shortcoming was in communication 

with the students. At least partly because he decided not to 

be concerned about his image and press coverage, the student 

body did not know about his activities:and thus felt that he 

was uninvolved.31 The Fleming Administration left the stu

dents with the impression of a Student Government that had 

spent their money only to be ineffective and unproductive, 

and, again, they were ready for a change • 

1975-76: Carol Crabtree 

The growing sentiment of disillusionment helped Carol 

Crabtree become the first woman ever to be elected student 

body president at the Universtiy of Texas at Austin. Crabtree 

was no newcomer to Student Government; she had served as a 

student senator under the Benson, Kress, and Fleming admini

strations. She was an active feminist: but otherwise perceived 

as politically moderate: she won office in a contest against 

Bill Ware, a dedicated radical, and Talmadge Boston, Fleming's 

extremely conservative chosen successor. 

Crabtree•s priorities as president lay in the areas of 

academic advancement, student services, and equal opportunity. 

Toward these ends, Student Government improved the accessibil-
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ity to students of teaching evaluation forms, upgraded bicy

cle facilities on campus, started the DailY Texan recycling

box program, and successfully lobbied the administration for 

increased funding of women's intercollegeate athletics and 

for the addition of a second female gynecologist at the Student 

Health Center.32,33 Another major goal, one that went unful

filled, was to reinstate mandatory funding for Student Govern

ment and the Daily Texan: the number of optional "check-offs" 

for fall 1975 dropped 47.7% from the previous year,34 compel

ling Crabtree to ask University Pre·sident ad interim Lorene 

Rogers (who was temporarily appointed after the Spurr firing 

in 1974) to make up the $8,.500 deficit from her discretionary 

funds.35 Students questioned their government's forced reli

ance on Rogers• graces; the Texan editor wrote: 

Whether this type of funding causes Stud·ent 
Government to be more submissive to administrative 
whims is a critical point. With mandatory funding, 
Student Government can afford to be more indepen
dent; but if it must constantly wonder where or when 
i~s next dollar is coming, it could become inopera
tive.-'b 

But despite student pleas, the Board of Regents in July 1975 

voted to retain optional· funding through the 1975-76 school 

year.37 

The funding debate, however, was quickly subordinated 

in importance to the two major controversies of that year: 

the appointment of Dr. Lorene Rogers to the permanent Univer

sity presidency in the fall, and the efforts to recall Stu

dent Government President Crabtree in the spring. Rogers made 

history in September when she became the first female president 
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of a major American university--but the circumstances under 

which s~e was appointed were unfortunately infamous-as well. 

A Faculty-Student Advisory Committee, whose members were care

fully chosen to represent accurately their various constitu

encies, submitted a list of five acceptable candidates for the 

University presidency, culled from over 100 possible selec

tions. Rogers was not one of the five. In fact, she had been 

unanimously r~jected by the Committee on at least four sepa

rate occasi·ons.38 The regents had agreed only to "strongly 

consider" the Committee's recommendations; they were not 

bound to them, although that is the way in which many people 

interpreted the agreement.39 

Students and faculty were outraged when the Board voted 

5-3 to appoint Rogers anyway. The Advisory Committee issued 

a statement calling the action "deplorable" and saying it 

showed "a most extraordinary cynicism and a blatC?.D.t disregard 

of the processes of orderly university governance."40 The 

Student Senate also passed a resolution in protest of Rogers' 

appointment, stating in part: 

Never did the Advisory Committee offer Dr. 
Rogers as a candidate. Never did it support her 
nomination for president of the University. 

We are ·humiliated, appalled and disgusted 
that student-faculty input was of such minor im
portance in the ·final decision.'+ 

Student Government joined the faculty in refusing to support 

the regental decision, but stressed "that the purpose of our 

refusal is not to discredit Dr. Rogers but to empµasize our 

disappointment and dismay that the Student-Faculty Advisory 
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Committee's input was ignored."42 On campus, students and 

faculty boycotted classes and meetings; about 6,ooo students 

packed the Main Mall, shouting for Rog.e.rs' resignation; the 

General Faculty resolved not to work with an~ committees that 

reported to the Office of the President. The week-long, near

ly continuous series of marches, rallies, teach-ins, boycotts, 

speeches and so ~orth--reminiscent of the protests over the 

firing of President Homer Price Rainey in 1944--received na

tional network television news coverage and was discussed in 

newspapers around the state.43 

The protest movement rapidly began to get out of hand, 

however. A coalition calling itself Students Helping Academ

ic Freedom at Texas (SHAFT) was formed from a variety of cam

pus groups to fight for Rogers' resignation. There was a 

plethora of reasons that stud~nts opposed Rogers, as Judy 

Spalding, Crabtree's administrative assistant an~ later presi

dent herself, recalls: 

There were so many different interests in
volved that had absolutely nothing to do with Dr. 
Rogers' appointment. A lot of people were there to 
oppose Dr. Rogers personally, which was never th~ 
original idea of SHAFT, and then it started to pick 
up absolutely ey~rybody who ever had a grudge against 
the University.44 

But Crabtree quite properly insisted that Student Government 

limit its opposition to the principal and original reason for 

the protest: that student and faculty input had been ignored 

in Rogers' selection. SHAFT thus had a negative effect on 

the students• view of their government, as Crabtree observes: 

I think probably many people viewed SHAFT as 
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a weakness on the part of student government, because 
student government, though present at all the ral
lies in opposition to Dr. Rogers •••• SHAFT seemed 
to be leading the ball, so to speak, on the opposi
tion movement. So many people probably viewed it as 
a weakness. The way I regarded it at the time was 
that we would be missing the boat completely if we 
didn't stick to the real issue at hand, which was 
that the regents had ignored student-faculty input.45 
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Many ~tudents misinterpreted Crabtree's sentiments; 

word spread that student Government "lacked direction" and 

that the president was cowardly and ineffective.46 And as if 

the loss of popular support were not enough, the student lead

ers themselves totally undermined whatever effectiveness Crab-

tree had left, as Spalding recalls: 

The whole time, Carol was supportive of Dr. 
Rogers and wanted to work with her--she was presi
dent, and she had absolutely every right to feel 
that way. A lot of us, myself included, felt that 
that was a real turncoat thing to do and tied Car-
ol's hands in a lot of ways. And even if we didn't 
do it quite that way, I'm sure that in a lot of ways 
we did emasculate her term. We went through a whole 
procedure of getting students to sign up (for com-. 
mittees], and screening processes, and voting by the 
Senate •••• Well, we did the worst thing possible, 
and every time I think of this I just shudder. CT]here 
was a whole boycott, you understand;, everybody was 
supposed to shut down, and they were supposed to do 
it until she [RogersJ resigned! We told people "We 
will go ahead and put your names down; the Senate will 
go ahead and approve you; but you can't serve." A 
lot of people did anyway, and who could blame them!? 
••• But a lot of them didn't, and what you have is 
just mass chaos. • • • It was a big mess, and Carol 
was opposed to it throughout the whole time and lost 
a lot of ground. All of us wasted an awful lot of 
energy on the whole thing, and it was just stupid, 
because--nobody won. Well, we all know who won, but 
it clearly wasn't the students •••• 4r 

The crisis of confidence in Student Government. only 

worsened in the spring. Once it became obvious that Rogers 

• was not going to resign, protest of her appointment died down. 
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Some student leaders, including Crabtree, realized the need 

to end the ineffective boycott of University committees and 

the University Council because students had no voice in the 

vital decisions that were being made affecting them; but other,s 

vehemently insisted that the boycotts continue,48 and a well

publicized period of senate infighting ensued. Finally, a 

group of Student Government leaders, tired of the constant 

criticism and cha_;rges of powerlessness and ineffectiveness, 

looked for and found the inevitable scapegoat: ·carol Crabtree. 

On January 28, 1976, Financial Director Sandy Shtofman and 

Student Senators Susan Krute and Lee Sandoloski announced re

call procedures against their president.49 They charged that 

Crabtree had authorized the publication of and appropriated 

funds for. a campus housing guide without the permission of the 

Senate.50 

In the investigation that followed, the-Student Senate 

exculpated Crabtree; the Senate's final resolution on Febru

ary 11 acknowledged some irregularities in the President's 

actions but said her questionable moves resulted from ambigu

ities in the student Government constitution rather than of

ficial misconduct.51 But the entire controversy had a disas

trous impact on the student body's image of Student Government. 

Its convulsive deterioration was publicized in the scandal

hungry Texan for weeks. First, Financial Director Shtofman~ 

whom the student leaders respected very highly, resigned in 

protest February 2, saying: 

In four years of association with student 
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government, I have not seen motivations sink to as 
base a level as that at which they are now operat
ing., I no longer wish to be associated with an ad
mini~tration which is serving personal, rather than 
student, interests.'2 
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Administrative Assistant Judy Spalding, the president's clos

est advisor, was quoted the next day as saying that, under 

the circumstances, it would be best for Crabtree to resign.53 

Shortly thereafter, Spalding followed Shtofman's lead and also 

tendered her resignation. And between the time that the re

call proceedings started and that Crabtree was exonerated, the 

Texan reported that .the entire affair was probably a political 

move: ·Lee Sandoloski was himself planning on running for the 

student body presidency later that spring, with Sandy Shtofman 

working as his chief strategist.54,55 

Crabtree evaluates the effect of this controversy, com

bined with the -11 failure 11 of the Rogers protest, on student 

opinion the end of her term: 

Oh, I think it was devastating to the credi
bility of student government, because when it's 
advertised all over that you don't have the power 
to even put forth your recommendations for Univer
sity President ••• , then you have this in-house 
fighting in the ·spring •••• I look back on it 
sometimes and wonder if it would have been better 
for student government as a whole if I had not 
fought--would it have been better if56 had not 
fought back, and just let things be. 

Student government loses credibility the 
more the infighting and power struggles are publi
cized. • • • I really believe that the ·stude.nts 
are not against having a government; but they want 
it to be a legitimate government, and they want it 
to be a government that's going to have some power. 
• • • I believe that after my administration the 
student body was very, very disillusionedf because 
it became very obvious to them if it wasn t already 
that student government, who (sicJ was this organi
zation that was supposedly there :to. provide services 
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and protect their interests, did not have as much 
power as we all would have liked to believe it had. 
So therefore there's a great feeling of disillusion-57 ment, and almost a feeling of rebellion, afte~ that. 
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In fairness to Carol Crabtree, it should be made ex

plicit here that despite whatever might be said about her 

failure to give strong leadership to the 19?5-?6 student Gov

ernment, she was not directly at fault for the events of that 

year, nor for what they later precipitated. A student, writ

ing to the Texan editor in rare defense of Crabtree during the 

recall proceedings, made this point by quoting the lat~ Presi

dent Harry s. Truman: 

"You know, the greatest epitaph in the coun
try is in Arizona. It is in Tombstone, Ariz., and 
this epitaph said, 'Here lies Jack Williams. He 
done his damndest. 1 I think that is the greatest 
epitaph a man could have. Whenever a man does the 
best he can, then that is all he can do; and that 8 
is what your President has been trying to do ••• •"5 

1976-77: Jay Adkins 

Disillusionment, caused by the infighting and perceived 

powerlessness of 'student Government, sparked the spring 1976 

candidacy of a new breed of student politician: the absurdist. 

The campus occasionally had seen "joke" and protest candidates 

for president before, but never any like Jay Adkins or his 

vice-presidential running-mate, Frederick John "Skip" Slyfield II. 

The two highly intelligent students called their ticket "Art 

and Sausages" (or "A & S") -and sought to expose Student Gov

ernment as the unrepresentative c~rcus it had become. They 

promised a new ?pproach: 

We're going to drag Student Government wailing 
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and screeching out onto the streets where studepts 
can deal with it. This terrifies the standard hack 
politico. They don't like doing things in public, 
they like to deal with other politicians. We're go
ing to put it out there in public. You can't talk 
about student input until students know what it is 
doing. And we are obviously the only ones who can 
get attention and get energy. 

We're not ·interested in telling people what 
to do, we're not interested in being powerbrokers, 
we•re interested in getting people moving. Now, 
_you've got a choice between straight campus politi
cal hacks and people who know that politics start 
with people, that you change things by getting out 
on the streets and getting things moving. When we 
say Art and Sausages, we mean we don't care whether 
you hang us on the wall9or eat us for lunch, but 
don't forget to laugh.j 

~dkins and Slyfield said "We're laughing at Student 

Government because we take students seriously. 11 60 But that 

was about the only thing they took seriously, as a sampling 

of their abundant campaign promises shows: 

COMMITTEES. Instead of our opponent's idea 
to replace the present committee on committees with 
a new committee on reorganization of SG, we will 
have the Committee to Put Things on Top of Other 
Things and the Committee to Keep Things Under Things. 
These will be supplemented by the Committee For 
Things and the Committee Against Things. 

STUDENT SENATE. The next time the Senate tries 
to get out of making a tough decision by postponing 
the vote (uh Lorene? Lorene who?) the A & S goons will 
chain them into the room: Either they face up to the 
issues or their bladders burst. 

ENVIRONMENT. We will plow up the Main Mall 
and then plant cabbages. (All plants talk, but only 
cabbages sing.-) 

HEALTH. What do students really want--flu 
shots, birth control? Nonsense. We will set up the 
Clinic for Social Acceptability, offering permanent 
hair removal and sweat gland relocation. And of 
course, euthanasia on demand. 

SEX. Politics makes strange bedfellows, and 
we'll sleep with anyone. 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE. To curtail the pointless 
pedantry of academic gatherings we will require pro
fessors to communicate solely by farting and tap 
dancing. Art and Sausages supports the "publish or 
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perish" doctrine.:.-any professor who does not publish 
a book each year will be required to spend the ·fol
lowing year dressed as an enormous pear. 

UNIVERSITY IMAGE. We will change the inscrip
tion on the Main Building from "Ye shall know the 
truth, and the truth shall make61ou free, 11 to a more 
straightforward, "Money Talks. 11 
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Jay Adkins and Skip Slyfield offered few concrete pro

posals, but, like radical Jeff Jones six years before, they 

promised action: 

Student Government at the University of Texas 
••• has .been and always will be a burnt-out '56 
Chevy on blocks waiting to be taken somewhe~e. Art 
and Sausages has promised to be the engine.b2 

And, as in 1970, th.e students responde.d to this alternative; 

Adkins and Slyfield swamped the traditional campus political 

establishment with a landslide 60% of the vote in a runoff 

election. 63 

The new administration had a few initial successes, in 

spite of all the absurdity. For example, it persuaded the 

University to keep the Academic Center open 24 hours a day 

and started the 11buddy system," an escort program for late

night studiers at.the library. 64 But its most significant ac

complishment was in providing a sound financial base for Stu

dent Government for an additional year: when the regents 

again voted against mandatory funding in late March 1976 and 

University President Rogers subsequently refused to balance 

the Student Government budget from her discretionary funds, 65 

Adkins and Slyfieid mounted an antic drive to stimulate stu

dent use of the $3.15 optional check-off during fall preregi

stration. They paraded ha~gardly dressed student senators-
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elect, chained together, to the Main Building at noon, in an 

attempt to "get the process in the public eye1166 and printed 

one-eighth-page advertisements in the Daily Texan. 67 And as 

the Texan reported in September, the effort was an unbeliev

able success: 

Student Government has once again done battle 
with the ·forces of mediocrity and beaten them stupid. 
To date, the epic five-month "Money Talks" optional 
funding drive (including last week's registration 
follies) has persuaded more than one-fourth of the 
student population to check off. When the red tape 
settled, the UT computers revealed that a grand to
tal of 12,725 had fallen for the snappy patter and 
smoo~h moves of Art and Sausages, gaining $40,083.75 
for Student Government. 

Asked to comment on the remarkable popularity 
of an institution he had vowed to laugh into oblivi
on, Student Government President Jay Adkins was near
ly speechless. "I guess they decided to put their 
money whet8 my mough is," was the only thing he could 
cough up. •, 

But by the time the fall semester got underway, the Art 

and Sausages program had begun to fall apart. The fever pitch 

of raw crazy energy that typified the A & S campaign was near

ly impossible to sustain through the long, hot, quiet summer 

months, and when students returned to school, Adkins wasn't 

laughing anymore: he was "finding it harder to crank out his 

requisite joke-a-day, and ••• apologizing 'for not doing 

what I got elected to do. • • • ' [Adkins addedJ 'I would call 

the whole thing pretty much a failure. We never came up with 

a new system or anything different. 11169 Also, Adkins' announce

ment that he was ready to junk the entire Student Government 

system, starting with the 40-member Student Senate, sparked 

disagreements between Adkins and the more conservative senators.70 
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Power squabbles pointing to interpersonal political struggles 

began to surface in the Senate, prompting one senator to say, 

"We seem to be getting caught in the old patterns; it's almost 

implicit in playing the game. 11 71 

By February 1977, one-third of the senators had re

signed their posts.72 Worse, Adkins began to take himself 

and Student Government very seriously, while Slyfield and the 

other absurdists wished to continue the mockery. This rift 

widened until, in February, Adkins advised the regents that 

"they should get together more with students and faculty." 

That was the proverbial last straw; the creators and members 

of Art and Sausages issued a statement "disowning" Adkins: 

We • • • are distressed and appalled by Jay 
Adkins' recent speech to the Board of Regents. We 
publicly disavow his action and repudiate complete
ly the sentiments expressed in his address. Our 
efforts, conceived in loving anarchy~ have been un
dermined by his unfortunate remarks.r3 

By March, the reign of absurdity was over. Reflecting 

the new tone of seriousness, the_Senate in its last meeting 

of the year adopted a resolution stating that Student Govern~ 

ment should be referred to by its old name, the Students• As

sociation, in all related references, titles.and documents.74 

Attempts to re;<;ruit new Art and Sausages candidates failed, 

and a sober atmosphere prevailed in the spring elections. 

Students were almost universally disillusioned--even absurdism 

had failed to cure the ailing student government, which had 

meanwhile deteriorated still further • 
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1977-78: Judy Spalding 

It was in this environment of pessimism that journal

ism student Judy Spalding became the University's second fe

male Students• Association president, in a runoff following 

an apathy-plagued election that saw only 12% of the student 

body vote--the lowest turnout ever in a spring presidential 

election.73 Write-in candidate A:m.y the Wonderdog polled more 

votes than two of the presidential candidates.76 A survey of 

1400 students shortly after the election revealed that nearly 

60% had no idea what the Student Senate's primary responsi

bility was, and one-fourth felt student government should not 

be involved in or have input to either committees selecting 

administrators or faculty or the selection of the students• 

attorney or ombudsman. A member of the survey committee not

ed that this was "definitely a change from the students of 

eight years ago. It's a combination of apathy and adoles

cence--the desire to have things done for you. 11 77 Spalding 

remembers that, in the wake of A & s, there was "a healthy 

distrust of everybody and everything, generally, and specifi

cally with the University; but, simultaneously, in a lot of 

cases the distrust had gone beyond a healthy state."78 

On April 15, 1977, completely without warning, the 

Board of Regents returned the Students• Association and Se

nior Cabinet to mandatory funding by giving the two groups an 

allocation from the student services fee.79 The Board gave 

no explanation for its action, but students postulated many 

~ reasons: perhaps it was an attempt to keep student leaders 
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Students' Association•" as Adkins and Slyfield had done, 
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to gain voluntary funding from the students. 80 The Texan pro

posed another possibility: 

[T]he timing .and manner of this new action 
raise a significant question. Are the regents re
warding student government for its quiet ineffec
tiveness of the last several years? 

It may be coincidence, but in the face of the 
most efficient and effective student government in 
recent memory, namely the Kress administration, the 
regents cut off funding, thereby crippling the ini
tiatives of future officers. 

Now, the regents have reacted to Jay Adkins' 
singularly unaccomplished performance as8~resident by reinstating ·this much-needed funding. 

Spalding added that perhaps the move was not only a reaction 

to the ineffectiveness of Adkins and Slyfield, but also an 

expression that the Board saw her upcoming administration 

as "real harmless--what could I do? ••• And by comparison-

I mean, look at us; we got ourselves abolished! So that was 

an accurate assumption, if that's really what the reason was. 1182 

With the newly acquired mandatory funding, the Students' 

Association had an adequate, though by no means luxurious, 

working budget that enabled it to operate several student ser

vice projects, including a summer storage warehouse program, 

a textbook exchange (with the Association collecting a twenty

five-cent service charge on each book sold, compared to five 

cents in the 1930s), a plant sale, an all-University Halloween 

dance, and a Women's Center to coordinate women's activities 

and information. 83 Spalding notes, "We did what you would 

call the piddling things ••• to be visible, to involve as 

many people as possible ••• a lot of real normal things; 
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nothing really stands out. 1184 The city and state lobby com

mittees also continued to be active and reasonably effective. 

But the Spalding Administration was fraught with prob

lems from its very beg;i.nning. During the summer, Spalding 

drew criticism from the Texan for holding Senate meetings at 

different locations and times, including one on the plaza of 

the communications complex and another ·at a cafe miles from 

campus; not only were students not notified in advance of the 

times and places of the meetings, but the meetings themselves 

were :also confused by poor acoustics and lack of proper seat

ing. 85 In another well-publicized incident in September, Pub

lici~y Committee Chairman Kathi Chatas refused Spalding's re

quest that she resign f_or failure to perform her duties. 86 

At the following Senate meeting, Spalding suddenly and unex

pectedly backed dovm. from her demand, and the entire remainder 

of the meeting was devoted to a decision on the disposal of 

25 frozen pizzas left over from a poorly publicized Association

sponsored picnic. The headline of the Texan report on the 

meeting--"Chatas stays; pizzas ordered to go1187--reflects the 

cynicism and wry humor with which students had come to view 

their Association. 

The Texan made note of one of the problems with the 

Students• Association and suggested its cause: 

The tide of student attitudes toward student 
government is turning; most students derive little 
or no direct benefit from the actions and efforts 
of the Students• Association. That, though, is not 
so much the fault of the peo~le they elect as it is 
the fault of the structure.ti~ 

The Students• Association Restructuring Committee (SARC II), 
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formed by Jay Adkins late in 1976, attempted to address this 

point. (SARC I had worked for a time unQ.er Carol Crabtree but 

had "lost· all of its creativity and credibility. 1189) O?l Octo

ber 26, 1977, SARC II presented to the Senate a S~udents' As

sociation cons'titution containing a completely new governing 

structure. The proposed changes in~luded abolishing the Sen-
, ... 

ate and replacing it with (in what seems like a case of deja 

]JJ.) an Assembly, with the power only to approve appointments 

and budgets, using the. college councils as a constituent base 

for the Assembly, and removing the vice-president and estab

lishing instead three directors under the executive to coor

dinate finances, research and communication.90 

But the SARC II document failed to win the requisite 

two-thirds majority approval' of the Senate to be presented to 

the students on a referendum and was sent back to the commit

tee for reworking.91 The Senate failed on November 9 to reach 

a quorum to consider the revised constitution;92 .a week later, 

after several hours of careful, serious consideration and or

derly debate, the senators fi~ally rejected it. Said a sena

tor from the Gra(juate School: "We don't need a patchwork sys

tem on this document."93 

A favorable recommendation to the students of the SARC 

II constitution and its subsequent ratification might have 

saved the Association, at least for a few more years: the 

student body would have desired at minimum to give the new 

structure a try. But instead, the proposal was not approved • 

The events that followed were both foreseeable and, in light 
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of the prevailing mood of disgust with the Students' Associ

ation, virtually inevitable. On February 1, 1978, the same 

day that a 28-column-inch front-page article, sensationally , 

titled "Spalding tags leaders of Association 'hacks, tn94 ap

peared in the Texan, two groups of students--the Committee to 

Retire Aspiring Politicos (CRAP) and the Constructive Aboli

tion Movement (CAM)--came forth to abolish the Students' As

sociation. 95 

CRAP and CAM submitted a petition, signed by 1,400 stu

dents,96 calling for a referendum which asked students to de

cide among five di.fferent options: ( 1) to keep the Students 1 

Association as it was, (2) to adopt the SARC II constitution 

that had been rejected by the Senate, (3) to call a new con-

stitutional commission to revise the Association's structure, 

(4) to abolish the governing structure altogether, or (5) "none 

of the above." The abolition option provided for the deletion 

of the sections of the constitutuon empowering the legislative, 

executive and judicial branches; the preamble and other arti

cles were left intact. A provision also was made that a new 

governing structure could be instituted in a special election 

called by the Election Commission chairman upon petition by a 

number of students equalling 30% of those voting in the last 

general election. 

The bin~ing referendum was held on March 1, concurrent, 

ironically, with the spring general election. Controversy 

was intense, but voter interest and turnout were low, with 

only 5,146 students bothering to make their feelings known. 
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And when the ballots were counted, the result did not particu

larly stun or shock the campus: the option favoring abolition 

won with 2 9 644 votes cast in its favor--out of some 42,000 

spring semester students--and 2,458 opposing.97 David Haug, 

a member of CRAP, said of the referendum: 

It's hard to be ecstatic when you get rid of 
something--but we're excited. Having 5,000 people 
voting on the referendum has reflected what students 
think. The other 35,000 don't even care enough 
about the association to bother to vote and that 
shows how they think.98 

Asked to evaluate what students were thinking on that day, 

Judy Sp.alding reflected 

that they were not being represented; they 
were in a position for the first and probably the 
last time in their lives to vote to abolish a gov
ernment of any sort. You know, that's a heady ex
perience. We weren't representing them. And I ful
ly mean to encompass everyone who preceded me, cer
tainly for the past few years. We couldn't repre
.sent them the way they needed to be represented, or 
in ways that they would truly benefit from it, be
cause of the structure--the agency status, and all 
that. Our hands were tied, and other parts of our 
anatomy, and there was nothing we could do--I mean, 
the best we could do were the garage sales or the 
dances, an occasional trot down to lobby the Legis
lature, appearances--we couldn't do a whole lot~~9 

The March 1 referendum was not official, however, until approved 

by the UT System Board of Regents, and in the interim period, 

confusion reigned on campus with regard to the status of the 

Students' Association: did it exist, or didn't it? Or was 

it just "in limbo"? Spalding recalls that president-elect 

Roberto Alonzo, who would have become the Association's first 

Chicano chief executive, 

never got o.ver the shock, and the guy who he 
had picked to be his AA [administrative assistant] 
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went around saying, "My God, you people are acting 
like there's no more student government or any
thing!," because Roberto was having all these inter
views and all this, and everyone was saying, "My 
God, there IS no Students• Association." It was 
really kind of unfortunate. But anyway, he and his 
group really never quite comprehended that there 
was no need to have committee meeting$ and all that, 
because there was nothing left. Sad.100 
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Students• Association officers moved quickly to pre

pare a presentation of the referendum for administrators and 

the Board of Regents. On March 15, University President Lor

ene Rogers, stating it was her hope "that the Association will 

adopt a revised structure in the near future and submit the 

resul ti'ng amendments for administrative and regental action," 

recommended that the regents approve the referendum results. 101 

And, meeting in Galveston on April 7, 1978, with past-Presi

dent Spalding pleading that the results of the referendum be 

upheld, the Board of Regents approved the abolition.by a vote 

of six to three, with Regents Jane Blumberg, Ed Clark, and 

Jess Hay voting "no. 11102 After 75 long, rich, and sometimes 

troubled years, the University of Texas at Austin Students' 

Association was, at least temporarily, laid to rest • 
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1978/79-1982/83: Absence and Resurrection 

At least some of the students who voted on March 1, 1978, 

to abolish the Students• Association governing structure sin

cerely believed that its absence would be only temporary; 

surely very few anticipated tha~ the reorganization and rein

statement of the Association ultimately would require four 

and one-half years. Many students probably assumed that the 

abolition was a move to hasten the badly needed Association 

restructuring! with the substance of the old constitution 

eliminated, some group of "responsible" students would soon 

appear to draft a new document. The Texan editor, writing on 

the Monday after the regents approved the referendum, expressed 

all of these sentiments as he issued a call ·for action: 

It is gone. It is but a chapter in our his
tory. That phase of our collective lives is behind 
us. And with it we should cast away all feelings of 
bitterness and hopelessness. Never again should we 
hear cries of ineffective, self-glorifying, and im
potent student governance. For those criticisms 
were ·appropriate for only what we had, not for what 
we can--and what we should--have. 

Let us chart the course for a new era of de
mocracy for students at the University. Let us de
sign our ovm destiny as a class. And let us not 
waver or grow weary as we strive t award our common 
goal, for perhaps never again shall we have this op
portunity. Let us start anew! 

· The events of recent months have been painful 
and invidious for many. But for the overwhelming 
majority, the matter was not an issue at all. How
ever, we should not assume from their lethargy that 
we do not need some form of student government or 
that we a re incapable of administering our ovm af
fairs. Rather, we should simply accept the fact 
that we have not been allowed to do so in the past • 
Upon our mistakes--and upon the mistakes of former 
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students--let us learn and build a new union of stu
dents. 

We will play the cruelest joke of all upon 
ourselves if we s~t pretty oblivious to our prob
lems, and let this calling fall upon deaf ears. 
The simple chore was determining that we no longer 
wanted what we had. But the challenging, yet cer
tainly conquerable, task of asserting ourselves 
and our rights before the administration lies ahead 
of us. 

But he later wisely counseled: 

Let us not fall prey to expediency and hastily 
form yet another imperfect union, conceived in fear 
and plagµed with age-old problems. Instead, we must 
take this opportunity and pause long enough to assess 
our problems, our strengths and weaknesses. For 75 
years we have lived with various forms of student 
government. Surely, we can do y:Lthout it for a short 
while as we .calculate our fate. 
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Six months later, the Texan had adopted a different 

standpoint. When two groups, the Student League and Students 

Concerned About Representation (SCAR), began trying to at

tract student support for their revised constitutions, the ed

it9r charged in a colutnn entitled "Leave Us Alone" that the 

members of both organizations were acting more out of self

interest than concern with the student body's desires: 

Let us elaborate. After reviewing the final 
tally on the vote to abolish student government, it 
is clear the students voted to do away with student 
government, period. Voters gave no mandate to any 
group to rewrite the constitution or restructure the 
institution and place it before students. 

Now, there are those who say the second op-· 
tion which garnered the most votes on that fateful 
ballot dealt with revising the association's struc
ture. And this is true. But the key word here is 
"second." This option did not win •••• 

When these groups say they are working in our 
interests, we have to respond, "Who asked you to?" 
It's a curious thing about groups such as ·the two 
currently trying to force themselves on students; 
they claiw to work in our interests, they say they 
are following a distant voice crying "Restructure, 
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restructure." But we have yet to meet a singl~ indi
vidual who belongs to these mysterious noises. 
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The "leave us alone" sentiment continued until the fall 

of 1979. In the interim period, many of the ongoing functions 

that had been executed by the Students' Association were taken 

over by other entities. The Senior Cabinet became, by default, 

the voice of the students to the faculty and administration; 

even though its members recognized that they were not tech

nically representative of the campus because they were appoin

tees, the Cabinet rapidly expanded its role in both policy

making and programming and simultaneously grew in prestige and 

influence.3 

Students continued to serve on the University Council 
\ 

and University-wide committees, but they were selected by the 

University president with assistance from the vice-president 

for student affairs and the dean of students.4 This system 

first came under fire when it was time to select a replacement 

for President Lorene Rogers. The two students who were to sit 

on the presidential candidate screening committee were chosen 

by a five member panel, two of whom were administrators appoint

ed by Rogers; the students selected by this panel were then 

subject to Rogers• approval. The Texan called this route "pat

ently unfair and nothing short of a farce" and suggested that 

instead the Senior Cabinet be allowed to make the student ap

pointments. 5 

Many of the programs formerly run by the Students• As

sociation were preserved as well, at least for a time. For 

instance, the newspaper recycling bin program was adopted by 
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the University Mobilization for Survival, with some help ftom 

Texas Student Publications, but it was later quietly discon

tinued. The Texas Union and CinemaTexas increased the number 

of films they screened to help pick up the slack f,rom the now

defunct Students• Asso-ciation Film Program. Senior Cabinet 

took responsibility for administering the annual teaching ex

cellence awards program, as well as publishing a student hous

ing guide and a guide to courses and instructors. The Texas 

Student Lob~y maintained its vigorous program of representing 

student interests before the Legislature, although it could no 

longer properly claim to represent the entire campus popula

tion. And the Election Commission, left intact after the abo

lition, not only continued to conduct all campus elections 

but also, in the absence of the Stud~nt Court, became a pow

erful adjudicatory body. Additionally, all of the most sig

nificant student service.programs originated by student gov

ernment--the Student Health Center, the shuttle bus system, 

the Union, and so on--had been over time made into independent

ly operating entities; Frank Fleming observes, probably accur

ately, that 

the students did not suffer enough without 
student government. If student government had had 
all the power over all the services, and when they 
voted out student government, the Student Union 
bui~ding closed dovm and locked its doors, the stu
dent Co~Op closed down ~d locked its doors, the 
shuttle bus system quit running, and the Health Cen
ter ended~ you'd have seen those students run back 
to the polls in about two weeks and DEMAND that stu
dent government be put back on this campus.6 

It was not until the fall of 1979 that a serious, or

ganized effort· commenced to revive the Students• Association. 
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A group of about 25 students, calling themselves Students for 

Student Government (SSG) and led by Liberal Arts sophomores 

David Bright and Amy Johnson and Business junior Will Wright, 

began in October to secure the 1,500 signatures required to 

hold an unscheduled election for a constitutional convention; 

by early November, SSG had gathered over 2,300 signatures and 

presented them to the Election Commission.7 And on November 

15, with about 3,200 students (approximately 7% of the total 

enrollment) casting ballots, the campus gave the go-ahead for 

the convention by a nearly two to one margin. 8 The following 

February, the stude.nts elected 25 delegates to the convention, 

five from each undergraduate class and five graduate students; 

only around four percent of the student body voted in this 

election, with forty percent of those voting choosing "none of 

the above"--a larger proportion of the vote than any candi

date received.9 The delegates gathered soon afterward and 

elected David Bright as the~r chairman and Amy Johnson as 

vice-chairwoman. 10 

The constitutional convention completed the new docu

ment on March 31, 1980. The constitution differed radically 

from any other under which the Students• Association previ

ously had operated: it organized the governing structure on 

what the' delegates called a "managerial," rather than a "mo~ 

narchical, 11 basis. 11 Students would elect six representatives 

from each of five campus voting districts; within each dis

trict, one representative would be elected to each of six 

~ standing Student Assembly Committees, for a total membership 
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in the Assembly of thirty students. The convention intended 

the standing committees--Students' Ri.ghts/Services, Consumer/ 

Housing/Environmental Affairs, Education and University Policy, 

Communications, Finance, and Lobbying--rather than the execu

tive, to serve as the main representative power base of the 

student government. Overseeing the committees and answering 

to the Association president would be six vice-presidents, 

with those responsible for Finance and Lobbying to be appoint

ed by the President (with two-thirds of the Assembly's approv

al), and the other four to be elected at large. 12 

·The new constitution met with immediate and powerful 

opposition, particularly from students who had been in atten

dance at the University during student government's chaotic 

final years. A group calling itself APATHY/CYNIC, adopting 

in part the message and name of the 1968 A.P.A.T.H.Y. party, 

campaigned strongly against the document; they cited the ap

parently low interest among students in supporting the Associ

ation as reason not to resurrect it. 13 The Senior Cabinet 

likewise voted against endorsement of the new constitution. 

Chairwoman Julie Tindall explained that, while the Cabinet was 

in favor of an "active, viable, v,rell-funded student government," 

it could not support a student government that it believed the 

students did not desire; too, the Cabinet did not believe the 

constitution to be a "workable and equitable" document. 14 In 

an acrimonius Texan guest column, Plan II student John Schwartz 

(later editor of UTmost magazine and then of The Daily Texan) 

also criticized the instrument and its framers: 

----- -- - - ---·~-- - -----------------------------
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~ T he new Students• Association constitution 
is a naive effort, a too-hastily-slapped-together 
bumble that reflects the inadequacies of the people 
who.wrote it •••• 

These kids don't understand what was wrong 
with the old Students• Association, nor what's nec
essary to fix it ••• Read the new constitution. 
It is an attempted compromise between plagiarizing 
the u.s. Constitution and the Regents' Rules and 
Regulations. As you can probably guess, it can't 
be done. • • • 

This juvenile attempt at a constitution will 
create a Students• Association with all the faults 
of the old one: no power, the same squabbling and 
the same regental domination. It's too bad, but it 
looks as if the convention has carved a new niche 
for resume5padders deeper and more secure than the 
last one. l 
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The new constitution was finally put before the voters 

on October 8, 1980. About nine percent of the student body 

voted, with 1,938 giving their approval to the document and 

1,935 opposing it; the three vote margin of passage prompted 

APATHY/CYNIC President Kerry McGrath to say, "I find this a 

little less than convincing that students want a student gov

ernment.u 16 There were, however, several documented irregu

larities in the polling procedures, including polls that did 

not open on time and students who were not allowed to vote be

cause they lacked current University ID cards. 17 The Election 

Commission subsequently ruled, in response to an appeal, that 

in view of the three vote margin the irregularities could.pos

sibly ~ave prejudiced the outcome of the election; it called 

for a second, supplemental election in November, in which stu

dents who had voted in the first election were prohibited from 

voting. The tallies from the two elections were to be to-
" 

talled. Before the second election, APATHY/CYNIC members and 

other opponents of student government campaigned vigorously 
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against ratification of the new constitution, 18 and their 

efforts were successful: the document was soundly defeated 

by an aggregate vote of 2,365 in favor of and 3,237 opposed 

to its adoption. 19 
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Student govexnment supporters withdrew to regroup, and 

no further mention of the subject was heard until fall of 1981, 

when members of APATHY/CYNIC, now ··calling themselves Associated 

Stuftents, began work on another draft of a Students' Associa

tion constitution. Shortly thereafter, a second coalition of 

students, including Senior Cabinet Chairwoman Tindall and sev

eral members of Associated Students, formed an organization 

named Group Effort and created their own document. Meanwhile, 

Students for Student Government was still present, though 

somewhat amorphous.in structure; a~ter the Group Effort/Associ

ated Students coalition presented its constitution on Janu-

ary 20, 1982, the three groups openly clashed over changes in 

the instrument, alienat~ng more and more students. In mid

February, Associated Students leaders McGrath and Dean Sadler 

vd thdrew their organization from the coalition. 20 

During the next week, Group Effort and Associated Stu

dents independently submitted to the Election Commission peti

tions containing signatures sufficient to place both of their 

proposed constitutions before the student body for a vote. 

The two documents possessed significant differences, 21 the 

most readily apparent of which was the fact that the Associ

ate~ Students proposal was less than half as long as that of 

' Group Effort. The ~ormer called for a constitutional convention 
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to complete the organization, asserting that this approach 

would boost student participation, while Group Effort mem

bers claimed that the open meetings they conducted while writ

ing and amending their document already had constituted such 

a convention. Also, the Asso~iated Students constitution em

phasized immediate pov1er, while its competitor placed greater 

emphasis on instituting the structure first and seeking addi

tional power later. The Associated Students proposal also in

cluded a highly controversial innovation--the so-called "sui

cide clause"--which provided that, in the event that (1) the 

~ constitutional convention's final document was not approved by 

the votes of at least 5,000 students, or (2) the Board of Re

gents made any change in the document, the propo~al would be 

rendered 11 wholly null and void. 1122 Associated Students members 

,felt that this strong position was necessary to "stand up to 

the regents," while Group Effort members supported a more co-

operative approach. 

On March 10, 1982, students went to the polls to com

plete a three-part referendum ballot. The first part asked 

students to indicate simply whether or not they were in favor 

of re-establishing student government at the University; those 

who responded affirmatively were then allowed in the second 

·part to' select which of the two proposals, Associated Students• 

or Group Effort's, they preferred. In the third portion of 

the ballot, students voted on support for a rider attached to 

th~ Group Effort document that directed any new student gov-

~~ ernment to seek immediate control of the student services fee. 23 
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Despite the two pro-reinstatement groups' almost con

stant presence in the news for over three months before the 

election, voter turno~t was disappointingly low: only 8.5% 
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of the student body, reflecting the apathy that Daily Texan 

artist Michael Fry satirized in his election day cartoon (Ap- ' 

pendix II). In the first section of the ballot, 2,485 students 

voted in favor of student government, With 1,400 voting against 

it; in the second, 1,470 (3.2°~ of the student body) preferred 

the Group Effort document, while 932 opted for the Associated 

Students proposal. The rider also was supported by an over 

two t'o one margin. 24 After hearing and issuing rulings in a 

long series of .challenges to the election, the Election Com

mission certified the results in early April and sent the new 

constitution to the University a~nistration and the Board of 

Regents for approval. 

During the summer months, the Board studied the docu

ment and, at its August meeting, made several changes in it, 

some of which had been recommended by University President 

Peter T. Flawn. The obvious alterations included raising the 

minimum grade point average and course load requirements for 

candidates for st~dent government office .and striking a clause 

providing for the Students' Association vice-president to 

serve'as chairman of the Senior Cabinet. 25 (The framers of 

the constitution had included this article so as to unify the 

two representative bodies and avert the possibility of power 

struggles between them.) 

Several other changes made by the regents were more 
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subtle but also potentially more damaging to the Association's 

autonomy. For example, Group Effort had included a rather 

"flexible" clause giving the Association the power to raise 

funds through optional fees; the Board added the phrase "in 

accordance with the established University procedures for op

tional student services fees." The regents added similar 

qualifications to the sections of the constitution concerning 

the powers to allocate the mandatory student services fee and 

appoint students to faculty, presidential, and University-wide 

committees. Law/public affairs student John Denson, one of 

the authors of the document, points out that these additiona.l 

clauses gave the University administration control over numer

ous critical decisions that would be made by the Association, 

thus potentially reducing its power. 26 

In late August, the regents requested a panel of five 

law professors to determine if the changes made in the con

stitution warranted another student vote for approval; the 

answ·er was a unanimous "yes," and the Election Commission set 

the referendum for October 16, 1982. On that day, six percent 

of the approximately 48,000 students enrolled for the fall 

semester cast ballots. After a four year and seven month ab

sence, student government was reinstated at the University of 

·Texas at Austin by a vote of 1,707 to 1,178. 27 

There were several possible reasons for the relatively 

easy passage of the new constitution. First and foremost, by 

the fall of 1982 there were very few students still on campus 

who remembered the difficult last years of student government 
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before it was abolished: the campus population had undergone 

an almost complete turnover, removing much of the popular op

position that the constitutional convention document had en-

countered two yea.rs before. Furthermore, the summer vacation 

interrupted discussion of the constitution, and the final vote 

occurred early in the new semester; most students probably did 

not study the changes that had been made, assuming that it was 

essentially the same document they had approved the previous 

spring. 

But between the October 6 referendum and ·the sche~uled 

November 10 election of new Students• Association officers 

and senators, the serious campaign atmosphere lightened immeas

urably when Hank the Hallucination, a character from Daily 

Texan artist Sam Hurt' s comic strip "Eye beam," declared his· 

candidacy for student body president in the October 19 11 Eye

beam11 strip (Appendix II). John Denson, who soon became one 

of the leaders of Hank's campaign, recalls that Hurt got the 

idea from his fellow law students; it was originally intended 

as a joke, but after the first strip appeared, students--first 

in the law school, then across campus--began asking themselves, 

"Vlhy shouldn't Hank run?1128 Artist Hurt responded to the grow

ing enthusiasm with a series of comic strips in which Hank pro-

moted his candidacy. 

The ·joke got bigger, and at a startling rate. Denson 

attributes Hank's instant popularity to the fact that students 

could not possibly be suspicious of him: "Of all the people 

that I've come in contact with in student government, Hank's 
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the only one I f~lt I could trust. 1129 Conceived in fun, 

Hank's candidacy had serious undertones, indicating that some 

students were dissatisfied with the new constitution and were 

not taking it seriously. Said Hank's campaign manager, Steve 

Patterson, "He's the perfect candidate for the illusion of 

student government. 1130 Hank's campaign slogans--"Vote Your 

Mind" and "I Am the Candidate of Your Dreams"--also reflected 

the hallucination's popular appeal. 

Although Hank could not be certified as a candidate 

because he was not a registered student, a 1,200-signature 

petition--with all the names collected in a mere two days--
. J 

submitted by Hank's supporters compelled the Election Gommis

sion to place on the ballot a referendum question ordering 

the tabulation and release of the character's write-in vote~.3 1 

But Hank, even in his campaign workers• wildest dreams, surely 

must never have expected the magnitude of his success on No

vember 10: when all the ballots were counted, Hank had out

polled his nearest human opponent by a better that two to one 

margin, receiving 3,013 votes compared to Pat Duval•s 1,486, 

Paul Begala's 1,327, and J. Wray Warren's 644.32 

Hank probably brought to the polls many of the students 

who would not normally be involved; when Hank's votes are de

ducted from the total turnout that day, the remaining number, 

about 3,000 voters, closely typifies the average voter turnout 

for most campus elections of the past several years. John 

Den9on points out that, in a way, the so-called "Hank phenom-

• enon" represents a benchmark indication of the widespread 
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interest that student government could potentially arouse, if 

it is.able to capture the imagination of the average student.33~ 

The voter turnout in the November 17 presidential runoff elec

tion lends further support _to this idea: 4,328 votes were 

cast, representing only about two-thirds of the general elec

tion participation.34 In that election, forced by Hank's ear

lier candidacy, liberal arts senior Paul Bega+a defeated Pat 

Duval by a tally of 2,374 to 1,863 to become the first presi

dent of the new University of Texas Students' Association.35 

On December 1, 1982, Begala, Vice-President Jon McNeil, 

and the new student senators were sworn into office by Univer-

sity Vice-President for Student Affairs Ronald Brovm. Be gala 
I 

had just four months to assemble virtually from scratch a 

cr~dible, functional structure that would gain the respect of 

the still-skeptical student body; he reflected at the end of 

his term: "It was sort of 'microwave government• here--we 

tried to get as much done in as short a time as possible, and 

I think it worked. u36 The new president established, vd th the 

Senate's approval, 10 Senate committees--Academic Affairs, 

Legislative Affairs, University Policy, Citizen's Affairs, 

Communications, Consumer Affairs, Students United for Rape Elim

ination (SURE), Student Services, Rules and Constitutional 
' 

'Amendments, and Finance--each composed of four or five sena-

tors and several students dravm from the student body.37 Be

ga.la, who openly admits to being anti-Greek, says he was "just 

stunned" by how well the members of the Greek-dominated Senate 

cooperated with each other and vd th him, al though many senators 
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later "d;ropped out of the process."38 

Taking into account the short period of time in which 

they had to work, the new student leaders were remarkably ef

fective. The one project that received the most publicity was 

SURE, a free, volunteer-based campus walking escort service 

patterned after a similar program at Stanford.39 A second 

critical task was to publicize aid popularize the Association; 

this job fell to the Communications Committee, which developed 

a Students• Association logo and a series of advertisements 

for the Texan (Appendix II). The Legislative Affairs Committee 

worked in concert with the Texas Student Lobby to oppose bills in 

the Legislature raising the drinking._ age and increasing tui-

tion rates.40 The Association also enlisted the aid of State 

Senator (and former student body president) Lloyd Doggett in 

introducing a bill to give students effectively increased con

tr~l bf student fees.41 But his most important accomplishment 

during those four months, Begala believes, was to give the As

sociation aggressive, vigorous "direction": 

I hope I've left a certain energy and a cer
tain style and a certain vigor; but I know I've left 
a certain direction. I think it has been so crucial-
I've been pushing this all year, at every Senate 
meeting--not to get ~ogged down in the internal mat
ters; not to make student government's only job to 
allocate fees on campus, or to fight over whether or 
not the president should get a large salary, or to 
draw up bylaws and constitutions and committees. 
That's. all kind of2crap. But we've moved in some real 
solid directions.4 

On April 4, 1983, Paul Begala passed the president's 

gay.el to his successor, business senior Mitch Kreindler, who 

had defeated his runoff opponent, Tom Dunlap, on March 9 by a 
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vote of 1, 644 to 1 ,.260. 43 Kreindler, who comes into the pres

idency from outside stu.dent government (he was 1982-83 presi

dent of the College of Business Administration Council), is 

somewhat more conservative in his views than Begala; he be

lieves in concentrating the Association's efforts more in on-

campus projects than off, though by no means neglecting the 

latter area.44 As the Students• Association's first full-term 

president, Kreindler represents the student body's commitment 

to--or at the very least, acceptance of--a.permanent enduring 

student government. On his first day in office, he described 

well the task ahead: "The greatest thing I think I can do is 

to make sure that • • • credibility is established, to insure 

that this organization will be a long-lasting organization, 

as it was. in the past. 1145 

The Students• Association at the University of Texas at 

Austin has, perhaps, returned to stay • 
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CHAPTER 10 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

And so, we come in our history to the present day. We 

have seen that, in various ways, the University of Texas Stu

dents' Association has experienced many of the same general 

"growing pains" that student governments at colleges and 

universi t.ies across the nation have encountered, particularly 

within the· last two decades. Additionally, we might a.bserve 

that the Students• Association at Texas has enjoyed, on the 

whole, greater success than most of its counterparts in per

forming the three functions of student government that we 

isolated in Chapter 1--studeht participation in governance 

and in management, and provision of needed student services • 

Indeed, until the end of the 1960s, students and faculty at 

the University consistently set the pace for other institutions 

to follow in questioning and then defining the student's 

role in the~campus community, with regard to such issues as 

participation in university policy-making and elimination of 

in loco parentis-related practices. Student government at 

Texas likewise avoi.ded several of the pitfalls to which (as 

we saw earlier) some such organizations at other schools fell 
' prey, such as shifting to an almost exclusively service orien~ 

tation and thus in effect becoming a student union; or con

stantly seeking confrontation with the faculty, resulting in 
. 

an unwillingness on the part of that body to delegate ~ 

power or allow ~ input into decision making. 

-223-
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And yet, research indicates that the University of Texas 

is the only major institution of higher education anywhere in 

the nation to have totally eliminated an existing student 

government structure for any si~ificant length of time. 

True, there continued a few specialized, quasi-government bodies, 

such as the Texas Union Board of Directors, the University 

Co-Op Board., and so forthJ but these groups were by definition 

restricted to particular jurisdictions. Similarly, students 

continued to be seated on faculty and University committees-

but the administration selected the individuals who served, 

a process that hardly yielded in those chosen a sense of 

responsibility to the student body. In the period of student 

government's absence, the Senior Cabinet expanded its academic 

programming and policy-making functimn into the role of acting 
' 

as "the voice of the students • .!' But, in actuality, it was 

nota it too was not directly representative of the students, 

and its members were aware of this fact. With the end of 

the Students' Association in 1978, the only student organi

zation potentially capable {although it was not doing so at 

the time) of legitimately representing student opinion in all 

areas was silenced-

Why then, we must ask, did this anomaly come about? 

Certainly this question is the one most frequently raised 

concerning the Association by both curio~s students and ser

ious scholars alikeJ yet there seems to be no agreement on an 

answ~r. Even among the~ormerstudent body presidents inter~ 

viewed for this study~-those people who were closest to the 

. /' 

- ------------~-~~~----------------------~---------
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si tuation--a clear consensus is. lacking~ Each posits a 

slightly different reason for the passage of the March 1978 

referendum. It would therefore be appropriate for us here, 

before proceedin~ to consider the Association's future pros

pects, to attempt an in~egration of these several ideas into 

a plausible explanation for this most unusual occurrence. 

What caused the abolition of the Students' Association? 

No single event, person, group, or student government 

administration was responsible for the abolition. However, 
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we may identify three pa~ticular circumstances--two internal 

and one external to the University--that, with their associate~ 

repercussions, combined to bring about this results the 

election of radical student body president Jeff Jones in 1970, 

the appointment of ~r. Lorene Rogers to the University pres

idency in 1975, and the changing political and social climate 

on campuses nationwide during the Seventies. Any one of 

these occurrence.s alone would probably not have brought about 

the abolition; indeed, other schools were subject to the 

same national trends, and a few ·even elected radical student 

presidents, but none saw their existing student governments 

completely eliminated. 

,At the University of Texas at Austin, as we noted in 

Chapter 7, the relationship between students and administrators 

had become somewhat uneasy by the late Sixties& for the 

!irst time, $tudent leade~s were expressing their desires to 

the University in terms of demands rather than proposals or 

requests.-an'd were openly criticizing the administration 
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when these demands were not fully met. Despite the best 

efforts of the faculty and administration smoothly to inte

grate students into the University decision-making infra

structure, all parties concerned were slightly tense and un

certain in their new roles. Thus, the stage was set; when 

the students in 1970 elected Jeff Jones to the presidency, 

an almost total breakdown in cnmmunications ensued between 

the students and the Board of Regents and, to a lesser extent, 

between the students and the campus administration. In search 

of a more responsible student voice, the regents and the ad

ministration began turning to the Senior Cabinet and other 

groups that they viewed, probably correctly, as better rep

resentatives of student opinion • 

Three aggressively liberal student body presidents in 

succession subsequently sought to reverse this trend. But 

they did so not by attempting to demonstrate cooperation, re

sponsibility, and a willingness to compromise, but rather 

through the employment of confrontational politics and routine 

bypassing of lower levels of decision-making authority. This 

strategy was undeniably effective in achieving their short

term goals. But in the long run, the Binder, Benson, and 

Kress administrations probably caused more harm than good: 

they presented views far to the left, on the political 

spectrum, of the vast majority of University of Texas students, 

who ~ad remained relatively conservative throughout the period., 

Orily a vocal, active, well-publicized, liberal core of students 
) 

was being represented accurately; and it was probably this 
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fact that compelled the Board of Regents to place Student 

Government on optional :funding, in the hopes that such an 

action would force it to voice more carefully the opinions 

of a larger: segment of its constituency. 
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By 1973-74, the impact 9f the second major circumstance 

leading to the abolition was becoming evidents the so-called 

"student movement" was dying out nationwide. Studei;its turned 

away from activism, becoming more private and conservative. 

They lost interest in extracurricular activities, including 

student government, as the rapid decline in voter turnout 

between 1974 and 1978 indicates. This shift in the campus 

atmosphere brought about an environment in which disappoint

ment with student government's performance could potentially 

trigger an abolition movement: because most students did not 

vote, they were not accurately represented; and because they 

felt that they were not being represented, they began to lose 

confidence in the student government. By the time Judy 

Spalding won the presidency in a dismally low-turnout election 

in 1977, students in all parts of the political spectrum were 

disappointed1 they had had Sandy Kress, seen by many as too 

liberal; they had tried an ultra-conservative, Frank Fleming; 

then they had a moderate, a woman, Carol Crabtreea and finally, 

the series culminated in complete anarchy with Jay Adkins and 

Skip Slyfield. Kress explains: 

.,.. .. 

So the students.tried all of these things, 
and I think at the end of those experiences they 
said, "We tried it all, and not a one of them did 
much of any enduring quality. We reacted from one, 
to the other ••• and we really couldn't find what 
we wanted ••• It doesn't mean anything, so why 
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have it around?" 1 

But student government might have endured nonetheless, 

had it not been for the third major circumstance leading to 

the abolition: the 1975 appointmen~ of Dr. Lorene Rogers 

to the University presidency even though she was not recom~ 

mended by the Faculty-Student Advisory Committee. The re

fusal of Student Government President Carol Crabtree to take 

an active role in SHAFT, as discussed in Chapter 8,was mis

interpreted by the student body as a sign of cowardice and 

weakness in its government. This image also probably played 

a great role in precipitating the Senate infighting and charres 

against Crabtree during the following spring. But the fel

ling blow was dealt when it became apparent that Rogers had 

no intention whatsoever of resigning: the student and facul

ty protest had "'failed"--even though, as noted earlier, 

changing a controversial decision by the Board ot Regents is 

a near-impossible task--and students placed the blame on their 

"impotent" Student Government. The grave had been dug. 

As Judy Spalding took office in fall 1977, students 

were almost universally disillusioned. Furthermore, without 

debating the wisdom or the intent of regental actions taken 

during the 1970's toward the student government, we can 

safely say that students perceived the Association as power

less, directly because of actions taken by the Board. True, 

by this time, most didn't care anyway; but those few po

litically aware individuals who did saw the student governm.ent' s 

problems quite c,learlyz 
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In the first place, no one was paying enough 
attention to vote and to participate. Nobody cared, 
and there is a point at which it is not proper or 
wise for an entity to have public dollars available 
to it or for it to spend those dollars unless it is 
demonstrably representative in some way. So I think 

· it just became so vestigial ·t.~ t it didn • t have 
sufficient influence ta merit going on.2 

It was this handful of students that started CA.1\1 and CRAP 
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and began passing petitions to force the abolition referendum. 

From that point on, th~ movement gained momentum in a manner 

similar to the "Hank phenomenon" that occurred five years 

later: Frank Fleming explains that people between the ages 

of 18 and 22 are naturally a bit fickle--"you're supposed to 

have a little fun in those years"--and adds, "I think some-

body just sort of dared the students to do it, and they said, 

'Well, ~ we can vote student government out--you just 

watch us!, .. 3 And they did. 

Thus, although there had been sporadic talk of abolish-

ing the student government at Texas for many years, as we 

have previously seen, never had the ccnditions been quite 

right for a serious, organized, and determined abolition move

ment to get under way--not at least, until 1978, when these 

three separate events of the preceding 10 years combined to 

create an environment in which such a ~ovement would not 

only be~started, but would gain the support of an electorate 

that felt it truly had nothing to lose. 

Recommendations for the Future 

Current Students' Association President Mitch 

Kreindler frankly admits that "a referendum could come up 

'/ 
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tomorrow to abolish student government. There's no way to 

stop that ••• and there's a possibility it could pass. 
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We need to eliminat~ that possibility."4 He is right on all 

counts. Each of the former student body presidents who was 

interviewed for this study was queried, "Do you think student 

government is a feasible exercise today, on a campus with a 

pop-ulation of near 50,000 students?" Every single individual 

answered affirmatively, and almost all agreed that, if any

thing, student government must play an even more central 

role in student life simply becaus_e, with that number of 

people, there are still more problems that need attention but 

do not receive it. None of the former presidents expressed 

the often-voiced generic objection that the University has 

become "just too big" to permit a workable student government; 

however, several added that the job of conducting such a gov

ernment is o~ considerably greater difficulty today than it 

was when they held office. The Students' Association must 

meet new challenges in a world that is far more complex, and 

a campus that represents a greater diversity of viewpoints, 

than ever before. 

How, then is the University of Texas Students' Associa

tion successfully to execute its formidable mission, while 

simultaneously avoiding potential abolishment? Hopefully, 

the history of the Association, presented in Part II, provides 

some suggestions to this end; but let us now, in conclusion, 

attempt to distill those ideas into a few concrete recom-

~ mendations (numbered below in parentheses) for the future. 

-------- --~~--~---------------------------
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Probably the single best recipe for circumventing 

student disenchantment with the Students' Association is 
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for student leaders to (1) conscientiously and consistentli 

strive to represent the student constituency in every action 

undertaken or decision made. The point bears repeating: always, 

without exception, rep~esent the student constituency. Fail

ure to do so, particularly in these first few years of re

building the Association, will alienate the student body 

and spell certain death for student government, This charge 

is by far the most difficult that the Association must face, 

for two reasons. ·First, most student leaders never run for 

re-election due to academic and time pressures (for instance, 

no elected president of the Association in the last 50 years 

has run a second time for office); for practical purposes, 

the vast majority are "lame ducks" from the moment they take 

office, and thus feel little or no responsibility to the 

student electorate. 

. Second, the Students' Association frequently professes 

to represent the "student int~rest," when in actuality it is 

only voicing th~ opinions of its members, which it believes 

coin~ide with the studenn interest. For example, the As

sociation has recently been involved in lobbying to defeat 

a proposed legislative increase in the drinking age; but 

although this effort benefits that segment of the campus 

under age 21--most freshmen and sophomores, with some juniors-

it does not take into ~ccount the opinions, such as those ex-

., pressed in letters to the Texan's "Firing Line," of many 
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upperclassmen and graduate students (and some lowerclassmen 

as well) who are apparently more cognizant of the state's 

DWI problems, which the proposed bill is intended to alleviate. 

Is the opinion of this latter group being represented? If 

the Students' Association were to speak out in favor of an 

international nuclear weapons freeze, as Paul Begala has pro

posed,5 would it be speaking for the students, or just for 

the student leaders? 

These are questions that students, administrators, 

and public policymakers have asked and will continue to :ask, 

particularly while. in view of dismal voter turnouts, they 

can level the charge (fallacious though it may be) that the 

Association leaders represent only the handful of students 

who voted for them. A possible remedy to the problem of 

accurate representation would be to (2) establish open, ef

fective and continuous two-way communication with the student 

body. The Student Senate and the executive branch must seek 

out student opinion and input on most significant issues 

before they consider them. Possible methods to accomplish 

this goal might include telephone polls, multi-issue ref-

erenda, gripe boxes, "ri;eet the President" forums, and so on. 

Senators should also be strongly encouraged to develop some 

preferaoly ongoing methods of soliciting input from and gaug

ing opinions of their constituencies. This information 

gathering process is worthless if it is only conducted 

ex post facto: the resolution to provide private phones in 

• the women's dorms and the Student Assembly's provision of sup-
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port for a tuition increase in the 1950s are two examples 

of the wastage of time, effort, and resources that occurs 

when student opinion is discovered too late to be contrary 

to the actions of student government. 
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Communication must also flow in the other direction, 

from the Students' Association to the student, so that the 

latter is kept informed of the activities of the Senate and 

the various committees. The average student should not see 

student government as "just another extracurricular activity 

for the campus politicos"; he or she must be convinced that 

he or she is an integral, functional part of the Students' 

Association--an organization that is constantly present, 

active, and involved in serving the students. Student lead

ers must "take student government to the studen.:t.s," as 

presidents Julius Glickman and Greg Lipscomb were so skilled 

in doing, through open, informal forums with the student body 

president or the elected representatives; another method might 

be to have a "speakers' bureau" which would give to other stu

dent organizations presentations designed to inform their 

members of student government's purpose and activities, to 

seek their input, _and possibly even to interest them in vol

unteering for committee work or running for office. 

Bridging the gap between students and the Students' 

Association will also be facilitated if student leaders will 

(3) cultivate a cooperative working relationship with The 

Daily Texan. At the very least, the Texan editor should be 

persuaded to provide space for a weekly "President's Gavel" 
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or "Senators Speak" column, as was the policy in the 1960s. 

But a truly excellent relationship with the Texan could be an 

invaluable asset, in that the paper can help to promote a fav

orable image of student government: Michael Eakin, 1973-74 

Texan editor (and Sandy Kress' roommate) undoubtedly provided 

major assistance to Kress' ambitious programs by supporting 

them in the press. Similarly, 1982-83 editor Lisa Beyer de

serves great credit f~r aiding the Association's rebirth by 

making"student government's issues also the Texan's issues and 

the average student's issues. 116 The Students' Association 

should take any steps necessary to prevent the development of 

an antagonistic relationship with the student newspaper, for 

they both should be fighting on the same side . 

Several former Students' Association presidents highlight

ed the need to (4) develop an open relationship, based on mutual 

respect, with the campus administration as well. The late 1970s 

image of the Association probably still persists with many admin-

istrators, who remeber it as an unrepresentative, immature, dis-

respectful debating club. It is the responsibility of today's 

student leaders to prove these administrators wrong. And, as dis

agreeable as students may find this prospect, this task will, at 

least for the present, require students to play by the administra

tion's ruless to the extent that President Peter Flawn indeed 

runs the University like a corporation, as Paul Begala has 

so often charged,7 student leaders must adopt a co-managerial 

"team player" attitude. Historically, student proposals that 

were well thought out, researched, documented and planned have 

· ',,....,enjoyed great administrative acceptance--the shuttle bus 

_, --
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system is but one of many examples--and this approach 

should be preferred today over confrontational politics 

that force the administration and students into adversary 

roles. 1948-49 student body president Barefoot Sanders 

concurs: 

I think • • • the students today in turn 
aren't going to have access tto the administratioi;\ 
unless they feel like you're going to come' with 
requests that there are reasons behind; you're 
not going to come and say, "Let's tear8down the 
lV1ain Building tomorrow; how 'bout it?" 
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Student leaders can regain the administrative respect 

that was lost in the Seventies by dealing with campus policy-

makers in a rational, mature, and responsible fashion: 

these were the. very qualities that made the Senior Cabinet 

more palatable to the administration than was student govern

ment some eleven years ago. Only when that respect is re

established will the Association leaders be seen as the rep

resentatives of the student body; and only then will they 

regularly be included, as ~:itch Kreindler correctly desires, 9 

in the infonnation flo~ of the UT bureaucracy. The adminis

tration, on the other hand, should be urged to recognize 

that the students' short lifetime on campus breeds potentially 

dangerous f'rustrat1on when their proposals are stalled inter

minably ,at lower· decision-making levels: the top administra

tors should.therefore make every possible effort to accept 

student input directly and consider it with the same degree 

of seriousness with which it is presented. Regardless of the 

administration's decisions, however, students should not re-

sort to public criticism of the administration and circum
r· 
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vention 6f its authority--at least, not during the next few 

years--as such actions carry with then the weighty risk of 

retaliatory moves that tne Students' Association in its cur

rent, tenuous second infancy, could in all likelihood not 

· withstand. 

Virtually all of the former student presidents agree 

that in these early, rebuilding years, the Students' Associa

tion must strive to (5) keep student government relevant to 

the campus. This is not to say that the Association should 

cease its off-campus-related activities; hpwever, those ac

tivities should be limited to issues that directly affect 

the students. Lobbying the Legislature to prevent a tuition 

increase would be a legitimate activity, for example, while 

passing resolutions condemning apartheid policies in South 

Africa would not. Some student leaders will disagree with 

this recommendation; but a careful examination of the Assoc.ia

tion' s poor track record in dividing its attention between 

campus and non-campus issues, suggests that, at present, it is 

sound advice. In the late '60s, when students wanted their 

student government to deal with broad political and social ·. 

issues, its energie~ were focused instead on campus-related 

matters, as we observed in Chapter 7. By the time student 
~ 

government didbegin to address these issues in the early 

'70s, students were alre~dy becoming more academic- and career

oriented, as they still are in general today. 

Lowell Lebermann, who has remained in contact with 

the student body since his 1962 presidency, corroborates 
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this evaluation as he advocates an emphasis on campus-related 

issues: 

I see =.a big• expanded, and exciting role 
for student government if it moves in that di
rection instead of into expending its energies into 
the broader community through partisan politics 
ans national kinds of issues that the students, as 
a whole, I think, don:' t want to be be.ing messed with 
as ~ar as their student government is concerned. 
They read the paper; they can make up their own : 
minds; they can be Democrats or Republicans or 
Independents--they can do all those kinds of 
things, and I think that if student government 
will pay attention to student government's af
fairs, that it will be a very viable entity and 
will be taken seriously by the administration and 
the Board of Regents and can go forward in a mean
ingful kind of way.10 

Student government could broaden its on-campus scope 

even further if it can (6) integrate Senior Cabinet with 

the Students' Association. The current division of respons

ibility between these two groups, with the Cabinet devoted 

to academic affairs and the Association in charge of other 

student matters, is rather artificial and dated. Senior 

Cabinet plays a critical role in coordinating the academic 

programming of the college councils; it should not be abolish

ed, as some have suggested, simply because student government 

has returned to the campus. However, if the two organizations 

could somehow be combined--perhaps with Senior Cabinet brought 

under the Association as an Educational Policy and Programminr. 

Committee, with, say, two senators ap~ointed to the group 

to facilitate liaison With the Association--the Cabinet woulq 

benefit from the vast resource pool of the Association, and 

~ student government would gain increased power, influence, 

and prestige. Furthermore, the unification of the two 
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bodies would help to eliminate any possible potential for 

power or jurisdictional struggles in the ruture--although, 

to the credit of student president Paul Begala and 1982-BJ 

Senior Cabinet Cha.irwoman Julie Tindall, these problems did 

not arise during the first months of student government's 

new existence (much to the disappointment of some skeptics). 

Finally, we come to the greatest challenee facing 

student government today at the University of Texas and, for 

that matter, at every other college and university in the 

nation. In order to realize its maximum potential effec

tiveness, the Students' Association must take positive steps 

to (7) evolve a sense of continuity from year to year. 

Sydney Reagan, 1939-40 Texas student body president 

• and later active in the student and faculty governance proces

ses at Southern !1~ethodist University, explains the inherent 

continuity problem: 

The thing about student government is that 
you have a complete turnover every four years; and 
what happened five years ago is ancient history, 
unknown to the present student body. They have no 
sense of history ••• I don't know quite how to 
accomplish this (if I did, I'd be a genius), but 
if there is some way that the students can know 
that the University didn't begin on the day of 
their arrival,.and that it didn't end the day theY. 
left, then we'll have better student governments.11 

Each new student administration has a tendency to 

"develop a n·ew horse to ride1112--to intrr:oduce new, innovative 

projects, frequently at the expense of ongoing programs. In 

addition, once a program is over four years old, there are 

tit. very few students still in school who remember its original 

purpose; all too often, these ideas are scrapped rather than 
,.... 
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overhauled or improved. This was probably the fate of such 

valuable enterprises as "Inquiry," the Challenge Colloquium, 

"Food for· Thought," "Keet the President," the student 

health insurance program, and many, many others. All of 

these programs could have remained viable and useful, if only 

the Students' Association had kept them up to date by a 

process of continual modification as necessary, year after 

year. A elance at the history of the UT Students' Association 

will reveal remarkably few ongoing concerns that received 

this degree of careful attention--but those that did, such 

as "Steer Here" and Stump Speaking, enjoyed long fruitful lives. 

Into which category will today's Students United for Rape 

Elimination fall? Will it continue to grow and provide its 

valuable walking escort service in the future? Or, after 

Paul Begala, its founder, and the first SURE committee chair

person, Student Senator I1:eg Brooks, have graduated and left 

the campus, will it be allowed to wither and die? These are 

questions that future student leaders must ask. 

Continuity from administration to administration is 

even more critical for projects that require over a single 

year to initiate. _Lasting achievements such as the student 

Health Center, the Shuttle Bus system, and the Offices of the 

Students' Attorney and the University Ombudsman were nmt 

brought into existence overnight; they required several con

secutive years of concerted, dedicated, and often thankless 

effort on the part of Students' Association personnel. But 

these successes are rare. Too many student leaders still 
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cling to the notion that every project must be completed 

during their term, for the student government ceases to exist 

on their last day in office~ there are far too few who are 

willing to sow a seed, or tend the seedlings planted by 

their predecessors, while knowing full well that they will 

never have the opportunity themselves to sit in the shade 

of the full-crown tree. For the Student's Association truly 

to accomplish great, enduring things, student leaders must 

view their terms as parts of a broader, continuous process 

and be willing to sacrifice their own eges for long-term 

goals. Only then will the full potential of student government 

be realized. 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Thus, our study comes to a close. We have looked 

braadly at the institution of student government as it has 

developed and exists today across the nation, and we have 

surveyed the last 50 years of the student government ex

perience at the University of Texas at Austin. We have seen 

the Students' Association grow from a body that administered 

all-campus dances and selected University Sweethearts into 

an active, vital orGanization involved in all phases of 

student life, both on and off-campus. We have seen it beset 

by controversy, abolished by the students it purported to 

represent, and then brought back to life only a few years 

later. But what lies ahead? The Students' Association is 

today entering a critical interval in its reestablishemnt on 

campus: the first, short, four-month term was a sort of f-race 
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period granted by the students and the press; it was a time 

to set up a governing structure, to get organized. 

Now, the weight rests on Association President Mitch 

Kreindler's shoulders. In the coming year, students will 

begin to say, "O.K., student government; so you're back. 

Show us what you can do. Prove yourself." The prognosis 

for the Students' Associatiorn wlll he written this year, and 

it will not necessarily be a clean bill of health: there are 

many traps and pitfalls yet to be avoided, a few of which we 

have seen here. But if the student government can generate 

immediate, visible results, projects that students can 

point to and say"~ Students' Association does that for~"; 

if it can avoid internal squabbling and "paper-pushing" at 

all costs; and if it is realistic in its promises to the 

students so that disillusionment is avioded--if it can 

hurdle all of these barriers--then students may once again 

consider the Students' Association their own, and may look 

back on it with pride in years to come • 
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ALLAN SHIVERS 

February 9, 1983 

The 1932-1933 term of Allan Shivers as president of the UT 
Students' Rssociation is the first year covered in this history. 
Shivers has maintained a continuously close contact with the Uni
versity ever since then, while s~rving as a State Sen~tor and later 
as Lieutenant Governor and Governor of Texas. He ~ent on to be 
appointed to the University System Board of Regents, holding this 
post for six years, including four as chairman. Today, Governor 
Shivers is Senior Chairman of the Board of Rustin National Bank. 

DSG: What kind of organization did you use in your executive branch? 
What kind of powers did you have? 

SHIVERS: Well, of course you had the council [Assembly] members from 
each school, and the president as such was more like a chairman of the 
board. The majority vote of the Council really determined what action 
was going to be had, although I think the President of th~ Students" 
Association had to act in a position of leadership, trying to determine 
the direction that he thought was best to be taken. 

DSG: Did you feel like you had a lot of impact on that direction? 

SHIVERS: I think so; at least we had wonderful cooperation. The 
Student Union was organized during the time that I was president, and 
I appointed the first Board [of Directors] of the Student Union; we put 
it in operation at that time, and I think that was a great accomplish
ment. Of course, the Union has had its controversies, but by and large, 
it has served a very fine purpose .•.• 

DSG: Who directed the Union prior to the time that you actually in
stalled the Union system? 

SHIVERS: Well, see, the Union was created at that time. The building 
itself was finished and started in operation, and I appointed the 
first Board. That was during my term as president ••• a contract had 
been let for the building prior to that, but the building was finished 
and started in operation during that time, and I appbinted the first 
Board, a chairman and four members, I believe. 

DSG: Were the members of the Board students or faculty? 

SHIVERS: No, they were all students. 

DSG: Was there any faculty supervision of that? 

SHIVERS: There was a faculty .•• ! guess you"d call him a consultant, 
or an advisor, but the students actually ran the Student Union, in the 
beginning. r~m sure that the Dean"s office probably had a lot of power 
of direction, but the students basically had the responsibility of ac-
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• tual 1 y operating it and being in control. 
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DSG: During your term, you were operating under a Students• Association 
Constitution--did you make any major changes to that, that you recall; 
any changes in the governmental structure? 

SHIVERS: No, not that I recall. A few years before that, the faculty 
had called C?J what was still called the Honor Council, but it was 
really a Judicial Council, and the name was later changed to the Judi
cial Council •.•. I held that office prior to being president of the 
Students• Association. 

DSG: You still had the Men's and Women's Honor Councils when you were 
president? 

SHIVERS: No, we still had the name •.•• A student by the name of Joe 
Pool, who later went to Congress, succeeded me as chairman of the 
Council. But it served more as a judiciary council, and the name was 
later changed to the Judicial Council. 

DSG: So there weren't actually two separate councils at the time that 
you were in office. 

SHIVERS: No •.•. I would say that the establishment of the Student 
Union was certainly our greatest accomplishment. I don't recall any
thing else of any consequence . 

DSG: Was the funding for the Students• Association sufficient? I 
read that.you got five cents out of every $10.50 blanket tax that was 
purchased, but I didn't find out exactly how many··were purchased, so 
I don't know exactly how much you had in your budget--but was it 
enough? 

SHIVERS: Well, you could say it was enough; we made out on it. We 
could have spent more, but I don't know that we really ever needed any 
more. We never did ask for any more. 

DSG: How would you eval~ate the degree of student participation in 
the government? For instance, were students more interested in car
rying on the machinery of self-government, or were some of them more 
interested in other things--promoting their group, etc.? According 
to the Texan, there was a big fraternity~independent type of rivalry 
at the time. What do you think were the real motivations of the 
people who participated in the governing process? 

SHIVERS: Well, at that particular time participation in student go
vernment was looked upon with some degree of respect. There wasn't 
any controversy, as there has been in recent years, as to whether or 
not you were going to have a student government, nor were there a lot 
of students saying we don't need one. The question of whether you 
needed a student government or not, as far as I recall, was never 
raised; it was just accepted as a matter of fact, and the members of 
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the Assembly, and particularly the President, represented the student 
body on whatever occasions required student participation. The pre
sident of the Students' Association was also a member of the Student 
Publications Board, a member of the Student Athletic Council, and 
represented the student body on any campus-wide organization. 

DSG: In your fall election for the Student Assembly, you had 23 po
sitions open, and you had 69 people file for those 23 positions-
three times the number of positions, which is phenomenal compared to 
what we have today ..•• You also had record voter turnouts ... would 
you say that, judging on those kinds of indicators~ that the Students' 
Association was a good representation of the student body at large-
were they well represented? 

SHIVERS: Yes, I think so; also during that time, you'll find a great 
competition in the various departments as for [Assembly] members from 
the business school, the law schoal ••• it wasn't as if you had to go 
out and beg people to run--we always had plenty of candidates; plenty 
of people who wanted to serve and considered it an honor. 

DSG: During Vour tenure as president, how would you describe the 
Students' Association's relationship with the Board of Regents? Did 
you have any dealings with the Board of Regents, and if so, what kind 
of grounds were you on? 

SHIVERS: We actually had very little association with the Board of 
Regents, but I was invited as President to attend a Regents meeting 
as a representative of the student body. If anything came up, I was 
allowed to present the student viewpoint on the question. 

DSG: Was that on their initiative, or did the students petition the 
regents to allow you to sit in on their meetings? 

SHIVERS: I think it came about as sort of a mutual agreement .... 

DSG: Did that continue on after you were president, or was that a one
time type thing? 

SHIVERS: I don't know how long it continued, but when I became Chair
man of the Board of Regents I reinstituted that and invited not only 
the student 6fficers of UT Austin, but also of the other schools, and 
most of the presidents of· the other schools in the University System 
brought their [student bodyJ presidents or vice-presidents to the 
meetings of the Board of Regents. I gave them an opportunity to make a 
statement, if they had anything they wanted to say; this created, I 
thought, a pretty good relationship. We made them know that they were 
welcome. 

DSG: When Frank Erwin was chairman~ did he pretty much agree with that 
kind of idea, or was he less receptive to student input on the Board? 

SHIVERS: Well, I don't know whether Frank did it or not; when I first 
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became a member of the Board of Regents they had a rule that any student 
or faculty member who wanted to appear before the Board of Regents had 
to file with the secretary of the Board four days or something like that 
in advance. I cut that out. They could just come and make an ap
pearance, and I'd always ask them if they had anything they wanted to 
say. Very few of them did. 

DSG: What about with the UT Austin administration--how would you de
scribe the Students• Association's relationship, 1932-33, with the 
administration? 

SHIVERS: I think on the whole it was good. Compared to now, of course, 
you had a very small student body ...• I think the relationship with 
the University administration was good; I don't recall anything that 
was not good. 

DSG: Take the same question of relationship, with the faculty and 
staff--any relationship that you had there. Were there any students 
on University boards or committees at that time--student representa
tives besides those on the Athletic Council? 

SHIVERS: I don't think so; not that I recall. There could have been, 
but I don't recall any. I would think that possibly on certain types of 
committees, students were asked to serve; but offhand I don't recall any 
that were. Students at that time, if they wanted it, could have almost" 
daily contact with the members of the faculty . 

DSG: That was pretty much invited? 

SHIVERS: Oh, yes. 

DSG: Did the Students' Association have any kind of power in appoint
ments, academic or administrative, say as far as deans or other offi
cials go--were students consulted, or did you try to have any input on 
that, or was it understood that students would stay out of that kind 
of business? 

SHIVERS: I don't recall that the students participated in that at all. 
Not at that time. At the present time, as you know, when they select 
a new dean, student representation is always appointed by the president 
of the University .•• students are selected to participate in the selec
tion process. 

DSG: At the time that you were president, and actually for some time 
afterwards, the Students' As~ociation controlled the allocation of the 
Blanket Tax to the various groups--you were allocating, I think, among 
about eight different groups--how important would you say that power 
was to the overall power of the Students• Association? 

SHIVERS: Well, of course it was very important; you divided up the 
proceeds according to need, and I'm sure, although I don't recall any 
specific instances, that a lot of them complained that they weren't 
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getting enough of the fee. In a situation of that kind, no one ever 
has all the money that they would want .•.• I don't remember any spe
cific complaints, but I'm sure there were some. 

DSG: You mentioned the installation of the Union system before; you 
said that was probably your biggest accomplishment as far as campus
related issues for your administration. There were also some items 
in the Association r~cords about an investigation of the University 
Co-Op--there was a resolution introduced, and it was passed and a 
committee was appointed, I believe consisting of yourself, a member 
of the faculty, two Assemblymen and two students to be selected at
large to engage an auditor and, with him, ''to make a thorough in
vestigation of the policies of the Co-Op, and pay particLtlar regard 
to the sale and purchase price of new and used books.'' This was in 
March of 1933, and it seemed to die after that. Did anything ever 
come of that? Was the investigation ever held? 

SHIVERS: I don't even recall that one was asked for, to tell you 
the truth. I'm not surprised, because •.. it seems to me that I can 
remember that there's been an investigation of the student Co-Op 
almost every year, for one reason or another. 

DSG: There was a big one during Sydney Reagan's term, I believe 
1939-1940 •••• 

SHIVERS: Well, I don't remember the one you're speaking of as coming 
in March of '33, but I'm sure they conducted arr investigation and 
made a report; whatever happened to it, I have no idea. 

DSG: OK, let's turn to off-campus affairs. You said to a Daily Texan 
reporter, ''It is not the duty of the Assembly to dabble in state go
vernmental affairs." What had happened was in a February meeting, it 
came out that a student had misrepresented himself as a representative 
of the Assembly on the is~ue of out-o~-s~ate tuition fees. He was 
lobbying the Legislature, and the committee apparently was somewhat an
tagonized by him, and this came up in debate, and a resolution was 
passed saying that nobody should lobby the Legislature until further 
notice •.•• Was the Students' Association involved in any kind of 
activities off-campus? 

SHIVERS: No. 

DSG: So it was strictly campus-related type issues? 

SHIVERS: I don't recall that interview with the Texan reporter; I 
probably said tha~, I mean I'm sure it's accurate. But at that ~ime 
the feeling was that the regents and the administration of the Univer
sity ought to handle affairs of the University, not the students; and 
that the students were not sufficiently acquainted with University 
problems, therefore that those problems ought to be handled by officials 
of the University, and the regents • 
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DSG: Do you think that still applies? 

SHIVERS: Well, the complete picture has changed since that time. Now, 
the students have a committee on pol i t'i cal activities ••• and over- the 
years, I think the attitude of the Le"9i5lature has changed also. Nm·J 
you have a lot of member-s of the Legislature who are glad to hear- fr-om 
the students. 

DSG: Of course th~ students c::on~rol a lot of votes, too. 

SHIVERS: To some extent, yes, particularly in this area; most of them 
vote here; they don't vote b~ck home. I think that if they r-equest 
permission to attend, that most committees would allow them to make 
their presentation. 

DSG: We talked just a second ago about your- relationship with the 
administration and the Board of Regents, ~nd so forth; I'm going to 
ask you a similar question, but ask you to look at it from the op
posite point of view: put yours~lf in the shoes of first, just the 
average student-on-the-street--the one who's not involved in student 
government. 'From his point of view, did he see the Students• Associa
tion as his official "voice," the voice of the student body? 

SHIVERS: I think so. An indication of that is the strong par-tic::i
pation among the students in student government at that time. I think -
you have to deduct from that that the so-cal 1 ed average student f'el t 

• that the Students• Association did speak for the student body. 

DSG: Take the same question from the point of view of the administr-a
tion--did Pr-esident Benedict and the administr-ation see the Students• 
Association as the official "voice" of the students? Did they pr-etty 
much assL1me that if the Stu.dents• Association said "the students w,ant 
this," that that was really the case? 

SHIVERS: I think so. 

DSG: There was an issue that came up about opening the tennis cour-ts 
on Sunday--do you r-emember that one? 

SHIVERS: Uh, no; no, I don't. 

DSG: Some students had come to a representative, and asked him to 
introduce a resolution in the Assembly, that the tennis courts be o
pened for use, on Sunday .••• You sent this resolutipn on the President, 
saying this was the desire of the great majority of the student body, 
and he wrote back· [with his objections]; he said he would consider- the 
issue, but it didn~t sound like he was going to consider it too strong
ly--it sounded like it died right there. Was that typical, or more of 
an atypical type situation? 

SHIVERS: Well, I don't reme~ber that occasion at all, but I would say 
• it was probably typical. B~nedict, in my opinion, was one of the best 
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presidents the University's ever had. His major point there was that 
a decision in favor of this would cause a lot of criticism from the 
churches around the campus. He's just adding, in my opinion, the 
library, the gymnasium and so forth as window dressing. 

DSG: Towards the very end of your term, d~ring the spring elections 
for the new president, the Daily Te>:an editor, the Cactus editor, and 
so forth, there was a big controversy over a recount. There were three 
or four races that were extremely close--there was a turnout of about 
4,500 people, and out of that there were three or four races where two 
candidates were within ten votes of each other. Do you recall that? 

SHIVERS: Yes. 

DSG: Apparently the day after the [election], the editor wrote a front
page editorial in the Texan, criticizing the counting process, critici
zing you and Joe Pool and your election judge for not allowing a re
count. They said that there were varioLlS improprieties ••• none of it was 
substantiated, and they asked for you to explain your position. This 
was the letter that you wrote back the ne>:t day in the "Firing Line" 
CI handed him a copyJ •••• 

SHIVERS: Sure was long-winded, wasn't it? 

DSG: ••. and then the following day there was a whole page of letters 
both supporting you and condemning you .... 

SHIVERS: Well, the editor of the Texan was on one side, and we were 
on the other, and that's the reason for the controversy. 

DSG: You were supporting two different candidates, you mean? 

SHIVERS: Yes, yes; they were supporting Hornaday and I was supporting 
Hardeman. As I recall, the Dean ordered a recount .••• 

DSG: They petitioned the Dean under a section of the Constitution that 
says that in a case of grave emergency he can overrule the Constitution. 

SHIVERS: Hornaday won out, and there was still a very small difference. 

DSG: It was 46 votes. 

SHIVERS: And Hornaday was a good friend of mine; still is .••. It 
wasn't anything about being on a different side from the editor of the 
Te>: an. 

DSG: Was the refusal to order a recount based on the fact that you 
were supporting Hardeman, or was it that you really did not feel that 
there had been any errors in the counting? 

SHIVERS: No, I felt at that time, and I'm sure Mr. Pool did too, that 
• it had been a fair election and a fair count, so we wouldn't have ac-
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complished anything by [having a recountJ. 

Anyway, it was just anoth~r argument. 

DSG: And you were friends afterwards? 

SHIVERS: Oh, yeah; and we're still friends today. 

DSG: Let's turn now to your term on the Board of Regents. You were 
on the Board from January '73 to January '79; that would put you on 
there during the administrations of Sandy Kress, Frank Fleming, Carol 
Crabtree, Jay Adkins, and Judy Spalding, and then student government 
was abolished in 1978. What was your general feeling for student 
government during that time--did it change any? 

SHIVERS: Well, it was evident that student government was losing 
interest of the students. I don't know whether it was because of the 
very large increase in the number of students, or what caused it, but 
they were beginning to lose interest. It was quite evident. I think 
Sandy Kress made an excellent president; I know Carol Crabtree was a 
good president. The young man that was in between them ..• 

DSG: Frank Fleming ... 

SHIVERS: ••• Yes, he was good. And then those two clowns came along 
and made a complete mockery; very similar to the election held just 
recently when they elected a comic strip character as the first pre
sident. 

DSG: Did they ever appear before the Board of Regents? 

SHIVERS: Oh, yes, yes, yes! I called a special meeting over in the 
auditorium of the Harry Ransom Center (the Humanities Research Center) 
one evening, and invited all student leaders to come, particularly 
the elected ones, and ~hey all came. And so I called on this Jay 
Adkins and Skip Slyf ield; they made the same speech over there that 
they made getting elected: "Plow up the West Mall and plant cabbage! 11 

They were never serious about anything; they clowned throug~ it all. 
They later fell out personally •••. I don't know whether it was out of 
jealousy, or what caused it. But that was the end of student govern
ment, and then the students themselves finally voted that they did not 
want student government, and the Regents of course agreed with that. 

DSG: Why do you think that was [that students decided to abolish itJ? 

SHIVERS: I think the students, and everyone else, just got sick and 
tired of listening to a lot of tomfoolery that didn't have anything 
to do with student government; they were making a mockery of it. 

DSG: Was that just Adkins and Slyfield, or do you think it started 
before that? 
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SHIVERS: I think before that it was gradually inc:reasing in lac:k of 
interest, c:limaxed by the Adkins and Slyfield election. Their elec:tion, 
their campaign, made a mockery of student government. The Regents were 
led to adopt the ·students• viewpoint; they couldn't see any need for 
student government. There were still a lot of students who were 
serious about having a student government. I pe~sonally, of course, 
having had the connec:tion that I've had with it, I'd like to see an 
effec:tive student government ••• yo~ have to assume that [a student] that 
is elected by the college or school will speak for the majority of 
students from that particular school. I think they can render a very 
fine service by doing that. They can be helpful to the administration. 
The group that you have now, called Senior Cabinet--they impressed me 
very much as serious students who do represent the viewpoint of their 
sc:hool. Most of them that I was associated with while I was on the 
Board of Regents were serious-minded students who did, I think, have 
the support not only of the students in their school, but also of the 
faculty and the dean of the department. 

DSG: Do you know of any attempts, conscious or unconscious, that were 
made by either the administration or the Regents, to weaken the student 
government? Probably this would precede your term on the Board of 
Regents; this would be during Frank Erwin's reign. 

SHIVERS: Oh, no, I don't think the Board of Regents did anything like 
that at all. I think the students killed student government . 

DSG: Was there ever a feeling, say in the late '60s or early '70s, 
when people like Jeff Jones were president, that students were getting 
a little too powerful? 

SHIVERS: No; during those days, of course, there was a lot of student 
uprising--marches, groups of various sorts creating disturbances--
and naturally those kinds of things would not be popular with either 
the regents or the majority of the faculty, although I'm sure they were 
supported by some of the faculty; but basically they would not have 
support. That was an era that wasn't good for the school; it wasn't 
good for the students or the faculty; it wasn't good for the State. 

DSG: Let me ask you about what may or may not be kind of a sensitive 
issue, and that was the controversy over the appointment of Lorene 
Rogers from ad interim president to the permanent presidency. This has 
been discussed at length in a lot of the literature; in fact, some of 
the very few books that have been written about student government in 
the ~7os, nat~onwide, single out this particular instance as an example 
of the "failing student government at Austin," and so forth. I'm not 
trying to put you "on the spot, but I'm trying to get as many viewpoints 
on this as I can. There was a Student-Fac:ulty Advisory Committee ..• , 
that was set up to interview possible appointees and submit a list of 
five to the Board •••• 

SHIVERS: Yes, they had about fifteen members, and they interviewed 
candidates. And then they had the Regents• committee, which under the 
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rules had the ••• well, the first committee had the power to recommend, 
but the Regents• committee had the power to select. 

DSG: Why was it that Lorene Rogers was selected when she was not on 
the list? 

SHIVERS: Well, she was the only one that received a majority of the 
votes on the Regents• committee.· 

DSG: Why did the Regents feel that they ought to appoint her? 

SHIVERS: Because she was the best one to fill the post. 

DSG: The students charged, and the faculty charged also, that student/ 
faculty input had been ignored •••• 

SHIVERS: They weren't ignored; they were listened to for three or four 
months. We had joint meetings over two or three weeks. 

DSG: And their recommendations were taken into consideration? 

SHIVERS: Oh yes; they were con~idered very seriously. 

DSG: Do you think that the controversy that erupted afterwards con
tributed to the eventual decline and fall of the student government? 

SHIVERS: I don't think it had anything to do at all with the decline 
of student government; I don't think student government was affected by 
it. 

DSG: Sandy Kress speculated that it was one more disappointment in a 
long series of disappointments ••• he pointed out that it's not realistic 
to expect that students would be that effective tin changing the mind 
of the BoardJ. 

SHIVERS: There were students on the Regents• committee--Janie Strauss, 
and the young man who was vice-president •.• 

DSG: Under who ••• under Carol Crabtree--Lyn Breeland ••. 

SHIVERS: I believe that's right. 
dents on the Regents• committee. 
with a certain number of students 
majority of 'either. 

But he an~ Janie Strauss were stu
That did cause a great controversy 
and faculty, but I don't think a 

DSG: And you don't think the student sentiment contributed to their 
increasing disenchantment with the student government? 

SHIVERS: No, not at all. It had nothing to do with it. 

DSG: Then to kind of wrap it up, we could get back to what we were 
talking about before I turned the tape recorder on, and that was, what's 
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ahead? What prospects do you see for the new Students' Association? 
They've been in office now for about four months; they're just begin
ning. What do you think lies ahead? 

SHIVERS: Well, I think that really depends on how well they handle 
the duties of their off ice, and how much they participate, what kind 
of participation they have, and how much interest they can create among 
other students. The student government is and should be a voice of the 
student body. 

DSG: Do you think it's a feasible exercise on a campus of almost 
50,000 people? 

SHIVERS: I think so •.• 

DSG: Can a body of sixty students or so represent 50,000 people? 

SHIVERS: Yes, I think definitely that they can. Take the City of 
Austin; it has a city commission about the same size as your student 
council, and they represent four times the people. 

DSG: And yet you have somewhat voter turRout, voter participation 
in the City of Austin .•.. 

SHIVERS: Yes, that's what I mean. If student government is going to 
e>:ist and be effective, it's going to have to create an interest in 
a majority of the students, and get participation by them, and repre
sent them on not so-called "hell-raising" programs, bLit on logical 
steps of improving activities on the campus, and improving relation
ships between faculty and students, between the administration and the 
students--but do it in a businesslike manner, not by trying to criti
cize the people who are involved. 

DSG: Do you think it's best that their emphasis lie on-campus rather 
than off-campus for the time being? 

SHIVERS: Yes. 

DSG: If you had to sit down with our new president and give him a 
single specific suggestion for how to best make the thing work, what 
would you tell him? 

SHIVERS: I'd tell him to visit with the administration, the president 
and the vice-presidents, t~e deans, and with the students who are active 
but not members of the rAssemblyJ, ang to try to create goodwill with 
all~of those people, and convince them that the student government 
really wants to act as a responsible, as well as responsive~ arm of the 
University. 

' 
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JENl<INS QARRETT 

Fe~ruary 5, 1983 

Jenkins Garrett was Students~ ~ssociation President 1935-1936? 
and held a seat on the Llnh1 t?"rsity Board <;>f Regents fro'I» 1969 to 1975. 
He is today a senior partner in the Ft. Horth law firm of Garrett 
and St.hala. Fortunately~ he was able to meet with me while he was 
in ~ustin for the opening ceremonies of the Centennial celebration; 
after lunch at the Hyatt Regency hotel? we returned to his room for 
the interview. 

DSG: This may be rather hard for you to remember, but how did you 
organize your administrative branch? Did you h~ve a series of com
mittees, or anything like that? 

GARRETT: No, it was pretty much around the elected officials ... the 
secretary ••• the vice-president; then, of course, we did appoint t 

various committees. The president•s office could at that time have 
been a full time job, but you•ve got to remember there were only 
7,500 students and too, life was probably a little si~pler then--we 
didn"t have many of th• issues that students and student government 
in recent years have been picking up. The president did not receive 
compensation at that time .••. 

DSG: I was reading an editorial in the Texan saying we ought to give 
the president more to do, and give him a salary. It said, "he already 
earns one, he should be receiving one." 

GARRETT: Well, there was much ~esistance to that, and I was one of 
them on the basis that I thought that service ought to be on the basis 
of serving the student body, as distinguished from making it a salaried 
position. You•ve got to remember also that at that time, we were in 
the depths of a Depressioa, and the feeling.was that if you paid a salary 
to the student body president, the people would be running for it for 
the salary as distinguished from to serve. 

DSG: What about funding, both for the machinery of the Students• 
Association itself, and with regard to control of the B1anket Tax, which 
came to about $43,00Q'your year? 
cents out of each $10.50 blanket tax that the students bought. 

GARRETT: My ~ecollection was that it was really not too much of a prob
lem. I remember meeting with the Deq.n of Student Life, "Shorty" 
Nowotny, and working out the division of the Blanket Tax. Of course, 
th~ Athletics Department had a representative, student government had 
a representative; I don't remember any particular problems with re
spect to division of the funds. 

DSG: So the apportionment wasn't really carried out within the stu
dent government per se, but the Association had a representative on 
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the committee. Were you the representative? 

GARRETT: Yes, as I recall, I was the representative. Of course, each 
group always wanted a little more--a larger proportion--but probably 
one thing that helped the student body at that time campus-wise was 
the Students' Association; it was probably a little more popular than 
the football team was. But I don't recall any problems in that area; 
and you've got to remember, too, that our requirements for dollars 
were rather minimal, because only the secretary was paid .... As I re
call, we worked very closely with the Student Union and they would 
help us with mailing~ from time to time. I just don't remember us 
being short of money, or money being a problem. 

DSG: How important to that importance of the Students' Association 
was that ability to allocate the Blanket Tax? 

GARRETT: Well, at that time, it was still subject to administrative 
and regental approval; but I do not remember there being any problems 
so far as I know. Our participation was advisory, the same as the 
Athletic Council was advisory; all the participants were advisory, 
but the administration had final authority ...• 

DSG: Was it pretty much where you arrived at a figure first which 
everybody agreed on, or was it where you each submitted your individ
ual requests and then the administration took it from there? 

GARRETT: My memory's a little dim, but my recollection is that we 
pretty well had a recommendation that was unanimous to the adminis
tration. The differences must not have been acute, because I have 
no recollection of there being any particular push-and-pull. Of 
course, as far as student government was concerned, our portion was 
rather small because our needs were small as far as dollars were 
concerned. Most of our activities did not require dollars. 

DSG: How would you evaluate, as the president, the degree of student 
participation in their government? Were they interested primarily in 
self-government, or in other benefits from participation? 

GARRETT: Well, I think you have to look at the background of the time 
of 1936. Most of the students there were usually there at great sa
crifice on the part of their parents or the students themselves. At 
that particular ~ime, practically every job that could be filled by 
students--whether it be waiters, or cleaning up, or extra work in the 
controller's office or the registrar's office, or whatever--students 
were employed. I don't know the exact percentage, but the great ma
jority of students at that time worked part of their way through, and 
many of them all the way through ••• and I think the general attitude at 
that time was, "I've come to the University here to get an education," 
and you didn~t have so much an attitude of questioning "What are 
student rights?" It was more a matter of "I want an education, and I 
want out as soon as I can." But, the campus was the center of student 
activities, and as of that time I think as far as student life was 
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concerned, it was managed pretty much by the students. For example, 
we had the Student Union, we had a Student Union committee, the ma
jority of which was students. They ran the Germans and the activities 
of the Union; as far as student activities were concerned, the students 
dominated it, and I felt no pressure from the administration. 

Maybe the reason for that was the school being very smail. Bill 
McGill, who was Assistant to the President, which I guess now would be 
called Public Relations or Student Relations man, and "Shorty" Noi.-mtny, 
who was the Assistant Dean of Men, they were graduates of the Univer
sity of Texas; they had organized. the Friars Society, the Cowboys, 
and remained on the campus; and the relationship between those men 
and the student body and the student leaders at that time was so close 
that it eliminated a lot of the failure of communication that may have 
arisen since that time. Of course there's a lot of difference between 
7,500 students on the campus and 46,000, it's true; and people knew 
each other better. I don't recall anything other than helpfulness 
in all of the programs that I tried to initiate while I was president. 
But our emphasis was on the campus, and campus problems. 

DSG: Did students see that as benefitting them? I mean~ did the 
students who were active in the Students' Association, in the governance 
process, were they doing it with a sense of trying to help their fellow 
students and trying to get the most out of their education, or were they 
in it, say, more for prestige •.• what we would today call "resume
padders"? The reason I ask is this--the Te>:an said in an editorial in 
March of 1936 that many of those who actively participate in student 
government have utilized it largely as a means of advancing their own 
popularity or prestige of their group. And a lot of coverage also 
seemed to be given to the fraternity-independent rivalry within the 
Association, particularly between you and [Vice-PresidentJ Harvey 
Pulliam. Was that really a major factor--were people in it to pro-
mote the interests of their respective groups, whether they be fra
ternities or something else? 

GARRETT: Well, I don't recall that being the primary motive; I don't 
know the motives of other people, but the Texan, in my opinion, has ne
ver been a very accurate reflection of student opinion, then or now. 
Naturally, when appointments come, people know best folks in thetr own 
organization, and I think that various organizations did take pride 
in their members being active in the student government and student 
politics; but I think that was a secondary thing rather than a primary 
one. For example, when I ran for president there was a group that we 
got together that was a coalition between the fraternities and the 
non-fraternities and the dormitories ••• we had a card index set up for 
each dormitory and boarding house and sorority. Of course, the big 
push and pull as between groups centered on the Cactus, as to which 
girls were named the Bluebonnet Belles, and who were the Beauties •.• 
that was very important to the sororities. I think the sororities at 
that time did give thought to who might win the Cactus editorship so 
that they would have ins with that particular editor. 

• DSG: Well, as a for instance, the Co-Op Board appointments in March 
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of 1936 ••• this is again Texan coverage, so it may or may not be ac
curate .•• the article said .•• that in the end, it came down to Jenkins 
Garrett's fraternity faction, and they charged that you had met as 
a caucus before the meeting ••• , versus Vice-President Pulliam's anti
clique group. Did you ever get a feeling that that wa~ the thrust of 
the rivalry, or was it not painted accurately by the Texan? 

GARRETT: Well, I don't subscribe to that being correct; but let me 
say this: when you go through a political fight, and you win, you 
put your friends, ~nd those who supported you, and those who have your 
same viewpoints, on the committees. Of course, I was a member of Tejas 
Club, ~nd back at that time, we were very adamant that we were not a 
fraternity. You did not get elected by being just a fraternity man, 
because the fraternity group was always a minority group on the campu~, 
and you had to have support to be elected of the dormitories, the 
boarding hoLtses; if you look at my appointments, they represented groups 
that supported me. And that's the facts of life today; you can have 
the Washington Post criticizing Reagan because he put his cohorts on the 
committees--well, sur~ he did! So did Kennedy, so did Roosevelt, and I 
think actually in the 1930's period--Shivers, and myself, and Connally, 
and Jake Pickle and those were presidential candidates, our political 
campaigns were rather akin to those on the outside. We had meetings of 
our supporters in the dormitories and fraternities, and you went after 
bloc votes; and naturally when it came to appointments, you would ap-_ 
point those people who were helpful to you in that campaign. I don't 
particularly remember any meetings ahead of time, but I always .•. tried 
to make the appointments as broad-gauged as I possibly could, and 
representative of the overall campus as distinguished from one of the 
groups. And anytime somebody gets elected, they become a clique; you 
never hear of those not elected as being a clique. 

DSG: Voter turnout in the election for the president and the Cactus 
editor, Texan editor, and so forth--probably the most high stimulus 
election of the year--you had about 4,500 people turn out to vote, out 
of a population of approximately 7,000--a pretty high percentage. Was 
that also an offshoot of the fact that students were really interested 
in getting the maximum out of their education? What I'm getting at is 
this: did they feel that the Students' Association was representative 
of them? 

GARRETT: Well, I think· the Students' Association and student activities 
were looked upon as part of their training and part of their education; 
I don't think there's a conflict between getting educated and partici
pating. At that time, the engineers, as a group, took practically nb 
interest in politics, and the law school looked upon themselves as being 
senior citizens not interested in the things there up on "the Hill," as 
they called it. But if you eliminated the engineers and the lawyers, 
the percentage of students that voted was very high, and I think that's 
evidence that they felt they were having a part in the direction of 
student government and the life on the campus. When people feel like 
they're not a part, and they're not listened to, then they stop voting . 
I think that the fact that such a large percentage voted was becuase 
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they felt they had a vested interest in the direction of the student 
government. 

DSG: Let me read you a part of an editorial by Paul Crume, who as we 
know, also went on to bigger and better things. This was written in 
1935 just prior to the fall elections, and he says: "Most students 
do not regard it <the Students' Association> as a democratic govern
ment. No government was ever dem6cratic that was supervised from 
the top. Perhaps it is just as well that the Assembly is controlled 
by those who handle the affairs so much more ably." How would you 
evaluate that; what did he mean? 

GARRETT: I really don't know what he had in minci. I had a very close 
relationship with the administration; I respected Dr. Benedict; Bill 
McGill and Shorty Nowotny were visible at most every student activity, 
not as supervisors, but as participants. We never had a Cowboy meeting 
that Nowotny and Bill McGill weren't there, with their orange shirts on; 
they were just students that never grew up. But I don't think anyone 
looked upon them as supervising what any of these organizations did. 
The student body was called on from time to time by the administration 
to help out on things; for example, in the [Texas Memorial] Museum drive 
for funds, we had a very active student committee that wrote the pa
rents and various individuals .... At one time, I was invited, I as
sume because I was president of the Association, to appear before 
Legislative committees on behalf of the University administration's 
desire to have the method of writing the ~ppropriations bills made up . 
At that particular time, the~e was a line in the appropriations bill 
a.pp lying to the University for each i tern: each professor, each .act i-
vi t y, was listed separately for so many dollars .••• Having a two-year 
budget setup with a line for each activity was contrary to reality, and 
the administration, including the regents, were pressing for a lump-
sum appropriation, leaving it up the regents and the administration how 
much they put in the English department, and how much in the science 
department. And they asked us to come and testify and be present at 
the Legislative hearing, and to talk to our representatives and sena
tors •.•. I talked to them .•• 

DSG: As a representative of the student body? 

GARRETT: As a representative of the student body, and interested in 
the greatness of the University, and to get it out of the control of 
the Legislature. See, it hadn't been too many years since [Governor 
"Ma''J Ferguson had killed the entire appropriations bill for the Uni
versity of Texas because of the "liberals," and so forth. And the 
effort.was successful, and I think that students coming and talking 
to them on behalf of the University had to have its impact; I know if 
I were in the House, or in the Senate, and a youngster interested in 
his university were to come and talk to me in an intelligent and 
constructive way, I'd listen to him. And I think they listened at 
that time. 

• DSG: Did the Board of Regents 1 i st en al so? What was your rel ati onshi p 
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~ with them? 

• 

• 

GARRETT: I never had any relationship as president with the Board of 
Regents; all of my relationship was with the campus administration. 

DSG: So it wasn't like it wa~, say, in the 70's, where the students 
would lobby the Board of Regents. 

GARRETT: Well, of course, my experience on the Board is that most of 
that lobbying with the regents was probably more media motivated, be
cause, contrary to what most people believe, the adminstration of the 
various schools, whether it be Austin, or Arlington, or San Antonio, 
or the medical schools, is left up to the various administrations to 
make recommendations to the regents. Now on the administration, if 
you say, ''We're going to overrule the president, and have second 
thoughts about their recommendations,'' so far as routine administration 
is concerned .•. they rely on the administration. Now sometimes admin
istrations, if they're not very strong, don't come out and say, ''By 
gosh, this was MY decision, and this is what I'm recommending to the 
regents, and if the regents don't take my recommendations, if I'm 
not competent to make those recommendations, then they o~ht to get 
another president.'' I think Peter Flawn is a very excellent example 
of a fellow that makes his recommendations and would be disappointed 
if his decisions with respect to administration were not acceptable to 
the regents . 

DSG: Other than the ones you have mentioned, were there any other 
University-level administrative committees on which students had a 
seat? 

GARRETT: Not that I recall--the Co-Op Board is one ••• and we were suc
cessful, as I recall, in getting a student majority on the Co-Op Board. 
At least that was our objective. But I don't recall any faculty or 
administrative committees that we sat on. 

DSG: What were the main issues on campus that the Students' Associa
tion addressed itself to? 

GARRETT: Well, one of the real problems that I felt we had in my admin
istration was, for lack of a better word, school spirit. Other than the 
Germans, which were our Saturday night dances, there was really nothing 
to bring the students ~ogether much, because at that time the football 
team and the coach did not have the support of the student body; most 
of the games ~e did not even have a pep rally before, and the few that 
we did, there would just be a handful of people there. I felt that 
one of the main things that we needed was to do things that would help 
bring the students, administration, and faculty together. Roosevelt 
was one of the people I admired very much at that time, and the ''Fire
side Forum'' was something that was still famous, so we developed what 
we called then Faculty Forums, where we had committees to get faculty 
to agree to come and meet with the dormitories and the boarding houses 
and fraternities, and encourage the different groups to invite them, 
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primarily for meals, or if not, then right after dinner on certain 
nights. 

And then we established what was called College Night, which we 
had in Gregory ~ymnasium, where all the students came together and all 
the acts and entertainment were by students; not to go get, you know, 
Willie Nelson to come and sing, but rather, it was acts and talent of 
University students. 

DSG: Designed to foster a feeling of a spirit of unity within the 
University. 

GARRETT: Yes, a spirit of LITTity together. The first one we had at 
Gregory Gym was packed, and i just couldn't believe it •••• The thing 
of having student talent, as distinguished from outside talent, I 
think helped develop that spirit, and got the students together. 
And we had a lot of faculy; we invited the faculty t9. come, and some 
were there. So, I would say that the Faculty Forums and the College 
Night were two of the things that we did. 

DSG: College Night was held regularly? 

GARRETT~ It was to be once a year; I don't know whether it was con
tinued or not, but our idea was once a year to have a real big affair. 

DSG: OK, let me read something else to you, again out of th~ Te~an. 
This was an editorial on something that received no news coverage 
whatsoever; it was a fairly minor incident, but it was an interesting 
observation, and I wanted to get your thought~ on it. At a special 
meeting of the Assemb 1 y that yoLt had in February, an Assemblyman 
moved to appoint a committee to report on the advisability of dropping 
the assessment of negative hours during the flu epidemic [for absences], 
and the motion died for lack of a second. But when the mover informed 
the Assembly that a faculty committee had been formed to study the same 
problem, the motion was re-offered and seconded. There wasn't a quorum 
at the meeting, so nothing came of it, but here~s what the person who 
wrote the editorial said: "The point is that here was something that 
looked a little risky. It was something that appeared contrary to the 
existing order of things run by the officials. But as soon as it was 
made clear that the officials were themselves considering such a change 
in cut regulations, ~tudent government sighed and said, 'why not?' 
This incident was a smal1 matter, but it pr~sents insight into something 
quite big concerning the eidstence of student government. If it is ever 
going to utilize its potential power or extend its scope, student go
vernment is going to have to do a lot more thinking for itsel~, and a 
lot less waiting ~ike sheep for the lead of the higher-ups." It was a 
pro-student government editorial, intending to say "take more initia
tive," and so forth. 

The point I'm getting at was this~ 
Students' Association have? Was it ever 
sions on the administration level? What 
11 thi nki ng for itself 11 vs. "following the, 

how much initiative did the 
able to initiate policy deci
about this business about 
lead of the higher-ups?" 

------ -- ____ ......._ _________________________ _ 
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GARRETT: I have no recollection of that particular incident, but you 
have to remember that the editorship of the Texan was controlled by 
the group that was opposed to all the other elected officials--the 
Cactus editor, the president, the [chairman] of the Judiciary Council. 
The Daily Texan was under the control of the opposition. Now I don't 
know of anything that we as a student body wanted that we did not have 
full access to the administration [to getJ, and they listened to us. 
Again, I mention the names of Nowotny and McGill; but they were on our 
side. The students•, at that time, interest was only on those things 
that affected student activities; for example, the establishment of the 
Faculty Forums, the College Night, and getting the administration to 
help finance the public address system, and things of that sort that we 
needed .••• 

DSG: There wasn't any problem with that? 

GARRETT: Well, yes; we didn't have any problems, and I don•t know 
what things we should have stood up to the administration on. For 
example, the Co-Op was an important thing for the administration at 
that time, because many of the faculty used the Co-Op to print their 
lesson helps, to do things for the faculty, and the faculty had the 
majority vote at that time on the Co-Op Board; and there were some of 
us that felt that this thing was dominated by the faculty and not the 
students, and we couldn't understand how the Texas Book Store, next 
door, could sell books cheaper--give us our discount in advance--and 
at the Co-Op, we didn't get our discount until the year was over, and 
they used our money .••• So we pressed for having a majority on that 
board that would be students. The administration was not necessarily 
in favor of it, but they did meet with us, and we had a vote of the 
Co-Op membership, ~nd it was chan~ed. I think the big problem with 
the Co-Op, then as now, was that private enterprise can always operate 
a business better than a co-op, or government, or school agency; they're 
not business people, and the fellow that was manager of the Co-Op at 
that time, [EdJ Rather ..• ! remember when I went on the Board the main 
thing I was interested in was, "what's Rather getting out of it?" Well, 
after spending a lot of time, and going over all the records, so far as 
I could tell Rather wasn't getting anything out of it other than a 
salary and a car .•.. I don•t recall at any time giving any specific 
items that the student government was looked upon as being bashful as 
far as the administration was concerned. The mere fact that we worked 
with the administration didn't mean that there was anything evil about 
it. 

DSG: The rea~on I asked was this--when you look at the activism of the 
late •6os or early "70s, there was expressed frequently by the students 
a feeling of impotence with the administration. Of course, they were 
asking ·for a lot more, but they felt like the administration wasn't 
listening. 

GARRETT: Well, see, you're judging 1936 by retrospect of almost 50 
years. We never heard the words "student rights." By God, we were 
there to get an education. Our rights should be unabashed to get that 
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education; we should have the right to have our own activities--those 
were the priorities at the time. Now since then, the so-called ''stu
dents' rights"--"we must have a representative on the Board of Regents, 
we must have a representative on the Faculty Senate," and this, that and 
the other--taking'positions on national and state political issues, and 
moral issues such as war and things of that sort: that was not of our 
day. But it .doesn't mean that people like Shivers and Connally and 
Pickle were dominated by some administration; they were all pretty free
thinking people, and all pretty successful .•• except me. [laughing] 

DSG: All right, let's jump forward about 35 years. You were on the 
Board of Regents from January 1969 to January 1975, during the presi
dencies of Joe Krier, Jeff Jones, Bob Binder, Dick Benson, Sandy Kress, 
and Frank Fleming. Put yourself in the Regents' shoes, looking at it 
from the other side; how did you see the Students' Association during 
that time? 

GARRETT: Let me say that as far as Krier's administration was con
cerned, when I first went on the Board, he was a young man you could 
sit and talk to, and I think he had the same sort of attitude that I 
had, generally, when I was president. I was very pleased with our re
lationship at that particular time. After that time, there were se
veral of them .•. I made the statement, "I'm a great believer in retri
bution, and one of these days one of you guys may be a Regent, and 
you're going to have to listen to this garbage about 'You don't listen 
to us.'" When I was on the Board, I think the majority of the regents 
listened very well. Now oftentimes, when people say "you don't listen 
to me, " they mean, not that yoLt don't 1 i st en, but that you don't do 
the way I want you to do, and that is thrown as an epithet to hurt 
somebody: "You're so stupid, and you're so close-minded that you won't 
even listen to me!" Listening was not the problem; the problem was 
that some of the things that they didn't agree with parts of--a student 
being on the Board of Regents--and I don't subscribe to that now. 
More so since I've been on the Board of Regents, because they are a 
board of directors, as far as listening to students, just like you 
listen to faculty and administration; you try to listen to everybody .•.• 
We heard that epithet not only from students, but also from ~inority 
groups, political groups, every other kind of group. But we have got 
to recognize that in the '60s and early '70s, we went through a social 
revolution in this country--the Viet Nam War, the "me" generation, the 
"street people," the so-c::alled "hippie" movement.:_-that was a phase of 
our social history that we'd never seen before in this country, and 
I hope never will ag~in. It kind of developed into an attitude of 
everybody doing "his thing." 

We lost structure. We lost discipline; discipline isn't a good 
word--maybe I should say structure. How much structure there ought to 
be in the University is a matter of difference of opinion. Back in the 
'30s, freshman girls had to live in a freshman dormitory; freshman men 
had to live in approved housing facilities; you had to be a senior be
fore you could live in unauthorized housing •••. No fraternity or 
boarding house or dormitory would permit use of any kind of alcoholic 
beverage •••• And there was, I think, respect for administration. 

- - ---~·--------~-----~------------------------
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During this upheaval, with everybody doing his "thing," there was re
sistance to almost all authority--parental, governmental, administra
tive authority--at these institutions, and I ~on•t think you can com
pare it to the situation in 1936, nor can you compare it to the 
situation now. 

Rightly or wrongly, I got the feeling that most of the problems 
should have been worked out with the administration, not when it fi
nally got to the Board of Regents; 

DSG: Was that due to the weakness of the administration, or just 
overzealousness on the part of the students? 

GARRETT: No; if they didn't get their way with the administration, 
they wanted to go to the regents, and of course the regents wouldn't 
listen to them, because most of the time we supported the administra
tion. I felt that deep down that Jeff Jones and all of them knew what 
the rules were, but I always felt that it was pretty much for the 
media's benefit .••• A good example of what I'm talking about was that 
I went to a student retreat, right after being elected, and some guy 
dressed in c~othes that looked like he'd gotten them from a Salvation 
Army c:amp--I later found out he was from a very wealthy family--stood 
up and said, "What right do you have that you should be serving on 
the Board of Regents when you don't know a goddamned thing about edu
cation?" 

DSG: This was directed at you • 

GARRETT: To me; yeah. 

DSG: Wel 1 ••• ? 

GARRETT: I told him, "Well, you'll have to talk to Governor Connally, 
because he was the one who appointed me, and I was very honored to 
serve; but other than that I can't answer your question, because ob
viously it's a statement on your part and not a question." But really 
the interview didn't improve as time went on. I was invited back to 
the same group in about seventy-five or -six, I've forgotten when it 
was, and someone asked me, "Look, do you want the questions written 
out first?" And I said, "No, sir; if I come I want to answer whatever 
they ask." Yol.t know, the questions they asked me in '76 centered a
round "Why isn't something done to tenured professors that haven't 
changed their notes since 1940?" They were interested in students 
having more to do with curriculum, that would suit their needs for 
what they wanted to do: "What are the job prospects when I get out?" 
In other words, they were centered around interest in their education; 
they were interested in better quality courses at the University, and 
things that you wouid expect university students interested in their 
institution and their education to ask. There was a time when students 
wanted to know why the regents would invest in stocks that made things 
that were used in the destruction of people in war--which of course 
would be General Electric, General Motors, you just go right on down 
the line! Those social issues didn't even come up; the questions were 
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centered around the improvement of the University program and things 
of that sort, not around social issues. 

DSG: Was there any kind of a conscious attempt by the Soard of Regents 
in the early '70s to weaken the student government in any way? 

GARRETT: So far as I know, there was nothing done to weaken the student 
government. What action was taken with respect to the student govern
ment was what was felt to be, and what was interpreted by us to be, 
the great, great majority view of the student body. 

DSG: Which was? 

GARRETT: The election of the blanket tax, as to whether or not you 
wanted student government, because the student government had programs 
on abortion, they· had activities instructing people with respect to 
their position on the draft, and those kind of things that had to do 
with politics and political viewpoints, and nothing to do with the 
campus; and the majority of the students were not in tune with it. 
Now and then, I would do anything in the world that I could to help 
a student government that I felt was representative of a majority of 
the students. I think that the percentage of people that vote is 
a challenge to current student government leaders to regain the con
fidence and the respect; but I think they're going to have to do 
it on campus issues and not national and international and socio
logical items that apply to the world. I don't know what your campus 
problems are now; parking, and a lot of these kinds of things, the 
students MUST involve themselves in, but--it's a practical thing that 
you'll find in life; if you want something from the Legislature, you 
don't fight 'em. If you want something ..• , you've got to keep com
munication open. You can't browbeat the administration into kneeling 
to your will; you've got to work with it. I think that if the stu
dent government turns its attention to student/campus problems, 
whether it be curriculum or student/faculty relationships, or student/ 
administration, or student-to-student relationships-7when they return 
responsible leadership, those are the issues that they can do some
thing about. You can't do anything about abortion; you can"t do 
anything about the Viet Nam War. I'm hopeful that now that a more 
responsible group of students have asked for the return of student 
government, that they can build that respect on being vocal on student 
issues. 

DSG: Do you think it's a feasible exercise today, on a campus of 
almost 50,000·people? 

GARRETT: Well, with 50,000 people, your student problems ought to 
be worse. 

DSG: But when the Students" Association is operating with a vote of 
less than about 10% of the student body on most major elections .•. 

• GARRETT: Well, I don't think you've had a real test of student go-
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vernment yet under its new format. It'~going to take time, and it 
may be that if they address themselves to campus issues effectively, 
as distinguished from just being activists to be activists, that 
support may grow. But I think really your question answers itself: 
when something represents only ten percent, and really, it was a close 
vote, so you might say there's six percent--when you're supported by 
six percent, that's got to improve before it will have too much of an 
impact. I'm sure the administration would really seek a responsible, 
constructive dialog with students. I'm sure that PresideQt Flawn's 
policy of inviting in various student leaders is a hunger on his part 
to have better contact with the students, and I think the Students' 
Association affords a wonderful vehicle for the administration to 
have contact with student thought. 

~ 

DSG: How critical do you think it is today for th~ Students' As-
sociation to have control of the student services fee--or at least 
a greater degree of input? That seemed to be the major issue that 
came up when we were trying to decide whether or not to approve the 
new Constitution.after it had been changed by President Flawn and 
the Board of .Regents--that we really don't have the substantive 
control of the fee. 

·GARRETT: Well, I think that unless things have changed, the Athletic 
Department had certain problems, the Daily Texan had ce~tain problems, 
student government had certain problems--it's a matter of a business 
decision, really; ari overall decision. And with student control, com
pletely, I would think there would be some danger of the emotion of the 
moment. I can remember when the football team had very little support; 
well, you can't cut the Athletic Department off just because at that 
particular moment it has a low acceptance level. Same way with student 
government. There have been times when people wouldn't give five cents 
to the Daily Texan; but you can't kill the Daily Texan •••• Students 
have to have a vehicle to let off steam, and if they want to criticize 
the president of the University, or the president of the Students' 
Association, or the regents--that's part of our system. You shouldn't 
kill the Texan; I don't care what the temporary leadership might be, 
because, you know, it goes in cycles: you'll have responsible leader
ship, then you'll have completely irresponsible leadership, and I think 
the overall judgement of the administration as a final arbiter between 
these various factions is a stabilizing influence that's good. And 
they're there over the lqng p~riod, and have the long view •••• 

I had a parent say to me the other day, "How in the world can the 
administration let this 'UTmost' go out? It has no redeeming literary 
features; it's not humorous; someone described it as 'Saturday Night 
Live in print.'" ·well, you know, they probably when they were in 
school did some of the same silly things, but we forget about that as 
time goes on, and I think that this continuity that the administration 
gives is something that in the long run is better for the students. 

DSG: So you think there should be student input ••• 
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GARRETT: Oh, MUST be .•• 

DSG: ••• But not necessarily the last word. 

GARRETT: But not th~ final word. Sure, input. Maybe I was milque
toast when I was president, but I don't remember being denied a~cess 
to the administration. We had to go, for example, for Cbllege Night, 
and ~sk the administration for money to h~lp us put on the program; 
there was nothing in the budget for it •••• I think input is great, 
but just because the input is not always bought, that doesn't mean 
they're not listening. But really I think that most administrators 
try very hard to have a student body that has confidence in them, in 
being fair. I've known all the presidents since Dr. Benedict per
sonally, and I have never known one whose attitude toward students is 
that they shouldn't be listening to them. Now some of them had a bet
ter faculty of communicating with the students than others •.•• 

DSG: To kind of wrap it up, then ••• if you had to give one piece of 
advice to the new leaders today .•• to help make it succeed, what what 
would it be?· 

GARRETT: I think--just offhanded, shooting from the hip--it seems that, 
number one, they need to concentrate on campus and University-related 
issues that students are vitally interested in on a day-to-day basis 
that affect their curriculum, their services, things of that sort; and 
secondly, to recognize that the administration is not made up of in
sensitive indivduals, but rather people that do want to make this a 
great University, and do their damndest to set up a continuous dialog. 
And just because the administration does not do exactly like they think, 
that they do not develop the rhetoric of "the administration won't 
listen to us." 
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SYDNEY REAGAN 

February 12, 1983 

Sydney Reagan has been an observer of students on the campu.ses 
of R•erican universities for mu.ch of his adult life. He received a 
bachelor~s degree in Business Rdministration from the University of 
Texas at Rustin, and went on to study at the School of Law. It was 
between his second and third years in law school that he served as UT 
Students' Rssociation President (1939-1940>. Rfter completing his law 
degree in 1941. he earned a master•s degree and a Ph.D. in Economics 
at Harvard University. Later, he returned to the state of Texas. and 
from 1955 to 1981 held a position as Professor of Real Estate at 
Southern Methodist University. Rfter his mandatory retirement there. 
he accepted his current post as Senior Vice-President of the Robert 
Lamm Company~ a real estate marketing firm. 

Dr. Reagan•s constant exposure to campus politics. including his 
extensive involvement in the governance of SMU, has given him a keen 
feeling for its complicated operations. He met on a Saturday afternoon 
at his Dallas home~ where he related to me his recollections of his term 
as student body president. and some observations on the current pro
blems facing student government. 

DSG: The first thing I wanted to ask you about would be about the 
committee system that you had set up. I've noticed that as the 
student government matured in the '30s and '40s you had an increasing 
number of committees and a more extensive system setup. How were you 
organized in that area? 

REAGAN: Well, on some of the committees the president of the student 
body made direct appointments. You had certain standing committees, 
for example, you had the Board of Directors of the Co-Op Bookstore; 
the Board of Publications, where the president sat as member and also 
appointed members. Then you had a variety of other committees where 
oftentimes they were appointed with the approval and consent of the 
Student Assembly, which involved being able to be sure that you had 
the majority of votes on the Assembly in order to appoint somebody. 
And then you had certain special committees •••• 

DSG: Within the Assembly? 

REAGAN: They might have been "ad hoc" special c:ommi ttees; for e>:ampl e, 
I'm thinking about a problem we had with respect to the Co-Op Bookstore, 
and a specfal committee was appointed with a student from the business 
school, a master's student, chairing it. 

DSG: Was that composed of Assemblymen, or was that some people from 
the Assembly and some from the campus community? 

REAGAN: Part from the Assembly, but mainly from the campus community. 

• DSG: What about some of the legislative committees that you had--the 
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Public Relatio~s Committee; there was one on Student Labor Conditions 
around campus; there was one on Cost of Campus Living; and the Safety 
Council. Were those pretty active? 

REAGAN: Some more than others. So far as the Safety Council goes, I 
don't recall any activity on its part. So far as the Student Labor 
Committee goes, that committee as.I recall grew out of a strike of 
student workers at a restaurant on the Drag.~ .. In this particular 
case, at this restaurant the students were working four hours a day 
for three meals, and then they were also being required to sell so 
many meal tickets for the restaurant; and apparently it reached the 
point where there was just a spontaneous strike. One evening, one of 
the workers just said, "Look, I've had it. Let's strike!" And so they 
did; and I didn't get word on this until sometime during the next mor
ning, and the students were picketing the place .... Of course, students 
flocked in to see what was happening, and Arno Nowotny, the Assistant 
Dean of Students, called in the strike leaders, and told them to stop 
this before sundown, or they would be out of school by the next morning. 
And they understood, so they called off the strike. 

Arno played hardball; I doubt if, during the '70s or late '60s, 
he had tryed something like this, the whole student body would have 
risen up in total rebellion. But they knew that their education would 
be brought to a halt if they didn't [end the strike]. So as I recall, 
the Student Assembly set up a committee to look into labor conditions; 
but as I recall, not much came of it. I might say that my last year 
at the University, after I,d been student body president, I was com
pletely flat broke. I was working about 40 hours a week, and making 
about thirty cents an hour--and I was a senior law student. 

DSG: You had a new constitution which was approved by the students, 
apparently right around the time you were elected president, in April 
of ~39. And there was some problem with the way it was submitted; it 
didn't get to the regents until November. What was the reason behind 
that new constitution? What were the major differences between it and 
the old constitution? 

REAGAN: My memory is very blank on that ...• I don"t recall that there 
were any big, huge, burning issues; it was more a matter of just up
dating it. 

DSG: There was something· about the new constitution making no provision 
for a representative from the Department of Journalism .••. 

REAGAN: 
that. 

'· My memory is blank on that ••• I just have no recollection of 

DSG: You were funded by eleven cents out of each $10.50 blanket tax 
that was purchased. Was that enough? Did you ever find the Students' 
Association hurting for funds? 

REAGAN: Well let~s put it this way--there were so many demands on it, 
and it had to be sliced up so many ways, that we just made do on what 
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• we had; that's the best way I can put it. 

• 

DSG: You could have used more? 

REAGAN: We obviously could have used more, but we just made do. 

DSG: Look at the students" participation in their government. Would 
you say the representatives, the committee m•mbers, and so forth, were 
motivated by an interest in self-government--in he~ping the thing 
work--or was it more promoting the interests of their group, or prestige" 
or something like that? 

REAGAN: All three, just like in any other democratic society; you had 
people that were altruistic, and you had people that had a rather nar
row group interest, and yoL1 had some that took the position of, "How 
much personal publicity and glory can I get out of it?'' No different 
from any other big democratic group. 

DSG: DI<, what about from the "fraternity clique"? 

REAGAN: Once on the Assembly, and once student body president, ge
nerally I think the people were trying to take a University-wide point 
of view. Now the fraternity clique had a majority on the Assembly, 
which created problems for me in the sense that we had to negotiate 
and work .•• for example, the vice-president of the student body was a 
fraternity clique man, Roger Sullivan . 

DSG: You were an independent? 

REAGAN: I was an independent. It would have been more comforta~le for 
me--at least I thought it would have been .••. You worked with with 
them; you used persuasion .•. I mean, the fraternity representatives were 
not a monolithic group. I would say that you had more fighting in the 
elections than you did afterwards. 

DSG: So the lines weren't as sharply drawn after they were already 
seated in the Assembly. 

REAGAN: No, no. And when I would need to appoint ••• the toughest ap
pointments I had were Princesses to different things, and that is awful. 
What you tried to do there was spread it around--some independents, some 
sororities •••• 

DSG: Uh .•• Pr±ncesses .•. ? 

REAGAN: Oh, it was "Princess of •.• " something or other; the student 
body president would appoint these ladies to represent the University 
at some activity .••• But anyway, the lines were sharper before you got 
in than after you got in. Now I was a Barbarian ["barb"J, an indepen
dent, and representing the lower-income group on campus; I knew that, 
and that's why I was elected, because I wanted to try to do something 
for them. The fraternities and sororities, which represented the 
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upper-income group, knew that, so they did not view me as kindly as 
they would have had "Dub'' Singl~ton [the fraternity candidate for 
presidentl been elected, because he would have been one of them, whereas 
I was one of "THEM," you know, the "others." But I never forgot. where 
I came from. 

DSG: And neither did they. 

REAGAN: That's right. We had several independent presidents in a row 
preceding me, and prior to that we had fraternity _members that were 
presidents, and I always felt that they gave pretty short shift to the 
independents. 

DSG: But you didn't do the same thing to the fraternities. 

REAGAN: I tried not to •.•• Following me, the independents ran Joe 
Kilgore, and the fraternity group ran J. Ward Fouts, and Joe lost. 

DSG: You mentioned earlier that the independents were not really as 
well organized .•• 

REAGAN: That's right. 

DSG: So they weren't yet into a party-type system, as later evolved? . 

REAGAN: That's right. There were a couple of earlier efforts to or
organize the independents into a party as such, and it just didn't work. 
From a practical point of view, the independents were organized around 
a leader; in my case, I had a background that appealed to them. Jake 
[Picklel had appointed me chairman of the Cultural Entertainment Com
mittee, which gave me exposure; then John [Connallyl reappointed me 
to that position. And then I was president of a newly organized Qroup, 
called the Men's Intercommunity Association <MICA>, which was an effort 
to organize not for politic~! purposes, but for social purposes, the 
independents on campus. So I was president of that not the year that 
I ran for [student bodyJ president, but the year before. I was the 
first president, and got it organized, and so on. I was an organizer 
of co-op housing on the University campus, and then was president of 
the largest co-op house, the Campus Guild, and believe it or not, I 
was an excellent dishwasher! We lived for $15.00 a month. Then I 
organized the Intercooperative Council, and one of our main things was 
group buying, and we made some real economies by buying collectively 
for all the co-op houses. 

Sc I had all of these connections, and ties, and all--both or
ganizationally speaking, but even more important, personally speaking. 

DSG: And they helped you get elected? 

REAGAN: Oh yes. And I had credibility; they knew me and felt like they 
could trust me and depend on me. They were willing to work and help 
get the vote out • 

·- "' 
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DSG: YoL1 had phenomenal 1 y high voter turnout during your year--i n the 
fall Assembly election you had about 4,200 turn out out of 10,000 re
gistered; in the presidential election in the spring you had close to 
7,000. Judging on that, or anything else, would you say that the 
Association was'at the time pretty representative of the students? 

REAGAN: Yes. 

DSG: Was it a pretty good cross-section from across the campus? 

REAGAN: Yes; yes, I think a pretty good cross-section. And I think 
the students were very much 0 in favor of student government, and very 
much supportive of it. 

DSG: If it came under fire, they didn't tend to turn on it immediately? 

REAGAN: Oh, no! No, no; you didn't have any of this "turning" .on stL1-
dent government. Now, one of the candidates for student body presi
dent, Jack somebody ••• he would sort of make fun of student government, 
but he really believed in it, and he told me, "I'm not going to get 
enough votes to hurt you, so let's just have some fun with this;" is 
what it amounted to. I don't think he made a serious effort to cut 
into my votes. And then there was another guy that ran, as an inde
pehdent,- that was a nut, and he really thought he was going to get 
elected. On the night of the election, when the votes were coming in 
and I was winning very strongly, he came up to me, very very mad, and 
said, "The only reason you're wirining is because you have a machine!" 
And I said, "Thank God I did. 11 That's the way you win elections. I 
would, in campaigning, go ••• from rooming house ta rooming house, and 
go from room to room, and many times I knew the student, and if I 
didn't I'd introduce myself and say, 11 I'm your independent candidate, 
and I'd appreciate your vote. 11 And I went through the dormitories that 
way •••• They would know that I was there, and I thought enough about 
them to get their vote •••• Then as now, I really did not have an 
incredible amount of charisma, like John Connally or Joe Kilgore, but 
when I could work with people over a period of time, I could get their 
loyalty and support. 

DSG: How would you describe the Students• Association's relationship 
with the Board of Regents? 

REAGAN: Z.ero. In my entire ti me as president of the student body, 
I never communicated, directly or indirectly, with the Board of Regents. 

DSG: Did you ever try to? 

REAGAN! No; no point! 

DSG: Why not? 

REAGAN: About the best way I can think of is this: I grew up in 
south A·rkansas. Blacks di dn • t vote back then, and they di dn ~ t even 

·' 
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,. try becaL1se they knew that it was pointless. 

• 

• 

DSG: It wasn't the accepteti channels. 

REAGAN: It just wasn't done. Now, when I was president, we had a new 
[University] president who came in: this was Dr. [Homer] Rainey. Now 
Dr. Rainey came in and the old establishment at the University--sort of 
a group that felt like they had really been running things, Arno 
Nowotny, Bill McGill, in particLtlar. Bill was a "fi>:er," and he was 
over in StLldent Publications. Bill McGill and Arno worked v~ry closely 
together. This old group felt very uneasy about Homer Rainey. I liked 
Homer Rainey from the word go, and felt like he was a real breath of 
fresh air; and I was able tb work with him as much as a student body 
president at that day and age could work with a p~esident. 

DSG: Which was ••• how much? 

REAGAN: On certain major issues ... and, as he told me once, he said, 
"Syd, you know I have problems, and so there's a limit to what I can 
do." It's the truth. 

DSG: Did you feel like you could go to him or the rest of the Univer
sity administration when you needed help? 

REAGAN: I could go to Rainey. I could go to Dean Moore, who was over~ 
all Dean of Students; but Moore was not in very good health, and not 
too effective. Nowotny was Assistant Dean, but he was more or less 
dealing with the students. I could not go to Nowotny, because you 
either did it Arno's way, or he would say you were a Bolshevik. 

DSG: I believe it was Jenkins Garrett who told me that whenever they 
needed something, they would go right to Nowotny or Bill McGill .•. 

REAGAN: See, they were fraternity people, and they were establishment 
people; I was not establishment. 

DSG: And that was really why the relationship was so much different? 

REAGAN: Yes. 

DSG: What about your relationship with the faculty and staff, on the 
University committees and so forth where you had student representa
tives? 

REAGAN: Sometimes tumultous. We had some real go-arounds on the Stu
dent Publications Board, and you had a chairman from the Department of 
Journalism that, unless he had his Wdy, he really would get horribly 
upset. And show it. Of course, Bill served on that also. 

DSG: What kind of power, if any, did the Students" Association .have 
in the non-student appointments, say for deans, etc.? 
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•. REAGAN: None. 

• 

• 

DSG: None at all? Did you try? 

REAGAN:. No. They woLtld have told us, "Look, Bud, it's none of yow
business who we appoint.'' You must understand, this was a different 
era: the students in the '60s would have burned the place down had 
they tried to operate in the '60s like they did in the latter part of 
the 1930's. I mean, you just had to stand up and yell, and run the 
ri~k of being called a Red. 

DSG: To what degree did the Student's Association control the al
location of the Blanket Tax? One of the reasons I ask is because 
I'm a little confused because Jenkins Garrett told me that rather 
than working it out in the Assembly, he and Dean Nowotny and Bill 
McGill kind of worked it out, along with a few other representatives; 
they all met in Nowotny's office and worked out the allocation there. 

REAGAN: When I was president, the Assembly did it. And of course, 
there was a great tendency to follow precedent; obviously, if we had 
tried to make drastic changes, for example, cutting down on the 
amount going to the Athletic Department, we would have run into some 
serious problems from the administration. But within these constraints 
the Assembly did it, and I recall no interference from above. 

DSG: So the allocati~ns that the Assembly determined, that was pretty 
much the way it was. 

REAGAN: Yes. As I recall, we had a committee that made the recom
mendations, but I don't recall any intervention from above. 

DSG: How important would you say the power to allocate the Blanket 
Ta>: was to the perceived on-campus power of the Students' Association? 

REAGAN: It was important, yes; various groups would come into the 
Assembly and make stroMg pleas for more money ••. so it was viewed as 
an important power. 

DSG: With what other sorts of campus-related issues did the Students• 
Association concern itself? What were the main ones? You mentioned 
earlier about the Co-Op investigation •.•• 

REAGAN: Of c9urse, the m,anager of the Co-Op refused to testify [in 
open hearings], and based on the information that I had, h~ p~obably 
was wise to take the Fifth Amendment. 

DSG: He later testified in closed hearings, didn't he? 

REAGAN: Yes; yes, that's right. Looking back on it, I think Mr. Rather 
was running it as though it were his private business, and I think he 
honestly viewed it that way; these are just things you do in a private 
business. For example, he would have people who worked at the Co-Op 
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rent rooms at his home, and he would have the janitor at the Co-Op go 
out to his home and take care of the yard, this type of thing. He 
viewed it as his private business; we viewed it as a public trust. 

DSG: Was that what prompted the investigation? 

REAGAN: Yes. 

DSG: And the request for the investigation came through the Inter
cooperative Council, didn't it? 

REAGAN: Yes, that's right. 

DSG: Was that at your request, or ... ? 

REAGAN~ No; other people by that time were running the Interco-op 
Council. 

DSG: What came of that investigation? There were a lot of suggestions 
and recommendation~ made •.• 

REAGAN: I'm not sure any~hing came of it. We had two students on the 
Co-Op Board of Directors, but the administration dominated that board, 
and the chairman took a real hard-nosed attitude on this thing, and he 
wouldn't even speak to me after that investigation • 

You see, the Board was in control, and it was controlled by the "old 
guard" at the University. 

DSG: So it was relatively ineffective. 

REAGAN: Yes. 

DSG: And Mr. Rather stayed on, and everything continued as it was? 

REAGAN: Oh, absolutely; that's right. You see, the person that fol
lowed me as president, J. Ward Fouts, was not sympathetic with this. 
There was no follow-through; this was one of the problems on many of 
these things. 

DSG: The preamble of one of the Constitutions, I'm not sure if it's 
the one you were working under, said that one of the purposes of student 
government was ''to allow students participation in the overall policy
and decision-making processes of the University''--participation in the 
University governance as a whole. As far as student-related administra
tive policy decisions went, how much• input did the Students' Associa
tion have? 

REAGAN: Not much. Not much. I was an ex officio member of various 
committees, oMe of them being the calendar committee; this would take 
retaliatory action against any group that violated any regulations . 
Back then, before a fraternity or sorority could give a party, they 

-------~----------------------------....__ __________ _ 
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had to get it on the social calendar ..•. 

DSG: Was the Students• Association ever able to initiate any kind of 
administrative policy-makiMg process--changes in regulations~ or any
thing? 

REAGAN: No. Not that I recall. On the things you're talking about, 
a 1ot of it would be through persuasion; for example, I talked with 
President Rainey on a number of occasions on various issues, but it 
was informal and persuasive--trying to get him to do something or 
other--but there was no formal method, no formal role on University 
policy. That was just beyond the scope of one's imagination at that 
point. 

DSG: How was the Association involved in off-campus affairs, say 
city or state politics, any kind of lobbying activities? You had 
a couple of resolutions •.. 

REAGAN: ••• with respect to the war situation. We did not get involved 
in any way in politics in the city of Austin, nor in state government, 
although before t was student body president there was certain unof
ficial involvement by the student body. With the war coming on, the 
students were not fools; they knew that if we got in the war, they were 
going to be the ones that were going to be shot up; and so there was 
a great deal of concern over this. And I recall that one time there 
was a resolution passed by the Student Assembly which was sent to our 
congressmen, and one congress·man wrote back a very, very bitter letter. 

DSG: That was Ed Gossett. 

REAGAN: Ed Gossett, accusing us of, as I recall, all kinds of things. 
And I'm sure that if this had occurred in the late '60s, the students 
would have marched on Washington and lynched him. But Ed expressed the 
viewpoint of the right-wing then, that ''Who in the hell are these stupid 
students to talking about things like this?'' Well, we thought it was 
some of our business since ... since .•. it was my generation that got 
killed. Many of my best friends got killed. 

But Ed Gossett didn't! Ed Gossett finally retired from Congress, 
and then became general counsel for a major corporation, and then, after 
he got too old for any of those activities, became a judge. 

DSG: Do you think on the whole, though, that the politicians listened 
to what the students were saying? 

REAGAN: Very little; very little. We didn't vote. 

DSG: So it didn't really carry much weight, the "official voice" of 
the opinion of the student body, off-campus. 

REAGAN: I'm afraid it didn"t. This resolution expressed the view, 
at this point in history, of a majority of the students on the Uni
versity of Texas campus. We were representing them. But as I say, 
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the Ed Gossetts were very critical of us for expressing how we felt, 
even though our generation were the ones that were going to have to 
die and face the bullets. 

DSG: Was the Students• Association an effective official voice far 
student opinion from of the average student? Did he see it as re
presenting his views as being "h.is" StLtdents• Association? 

REAGAN: I really think so, by and large. 

DSG: Did the students seem to perceive that they were truly "self 
governed"? Did they have a feeling of belonging to their Association, 
or was it kind of something that they were dimly aware of, but didn't 
care too much about? 

REAGAN: Well, I think that they, at that point in history, with the 
climate of opinion, and what was possible, and what was not possible, 
they felt like the student government was representing them, and was 
trying to voice their positions. Now I think obviously some students 
were more keenly aware of this than others, and I think there were 
obviously some students that felt like it was a waste of time, just as 
in any democratic society there are people who don't want involvement. 

DSG: Which would you say was the larger group? 

REAGAN: Well, I would say in view of the very large voter turnout, 
that there was a feeling of involvement. We had much larger voter 
turnouts than you have in elections for president of the United States. 

DSG: What would you consider to be the one or two outstanding ac
complishments of the administration of Sydney Reagan? What lasting 
mark did you leave? 

REAGAN: I haven't even thought about that since May of 1940! I would 
list three things. One, I think that we gave the independents, the 
barbarians, the "unwashed"--we were known by all three terms--added 
status. We gave them a sense that they were truly being represented. 
This is emotional and psychological, but it's very important; I was 
their president. Secondly, I think that with the investigation of 
the Co-Op Bookstore, we made the entire establishment a damn sight more 
cautious in the way they operated. They knew that they might have the 
whistle blown on them; that was the first time, at least since I'd been 
around the campus. 

DSG: So the inv.estigation really did have an effect. 

REAGAN: In that sense, I think it had that effect. 
We gave Homer Rainey support, which he needed and earned, and 

of which I was very proud. The fact that he later got fired for 
holding his ground on protecting academic freedom indicated that we 
were justified in giving support to this man. I'd never met him until 
he came to the campus as president, so I had nothing to do with his 
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selection <nobody asked me who I thought ought to be president!>. But 
as I worked with him, I came to view him as a very honest, able, 
courageous man that deserved the support of the student body. I don"t 
mean we gave him unblinding support, but in effect, we were trying to 
be supportive. 

With respect to the labor situation, here again, I don"t think 
we can point to anything and say,, "We accomplished this. We got thi:. 
changed.'' I think we brought about more of an awareness of the plight 
of students working. Here you had this huge labor pool, completely 
unorganized and willing to work for anything to try to get an educa
tion. I think we made the University community, both administration 
and students, more aware of it. 

DSG: To kind of wrap it up, then, let~$ look ahead. 
do you see for our now infant Students" Association? 
vernment even a workable exercise on a campus with a 
preaching 50,000 people? What do you think? 

What prospects 
Is student go

popul ati on ap-

RE:AGAN: May I now comment, bringing in.to focus my experiences as a 
professor, part of it chairing the School of Business Administration, 
at Southern Methodist University from 1955 to 1981; an elected member 
of the Faculty Senate •.• during the greater portion of that time, and 
a member of the executive committee of the Faculty Senate during a 
considerable portion of that time; and as President of the Faculty 
Senate for two years, 1969-1970, which was a very tumultous time, re
latively speaking, on the SMU campus. Of course, you must understand 
that the SMU campus is not the University of Texas campus •••• We had 
students demanding a role in governance of the University, and the 
University faculty and the administration gave them a role •••• 

At one point, I ~as being viewed as an arch-reac:tionary--and by 
those standards I probably was. For example, we had an Assembly in 
the School of Business, and about a third of the people on that As
sembly were elected students. The then dean wanted to abolish all 
course requirements, and let the students judge what they should take. 
Well, I opposed this ••• and I remember one very heated debate in the 
Student Assembly; and I was taking this rather novel, right-wing, 
reactionary sort of ·position, and afterwards a young lady came up to 
me with fire in her eyes, and she said, "Who are you to determine 
things I should take? That is my decision, it is my life to lead, 
not yours! What right do you have to make decisions affecting my 
life?" And the answer wa.s, "I am a professor. I have an obligation 
to try to see to it that you come out of here a well-rounded, well
educ:ated person that can fit into the community, both the civic com
munity and fhe business community; and there's· certain things that 
I think you ought to know when you get out of here, and I'm going to 
try to see to it that you know them, whether you like it or not." 

This structure of governance, with the students being involved 
in all kinds of decisi.ons, collapsed of its own weight just a few 
years later, because th~ students really didn't want it. They didn"t 
want participation to that extent. Now we have student government at 
SMU, and I've been a very strong supporter of it, and we still have 
some student representation on our Assem~ly; but we don't have the 
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dominance that we did in the late-1960's and early '70s, and we don•t 
have the involvement. We now have the Student ~enate, and we have 
the Faculty Senate, and we have areas of responsibility. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Two years ago, my wife was President of the Fac~tl ty Senate--of course, 
she had been through the fires with me at the University of Texas, and 
was very sympathetic with student.government--and she worked very 
closely with the student government, and they set up several joint 
committees on certain very specific topics: on improving the academic 
atmosphere, and certain other areas ••.• 

The thing about student government is that you have a complete 
tu~nover every four years; an~ what happened five years ago is anci~nt 
history, unknown to the present student body. They have nq s~nse. of 
history. If the students can develop a sen,se of history, a sense. of 
continuity, a sense of follow-through, a sense of tradition ••. tradition 
is both good and bad, but in student governments we need more tradi
tions. I don't know quite how to accomplish this <if I did, I'd be a 
genius), but if there is some way that the students can know that the 
Unive~sity didn't begin on the day of their arrival, and that it 
didn't end the day they left, then we'll have bette~ student governments. 
And also, if students will learn that each separate administration 
doesn't have to develop a new horse to ride; there are probably plenty 
of things left over, unresolved, from the old administration, or things 
that have been started that need follow-up, that need continuity. 

That's a long sermon! 

DSG: Well, if you kind of had to condense that all into some concrete 
suggestions--if you were to sit down with our new president, today, and 
he were to say to you, "Dr. Reagan, what two or three big suggestions 
could you give to me to help me make the Students• Association work, 
to make it something viable'?", what would you tell him? 

REAGAN: I would say one, take the very lightest, easiest ac~demic load 
you can take and still retain eligibility to serve as student body 
president, so you can devote yourself to it; it's a full time job. 
Secondly, keep lines of communication open with all segments of the 
University. I don•t care how much you hate their guts or how much they 
hate your guts; talk with them. Get their input. And listen to them; 
you might learn something. Third, try to work out things; be willing 
to compromise. There's nothing wrong with compromise; that's what de
mocracy's all about. Nothing immoral about it. Nothing immoral about 
being a politician--thank God we've got 'em; they resolve these con
flicts without bloodshed. Then, try to pick tw6 ~r three major issues 
that your adm~nistration can focus on that are meaningful, and that 
would be viewed as meaningful by the stLldent body; try to keep the rest 
of the shop running, but concentrate your energy on certain things that 
are hopefully more than passing interests. It's awfully easy to 
"chase rabbits••: try to pick some things that are crucial. What they 
would be, I couldn't say, because I don't know • 
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BAREFOOT SANDERS 

February 11, 1983 

Barefoot Sanders was a student at the University of Texas from 
1942 ~o 1949 while he earned bachelor"s and law degrees. It was during 
his final· year in law school, 1948-49, that he was president of the 
Students• Rssociation, after serving the previous year in the pos~tion 
of Head Cheerleader. The University population had swelled during 
the post-war years; many social changes were occurring as well. most 
notably, the admission of the first Black as a s~udent in the law school. 

Rfter his graduation, Sanders was elected to three terms in the 
State Legislature. In the 1960"s, John F. Kennedy appointed him as 
the U.S. District Rttorney for northern Texas; later. Lyndon Johnson 
made him assistant U.S. Rttorney General, and then his legislative 
counsel whire he was in office~ 

Rt the end of the Johnson administration, Barefoot Sanders re
turned to his law practice in Dallas and, shortly thereafter, was 
appointed a ~nited States District Judge. I spoke with Judge Sanders 
at his office in the Earle Cabell Federal Building in Dallas. 

DSG: During your term, you had a fairly extensive reworking of the 
Constitution, according to what I have read. What was the r~ason for 

. that and what were the changes that you made? 

SANDERS: You know, I really can't recall. I remember at the time--
I think I remember--that it had be~n some years, and in terms of 
student government if a constitution had gone unamended or unrevised 
for three or four years, it was probably considered ancient. But there 
were thought to be quite a number of structural problems with the 
Cons~itution that I just really don't recall. I remember we made it 
sort of the firpt order of business, to get that done. And there was 
general a.gree_ment; there was some politics played--my friend Ben 
McDonald fought it, and I just always thought it was kind of for 'the 
hel 1 of it. 

DSG: Was he really against the Constitution? 

SANDERS: I never really thought so. See, he had opposed me in the 
race for student body president, and I defeated him. Ben was later 
mayor of Corpus Christi; .of course, we didn~t know that then, and I 
didn't think of him at the time as sincerely opposed to the Constitu
tional revision. It was just a matter of playing some politics, and 
we got the revisions made. 

DSG: Were the law students generally the ones in the Students' As
sociation to create problems? 

·-
SANDERS; Yes; th~t's where you would look for it more likely than 
anywhere eise. And that was sprt of a•tradition; in the spectrum of 
the ·st'udent body they were rather more conservative. But I think 
even more than conservative, they were just kind of hell-raisers., 
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DSG: I read in the minutes where four of your Assemblymen declared 
their membership in the new Independent Party, and it seems that about 
this time, '48-'49, you see the rise of parties on campus. ~hat brought 
that about? 

SANDERS: Well, the Independent Party as such had functioned not under 
the name Independent Party, but the independents were THE political 
force on campus, and had been for, oh, 15 or 16 years. I was the first 
fraternity man to be elected since sometime back in the '30s •.•• 
I think that the Liberal Party had not come through in the pristine 
way that people had perhaps thought it should have, so they just went 
back to the old allegiances. It's easier to draw a line between Greeks 
and non-Greeks. Otherwise, you start falling out on doctrine. 

DSG: About when in the history of the Students' Association did the 
parties start to become pronounced? 

SANDERS: As far as parties as such, when they called themselves a 
party, that's the first time I remember it. It seems to me like they 
organized during the fall of my term. The split between the "cliqL1e" 
and the independents had gone on since I had ever .•• well, went I went 
down there in '42, it was very much in existence, and the clique en-

- dorsed fraternity people, so there'd be only one fraternity candidate 
running for each office ••• and the independents would go the other way, 
and that.came generally through MICA, the Men's Independent Campus 
Association, I think it was, and they tried to ~~eep the number of 
independents in the race down. I would say it was six or seven to one 
in favor of the independents, invariably; so they dominated if you 
split along those lines. 

DSG: Even once they declared themselves a party, against the Liberal 
Party? 

SANDERS: Yes. 

DSG: Did the parties carry on any kind of activities? 

SANDERS: They unsuccessfully tried; I don't think they did that. 

DSG: So it wasn't really a tightly bound group. 
SANDERS: No. The Liberal Party ••• just couldn't attract enough ideo
logically like-minded people. There was sympathy out there, but no
body wanted to be active, and it tended to bog down when you got a 
bun~h of liberal ~ypes together. 

DSG: So what kinds of things were they promoting? 

SANDERS: I don't remember now. 

DSG: But they weren't fraternity people • 
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SANDERS: There were a few, but by and large they were not. 
spanned the gap. 

DSG: So you really had what would amount to three parties ••• 
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SANDERS: Yeah, but the basic split was still the fraternities and 
the independents. 

DSG: You organized, it seemed, a fai~ly extensive committee system ..• 
~s you look back to some of the presidents in the '30s, you see them 
running with six, maybe eight committees ..• and then you get to your 
term, and you had twelve or fourteen different committees in the 
Assembly. How did that work out? Did you find that that gave you more 
power? 

SANDERS: I thought it did. The whole idea was trying to involve the 
more people, and the more you gave them and you were responsible for it, 
the fields you could get into, and the more opportunities you gave the 
different individuals to give that to their particular interest~. The 
idea was to make them a part of it; that diffused the power of the 
presidency, but at the same time, he kind of built power around him. 
By and. large, I tried to put people in charge who ·were supporting me. 

DSG: The committees were in the legislative branch? 

SANDERS: Well, not all. I appointed a few special committees; we set 
up the liaison committee with the regents, but it may have just been 
the Assembly people; I don't remember now. We set up something called 
"Steer Here" to give approval to stores around the campus as to whether 
they were clean and whether they were treating students right--! think 
we were probably a little out of bounds on that one. I tried to get 
people from outside the student government as well as within ••. I tried 
to recognize people who wanted to help me, but importantly, people who 
wanted to do something--there ·are people running around the University 
as well as li~e that have things they want to do, but don't have a ve
hicle. That was our general approach. 

DSG: Was the ~tudents" Association pretty much accessible to the 
student~at-larg~ who wanted to get something done? 

SANDERS: I thought so .••.• Of course, it was a smaller community back 
then; at the time I was president, our watermark had been eighteen or 
nineteen thousand right after the war, and we'd dropped down to fourteen 
or fifteen thousand, maybe a little lower. It was much easier. And 
then, the Assembly people came out of the various colleges .•• and they 
knew their folks •••• So on that kind of thing, we were very successful. 
DSG: How was the actual machinery of the Students' Association funded? 
Were you still on the blanket tax allocation? 

SANDERS: Yes. 

• DSG: Was the total that you got enough? Did you ever find yourself 
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• hurting for funds? 
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SANDERS: No. We adjusted to what we had. We had offices in the Union 
building, we had a secretary; I was paid $50.00 a month; we didn't have 
money for travel, but we didn't require money for travel, because we 
wouldn't have thought of it ...• I don't remember any problems with 
that. 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in the 
government? For instance, take the Assemblymen who were elected--were 
they motivated more by a desire to help the machinery move along, or 
was it more a personal prestige thing, or to push their own group's 
interests? 

SANDERS: I think it's hard to separate that kind of thing. Of course, 
my impression of them was that they were motivated by a desire to par
ticipate; but you cannot ever separate that totally from the prestige 
factor of the office. People are not going to go through those pains 
without some prestige involved. I don't think it was only one, or only 
the other •••• 

DSG: The thing you hear a lot nowadays is "resume padders, 11 screamed 
as an accusation •••• 

SANDERS: See, they weren't quite as conscious of that at that time. I 
don't ever remember thinking about a resume situation; it was a dif
ferent society. 

DSG: Let's go now to the Students' Association in the University con
text. How would you describe the Association's relationship with the 
Board of Regents? 

SANDERS: Well, we came at a very fortunate time, because it was sort of 
at the ragtag end of the Rainey time, and then Dr. [T.S.J Painter came 
in after that in '45. Warfare had died down, and yet there was no 
communication between the regents and the student government. I know I 
came up to talk to Dudley Woodward, who was Chairman of the Board, and 
told him I thought we ought to try to get together; and so we set up a 
committee, and when the regents would meet, they would be there. It was 
very helpful. 

DSG: You tried to get a student on the Board, didn't you, at one 
point? 

SANDERS: Tried to; it just didn't work out, but I thought it was worth 
a try. It turned out that there was just not as much reason for an
tagonism as everybody had always kind of sensed that there was. They 
were nervous about us ••• they were very ginger at that first meeting, and 
we were too; but they would not come and ask us to do things, nor we'd 
ask them--it was kind of a mutual exchange of information. It was a 
building of confidence as much as anything else. With the administra
tion, I had a personal friendly relationship with Dr. Painter, ••• the 
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Vice-President, Dr. Reddick at Student Publications--but those were 
personal relationships; we never had any big rows with the administra
tion. I think people were kind of tired of that; it was the post-war 
generation; they were interested in things they thought were more 
basic. 

DSG: So, you would s~y it was a good relationship? 

SANDERS: I thought it was a good relationship; I was always proud of 
having set up the committee with the regents. My purpose was not so 
that we could all walk dew~ the same road together. There's going 
to be a tension from the start. 

DSG: Did you feel like, if the Association needed something, you 
could go to the regents 01'."' .go to the administration and say, "We 
thought this would be a good idea"? 

SAND~RS: Yes; yes, I did. I had a door that I could knock oh. And 
I think, of course, the students today in turn aren't going to have 
an access unless they feel like you're going to come with requests 
that there are reasons behind; you're not going to come and say, "Let's 
tear down the Main Building tomorrow; how "bout it?" And I don't have 
anything specifically in mind that I ever went and asked for, but 
generally I felt there was access. 

DSG: What about your r~lationship with the faculty and staff? You 
have ~tudents serving on University boards and committees alongside 
faculty; you had the Faculty-Student Cabinet. How did that work out? 

SANDERS: I don't know anything about it one way or the other, I'm 
sorry to say. I remember on the Student Publications Board ••• it was a 
very good relationship •••• I don't recall anything adverse. 

DSG: Would you say that students were well represented? 

SANDERS: I thought they were, and the faculty in general was very 
receptive. Of course, a lot of people on the faculty just didn't give 
a hoot about what the students thought ••.• 

DSG: What kind of power did the Association have in non-student ap
pointments, say deans, fa.cul ty members, commit-tee members, and so for th? 

SANDERS: I don't remember having any power. 

DSG: Was there any student input requested by the administration? 

SANDERS: I don't believe so. It came indirectly, probably, through 
the Dean of Student Life, Jack Holland .•• and they were always very 
interested in what our attitude was. So there was that input. 'I don't 
want to say it didn't happen, but I just don't remember it happening. 
It may have been • 
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DSG: I was reading ..• that the Students' Association had already made 
some recommendations [on allocating the Blanket TaxJ, which went to 
the Student-Faculty Committee on Blanket Tax Allocations--! believe 
that was three ~acuity members and two students, including Arno Nowotny-
and they made several changes in the planned allotments .••• What kind 
of power did you have as far as allocating the student services fee? 
It sounds like it was subject to more review than it had been at one 
point. 

SANDERS: I think we had some power to recommend, and maybe to set; but 
I frankly don't recall. A lot of that could be accomplished more 
through personal relationships with the peopl~ involved .••• 

DSG: How important would you say that power was? 

SANDERS: Oh, I think it's enormously significant, and could be misused. 
I think that there need to be checks and balances •.• ! think the power of 
the purse is obviously very significant. I had a significant control, 
but I can't tell you total control. But I think it's very important; 
if you don't have any input on it, that certainly minimizes any impact 
you're going to have. You need input, for sure. Even if it's not the 
final say. All of these things can be accomplished, as I say, by 
building an air of confidence and an excha~ge of information. 

DSG: With what kinds of campus-related issues did the Students' As
sociation concern itself? 

SANDERS: Well, the CEC brought in guest speakers, and so on ..• you 
kind of, in a sense, set the campus tenor with the kind of people 
you were bringing in. If you were going to bring in right-wingers, 
if you were going to bring in left-wingers, or interesting people, 
or historical people ..• they had all of this .... It was a very sought
after appointment. 

DSG: O~:: ••• Let me go back to the ".Steer Here" program for a second. 
You said a minute ago something about you felt like maybe you had 
overstepped your bounds .••• 

SANDERS: Didn't think so at the time, it's just in later years. What 
we did was to set up a committee, sponsored through the student go
vernment, and they would.go to these eating places, and barber shops, 
and drug stores, and if they felt that prices were being overcharged, 
or the places were dirty, whatever, they wouldn't award them a "Steer 
Here" emblem.' And if they thought they were good, they would award 
them an emblem. Now, if you think about it, that's assuming a hell of 
~ lot of power; some of the people that didn't get a Steer Here emblem 
sure thought that there was a lot more personality involved than qua
lity of service. 

DSG: Was there? 

SANDERS: I don't think s6; I really never found any of that at all. 

/' 
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I think the program flagged a little bit after a couple of years be
cause there was a lot of resistance, and it's hell to get the student 
government the kind of resources needed to really do that sort of job. 

DSG: It started out with the barber shops ..• 

SANDERS: That's right--the barber shops went up on their prices, and 
we raised cain about that. That's where it started. 

DSG: Did the students have a lot of respect for that? Did they pretty 
much patronize the establishments that had the Steer Here emblems and 
not go to the ones that didn't? 

SANDERS: I think on the barber shops it hurt 'em good. It sure did, 
because they came to see me. They said "It's not fair," and I told 
them it's free enterprise; but I think they came down on their prices. 
I had a hard time getting a'haircut for a while, though .... Wales 
Madden was involved as chairman of that committee. 

DSG: Any other issues that you addressed on campus? 

SANDERS: I'm wondering if .we did something about teacher evalLtations ... 

DSG: You had a resolution introduced to set up a committee on teacher 
appraisal ••.• 

SANDERS: We may have done something about it; that's about all I can 
tell you. I know it was a lying subject before I got there, and pfo
bably after I left .••. 

DSG: Were you involved in off-campus politics? 

SANDERS: No. 

DSG: You didn't go lobby the Legi~lature on issues and so forth? 

SANDERS: No, there wasn't really felt to be the need for it .••• There 
was some resolution being introduced that I thought was going to bring 
the Legislature down on us, and us on them, unnecessarily, but I don't 
remember what it was. 

DSG: So you pretty much concentrated your efforts on-campus? 

' 
SANDERS: Pretty much .• ~. 
get the University to join 

The National Student Association tried to 
in, but we didn't really want to. 

DSG: How c:ome? 

SANDERS: It was thought to be a pinko type organization; and the Uni
versity was not really scared of pinko-type organizations--! mean, the 
campus was not a 1950's "blah" campus, it was very activist--but there 
was just enough of a scare raised about the unknown. I campaigned very 
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hard for it; I thought it would be a good idea. 
to what it could really do for the University. 
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It was hard to sell as 

DSG: A Student Constitution preamble said that one of the purposes of 
student .government was "to allow students participation in the overall 
decision-making processes of the University." On student-related 
administrative policy decisions, how much input did the Students' As
sociation have? 

SANDERS: I don't think we had any formal. 

DSG: How about informal? 

SANDERS: I always thought there was same. I remember talking to 
Painter ..• ! remember talking to Dudley Woodward many times, but I don't 
remember the subjects .•.. There were some people from the State 
government who came to talk to me about the Sweatt decision .... Not 
structured, but I felt that there was input. It was a personalized 
kind of thing, I gue~s, and some people might not like that, but I think 
it's a question of how many c:ooks you can have to make the broth. 

DSG: Were you ever able to initiate such actions through those same 
channels? 

SANDERS: Yes, we certainly did; particularly through Woodward on the 
Board of Regents . 

DSG: Did you ever get into city or state politics, anything like that, 
in the Students• Association? 

SANDERS: Well, personally, you know, I was active in the '48 campaign 
for [U.S. J presiden~, but not as student body president.... I don't 
r·ecal 1 anything else. 

DSG: Would you say that the Students• Association provided an effec
tive "official voice" of the whole student body, first of all from your 
viewpoint as president? 

SANDERS: Well, I think it did insofar as you're going to get a voice of 
the student body like that. That is a very relative type of term, and 
I think one would have ta be very infl~ted to say that student govern
ment even then, with a much bigger percent of participation, could 
spe~k for the whole student body. But yes, I think as much as it was 
feasible, we did; I think it was representative, and I think we had 
tentacles, so to speak, into all the various parts of the University 
student community. 

DSG: OK ... take the same question about the official voice of the 
student body, and answer it from the standpoint of the average, rank
and-fi le student. Did he look upon his Students• Association as 
being his "official voice" to the administration, the Board of Regents, 
and so fortti? 
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SANDERS: Well, I don't know. I think he probably did not to the 
administration; he probably figured if he had one to the Board of 
Regents, that that was the student government; that if he had any 
voice in the sense like the Cultural Entertainment Committee or the 
International Students situation, in areas of activities that were 
speaking for him ... that he would see the student government as it. 

DSG: Did the students seem to perceive that they were truly self
governed? Did they have a sense of belonging to their Students• 
Association? 

SANDERS: I think it would be overstating it to say that .•• I think 
[the high voter turnout] always reflects a little bit, just like it 
does outside the student community, what those folks feel about what 
their government is doing. I'm not trying to talk around the subject, 
I'm jLtst not quite su're how to answer it.. I think they felt that 
there was a cohesive Students' Association; I don't think they over
rated it in the sense of feeling like it was always telling what was 
on their hearts and minds, and I don't think that most of them gave 
it much thoLtght. 

DSG: Let me ask you this: was their general attitude toward the 
Students• Association supportive, especially if you happened to come 
under fire, or did it tend more towards condemnation? 

SANDERS: No, I think it was generally supportive. There would always 
be people shiping once in a while, but it was generally supportive. 
The law school types, as we mentioned before, were pretentious, but 
yeah, it was supportive. 

DSG: What would you consider to be the outstanding accomplishments 
of the Sanders Administration? 

SANDERS: Well, I haven't thought about it in so many years that I just 
don't know •.. of course, we've talked today about the student regent 
committee, and I thought the fair business practices, or whatever we 
called it--these were two big departures. I thought we had a very big 
bunch d~ people involved in a lot of things--there was a lot of 
involvement. I never had people turn me down. 

DSG: As a wrap-up, then--look 
do you see for us now, knowing 
and voter turnbLtt. • . • Is it a 
vernment on a campus that big? 
for it? 

at what is going on now; what prospects 
what you do about the size of the campus, 
feasible exercise to have student go-

And if so, what prospects do you see 

SANDERS: Well, I don't really have any feel for it now. Of course, 
I really believe in student government; I think it has to deal more 
modestly in what it tries to do, because its constituency is so vast 
and so diverse .••• I can't imagine how you would represent 50,000 
students, but it has to be do-able. I think it's immensely harder 
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than it was when I was there. 

DSG: Because of the number of people? 

SANDERS: Because of the number and diversity, and then I think as much 
as that, the things the students have demanding time that we didn't 
have. People are more mobile; they're transient; the opportunities for 
amusement are there; there's more money around •••• There's just many 
more demands on their time. 

DSG: If the new president of the Students' Association came to you, 
today, and s~id, "Judge Sanders, what one or two suggestions could 
you give to me to help me succeed as student body president, and help 
me get the Students' Association on its feet?", what lo'JOLtld yol.t tell 
him? 

SANDERS: I'd tell him I wanted to think about that a little bit! I'd 
want to think about that. I would restrict my activities--to say, the 
student gove~nment is for the student situation; we're not here to go 
out and change things around the State, or whatever. Not that I'm 
against that; I'm for that--it's just that the only way you're going to 
succeed is restricted within the campus enclave, so to speak. [Better 
to do that] than to speak out broadly on national issues; again, it's 
not that I'm opposed to them doing that; I just don't think you can be 
effective when you do that . 

DSG: At least not solely doing ·that ..•. Could you combine that with 
work on campus issues? 

SANDERS: Well, first I'd broaden my base .•• so that people think there 
is a student government, and that there is some activity in some way 
that somehow is accomplishing something. Some reason for being, so to 
speak. THEN you can expand it a little bit in the sense that the head 
of student government can speak out on state and national issues. Now 
it might be you can turn it around, and capture the students by speaking 
out on something that grabs student support, but that's a substitute fof 
student government . 
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WALES 'MADDEN 

February 15, 1983 

Nales H. Hadden, Jr. served as president of the Students' Rs
sociation during the fall of 1951. Not long after his marriage and 
graduation, he was appointed to the UT System Board of Regents: the 
youngest person wver to become a regent~ he sat on the Board for six 
years (1959-1965). An Amarillo attorney specializing in oil law, 
Hadden is today a member of the U~iversity Centennial Programs Board 
and the Centennial Committee on Rcademic Excellence; it was during 
a surprise trip to Rustin for a Centennial meeting that he met with 
me, early in the morning, at his motel. 

DSG: How did you organize the committee system during your term? 
I've noticed from my research and the people I've talked to that 
as the Students' Association matures, the committee system seems 
to develop at a fairly rapid rate. 

MADDEN: Davi~, I can't remember that what I did was any different 
from what had occurred previously •••• The 0 committee structure ~as 
really very fluid; I don't remember too many Constitutional commit
tees. The committees were developed as the need arose. One thing 
that was coming to the forefr~nt then was the Flash Card Committee, 
which students were working on for the first time •••• I think pro
bably the most interesting experience I had in the committee aspect 
was ••• well, at this time, the ·University was becoming involved in 
integrati~n, and the Heman Sweatt case was before the Supreme Court, 
and a few Black students were present on the campus. One of the Black 
students approached me to see whether or not I would permit him to 
serve on a commit tee, and I said, "Certainly! To the e>:tent you' re 
qualified, you can serve on any committee you want to. I think because 
this will be the first time this has ever happened, that to protect you 
and the peopl~ on the committee who may have prejudices, I would sug
gest that if you or any of the other Black students want to serve, just 
let me know, and we'll get them placed. I would want to let the other 
people on the commitiee know that there are going to be Black students 
serving on the committee, so that if there were any objections, we could 
work those out •••• " ·I regretted that this young man never came back 
and became involved; I think he was testing me, and found out that not 
only was I receptive·, but an>:ious to work with the Black students and 
bring them into the committee structure of student government. And I 
don't remember why--perhaps he couldn~t afford in his academic life to 
devote the ti me to it. But I do know tha't he was most pl eased that at 
that step in his integration e>:peri ence, he was rather ac::cepted by the 
other students. 

DSG: The other students on the committees would have been accepting 
cf him? 

MADDEN: I think probably; but bear in mind that, for example, there 
were a lot of girl students from East Texas, and I would think that in 
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courtesy to them, I would have w~nted those students to know that there 
would be Black males on the committee. If they were prejudiced, they 
might like not to serve with Black students. I have always been sym
pathetic with and positive towards integration, and I was m~ny years 
before that; but I didn't want to inject my view into students who would 
be caught unawares in working with Black students. 

DSG: So you didn't make any maj6r changes in the governing structure 
itself. 

MADDEN: I cao't remember. I do know that we activated the Student
Regent Liaison Committee, where student leaders met with the Board of 
Regents .••• I felt like that was very necessary, because the regents, 
some of whom I had known casually, to me were very human people, very 
dedicated people to the University; and there was no need not to have 
that avenue of communication between students and regents. 

DSG: Was that fairly effective in representing the students' interests? 

MADDEN: Sure. The re~ents were most receptive. Then, the chairman of 
the board was, I believe, Dudley Woodward, followed later by Tom Seiford, 
and I had known both of these gentlemen, and had found them to be most 
cooperative, as were the other regents. They agreed to meet with us 
for lunch, or whatever circumstances, to talk about things that were of 
interest to students. And the interests then were not dissimilar to 
the interes·ts today,· as far .as student housing, and who would control 
the blanket tax fee, and how the allocations of the blanket tax would be 
made, whether or ~ot th~ deposit fee would come back to the student 
government (those fees that were never claimed). 

DSG: You were stiil funded by a cut out of the blanket tax? 

MADDEN: That's right. I don't really remember how much. 
fifty dollars a month.~ •• 

I was paid 

DSG: Was the amount of funding that you had ••• sufficient? Did you 
ever find yourself hurting for funds? 

MADDEN: No. The expenses of the Assembly, the committees, and the 
other f~nctions were not great. I remember we had our Sportsmanship 
Committee that met with other Southwest Conference schools to work in 
the area of athletics sportsmanship; it was necessary for those of us 
who did that to pay a portion of our dwn travel expenses and such, but 
I felt that ~asn~t unreasonable, and I just didn't feel that it was 
necessa~y for the student body government to underwrite all of those 
expenses. 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in the 
government, specifically people who were members of the Assembly, or who 
were on the committees--were they doing it more out of a sincere desire 
to serve the student government, serve the students; or was it motivated 
more by fraternity-independent rivalry, or seeking of personal prestige? 
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• I know that• s a hard generalization to make ••.. 

• 
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MADDEN: Yes, and I think that any answer to that question would pro
bably be not entirely accurate. I would assume, though, in fact I be
lieve, that most of those involved did it because they wanted to do 
something for their University; tha~ they had an opportunity to serve 
the students .•.• The Student Assembly was yery concientious; I do 
recall that at our Assembly meetings, the attendance was very high, and 
the participation was immediate and active. The people who had cam
paigned for those jobs and were elected were, whatever their motivation, 
serious in fulfilling the responsibilities of those jobs. The Student 
Court was a good court; by and large, the leading law students served 
on that court .••• The student interest was very genuine; to what ex
tent the competition between the independents and the fraternities 
motivated the students, I wouldn't know, because at that time we had 
a political group called the Clique, which was the organization whereby 
the fraternities and sororities got together to nominate candidates, 
but also at that time there was more of an amalgamation between the 
independents and the sororities and fraternities because we were very 
good fr i ends~-through Fr.i ars, and Cowboys, and SpLtrs, whatever, we 
really got to know each other well. Wilson Foreman was an independent, 
and I was running as a fraternity man; that made not one whit of dif
ference to us as far as what we were trying to accomplish. 

DSG: So you didn~t get a feeling bf that rivalry being ever-present . 

MADDEN: No. I think that to the extent that that rivalry would be 
interjected, it was done as a political means of getting people ex
cited, as is still the case today between the Democrats and the Re
publicans; and that the students really did not sense a lot of 
difference between an independent and a Greek. I know I certainly did 
not; I honestly had as many good friends among the independents as I 
did among the Greek world. ~nd I had been real active; I was president 
of the Interfraternity Council, and had worked with Greek organizations. 
Through those avenues, I knew and understood the fraternity-sorority 
system; at the same time, I felt most comfortable in a co-op, or going 
out and drinking beer with my good friends who were not in fraternities. 

DS6: Was there any kind of organized party system, or was it mare just 
the semi-formal division between the independents and the fraternities? 

MADDEN: It depended on the personalities of the people involved. If 
you had a strong leader among the independents, then there would be a 
more formaliz~d ~ffort to organize them. You had the natural vehicle 
with the Clique--the fraternity groups--so that was more formalized .••. 
The personality of the president and his close friends kind of dictated 
whi c:h way you went. I have no way to prove this, but I know it. would 
have been my nature: I• m SLtre that as many independents were appointed) 
by me as fraternity people~ as far as committee assignments. 

DSG: Would you say, then, that the Students" Association was fairly 
well representative of the majority of the students and their interests? 
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MADDEN: Yes. And I'm glad there has been a resurrection of the stu
dent government; often ••• you're going to have conflicts, and funny 
things happen, and jokes and all, but. by and large, the student govern
ment experience is something that is vital to the education of a student 
who has some interest in becoming involved in the political arena in 
his city, state, or nation. The issues are not dissimilar, and the 
vehicles by which elections are held are not dissimilar •••• 

DSG: You talked before of your relationship with the Board of Regents 
through the Liaison Committee. Was your relationship with the campus 
administration similarly good? 

MADDEN: Yes. There, the liaison was the Dean of Student Life's of
fice, •nd we were blessed with really decent people as deans--Jack 
Holland, Bill Blunk, Arno Nowotny--people like that who we came to be 
very good friends with. These men were tolerant of our desires and our 
misunderstandings and our enthusiasm as stud~nts, and did not try to 
curt.•ail things we W-S.nted to do that were not destructive to the Uni
versity. I enjoyed a very fine relationship with the administration. 

DSG: Sydney Reagan told me, "I think Arno played hardball--you either 
did things ,his way, or he would say you were a Bolshevik." He felt 
like he couldn't really go to Nowotny, or to Bill McGill ••• he said his 
relationship with the administration was more through the President's 
office • 

MADDEN: Well, I can't comment on that; I can react to my own experience 
and those of others with whom I had some identity. I had been a member 
of Phi ·Eta Sigma, and that was the first time I met Arno Nowot.ny ••• so 
I started on a basis of receiving respect from Shorty Nowotny, and 
right away we had a camarad~rie. I had no, I mean no, unpleasant ex
perience with him insofar as speaking the student position., I don't 
mean that I would equivocate; I certainly did not, but to the extent 
we disagreed, we disagreed, and there was no intolerance on the part 
of Shorty. At the same time, the relationship with the President was 
very comfortable: Dr. [T.S.J Painter was in office then .•• we had no 

·' problems whatsoever. 

DSG:· And again, you feel that the students' interests were pretty 
well represented before the administration? 

MADDEN: Oh, I sure do. We had no problem with it. Now, I can envision 
a set of circumstances probably typified by the '60s where communica
tions would have broken down almost entirely. But that was certainly 
not the case then. 

DSG: What about your relationship with the faculty and staff, on those 
University committees and boards where you had student representation-
how was your relationship with them? 

• MADDEN: David, I can't remember any specifics; I don't recall any 
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• problems at al 1. 

• 

• 

DSG: What kind of power did the Students• Association have in non
student appointments to University committees or boards, or deans and 
faculty members, etc.? Was there any kind of input sought by the ad
ministration, or did you try to have any? 

MADDEN: As I remembe~, students, ·as is the case today, were asked to 
serve on appropriate committees as either e>: officio members or members 
in selection of deans and administrative officials. As far as power, 
I don't recall that students had any "power" in that selection process. 

DSG: As far as a vote on the committee goes? 

MADDEN: Yes; I don't remember that they did. 

DSG: This is the furthest back that I've had anybody tell me that 
there was any student representation or input--do you recall it starting 
about your term? 

MADDEN: I can't say that it did. 

DSG: To what degree did the Association control the allocation of the 
blanket ta>:? Was it something that you worked out in the Assembly, 
and that was pretty much the way it was, or was it subject to approval 
from higher up, or to change from higher up? 

MADDEN: It seems •like it was worked out by the Assembly, but I believe 
it was subject to approval by the President's office; but I can't re
member that specifically, and I can't remember there being any problem. 

DSG: Besides the ones you have already mentioned, what kinds of main 
campus issues did the Association concern itself with? 

MADDEN: Oh ••• I'll probably think of some later ••• I can't think of any 
other issues right now .••• Beer in the Union, of course ••• 

DSG: What was that? 

MADDEN: Well, the students wanted to be able to have beer sold in the 
Union ••• we advocated it, but never succeeded; later on, the policy was 
changed •••• We were speaking earlier about the "Steer Here" commit
tee; that was really, I think, an active and constructive effort by 
students to supervise from the student standpoint the quality of mer
chandise, food and such, being offered by Drag merchants, and to set 
up some rules that the merchant would agree to follow insofar as clean
liness and price and such, to get a Steer Here decal. And that was 
something that was well-received by the students. The Co-Op was a 
matter of some concern to the students then, and I do remember that, 
although we had appointed a representative to the Co-Op committee, I 
attended a lot of those meetings. The Student Union was a very active 
and important, very essential ingredient of student life. At that time, 
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• the student representatives were the ones who really did create the 
policies of the Union. The Board of Student Publications--that was, as 
is the case today, I guess, a matter of great interest. The Athletics 
Council was a much sought-after position .••• But specific issues, I 
can't remember. 

• 

• 

DSG: Was the Students• Association ever able to initiate action as 
far as policy-making on the administrative level? When you wanted 
something done, say, changing a University regulation, were you able to 
initiate the action? 

MADDEN: David, I would have felt comfortable doing it; but I can't 
remember that we did or didn't. 

DSG: But you wouldn't have felt like it was out of place. 

MADDEN: No; and I felt like if it were reasonable, it would be re-
ceived in a reasonable fashion. 

DSG: How we~e you involved in off-campus affairs--city, state politics, 
lobbying the Legislature? 

MADDEN: No ••• I can't remember. At that time, students participated 
in local politics in their residence •... 

DSG: So your activities were pretty much confined to on-campus? 

MADDEN: Yes. 

DSG: How much of an effective "voice" for student opinion would you 
say the Association provided from of the so-called "average" student, 
the rank-and-file student who's not really involved that much in 
student government-type activities? 

MADDEN: I think every bit as effective as most governmental entities 
are. How effective is the Legislature today in reflecting the attitude 
of the average citizen? Whoever the average person is, he's seldom 
heard from unless he has a complaint; it's those who are willing to 
stick their necks out that pro~ide the things that society needs. I 
think that was not untypical of what the Student Assembly and student 
government did for the students. You would hear from those who wanted 
to voice an opinion of concern or dissatisfaction, but not too often 
people who provide constructive input. 

DSG: Take the same question from the point of view of the administra
tion and the Board of Regents--did they see it [the Association] as 
the voice of the student body, or did they see its requests as just 
what the student government wanted? 

MADDEN: I don't recail having ever been put aside because this was 
just student government. Now, bear in mind that, then as today, there 
was access to these people through other organizations; for example~ 
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Friars. Having been active in the Friars and having worked in that 
capacity with various administrative officials who either met with us 
at a Friars meeting or at a special function or for a special purpose, 
discussion would take place then; and it's hard to· separate that type 
discussion from th~t through the representatives of the Student As
sembly. In neither event, though, did I ever experience any sort of 
frustration insofar as being able to advocate a ~oint that I felt the 
students were really interested in. Too, though, remember that there 
was not a degree of suspicion on the part of the administration or the 
Board of Regents reflected towards students, because of the mores, at
titudes, and philosophy of students in the 1950's. As I mentioned a 
moment ago, we were there in school first to get an education, and 
secondly to have some fun; that was the recognized attitude of most 
students who were going to succeed in life someday, and not those who 
dropped in, had fun, and dropped out. But I never felt frustrated with 
the administration at all. 

DSG: ~id students perceive that they were, in a sense, self-governed; 
did they seem to have a feeling of "belonging" to "their" Students' 
Association? · Was it something they were conscious of, or just another 
extracurricular activity that someone else participat~d in? 

MADDEN: Probably the latter. I'd say most students felt like it was 
just another extracurricular activity participated in by those of us 
who wanted to be politicians. It was not a cohesive thing, like APO 
or the Cowboys or the Spura . 

DSG: Was the students• attitude generally supportive of the government, 
say when it tended to come under ~ire? Did they tend to support it, or 
did they say, "Well, maybe we shouldn't have student government?" 

MADDEN: Wel 1, I woLtl dn' t say that it was supportive, because usual 1 y, 
political figures end up supporting themselves. .It's difficult to get 
the electorate real'ly involved in supporting a person in public office; 
but I don't recall any moves to get rid of student government. 

DSG: Why was the presidency changed in mid-term? Wilson Foreman served 
the latter part of the school year .•• 

MADDEN: I had decided that I was pretty serious about getting married, 
and needed to finish law ~chool; I had talked to Wilson when we ran, 
that in all probabiiity I would only want to serve a half a year, be
cause I needed then to gp on and finish. I was either pinned or engaged 
at the time. 

DSG: Was there any objection to that by the students? 

MADDEN: No. They were probably relieved to have Willie in there~ 

DSG: OK. Let me ask you a little bit about your term on the Board on 
the Board of Regents. You were on the Board f~om January 1959 to Janu
ary 1965 •••• 
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MADDEN: I was not out of the University very long when I was appointed 
to the Board o~ Regents. 

DSG: What was your view of the student government during that time? 

MADDEN: Well, now, I was the youngest regent ever appointed, and I 
think probably still am--! was thirty years old, or so. I still knew 
an awful lot of the faculty on the campus, and some of the students-
those who had dropped out, or come back to law school. I felt very 
com~ortable in that envirpnment. The age disparity on the Board of 
Regen~s went from a couple regents who were great-grandparents to me, 
so you have a generation gap of several decades there. My attitude 
toward the students had not changed, basically, from when I was a stu
dent. I felt comfortable meeting with the editor of the Texan and the 
president of the student body and anyone else in any kind of forum, 
much to the consternation of several of my fellow regents who thought 
that I was always in a position of being trapped by the students, which 
I thought was a joke .••. 

DSG: Was the campus government at that time relatively effective, or 
had things started to change? What kinds of changes did you see? 

MADDEN: I think that at that time it was still relatively effecti.ve. 
The changes came at about the time I was going off the Board of Regents, 
insofar as the attitude of the "frustrated stLtdent," and the student 
who was more concerned with international issues that he wanted to 
translate into the. college campLtS. I had been as a regents' represen~ 
tative to a conference at Berkeley, and spent several days on that 
campus, and I was realiy most impressed unfavorably with the attitude 
of the students on that campus. I came back and reported to our Board 
that we at Texas were goirlg to experience some of these same movements 
that I saw in California, and we had better prepare ourselves for it. 
It was disruptive to the educational process at Berkeley, and would be 
ultimately in Austin also; hopeful!~, the basic attitudes of Texans 
would carry the University student body, but there would be outside 
people who would agitate and cause problems •.•. 

DSG: What would you consider to be the one or two outstanding ac
complishments of the Madden administration? 

MADDEN: As student body president? 

DSG: As student body president. 

MADDEN ClaughingJ: I can't think of any! 

DSG: What kind of lasting mark did you leave ..• ? 

MADDEN: Oh, I left none • 

• DSG: Well, that's honest! 

- - - -----'--~-------------------------
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MADDEN: Oh, yes. It was a happy experience, and I believe that by 
taking the time to participate--and I wasn't really sure I wanted to 
run fo~ that office, as my wife will tell you; I .agonized over doing 
that ••• then and since then, I've been cast in a lot of public roles 
that I haven't particularly sought--and wh~n 1 decided to do it. it was 
with the reservation fhat l probably would not want to serve th~ full 
term. I bel.ieve, though, by doing what I did, I encouraged other people 
to get involved in student politics. I know that was the case, because 
there have been many cases since then where I've had people say, "I was 
a freshman when you were student body president, and I was impressed 
with what you were doing, and what you all were trying to do, and I got 
involved,'' that type thing. But as far as lasting mementoes, I have 
none. 

DSG: As a conclusion, let me ask you to look ahead at what you see for 
us now--what kind of prospects are there for our infant Students• As
sociation? Do you think that student government is even a feasible 
kind of exercise on a campus approaching 50,000 people? 

MADDEN: I think the prospects, once again,· are as viable as those who 
are willing to work with it. I would hop~ that the students don't be
come too obsessed with demanding fiscal control of things that they 
really don't originate: for instance, the student at the University 
of Texas pays what percentage of his educationa~ cost today? Less than 
!OX, with no signifi~ant tuifion increase~ since the mid-'60s. A 
student is a transitory person; the University exists because of the 
student, no question about that; and his role in his education and the 
experiences he gets out of the University is why we h•ve colleges to 
begin with. But they were not, are not, and should not be in a posi
tion to make significant decisions of a financial nature in controlling 
where funds go in the University. 

DSG: Even with such things as the Student Services Fee, which is en
tirely their money? 

MADDEN: Well, it may be entirely their money, but the taxpayers pay 
the climbing cost of education, and I believe very firmly that the ~ax
payers of the State of Texas, through whate~er representative process 
they have--right now, it'~ the Board of Regents, as appointed by the 
governor and approved by the Senate--those are the people who must be 
heard from in the allocation and distribution of money, because it's 
so dadgummed expensive to them. The students, I think, must realize 
that, although they pay ths ~ervice fees, that is only a very small 
part of the overall cost of education. 

DSG: That's what they're trying to control, or trying to get increased 
control of. Right now, they have some recommendation authority, but 
it~s subject to change a~ the presidenti~l level •••• 

MADDEN: Yes; I understand what they would want to do, but I woutd still 
say what I said a moment ago: that that represents such a small part of 
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the cost of keeping that student there, that even though the student 
does pay that cost, the taxpayer of the State of Texas still is the 
persoo that keeps that student in school. And the overall operation of 
the University of Texas must be under the auspices of the Board of Re
gents and the administration. Now the students should, and I'm sure 
can, make recommendations and can argue with the persuasiveness allo
cat~d only to students, and that's proper, and should be. But the 
final decision doesn't necessarily rest with the s~udents--in fact, it 
doesn't. 

DSG: If our new president were to come in here today and sit down with 
you and say, "Mr. Madden, I'm trying to do the best job that I can; I'm 
trying to get the Students' Association on its feet, and make it a 
viable organization. What one suggestion could you give to me from 
your experience that would help me succeed?'' What would you tell him? 

MADDEN: I'd say, involve those people in whom you have a lot of confi
dence and who you know will do whatever function they're given to the 
very best of their ability, and have the personality and the character 
to in turn involve other people, and once again get students interested 
in a governmental process that will teach them to be better citizens in 
society. The fact that they may not be able to determine the expendi
ture of the student [services] fee really is no more restrictive than 
the checks and balances system in our government today.... I think it's 
the character and the personality of the people who lead that will get 
others involved • 
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HARLEY CLARK 

February 17, 1983 

Harley Clark held the position of Studentsp Rssociation President 
during the years 1957-1958p near the end of what he called the Nquietp 
in~rospectiveN generation of student government nationwide. Clark wss 
attending the School of Law duri~g his tenure as president~ and is 
today a Travis County District Court Judge. Hhile his court was in 
recess from noon to 2 p.m.p Judge Clark and 1 ate lunch together in his 
office, and then turned to the interview. 

DSG: You had a fairly extensive committee system, from what I've 
read~-both standing committees and temporary, ad hoc ones. How was 
that' organized, and how effective would you say it was? 

CLARK: As I recall, the student body president appointed the chairmanL 
and the members, or at least the chairman, to the various standing 
committees and any committee that he would choose to create. I don't 
recall there being any restriction on the number or subject matter of 
the committees •••• We conducted interviews. We would let it be known 
through the Texan and so forth that if you wanted to be on a student 
government committee, you should come by and be interviewed .••• This 
was at a time .•• when the Student Union was restricted to the small 
building that it had; the Stud~nt Union was almost without funds, and 
student activities were very restricted. So if you wanted to be in
volved with something, you'd be involved with student government 
probably first, and maybe some of the Union activities secondarily, 
because they were not as important, and they were not funded well. 
They did not receive adult supervision and ma~ntenance, like they do 
now. And as a result of that, it was quite an honor to be a chairman 
of a committee, or a vice-chairman; it was good to be on a committee; 
the various social organizations such as the fraternities and soror
ities and some independent organi~ations would deliberately send 
their people over to be interviewed to be on committees, and they would 
try to get their people on good committees, and that sort of thing. 

DSG: Was there a big ~raternity-independent rivalry at the time? 

CLARK: Probably not as much as in the early '50s or late '40s, but 
there wa,s sti 11 vestiges of it. There was a student party that was, as 
I remember, comprised mainly of the Greeks, and then there was a student 
party that was called the Student Party--that was my party--that was 
comprised mainly of independents and some Greeks. 

•' 

DSG: You were an independent? 

CLARK: Yes, I was an independent. But I think that by the time that 
I was student body president, that rivalry had lost some of the in
tensity that it had right after World War II, in that decade. 

~ DSG: Were the parties fairly active? Or were they just a loose as-
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sociation? 

CLARK: Oh, they were really loose associations. We really did not do 
much. They did have nominating conventions, but they were largely run 
by a few people that were in student government anyway. The success 
of the party depended upon the attractiveness of the candidates at the 
top--president, vice-president, and secretary of the Students• Asso
ciation--and they really did not have platforms that were anything but 
generalizations anyway ..•. 

DSG: Were the candidates listed by party on the ballot? 

CLARK: I don't recall; I don't think so. 

DSG: Could a candidate who wasn't in one of the parties get elected? 
Were there candidates who weren't affiliated? 

CLARK: Good question; I don't recall. 

DSG: It didn't seem like that received nearly the coverage in the 
Texan as it did in the 1940"s. 

CLARK: Yes. They were more important and more cohesive from the ~id
' 30s to the early '50s .•.• 

DSG: What was the role of the Freshman Council? Was it a branch of 
the student government, or was it an independent entity--how did it 
function in relation to the Students• Association? 

CLARK: I think Freshman Counci) arose mainly from the dean's office, 
the dean wanting to use the Freshman Council as a means to integrate 
the freshmen into the University life. It had its own leaders that 
were elected by the freshman class, its own committees, and its own 
projects; but I don't think it was directly connected with student 
government as such. 

DSG: Student government seemed at several times during the year to 
be making changes in the constitution of the Council, or its bylaws .... 

CLARK: I don't recall that, but that might be so. That wasn't some
thing that I was particularly involved in during my time. 

DSG: Did you find that a lot of the people who were coming in as new 
members of the stL1dent government wer-e old members of the Freshman 
Council? Did it serve to stimulate interest in student governance? 

CLARK: I believe so. Oftentimes, people who were interested in the 
Freshman Council and had obtained some sort of leadership position 
would move on into the upper-class world of "sure-enough" student 
gover-nment. the Students• Association. But you would also see fresh
men start off with a real bang and then, in their sophomore or junior 
years, get interested in something else--studying~ making good grades 
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and going en to med school or law school--and sort of drop out of the 
student activities world all together~ 

DSG: Was the amount of funding that you had for the machinery of the 
Association itself sufficient? You had about $6,300, and your budget 
called. for spending about $5,800, for a $500 surpl.us. Do you recall 
how it actually turned out? 

CLARK: As I recall, we had enough money for at least our purposes. 
Looking back on it, there are many things that we could have done 
that we didn't even think of doing in that day. I don't think that 
we felt stymied on account of lack of funds. At that time, the 
Students' Association president was paid $100 a month ••• it was a pretty 
big responsiblity because of all the boards and committees and so on 
that year that the president or his designate served on •.•• We seemed 
to have money for whatever we devised for ourselves to do; I don't re
call ever b~ing particularly pinched for money •••• 

Our funds, as I recall~ came from a certain amount that had come 
out of the blanket tax .•• 

DSG: Forty cents. 

CLARK: Yes; and there was never any criticism by the students or the 
administration that we were taking too much, that we were so useless 
that we should get none. And as I r·ecal 1, there were a goc;id many years 
there where· there was not a great de·al of change in the budget of the 
Association itself or in the price of a blanket tax .••• 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in the 
government? Were those who participated, both elected and appointed, 
motivated more by an ideal of serving the campus c:ommur:.iity by helping 
the machinery of self-government move along, or was it more of a--

. ,the word used nowadays is "resume-padding"--type thing? 

CLARK: I think that there were people with both kinds of motivation. 
But I think that I would have to say, if I had to'pic:k one as the pre
dominant motivation, I would say it was the "resume-padding" type of 
motivation. Not that we felt or sensed that that was bad, but it was 
more the wanting to be involved in things that were pleas~nt to do. 
We were not a very controyersial government; we did not antagonize many. 
We antagonized some, somewhat, but we didn't antagonize a lot of people, 
either students or administration, often. And we did not involve our
selves with wsrldly issues, to the extent that student government later 
came to involve itself with them. So from ttTat, you have to assume 
that those who were involved were in it because they were either 
resume-padders, or it was a pleasant social activity. And it was fun, 
because we weren't passing resolutions on whether or not we should be 
in or out of some war--we just weren't in any wars; and we were not 
passing resolutions on abortion--that was an issue that was to come 
later. W~ were involved in integration. Almost everybody in the 
student government was pro-integration. But our issues were not those 

" 
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of earthshaking moment. There were moments when we would get mad at 
the Legislature for what we would conceive as attempts to encroach upcin 
academic freedom; ~e would be vocal about that sort of thing. 

But student government did, say in the late "50s or early "60s, 
begin to really address itself to issues that I think are really vitally 
import~nt, at least they were •t that time, to the students themselves, 
and became much more aggressive and vociferous than we were. So that 
leads me to believe that those who participated in student government 
back in my days were less revolutionaries and more people who were 
there because it w~s a generally pleasant atmosphere in which to work. 

DSG: How was voter turnout while you were president? Was the student 
body at large pretty enthusiastic about the government also; did you 
find that they had a pretty high interest? 

CLARK: Well, I don't recall percentages; to tell you the truth, I"m 
not sure that ever even occurred to me at the time. I don't know what 
the percentages were; that would be interesting to know. It seemed ... 
that there was a generally positive acceptance for the student govern
ment; there wasn't any negativism, not much, anyway. 

DSG: Students didn't tend to attack it when something went wrong? 

CLARK: No. And I think maybe that the students at that time realized 
that the student government wasn't accountable and therefore didn't 
attack it. 

DSG: It wasn't accountable? 

CLARK: Well, it wasn't accountable for whatever it was that was 
bothering them at the moment; and, at that time, student government 
hadn't esta~lished for itself the right to speak out on, or attempt 
to make itself account~ble for, a broad range of issues. I can re
member attending a National Students• Association meeting in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan one summer in the late '50s, and the debate then--among 
national student leaders, from all over the United States--wa~ ''How far 
do you go?'' So at that time, when I was student body president, we 
were still feeling our way as to what our appropriate place was. So~ 

we didn't draw a lot of criticism. We didn't do much, and we didn't 
draw much criticism. 

DSG: How would you describe your relationship with the Board of Re-
gents? 

CLARK: We didn't really have a working relationship. 

DSG: Did you still have the Student-Regent Liaison Committee going on 
at that point? It was mentioned in the Cactus Yearbook •••. 

CLARK: Well, if we had such a committee, I don't recall it doing much . 
The main liaison was between us and the president of the University 

r 
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and someone immediately beiow him. 
that level. 

There was a good bit of contact at 

DSG: You had a.n advisory council composed of some officers of the 
Association and some other people on campus ..•• 

CLARK: Yes. But m~inly, back in those days, our job, just like the 
administration"s job, was really.just to keep the place moving, just 
keep it going, rather than changing things or trying to accomodate 
this group that wants something vs. this group that doesn"t; it was 
just more of ''let"s keep the doors open, and let"s make sure the 
place is functioning; let"s mak~ sure everyone"s got a place to live; 
1 et" s try to make sure that student hoLtsi ng is clean ••• 11 --i t was more 
those kinds of problems than it was negotiating certain more direct 
types of interests with the administration. 

DSG: When you did come to the administration, though, was it pretty 
receptive to what you had to say? 

CLARK: Yeah, they were receptive; they would actually sit and listen 
to you. We did often present them with ideas about integration and 
so on, and they would from time to time come to us with ideas about 
integration. We were not the only movers and shakers trying to get 
the University integrated; there were those in the administration who 
were cautiously moving the University in that direction .•.• The Uni
versity administration and the regents were not the knights in shining 
armor, dashing in front of the national group on integrating, but 
there were some good moments there. There were a few bad ones, but 
there were some good ones, tao--from the Students" Association"s 
standpoint and from the administration"s standpoint. 

DSG: Did the Students" Association have any kind of power as far as 
recommendations in non-student appointments at the University lever, 
say academic deans, faculty members, etc.? 

CLARK: No.. No. 

DSG: Did you ever attempt to have that kind of power? 

CLARK: No, I don"t recall that we ever attempted to get involved in 
that. And they didn"t seem to be very interested in our business, 
either; they didn"t seem to worry about who or what we did •••• There 
was a student majority on the TSP Board of Directors; there were 
student members of t·he Athletic Counci 1, .appointed by the student body 
president; and there were members of the Students' Association that 
would be part of the Student-Faculty Cabinet, but they didn't deal with 
who got elected, who got which professorship, who got tenure, who got 
promoted to a deanship, who got to be a vice1president, or who became 
the president of ~he University, that sort of thing. We didn't need 
that. 

~ DSG: Was your relationship with the faculty and staff pretty good on 
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that committee and otherwise? 

CLARK: Yes, it was. I think that I can s~y that there was a good deal 
of admiration between the students and faculty. You remember, now, this 
is back in a time when Austin'was a small town and the University was 
only 18,000 people; and looking back on it now, I can sort of see that 
it was sort of a pleasant, sleepy e~:istence. There were not great, di
visive, emotional-packed issues like we got during the sixties and 
seventies. 

' DSG: You were ~elling me earlier, while we were ~ating lunch, about 
the allocation of the blanket tax. That was handled by a subcommittee 
of the Assembly, and then submitted to the Assembly for review. Where 
did it go from there? Was that pretty much the final say, or was it 
subject to review, or subject to change? 

CLARK: If it was subject to review by the dean's office, I was not 
aware of it •••• Certainly it had to have been subject to his OK, but 
it seemed like it was rubber-stamped. As I recall, I think we carried 
the resolution over to Dean Nowotny, and he'd look it over and say, 
"Well, this looks pretty good," and that's the way it 'would be, and we'd 
go on about our business. 

DSG: What was your relationship with Nowotny? 

CLARK: Goad. He was a very cautious person when it came to students; 
that is, he didn't push you to see your responsibilities differently 
than the way you were seeing them, even though [itJ might have been 
bett.er fo_r you and, worse for him. But he ~'llas tolerant, and was not 
like the picture some students had of deans looking huge and inspiring, 
willing to whip out punishment like, say, a first-grade teacher does-
he was not like that. 

DSG: The reason I ask is that another former president whom I inter
viewed, he preceded you by, oh, close to 20 years, told me that he 
couldn't work with Nowotny, because he was an independent and Nowotny 
was pro-fraternity, and he said he had his contact with the administra
tion through the President and not through Dean Nowotny; whereas 
several people who were before and after that who were fraternity men 
tel d me "yes, Nowotny W'as our main c:ontac:t." 

CLARK: Well, Nowotny was my main contact; but I didn't sense that 
difference. Nowotny ••• if you wanted to do something that Nowotny did 
not want you to do, which c:ould arise probably--I can see a situation 
very frequently--he c:ould be obtuse, and difficult to get a committment 
out o4. And that might have been his way of putting you off, of di
s,c:ouraging you from doing something that he felt was not right. But 
I never got the feeling that he was stonewalling me; I never got the 
feeling he was helping me--it was just sort of, there he was. He was 
a pleasant enough human being to be with. 

DSG: Do you think maybe he mellowed out a little bit? 
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CLARK: Yeah, could be. 

DSG: Let me go back to the blanket tax for just a second ••• how 
important would you say that allocation power was to the Association? 

CLARK: I think it was really important. See, you did not have to buy 
a blanket tax; you could buy one if you wanted to. But many of the 
students bought one because you got such a good deal on the athletic 
events, ahd you had the CEC program and all that sort of stuff. It 
was a good deal to let the government of the students decide, more 
or less, where the money was going to go .••. I can't imagine having 
a government without some way to obtain from the citizens of it money, 
to be used by the government to do the things that it perceives the 
people want the money to be spent on. And so that gave us this mock, 
if not real, sensation of having responsibility for the money. Part 
of teaching people what government is about is creating a situation 
where they can have the sensation of being responsible, if not the 
actuality. That's how you teach people. So, in that sense, Nowotny 
handled that well •••• And we handled it well, too; we did not try to 
give a bunch of money to something that would have been inappropriate, 
at least at that time. So I suppose that they felt comfortable.leaving 
those kinds of decisions with us. 

If studen~ government today is deprived of a way to tax its citi
zens, so to speak, it's just nonsensical •••• Otherwise, you're really 
not training your student leaders in a very important aspect of student 
leadership, or leadership of any sort. 

DSG: You mentioned before about integration being a major issue on 
campus. What other sorts of campus-related issues did the Association 
concern itself with--what were the main ones, that you recall? 

CLARK: Well, there was the matter of editorial freedom in the Texan .•. 
freedom of the Texan was really important to us. There was integration, 
and aaademic freedom. Other than those three social issues, I'd call 
them, I don't recall any ·others. 

DSG: Let me refresh your memory a b~t .•• at one point, the Association 
donated $1000 from the Eyes of Texas Copyright Fund to help get the 
FM radio station started. There was the work on married student hou
sing ••• and freshman orientation. 

CLARK: Yes, freshman orientation did get started. It turned into a 
good program for a good many years ••• , mainly because of the students 
pushing it and the kind of people we got into the Dean of Student Life's 
staff five or si~ years later. 

We wanted some housing for marrietj students, and we kept pressing 
the University to see that some were built that were better than the 
Deep Eddy-Brackenridge apartments. Those were already out there. I 
think that eventually came to pass; there are now several units around 
that are designed for married students themselves. At tha~ time, there 
were a good many older students who were on campus. Back in those days, 
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see, people did not live together, and if you were married, you were 
older--always. There were not young married people on campus, below 
21. That was really a rare situation. So, if a person was married, 
and he were to have a cheap place to live, like a single student, the 
University needed to pay attention and provide at least some housing 
that was as cheap, in comparison, as a place where a single student 
could live. 

DSG: And that happened on initiative from the Students' Association? 

CLARI<: Well, I better not claim credit for that one; I think that was 
a long process. I can't really tell if that came about because of our 
efforts or not. But we were definitely interested in it; we were 
pushing for it •••. That was a good project. 

Now, the radio station •.•• A communications professor wanted to 
get the FM station going, and saw to it that the University got all 
the necessary permits and all that sort of thing, and sold us on what 
a great idea it would be for the University students to have a radio 
station; it sounded wonderful. So we donated our money; it didn't 
cost much money, as I remember, to get the thing [on the airJ ...• 

DSG: Is that what became KUT-FM? 

CLARI<: I believe so. I believe that's right. But that's a good 
example of how a faculty member with a good idea could come to the 
student government and get some cooperation. And we even actually 
had a little money, you know .••. So that's the kind of thing that a 
student government with a little money can do to help a faculty member 
with a good idea; it was a great idea he had. I can remember that I 
wanted the Students" Association to have as much sway over the radio 
station as it did over Texas Student Publications, but the administra
tion didn't buy that .••• 

DSG: One of the later student constitutions said that one of the pur
poses of student government was to allow students "participation in 
the overall policy- and decision-making process of the University." 
You were talking a little about how much input the Students' Association 
had with the administration. But were you ever able to initiate any 
kind of action on student-related administrative policy decisions? 

CLARK: I can remember attempting the introduction of the honor sys
tem to the University; that was one of my pet projects. They had 
the honor system at the law school, and it seemed reasonable and intel
ligent to hav~ an honor system for the undergraduates. Back then, the 
Students' Association president, maybe with the consent or advice of 
others, appointed a bunch of students to a pool of names that the dean 
would draw on when disciplinary problems would come up; we had these 
disciplinary boards of a couple of faculty members, a couple of students, 
and one person from the Dean of Student Life, sort of sit as a "did
you-do-it-or-did-you-not-do-it'' kind of board .•• and a lot of that had 
to do with cheating. I liked to serve on those, and it seemed to me 
like we could do two things: one, we could put the responsibility for 
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regulating ourselves completely on ourselves if we h~d an honer sys
tem, and secondly, if we had an honor system, we could force the pro
fessor~ to give us the kinds of quizzes that you couldn't cheat on, 
which would be a good thing fo~ us academically--if we had to write 
them out, not true/false andJthat kind of thing, where it really 
wouldn't help you much to cheat--I thought that they were preferable 
in terms of teaching. So I caused a resolution to be presented to the 
Student Asse~bly that we encourag~ the administration to adopt such a 
system--but it didn't pass the Student Assembly, to my great dism~y 
and surprise. I had not ~one my lobbying. 

So the answer to your question is yes, we thought we could have 
substantial influence on certain types of academic policies within 
the administration. That was one wher·e I obviously thought we could 
have an influence. 

DSG: One thing I noticed in the minutes was a resolution that was 
introduced in the spring to ask the regents and the administration 
for an undergraduate library, because the library in the Main Building 
was dark and not conducive to study, and so forth. And then two weeks 
later another. resolution was intro~uced thanking the regents and the 
administration for their prompt cooperation! I did a double-take ...• 
Was that really due to the efforts of the Students• Association, or 
was it something that they ha~ already been considering? ~ow much 
impact did the Association have in that decision? 

CLARK: I don't think a lot. I think that Dr. [HarryJ Ransom was 
real.ly interested in the undergraduate library taking place and being 
built, and that a young guy ..• in the student government got fascinated 
with the idea. I don't really know what the regents or the adminis
tration had done as a result of our request, but that may have been 
one of those situations where ••• somebody in the•administration, like 
Dr. Ransom, was sort of using us: "Hey, why don't yoL< al 1 pass a re
solution and let's send it Lip to the regents" to show that here's 
somebody else that wants it, out of this big packet of reasons and 
resolutions and letters--that may have been the way that worked ...• 
What yoLl see there might have been the culmination of several years• 
working, lobbying, and so on. 

DSG: How was the Association involved in off-campus affairs--city, 
state politics, legislative lobbying--and also your role in the NSA? 

CLARK: We were members of the NSA and we were pretty active in that. 
We did not participate, as I recall, hardly at all in city decisions 
or politics. 'We would from time to time be involved in things hap
pening down at the Legislature like tuition increases and that sort 
of thing. We'd ~o down and lobby, terribly ineffectively; as I look 
back on it, just awfully. But, we"d go down there anyway. 

By way of integration activities, some of us would be involved 
in going to other Southern campuses, organizing students, trying to 
get'them to do things either at their capitols or at their campuses 
to foster integration. We did a lot of that • 

I was always a little bit frustrated, because I never could get 
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really seriously going on the National Students" Association; it 
seemed like it was just sort of a bunch [?J of meetings and talking 
about what should be done, rather than "here:- is what we are going to 
do ••• ". And of coµrse, my campus government was not activist in the 
sense that they were a decade later, but I can certainly recognize 
that other organizations were more prone to get together and talk 
about the nature of things than they wer-e to step out. So insofar-
as our relationship to the NSA wa~ concerned, I always felt like it 
wa& a bit of a waste of time, because most of the student governments 
that were involved in the NSA were less developed than we were. I 
mean, we were right at the top of a very strong student government as 
far as United States universities were concerned .••• 

So there wasn"t much that I was going to gain from NSA; and we 
were absolutely pathetic when coming to dealing with the Legislatur'; 
and we had almost nothing to do with city government. 

DSG: How much of an official "voice" for the opinion of the stL1dent 
body did the Association provide, first of all in your view? 

CLARK: I think we were a pretty good voice; I think we were a pretty 
representative voi~e. 

DSG: What about from the point of view of the average student who 
probably knows that there is a student government, is dimly aware 
of its existence, perhaps--did he see it as his voice, representing 
him to the administration and so forth? 

CLARK: I don"t know about that, but I would say that the ideas and 
values and the degree of intensity with which we would state something 
fairly well represented the general viewpoint and tenor of the campus 
at that tlme. Now whether or not the little guy, the little stLldent, 
would recognize us as his voice, I don"t know about that. But I think 
I can pretty safely say that our outlook and our degree of passion and 
the things that interested us was pretty representative of most of the 
people on campus at that time. 

DSG: Did the administratinn see the Association as the official voice 
of the stLtdents? 

CLARK: I think so. 

DSG: Did it carry a lot of weight? 

CLARK: I th~nk it did. What weight they gave the students~ if any, 
was given by them to us. 

DSG: Did the students seem to perceive that they were self-governsd, 
as much as a student body can be self-governed--did they have a 
feeling of "belonging" to "their" Students" Association? 

CLARK: Oh, I like to believe so; but I'm not sure. In any sort of 
• organization that I"ve ever been in, there's always been this concern 
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for those on the outside--do they realize that we are their represen
tatives? How is it that we can include them in more details of our 
business? And that was certainly true of student government in those 
days; it's true of the Austin City Council today; it's true of the 
governor's office today; it's true of the President's office today: 
how can we include our constituency and make them ~eel like that we 
are their government and we are responsible to them. There's two 
motivations for that--one is preservation; you can eliminate enemies 
if you make them feel like they're part of your deal; and the other 
is a sincere desire and an appropriate response that it is necessary 
for p~ople to be involved in their governmental institutions in order 
to prevent the kind of citizens that could bring ~overnments down from 
e>:i sting. 

So, I think that we were willing people to be more aware and 
participate more; but, you know, when you get right down to it, there's 
just a limit to how much people can participate in. We've seen experi
ments in broad, participatory democracy; you could just have endless 
meetings .•• until everybody just gets tired and walks off. So those 
kinds of things did interest us, but how well we were able to pass 
along the idea that we were the representa~ives df all the students? 
I don't know. I don't know if we were really more successful than 
anybody else has been, or will be. 

DSG: In addition to those things you've already mentioned, was there 
anything else that occurred 1957-1958, either on campus or off, that 
you think was significant to your administration? 

I 

C_LARI<: I think that, looking bac:k on it, I do believe that generations 
have a general characteristic. That doesn't mean that there aren't 
some types in all generations; but I believe that our generation was 
very introspective--we were pretty quiet. We weren't terribly ma
terialistic, but we were really concerned with human rights and general 
freedoms. We somehow missed sensing the right to be more outspoken 
about certain things; we were shy in that regard. But looking back on 
it, I don't see that it was directly our fault; for many of us, there 
was something that was just a limit beyond which you did not go if you 
were going to be appropriately respectful of your superiors. In a sense 
that hampered some of our potential effectiveness. And the reason I 
talk about that is that I think it's a pretty striking contrast between 
us and, say, the students that came along a decade later, who were very 
outspoken and had almost· no respect for those in charge of an adminis
tration, at colleges all over the United States, not only this colleg~, 
but Berkeley, Corne~l, NYU, and so on •••• 

I think'that student governments are going to reflect those kinds 
of generational attitudes, and I think that we reflected ours pretty 
faithfully. So that may serve as a limiting factor i~ what we were 
brave enough to set up for ourselves to accomplish •••• Our timidity 
was at least understandable •••• I'm fascinated with that whole idea 
of generational characteristics •••• That is where real government is ... ; 
what governs you is your attitudes, values, ethics, and aesthetics. 
I believe that much more deeply today than I did 25 years ago • 
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DSG: What would you consider to be the one or two most outstanding 
accomplishments of the Clark Administration? What lasting mark did 
you leave? 

CLARK: I can't think of any. I really can't. And I don't feel a 
sense of failure on that account. I can't think of anything in par
ticular •••• 

DSG: OK; let me ask you to look ahead a little bit. What prospects 
do you see now for our infant Students• Association? Is it even a 
feasible thing, having a representative type government on a campus 
of almost 50,000 people? 

CLARK: Sure, it's certainly feasible; probably desirable. How much 
responsibility you will have will be partly due to how much the ad
ministration wants to turn loose and let students have; and it's going 
to be partly due to how much responsibility the students want to urge 
on the administration to have themselves; and how much they can find 
to do for themselves. But I would say that so long as ttie Students'' 
Asso~iation doesn't have a way td obtain funds, it's going to be a 
debating society; not that that's bad, but that's about what it's going 
to be, if that. I think that for the student government to have any 
chance at performing the function that I think a ~tudent government on 
campus has, insofar as ~eaching the students how to manage things--
if it's going to have any chance at all for the University to get that 
benefit out of a student government, then the University's going to 
have to let the students have some money to play with, and the Univer
sity's going to have to be tolerant if the students don't spend the 
money just the exact same way that the University would have them 
spend it. 

DSG: If I brought our new president in here today, and he said to 
you, "Judge Clark, I'm really trying to make student government work; 
I'm trying to get it off the ground. What suggestions would you give 
me in that regard?", what would you tell him? 

CLARK: Find a way to raise money, either an activity that creates 
money for you, or talk somebody into giving it to you, like the ad
ministration. 

DSG: On a regular basis? 

CLARK: Sure, if you can. We could go the administration and say, 
"Let us beTesponsible for the administration of specific project X, 
and in return for that, yoL1 need to give Lts a little money." You 
either go very task oriented, very specific, or ''Please give us some 
money and let us spend it on our own." And they might say no, and 
then you say, "Well, what's the matter? Don~t yoL1 give YOUR kids 
money? Are you afraid your kids don't know how to spend money? How 
do you expect me to grow up and be responsible if I don't have money 
to play with? Don't you want me to grow up and be responsible? I 
might make a few mistakes; are you afraid that I, the little student, 
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am going to embarass you, Mr. Big University? You think we're going 
to bring you to your knees? Give us 10,000 buc:ks." 

., 
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LOWELL LEBERMANN 

February 23, 1983 

Rs was the case for many other interviewees, the student body 
presidency was a stepping-stone for Lowell Lebermann to larger political 
arenas. Lebermann, who held the post from Rpril 1962 until August of 
that same year, earned a B.A. in History from the University, and went 
on to build successful businesses in real estate, oil, gas, and general 
investments and banking in Rustin. He served on the Rustin City Council 
from 1971 to 1977: he has also been State Attorney General and a can
didate for governor. Extremely active in Democratic politics, Lebermann 
was tri-coordinator for the Carter/Mondale reelection effort and a co
chair of Business People for Carter/Mondale: most recently, he worked 
on the election campaigns of Governor Mark White, Lt. Governor Bill 
Hobby, and U.S. Senator Lloyd Bentsen. At the time that I talked with 
him, Lowell Lebermann was again prominently in the public eye as he 
campaigned for mayor of Rustin. With the election only slightly more 
than a month away, there was a furor of activity at Lebermann For Mayor 
Headquarters~ where we met for the comparatively calm interview. 

DSG: What was the role of the political parties on campus during 
the beginning of your term--how they functioned in your election, 
were you affiliated with a party, and what role they played in the 
elections and in the Assembly? 

LEBERMANN: Political parties on the campus pre-dated my involvement 
in student government by many years. I was a member of a party; the 
names of the parties tended to change, and parties merged and went 
away and came back and so forth. I chaired the Representative Party 
until moments before my nomination as student body presi~ent, where
upon of course I resigned, and then, naturally, I was an independent 
[laughing] because the Rep Party was comprised largely of Greek so
cial organizations and, although that worked well from an organiza
tional standpoint--they were all ongoing organizations that could 
provide people and continuity and the rest--they still were an astute 
minority of the student body, even at that time; less so than today, 
but they were not political. So the student independents" party, the 
Student Party, was regarded as the more progressive of the two. 

DSG: So you ran as an independent so you would get to vote as an 
independent, basically? 

LEBERMANN: Well, so I could get elected. The support of a party was 
nQ assurance of election, although you had to have it. The fact is 
that philosophically, I was substantially more liberal than most of 
friends and colleagues from the Greek system. Example: I was pre
sident of the University YMCA ••• and it was a philosophical and ac
tivist student organization, one of the few organizations on the 
campus that was regarded as a campus-wide organization and certainly 
an entry-level organization from which to move into and up through 
student government. 
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So I was saying that from a philosophical point of view, translating 
that into the getting of votes, I wanted to be positioned slightly left 
of center, because I had a tremendous amount of s~pport from the 
Student Party, and that was dividing it up pretty well, as will be 
witnessed by the fact that I won in a ~igorous three-way race without 
a runoff. 

DSG: Eyen so, though~ the Rep Pa~ty managed to carry every seat that 
they ran a candidate in in the Assembly. 

LEBERMANN: That"s right; they had the strength and the money and the 
organization and the people to be able to map a major campaign at 
every level, and that was one of their great advantages. 

DSG: How did the parties function once the candidates were elected? 
Did they tend to die out somewhat; were they mainly an election machine, 
or was there an active party rivalry in the Assembly? 

LEBERMANN: No, there was a fairly active p~rty rivalry in the Student 
Assembly when the Student Party had been successful enough tq have 
strong representation there. The parties, however, tended to be on
going; certainly the Rep Party did for a number of years. 

DSG: You told me earlier that you had rssigned in late August, just 
before the start of the fall session. 

• LEBER MANN: Yes. 

• 

DSG: What were the reasons for that? 

LEBERMANN: Academic reasons; you had to maintain a certain grade point 
average for 12 hours, I believe it was--that's no longer the case and 
wasn't for very long after I left. I flanked a history course for lack 
of paying attention to it and lost the appeal, so I had to resign the 
post. 

DSG: How was the Association funded? You were still on an allocation 
from the blanket tax? 

LEBERMANN: Yes, that"s right. 

DSG: Was that a sufficient amount, the total that you got from the 
sale of blanket taxes? 

LEBERMANN: Yeah, that worked pretty nicely. We had some other funds, 
a~ I remember; I think we ~hared, if not then, then somewhat later, in 
revenues from some of the yending machines through the Ex-Students' 
Association, and in additi6n to that we had some funding from the then 
Chancellor"s Office--the terms president and chancellor were sort of 
interchangeable, in a sense; Harry Ransom was President and Chancellor 
of the University of Texas System all at once . 
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DSG: Was the funding ev•r- held over the Students• Association's head 
by the administration to get them to do anything--thr-eatenlto cut bff 
your funding, or- anything like that? 

LEBERMANN: No, not at that time; it happened later. That threat was 
certainly more or- less r-eoccur-ing as far as the TSP ~oard and the 
Daily Texan wer-e concer-ned. --"Cause they misbehaved so much, you 
see [laughingJ. · 

DSG: And student gover-nment didn't. 

LEBERMANN: Oh, no. 

DSG: Barbara Tosch wrote in an editorial in October of "62--this 
would be after- you had already stepped down--she levels pr-etty harsh 
criticism at the Association and she said that on,e of the Assembly 
representatives. had described his colleagues as "mechanical dolls-
you wind them up and they nitpick for two semester-s." Somebody else 
said, "I think it"s all a bunch of cr-ap. Nobody does anything e;-:cept 
make a fool of himself ••• they don"t debate the issues; they just 
ar-gue personalities." The thrust of the whole ar-ticle was that it 
was mostly a lot of interpersonal ar-guing more than eventually getting 
anything done. Did you get that feeling fr-om the time that you viewed 
the Assembly? 

LEBERMANN: Well, I never really ser-ved on the Assembly; my activity 
was through the·committee structure of student government. I chaired 
a thing called the Grievance Committee, which my friend and current 
colleague Mr. Frank Cooksey, who had been student body president three 
years before I, appointed me to as a sophomor-e; and then I went on to 
the Y, rose up through those ranks, and ~hen ran directly for student 
body president •••• I shared Bar~ara Tosch"s view to some extent, al
though her way of going was always somewhat more extreme of language 
and position than my own. I thought that a good many things came out 
of the lively debates of the Assembly; some of the students wer-e really 
bright, understood the mechanisms of government and used them, under
stood the function of budgeting as a prioritiz•tion of policy and used 
it, and it was good. But as student body p~esid~nt, of course, there"s 
almost always a quasi-adversarial between the legislative body and the 
executive office, and that was certainly true when I was there. 

DSG: Would you say that the elected and appointed representatives 
on committees and so for-th wer-e there more to help the machinery of 
student goverhment move along, or were they in it to do kind of what we 
would today ca.11 "resume-padding"? 

LEBERMANN: Well, that's hard to say. The reasons for it are as varied 
as the per-sonnel involved; some believed deeply in the function of stu
dent government CI"ll touch on that in just a min~te>, and others of 
course were just active students looking for co-curricular involvements 
in the environment in which they found themselves, and probably many of 
them are still doing just that today--they"re ver-y much involved in 
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their neighborhoods, churches, local governments, school boards. 
There was a big debate at that time that was coming down from 

the national level through state associations of student governments 
and to the major campuses particularly ••• that made up the National 
Student Association. NSA was highly controversial, and some people 
thought of the members as subversive. Remember, we were just coming out 
of the "50s--the McCarthy era and.all the bad air. So there was a b{g 
debate over the concept of "Students in Their Role as Students"--t.-1hat 
did that mean? Were student governments to take on the never-ending, 
cyclical kinds of issues of parking on campus, student publications, 
funding of student government, dormitory matters of hours, curfews, some 
academic stuff--you know, that kind of thing: campus issues that sim
ply revolyed around the campus community as such; or, were we ta be 
participants in the wider community? Were we to discuss issues of war 
and peace, of nuclear power; were we to talk about issues in the broa
der communities in which our universities found themselves? And 
strangely enough, that was really a fairly vigorous kind of debate-
where should our emphasis be? I tended to come down just on the side 
of students in their roJe as students in a narrower way; some of my 
views would absolutely be laughable today, because students certainly 
view the wider world as their stage. And they should. That was just 
an emerging idea at the time, that we could, as students, come to
gether in a homogeneous group and have some influence; it was only 
just being examined. Of course, later in the '60s, obviously, we all 
know what happened then; student groups were the core of the anti-
i-JC\r protests • 

So, I viewed student government as a information gathering and 
recommendatory function. Before I had come on board, t~ere had been 
tremendous adversarial energies expended between the administration 
and student government; I didn't feel like that was a very effective 
mechanism. As a result, I worked very closely with Harry Ransom, whom 
I admired excessively, to get things done, and to have the student 
government and the student leaders work with him and the administra
tion. Where our disagreements took place were in his offices and the 
halls of debate and discussion rather than the student newspaper and 
on the quadrangles. I thought it was very effective; some kind of 
revolutionary things were happening in the student life community-
the Undergraduate Library was just being built at that time. Inter
estingly enough, that institution had tremendous influence: it was 
open ~tack concept for undergraduates, and the questions like how 
long would it be open .•• what influence did that have on curfew matters, 
how did that impact the dormitories and .•• the student organizations 
maintaining houses and the like. Well, it had tremendous impact; a 
lot of decisions had to be made. 

Through those kinds of very closely husbanded organizations, hus
banded by the administration because the notion of 'in loco parentis' 
was still much with us at the time, we could affect the lives very 
directly of all the students who were here. Of course, at that time~ 
there were 18,~00 when I entered to 22 or 23,000 when I left ••.• 

DSG: So your relationship.with the administration was pretty good, 
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, LEBERMANN: It was very goad. 

DSG: Through personal interaction with Dr. Ransom. 

LEBERMANN: With Dr. ~ansom and various student life deans and the 
academic deans. 

DSG: How about with the Board of Regents? When I talked to Wales 
Madden, he told me that when he was president the regents always in
vited him and any other students who wanted to come to meetings to 
do so and to have input into the regents. In your records, there was 
a letter from him also inviting student participation on regents' 
committees and so forth. 

LEBERMANN: Yes, we did some of that; I met with the regents a time or 
two before I became student body president and afterwards. But then 
as now, my orientation was one of consensus government--to work with the 
regents instead of in apposition at all times--seemed to me to be the 
most useful, as it did with the administration. That's not to say that 
you couldn't well and effectively divide out and take them on when you 
really actively disagreed on something of substance. But you didn't do 
it, from my point of view (and Wales shares this>, as a matter of re
gular strategy. All of that kind of confrontational politics between the 
students and administrators was more for the aggrandizement of students 
in their own view, I would,think, than anything else--then as now. 

DSG: What about the Association's relationship with the faculty and 
staff, on those committees that you served with them on? How did they 
view the Association? 

LEBERMANN: Well, some of the older heads regarded the Association in a 
rather patronizing kind of way--it was something that had to be coped 
with and dealt with; it was just a regular problem that was a part of 
their duties. The newer~ fresher, crisper, more forward looking, open 
types were more anxious to deal with us on a substantive basis and were 
more promotive of our ideas and our structure and our goals and the 
rest. 

DSG: The Association still at this point controlled the allocation of 
the blanket tax; it was subject to some sort of review at a higher le
vel. Was that pretty much a rubber stamp kind of review, or did you 
operate knowing the possibility that it might be changed? 

LEBERMANN: Well, tHat was always a possibility, that it might be changed 
if the policies that were funded by student dollars ran contrary to the 
general policy. , It. was subject to change, and that was the bat t 1 eground 
for vigorous debate from time to time. 

DSG: There was, at the end of '63, when they were doing the allocation 
for "63-'64, a time when they temporarily suspended funding to.the band 
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and the athletic department pending investigation of their integration 
policies. Do you tecal1 that? 

LEBERMANN: Yes, I do. 

DSG: How influential was that power of the purse, as it were? 

LEBERMANN: Well, it had maximum influence; it had genuine economic im
pact, point one, and that's influential as hell. In addition to that, 
it had major symbolic impact, and was much covered and debated in the 
press. And so it focused the judgement of the Students' Association and 
the contra-view of ~he regents on issues of the day that needed debate. 

DSG: And then they later gave them the money? 

LEBEF:MANN: Yes, that's correct. 

DSG: We were talking about integration; that seemed to be one of the 
biggest campus-related issues that the Association addressed itself to 
during '62-"63 ... 

LEBERMANN: And before. '60-'61, it was pretty vigorous on Guadalupe 
and in the private sector. The Nighthawk took the lead in integrating 
its restaurants on the Drag and citywide, and if you can imagine that 
in such a short time as that, ·integration issues were being taken care 
of--that being '60-"61, and this being '83. But I was extremely active, 
as were most of my colleagues, particularly from the Y[MCAJ and YWCCAJ, 
which doesn't have the influence or the participation that it once did, 
but we're talking about a committee structure and program structure in
volving hundreds of students~ at that time. So we could mobilize a lot 
energy on any given topic. 

DSG: The students were pretty effective, then, in being the campus 
leaders as far as getting the campus integrated. 

LEBERMANN: No question about it. 

DSG: How was the Association involved in off-campus affairs during the 
'62-'63 school year--city and state politics, lobbying the Legislature, 
and so forth? It seems that this is just about the dawn of students 
beginning to exert some influence off-campus. 

LEBERMANN: Well, there was a good deal of student involvement before 
Legislative committees, particularly as it related to the bi-annual 
budget process and the imposition of fees. It was a matter of great 
concern then as now. And the students would mobilize and vigorously 
protest any increase in tuition at the Legislative level and at the 
regental level. 

DSG: Was there any other kind of participation .•• 

LEBERMANN: Yeah, the whole integration issue was attacked from the 
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bi-annual budgetary process vantage point as well. In other words, if 
they don't effectively integrate in the academic as well as the co
curricular things that I've mentioned, then the funding should be with
held. There was a lot of discussion along those lines, provided by the 
students. 

DSG: There was also something that I recall from the very beginning of 
the school year, around September, when the Assembly sent a couple of 
telegrams to the University of Mississippi. The coverage wasn't real 
explicit, but it seemed that there was' a Black student who was trying 
to get in, and they wouldn't let him in .•.• There was a lot of debate 
in the Assembly about wording these telegrams and whether students 
should even be involved in this kind of thing, off-campus. 

LEBERMANN: Well, that's the students-in-their-role-as-students issue 
once again. The question was one of appropriateness; the issue would 
not even be debated today, would it? But it was then. I cannot re
member the student's name at Ole Miss; he went on to become a congressman, 

. I 
Ltlt1mately. 

DSG: There was a lot of stuff in there about sympathy with the student 
body at Ole.Miss; what was going on--were there some kind of disturban
ces, or something? 

LEBERMANN: Oh, yes; there was a bit of big confrontational vigor over 
there, with a big raid on their old main building, all that. It was 
kind of Alabama revisited. 

DSG: But your personal feeling at the time was that that was a proper 
role for the Association, or was not? 

LEBERMANN: Certainly as between universities and between student 
bodies, and their expressing concern, I thought that was entirely ap
propriate. My problem was, should the Student Assembly, funded by 
students to do student kinds of things and address student issues, 
spend time and money and its good name and influence, if any, on more 
global issues, like pe~ceful uses of nuclear power, or congressional 
matters relating to things non-educational? That kind of thing troubled 
me at the time. It wouldn't today; I'd be pleased with that stuff. 

DSG: In your view, would you say that the Association provided an 
effective, official "voice" for student opinion? 

LEBERMANN: It absolutely depended on the personalities, in combination 
with the issues and the treatment of those issues, at the time. If a 
student body president and vice-president and secretary and Assembly 
acted thoughtfully, responsibly, then they could act as strongly as they 
wanted to. If they permitted themselves the luxury of ••• histrianics, 
then impotency ensued. 

DSG: Which was the general case, do you think, in '62-'63? 

I 
J 
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LEBERMANN: Oh, I thought we acted pretty darn responsible. 

DSG: Take the same question from the point of view of the average, 
rank-and-file student, if such a thing exists--the person who's not 
real involved, if at all, in student government. How did he view 
the Students' Association? Did he see it as being his official "voiCE"!" 
on and off-campus? 

LEBERMANN: I think that probably the student body as a whole, remember
ing that, then as now, we have a strong mix of graduate-level people-
never mind the law school, because it always participated more actively 
than any of the graduate schools in student politics, as lawyers do in 
the broader society--the fact is that there was an awful lot of skepti
cism about student government, then as now. Not to the same extent; 
there wasn't the 1 evel of skepticism about anything then as ther·e is 
now. It was perhaps a somewhat simpler time .•.• I would suggest that 
yes, there was skepticism; people turned it aside with a wave of the 
hand, saying it was not effective, didn't amount to anything, was 
largely ignored. That's been true on college campuses, I think, par
ticularly ones as diverse as ours, for a long time. It also, o~ course, 
depended on the personalities of the administration: if they took it 
seriously and responded to it in an open kind of way, so it was widely 
known that student leaders of the time had influence, then of course 
that feeling was more permeable than at times when the administration 
would stop. That had an awful lat to do with the atmosphere of impact 
and effectiveness . 

On balance, a highef percentage of the student body voted and 
participated, in the committee structure of the Texas Union, in student 
government and th~ committee structures there, in the honorary and spirit 
organizations, etc., than the percentages that appear today. 

DSG: OK; let me ask you again the same question from the point of view 
of the administration: did they see t~e Students' Association as repre
senting the official voice of the student body? 

LEBERMANN: As official as there was, yeah. 
strL1ctL1re ... 

DSG: Kind of by default? 

There was no other formal 

LEBERMANN [laughing]: W~ll, I'd like to think that it was a little more 
substantive than that; but there were no other students that had of
fered themselves for el~ction and had either been elected or denied, and 
so forth, tha'fi t.he Students' Association. They recogized leadership 
from the elected board of the Te:-: as Uni on; the "Y" was an of f-campL1s, 
though recogized organization, and noisy, so those students were heard 
one way or another, and then of course there was, as ever, the Texan ..•. 

DSG: Let me ask you again to evaluate the efficacy of the Students' 
Association while you were on the City Council during the '70s, during 
a very active and sometimes volatile time fo~ student goverhment at 
Texas. How was the Association viewed by those, say, in City politics? 
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LEBERMANN: Well, we courted student organizations like the UT YD"s; 
there were some other sort of ad hoc student activist progressive or
ganizations, and we went after their leadership; we spent time with 
student body presidents and other perceived student officials and 
student 1 eader s, both elected and not. We were very concerned aboLtt 
all the formal and informal mechanisms by which students could be 
reached at ~hat time, because students listening and acting and re
acting--very much involved in municipal ~overnmental affairs at the 
time. 

DSG: There was frequently an opinion expressed, particularly in the 
mid-~7os, that the Students• Association was much more liberal than 
the student body as a whole, and it really didn't represent the stu
dent body •••• 

LEBERMANN: I think that's true. 

DSG: Did the City CounciJ see it that way? 

LEBERMANN: Yes; I believe it would have had to have been viewed in 
that way, because it was perceptibly ~o. Another reason was that it 
was during the middle "70s, when the demographics of the campus began 
to change, and the populations in Liberal Arts and Humanities were 
diminishing, while Engineering and Business were on the substantial 
increase. And you might reasonably ask, "Well, what does that mean?" 
Well, it's very reflective of attitudes on the campus about the point 
of being here and where you're going afterwards, and that has ~n awful 
lot to do with how you spend your time while you are here. Surely it's 
a much more passive, much more conservative campus than it was in the 
middle '70s and certainly in the late "60s. 

DSG: r Did that take away somewhat from the power of the Association? 

LEBERMANN: Yes, I think il did take away from the power and the focus 
of student government. And it was at that tim~ too, of course, that all 
these cartoon-style people were running for student government, and they 
were really yukking it up, and the whole point was to poke fun at it 
while they were running, and so forth. 

DSG: What do you think caused the abolition in "78? 

LEBERMANN: Well, in the first place, no one was paying enough attention 
to vote and t~ participate. Nobody cared, and there is a point at which 
,it is not proper or wise for an entity to have public dollars available 
to it or for it to spend those dollars unless it is demonstrably rep
resentative in some way. ~o I think it just became so vestigal that it 
didn't have sufficient influence to merit going on. 

DSG: Yet the students came out in relatively large numbers to vote to 
abolish it. Even those that didn't usually vote must have felt ••. 
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LEBERMANN: ••• That it was a nonsensical exercise. 
\· 

They wanted to 
sweep it away. 

DSG: What do y-ou see a-head for us? What prospects do yoL~ see 
for the Association? ls student government. even a workable e:-:erci se 
on a campus of almost 50,600 people? 

LEBERMANN: Yes, I think it is. The student college councils are a 
good mechanism for feeding individuals and groups into the broader 
student government kind of arena. And I think that because of this 
kind of activity at the specific college level, as a base or pool, if 
you will, of interested people, the Students' Association can survive 
and can flourish in' this kind of environment. And they can get back 
a bit mcire to a narrower view of students in their role as students: 
interface and interact with the administration on academic issues, on 
matters of curricula, on faculty matters--the evaluation system, and 
all that, student life activities--the Texas Union is such an expanded 
thing over what ft on~e was, and all of the programmatic activities 
that go on on a campus as lively and as urbane as ours can be affected 
by students ~nd should be molded by students: speakers' programs and 
special seminars and interdisciplinary matters that really should be 
impacted by the students who are being shaped and molded by them. 

So I see a big, e~panded, and exciting role for student government 
if it moves in that direction instead of into expending its energies into 
the broader community through partisan politics and national kinds of 
issues that the students, as a whole, I think, don't want to be being 
messed with as far as their student government is concerned. They 
read the paper; they can make up their own minds; they can be Democrats 
or Republicans or Independents--th~y can do all those kinds of things, 
and I think that if student government will pay attention to student 
governm~nt's affairs, that it will be a very viable entity and will 
be taken seriously by the administration and the Board of Regents and 
can go forward in a meaningful kind of way. 

I 

DSG: In other words, concentrate on campus-related affairs. 

LEBERMANN: Yeah, in the most serious kind of way: participate in 
dean selection committees, curricular matters; and through the faculty
student combined structur~s on campus they can really be effective. 

DSG: A final question: If our new president, who will be elected in 
a couple weeks, were to come here and sit down with you and say, "Mr. 
Lebermann, look back to your experience in student government and tell 
me what one or two pieces of advice you could give me to help me get 
it off the ground, help me make it work," what would you tell him? 

LEBERMANN: Well, I would tell him some of the things that I have just 
said. I would say to single out the most responsible and responsive 
students that he or she could in the various colleges, and bring them 
together ~n informal discussion sessions so that they can be more or 
1 ess of one mind as far as the focus of student gove'rnment. That" s 
the thing: there needs to be ~cal-setting and quantifiable results. 
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They need to get to know central administration, and they need to get 
to know key faculty people who have influence in the Faculty Senate and 
the rest. Many thin~s are happening on this campus with regard to the 
future of the campus, from an academic point of view, and they need to 
know, for example, what the Centenni~l Commission of The University of 
Texas is coming up with in their soon-to-be-released document; they 
need to understand what influences will emerge from the recommendations 
of that body, and what it means to students, both present and future, 
and be able to start to work to influence how those goals and recommen
dations will be put in place at the legislative, regent.al, and admin
istrative levels. 

These are real issues of substance; this isn't parking, about which 
we can do very little except to cont~nue to try to find some manner of 
transportation system over there; it doesn't have a lot to do with 
ticket distribution and the like in Memorial Stadium, although those 
kinds of issues need to be continu~lly addressed. But I'm talking about 
really getting down on the issues of substance that will mat~er today 
and for way into the future. I would tell him to put together formal 
and informal mechanisms to communicate the potential for impact on be
half of the students . 

., 
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JOHN ORR 

April 4, 198:S 

Th~ 1965-1966 term of John Mack Orr as Students~ Rssociation 
President saw dramatic social and political changes come to the 
University campus. Students sought an increasing role in administra
tive policy decision-making, while student participation in the 
government~ as measured by voter turnout~ fell to its lowest point 
in several years. Frank Erwin was rising to power~ while the Board 
of Regents attempted to censor the liberal Daily Texan. Integration 
of off-campus businesses and dormitories remained a controversial 
subject, as Orr presided over what he called the NJast peaceful year" 
before violence began to erupt on campus. 

· • .7ohn Orr .• an attorney -~pe-cializing in business litigation Nith 
the- Houston-based law firm of Fulbright and Jaworski, recently returned 
from that city to Rustin, and we met in his new office. 

DSG: You had a fairly extensive proposed restructuring of the A~
sociation; you had a new constitution that was introduced, and so 
on. What was the reason for that? 

ORR: There was a group of us, including myself, who thought that the 
student gove~nment would never have, and could not have in light of 
state government and the soc:;i. ety that ~·Je 1 i ve in, formal powers akin 
to government. at the stc-it:e, l cic:al, or ne:lti on al 1 evel; and that there
fore, the thinking needed to be changed as to how representation should 
be chosen--that the idea oi one person, one vote, those kinds of con
cepts ••• were simply not appropriate. We felt that, rather, i~ ought 
to be interest gro~ps on campus; that they ought to be represented to 
get. people involved so that. vi:1ri0Lts ide·as c:ould be generated and 
channeled to the official governing body of the Urifversity, the ad
ministration and the Board of Regents, who are the only ones whb have 
th~ legal power ta take actions. And we felt that for.that to be le
gitimate, it had to be representatlve of the various interest groups 
aro4hd the University. 

DSG: Is that what led to the House of Delegates, the next year~ 

ORR: Yes. 

DSG: So the new constitution was actually ratified the year after 
you were president-

ORR: Yeah; the concept that we ought to get away from thinking about 
power and authority and.things that were never going to be, and little 
mini city or state governments, which were not realistic, and going to 
representation of interest groups and trying to involve key people in 
the various interest groups, wherever they might be around the Univer
sity. Particularly, the University of Texas is made up of a fairly 
diverse group of people. And getting that basic concept across ~-Jas 

very difficult, and toward the end I think there was a trem~ndous amount 
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of frustration; I'm not sure if that concept was ever truly agreed with 
by a large enough segment of the population of the University to be 
successful. It kind of got halfway done. 

DSG: ~ad you intended to replace the Assembly with the House of Dele
gates, or was it supposed to be in addition to the elected representa
tives? 

ORR: I really don't recall ... 

DSG: Because it ended up being in addition to--bicameral. 

DF:R: I think that ·was pr-·obabl y a compromise. You had the problem that:. 
.cer·tai n groups :,aid~ 11 1.&Je' ve gc;i:t:. 2000 students; 1tJe ought to havE.~ m.ore ... "; 
it was broken up by colleges, but so often the colleges did not repre
sent an interest group--much like, in the United States, we elect people 
from districts. Now you draw those districts practically, but you end 
up trying to make sure that various interest groups ... are represented. 
In many other countries, you have a political party, and if they get ... 
">:" per·cent of the vote, they get":·:" per-·cent cif the delegates. Ancj 
that's not a concept which is a part of the government of this country; 
but that was more the concept that the group of us felt was more ap
prcipr-i ate. 

DSG: Like Britain, or Israel. 

ORR: Yeah. Trying to sell that concept on our campus, given the fact 
that there were always numerous forces who ... preferred we not have any 
power at all--some within the administration, but really it was more 
students and other people who felt like they wanted the power ... : the 
Te:-:as Union •.•• And the~ thing t•Jas, ther-e's no po1tJer to be had; it's 
like grasping for air, I mean, it's just not there. The influence that 
I had, and the things that I could do were directly related to how 
willing the administration was to hear the ideas that I had, er that 
people that I could pull together had, and whether those ideas sold or 
not. They had to sell on their merit, not because we had any power. 
At that time, Dr. [Harry] Ransom was the Chancellor, and even though 
Dr. [Norman] ·Hackerman was the President, we met with Ransom quite a 
bit. He 1tJas quite receptive; he~ took our-· ideas. f/.Je kne~·J that ultj.mately 
those decisions had to be made by first the administration, and then 
by the regents. But the meetings of the cabinet of students, which he 
had, which was drawn from various interest groups ... 

DSG: Rather than from the student government. 

ORR: Right. Student government was a part of it. That, I thouQht, 
was where we did our most productive work; and that's where the most 
ideas that assisted the University in its primary goals came from. 
There was a certain tension there, between the office of the chancellor~ 
which at that time was located in the Tower, and the offic~ of the 
president. Ransom was responsible for the entire system, and Hackerman 
was responsible for this campus. We didn't have much contact with 
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Hackerman, which I think was Unfortunate; at that point, the main ad
ministra~ive person we had contact with was Dr. Ransom. And there 
were different people on the Board of Regents who were receptive to our 
ideas, and they wanted to visit with us about our thoughts; not, again, 
because they had any obligation~ but because they felt like that was 
a worthwhile w~y to help administ~r the campus. There w~re two or t~ree 
really good Board members; there haven't been that many good ones ap
pointed :.i nee. 

We had a good relationship with a number of members of the regents. 

DSG: I' 11 comf? bac:k to that in j Lt st a second.... I vJanted t'ci ask you 
about the role of parties--the Rep Party was still around, and there 
~as an article in ~he Texan that talked about other parties that would 

\ 

rise up as anti-this or anti-that, and then as soon as they got their 
people elected, or tried, .they would did out. Was that pretty muc:h 
the role of parties--just as an 'election process? 

ORR: Yes. 

DSG: Was there any kind of active party rivalry in the Assembly? 

ORR: No; not really .•.• I never considered it~ I was a member of 
the Rep Party, and probably one of the very few candidates of the 
Rep Party ever elected president of the student body, because the 
Representative Party at that period of time notoriously could not 
elect--they could elect other officers--but not the student body pre
sident. 

DSG: They didn't have the ~achinery, or what? 

ORR: No; it was viewed as a fraternity-sorority group, and whenever 
you got up to things that students took halfway seriously, they just 
didn't like the ric:h kids. 

DSG: B1.1t. at one time, the Greek "clique" was very powerful,, because 
they had the brganized machinery, and there wasn't really any organized 
opposition from the independents. Were the independents better organ
ized? 

ORR: Well, you had Maurice Olian, who was elected--Greekr but he wasn't 
Rep Party ••.. Lowell Lebermann was Rep Party ••.. You had, I guess, 
Julius Glickman, who was indep~ndent, and had nothing to do with the 
Rep Party .... Then Greg Lipscomb, who kind of came up Rep Party, and 
was frate1'·ni t-y, but never r-e,:i.11 y ~-.ias part of the Rep Party. Then 
myself; Clif Drummond was not a member of a fraternity--he may have been 
for-mally, but he was not active ..• Then Lloyd Doggett; I don't know 
what party Lloyd ran with~ ••. But the Rep Party held a reputation of 
not being able to elect student body presidents. I never did consider 
the parties ail that import~nt; I mean, they wer-e something that you 
had to work with .••• 

DSG: You were still being funded on a cut from the blanket tax at 
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the time. 
ficient? 

Was the total amount that student government received suf-

ORR: Oh, yeah." 

DSG: You didn't ever find yourself pinched fdr funds? 

ORR: I don't really recall that it was a big problem. The kinds of 
things that I wanted to do didn't take money~ they took time and getting 
good people involved and sitting down with the right people and devel
oping a rapport, so we could talk about things the University ought to 
be doing, and offering direction; things like that. 

I know that there were certain people on the regents that felt 
like if you could cut off their money, you could stop student government. 
But student government didn't have nearly the problem with the regents 
that the Daily Texan did. In fact, the most important thing that I 
accomplished during my administration, that very few people know about, 
was keeping the regents from ... 

DSG: ••• censoring the Texan. 

ORR: Cen~oring the Texan. And that was done all behind the scenes; 
it was done quietly in negotiations with the regents. And they even
tually got around to doing it, but they didn't during that administra
tion . 

DSG: How would you evalµate the motivations of the people who parti
cipated in the student government process? 

ORR: Oh, ther~ were all different kinds of motivations, just like there 
are different motivations of people who participate in any ki~d of 
government activity. There were certain people who we~e highly moti
vated by their concern about the direction of the University; there 
were other~ who were motivated by just their personal ambitions. There's 
always got to be a certain amount of personal ambition to put up with 
al 1 th.:1t stuff. 

DSG: The reason I asked was because, before a Board of Regents commit
tee on ?kademic and Development Affairs, John Silbe1·· said, "l>Jhat we 
have here is charade government, where people are running through the 
motions of·' politicians. " And Ger·harcl Fon ken said, "Student gover·nment 
is the toy of amateur pol j tic i ans. " They li'Jet-e both really slamming it. 

ORR: Silber and I didn't disagree that much. I had, as good as anybody 
can ever have a relationship with Silber, a good relationship with him. 
To make it a little, mini~government was just unrealistic, because you 
didn't have the power. You can't have a government if you don't have 
police power--if you don't have the power to enforce your rules. And 
we didn't have that power; we weren't ever going to get it. 

DSG: You're probably one of the few presidents who's ever realized 
that, at least during his term. 

'· 
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ORF:: It was a charade, and that's what caused people to lack respect 
for it. 

DSG: Was that also the reason that voter turnout was so low? Turnout 
really plummeted, compared to a couple years before; you had 13% in 
your fall election, and something like 20% in your spring election-
~onsiderably lower than the previcius years; it was a new low. 

ORR: I don't even remember who ran against Clif [in the spring elec-
ti on J ••• 

DSG: Was there any kind of student disenchantment with the government 
at that time, or was that still in the future? 

ORR: Election turnouts for any election really don't bother me that 
much. If people don't want to go vote, well, that's OK. Not only do 
you have the right to vote, you have the right not to vote; if they 
weren't willing to take the time to learn a little bit about it •••• 
I mean, I like people to vote; just like in any election, politicians 
say, "l•Je want high turnout." But really, what we say is "We lo'Jant 
people to have an interest--read about the candidates, study them, ~t 

least listen to them on one occasion. That's what's important; and 
then go vote:~." But to have some dummy go do1tm to the polls and punch 
certain holes for certain candidates that he doesn't know, or because 
he likes that name--that doesn't serve any function • 

DSG: Good point. You were talking about your relationship with Dr. 
'• Ransom at the time, and you told me before we were on tape that you 

sat in on every regents" meeting? 

ORR: Yes. Not the executive sessions, but for public meetings, I was 
invited; I was always well-treated •..• Frank Erwin was just really 
becoming a power on the Board at that time. I was never terribly close 
to Erwin, but I didn't have a bad relationship with him. I worked with 
Mrs. J. Lee Johnson, who was appointed out of Ft. Worth, and Rabbi Levi 
Olan, who was out of Dallas; and all the members, including Erwin, were 
always willing to sit down and listen. You have to kind of use your 
human relations there; I mean, you can't jump up every time they say 
something that you don't agree with and yell and scream. You've got to 
pick your times. You don't have any legal power; your power is in your 
ability to persuade. 

DSG: Your administration came at a time slightly more than a year 
after the Berkeley r~volt, and a lot of campus uprising was starting 
to spread across the country. How do you think the regents and the 
administration were reacting to that, as far as how they related to 
the student government? 

ORR: I got the impression that they felt it was important to keep 
communications between various elements on the campus, not just stu
dent government •... Those members of the administration, and those 
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members of the regents who were comfortable, or secure, in their po
sitions, were always receptive. There were certain members of the 
administration, a little bit lower down, that always felt threatened 
and were not as receptive •.•• There was a lot of tumult on the campus 
having to do with the Viet Nam War, but the real confrontation was 
nothing like--I went to Columbia Law School when they shut it down-
it was nothing like that. 

DSG: In '68"' 

OF:F:: Yeah. 

DSG: What was the story behind that? 

ORR: The administration just did some stupid things; played right into 
the hands of these few radical elements. That campus is not synonymous 
to this one; it's colder, not as personal. They just had the attitude 
that they didn't care what any of the students thought; when I was here, 
the attitude vJa.s, "OK, we care vJhat you think, a.nd ~'lle'll lj.sten to .you. 
We may not do what you want; but you come in and make your presentation, 
and we' 11 give it a lot crf consideration." 

DSG: So it was more of an open forum. 

ORR: I felt it vJas. I felt that the principal people in the adminis-
tration and at the regents were. 
but .... 

I may not have known the whole story, 

DSG: There was one point where the regents--this was in July--in a 
closed executive session added two faculty members to the Union Board, 
changing from a student majority to a non-student majority. What was 
the reasoning behind that, and what was the student reaction? 

ORR: Well, of course~ I was on the Union Board .... The Union people 
always felt like they ought to run the Union, and student government 
aught ta stay out of their business; it appeared they didn't want our 
help. I think it vJas prol."Jably unner.:es:.sary. I ne\1er did underrstc.<.nd 
why there was any upset with the Union Board; the Union had been run 
pretty responsibly. 

DSG: Do you think it ~as a try to take some power out of the hands of 
students, in one of the places where they had power? 

ORR: Of course, it's power doing things that don't matter. I mean, I 
don't want to belittle them, but running dances and the bowling alley-
those are good things, and I'm for them; but that's not the essentials 
of what you go to a University for. I thought it was a tempest in a 
teapot, to a large degree. 

DSG: What about your relationship with the faculty and staff? You 
seemed to put a pretty heavy emphasis as president on providing or 
instituting good communications with the faculty and staff: the As-
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sembly passed a bill at one point, forming a Faculty-Student Conference 
Committee to promote formal communication with the Faculty Council. 

ORR: We never were able to sell to the faculty members the concept of 
"Look, what we ought t;o be doing is talking, and working together-." 
You know, Silber's point ~·JC'1S al .... Jays, "You're transients. You don't 
real 1 y knm·J the prob 1 ems here. " He "''antecj the power in the f acu.l t y • 
and of course, when he went elsewhere and got into the administration, 
he wanted the power in the administration; so, to a certain extent, 
Silber wanted the power wherever Silber was going to be. But never
theless, his points about stu~ent government, many of them I agreed 
with; but I would have liked us t9 develop a more formal dialog between 
the representative student body and the representative faculty body. 

DSC.J: So it really didn't work out too well. 

ORR: Well, it was a start; but it was never really carried forward. 
There were certain professors who went out of their way to try, and 
many of them were fairly influential on campus. But nothing ever 
really +ormal; and that was really one of the problems: they didn't 
view the Student Assembly as being representative of the interest 
groups on the campus, but rather representative of politicians--not 
unlike, to a certain extent, how some people view the Legisla~ure ...• 
I wish that could have developed more; I think that would have been 
the ~·Jay to go . 

• DSG: OK ..• the blanket tax was voluntary, at the time you were pre-

•• 

OF:F:: Yes, it ~-Jas. 

DSG: What degree of power did you have in allocating the blanket 
tax? Was it pretty much what you said, went; or was it subject to 
review or frequent change by the administration? 

ORR: Oh, subject to review .•.• I don't remember us having any major 
fights over it; maybe we did, but they just weren't important to me 
at the;~ ti me . 

DSG: Did you get the feelinq that the Association was in control? 

ORR: Yes. I mean, there's no question where the legal power resided. 
Again, we tried to do what we could by being persuasive; but I never 
did think thal was that important a thing. 

DSG: You didn't think it was important to the power of the Association, 
or anything? 

ORR: No. Well, it was important to power, if you look at it as power; 
but I never thought that the Association had power--wouldn~t ever have 
power, can never have power ••.• The taxpayers of the State of Texas 
pay for that university; they and the members of the Legislature aren't 
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about to turn it over to a bunch ~f students--that ain't going to hap
pen •••• I mean, I went to Chile, and it happened down there, and it 
was a mess .•.• 

Power was something that I thought was illusory. It's an illusion 
that people attach to it [student government].~ .• 

DSG: What was the campus environment like, politically and issue-wise, 
during your term? 

ORR: Well, integration was still an issue. ~e worked hard for the 
integration of off-campus facilities. This was before the Civil Rights 
Act of the mid-'60s. I know I spent a lot of time talking to operators 
of dormitories off-campus, trying ·to get. them to open their facilities; 
trying to integrate the businesses around the campus; and a lot of that 
was done in just private conversations--we had no power; we were just 
trying to persuade .••• 

We had not integrated athletics ••• 

DSG: Were you working on trying to get them to integrate athletics? 

ORR: We, at that point, had some discussions with the Athletic Council, 
but it was not seriously considered that we were working on it. We 
spent a lot of time on that, which I thought was very worthwhile, be
cause I think we did make some progress, and it was done in a--at that 
period of time--relatively peaceful manner ••.. It wa~ certainly handled 
as well or better as t.hose kinds of· issLtes were handled at Columbia ~·Jhen 

I was there •••. 

DSG: What was the campus atmosphere like here? I'm curious; the theme 
of the ChalLenge Colloquium that year was "Campus in Ferment".,.and it 
looks like your term seems to, correct me if I'm wrong, mark the be
ginning of the real unrest on campus. 

ORR: It was the last peaceful year. We had the integration demonstra
tion, we had a few Viet Nam War demonstrations; but there wa~ not a 
large ilpheaval. This was and remains a bit more conservative student 
body than Sofue arqund the country, and it was not the tumultous times 
that later did follow. The atmosphere--people were really starting to 
get concerned about Viet Nam, because it was beginning to get out of 
hand, and there was a lot of serious thought •.•. The atmosphere was, 
by and large, OK. Later·on, it got a lot. tougher. 

DSG: Was there concern over such things as students• personal liberties 
and the doctrlne of in loco parentis, and so forth? 

ORR: In loco parent.is was very big, and this was about the time it was 
dying •••• That was a big thing of Greg Lipscomb's; he was president 
before I was •.•. It started to die, really of its own weight; the ad
ministration said, "Look, we can't de> this." 

DSG: On administrative initiative, or on student initiative? 
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ORR: Well, it was kind of a combination; but it wouldn;t have happened 
if the administration hadn't decided it didn't have time to watch these 
people~s personal lives. 

DSG: Was there a lot of student vocal appos,itian to in loco parentis? 

ORR: Oh, yeah; there was a lot of discussion and a lot of concern 
about it, and it was always a topic at various meetings and things of 
that sort. It was about that time that, for-· various reasons, it all 
kind of started ta fall apart •••• We spent a lot of time talking to 
them about how they should structure that new dormitory [Jester Center], 
and coed dorms, and activities in dorms, and interdisciplinary courses: 
educational ideas like that. They may not excite many people, but 
they"re important. 

DSG: Let"s turn to the area of student participation in policymaking, 
because this seems to be something that really begins during your term. 
You proposed at one regents' meeting in Mar·ch, late in your term, tha.t 
students be allowed to sit on faculty committees--have a vote on certain 
committees and have non-voting seats on others. The editor wrote in 
the Texan in February that the~e was ''a trend towards seriousness in 
student government," th.:1t people ~iere being serious in trying to get 
a role in governance ••• and that ''if students cannot a significant voice 
within the University, they will attempt ta influence it from the out
s3.de by such methods as demonstration and unionl.zation." 

ORR: Which wouJd 8ever have worked in this state. 

DSf.:3: How effective were you, in getting that. student input? 

ORR: The voting part was never as important to me as it might have 
appeared; I'll ~ay that; because some students thought that was so 
critical. You were never going to have a majority vote. That was 
symbolic, to have a vote. It was important to me that there be joint 
opportunities for students and faculty and administration to sit down 
and talk about things, and that that dialog go on; whether or not there 
was a formal voting apparatus for students was important to some stu
dents, and important enough that it was included. It was never that 
important to me; the important thing was to get them in there, and let 
them bring their perspective, because I found on numerous occasions 
th~t when students would.brin~ their perspective, carefully, logically, 
and reasonably thought out~ and whenever faculty or administration 
was willing to'listen to them, they could say things that the faculty 
and the admirnstr-ation i-muld say, "Hey, yeah, that"s something ~ie need 
to consider." 

DSG: So your viewpoint was considered. 

ORR: Yes. I.think we were considered, at certain levels. Agai r1, some 
did, and some didn't • 

DSG: Did it take the form more of "students want this; we demand this," 
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or was it more "here's something ~·Je think you ought to think about"? 
On many other campuses, it was the former. 

ORR: No; my approach was always a much lower key. Maybe mine would 
have been more effective if there had been some outside activity 
raising hell, so the administration would have looked at me as an 
alternative that ~ould have been acceptable. But it's not my style 
to go barging in and demanding things. On occasions, when I felt on 
one or tl-'m i·ssues e:·:tremel y strong, I i.-mul d try t.o get idea~, in that 
made sense, and try to set up an apparatus whereby there was an on
going dialog between the various elements on the campus ..• since we 
would never be allowed to be in a position where we would have actual 
power. Now, they might have given us some votes--kind of throw you a 
bone--but sometimes that backfires on you, because all of a sudden, 
you're in a minority, and the other fellows feel like .•.. 

I felt like the faculty should have had a bit more input in the 
administration ••. but there were some faculty members who handled it 
very well. But the power will always lie with the administration, 
because they are ultimately controlled by the regents, who are ap
pointed by the governor, and approved by the Senate, and that's where 
the political power in the state lays, and that's where the purse
strings lay. And to try to go somewhere counter to that would have 
taken a massive uprising in this country and in this state that, in 
my judgement, is not going ta happen--and shouldn't happen . 

DSG: But you felt that, within the limitations you were operating 
in, you were reasonably effective? 

ORR: Yes; I think we were. I don't think that many students understood 
it or realized it or appreciated it; I think there were certain key 
students that did, and certain key people in the administ~ation that 
did, and I felt like I was doing what was right, and I felt like I was 
going about it in a way that was most successful. That satisfied me, 
and Drummond shared m~ny of my ideas. But you've got the problem that 
it always turns over every year, so there's not a long enough period 
of time to really get a philosophy going and established. You really 
don't even have it at the state government level; even a four-year-term 
governor is hard. But I thought that within the limits in which we 
had to work ••.. Before the end of my administration, I started getting 
kind of fed-up, and sort.of frustrated and almost ''it's not worth 
fighting it, 11 particular 1 y because the adversaF· i es were not at that 
time within t~e administration; they were not really on the regents, 
although there may have been one or two. But there were certainly 
enough people on the Board who were willing to listen and wanted to 
listen, and invited me to state my view. But it came from other elements 
on c:ampLts that at some ti mes I thought sa~..i, al 1 of a sudden, "Hey, he's 
being heard, and we're not''--petty jealousies. If those people had 
just come in together, I was certainly willing to let them share their 
ideas and speak their pe~ce . 

DSG: So they didn't reall·)i see it as their official "voice" to the 
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administration. 

ORR: That was a problem; that's why we wanted to restructure it: so 
that the various interest groups around campus--well, you're always 
going to have over 50% that don't care--but you need to have a good, 
hard core of representatives from the interest groups who feel like this 
is a mechanism in which they can be heard. Their voice, although it 
won't be any louder than anybody else's, will be heard. 

Our goal was to try to get all of the interest groups involved, 
within limits. You know, l"ve often thought back and thouqht that 
maybe just wasn't realistic. 

DSG: Did the administration and the Board of Regents and so 
the Assoc i a.ti on as:, the official "vo:i. ce" of the student body, 
the voice of the student body? 

on see 
representing 

ORR: I think certain people in the administration were realistic, and 
said that there will never be ... [a single voice that represents every
one on campus] .••. By a few members of the administration, and a few 
members of the regents, it was always the favorite whipping boy; anytime 
something was going against them and they wanted to turn it around, 
they=· d say, "vJel 1, the Students' Association doesn" t represent anybody·-·
you have low turnouts.'' Heck, the turnout in our election was as high 
as a lot of these elections that are held out around the country for 
other things. That was a false issue; ... I think those that acted in 
good faith said, "OK, t--Je're ~·Jilling to listen ta these people." And 
it wasn't just me; it was others who would try to get involved. 

DSG: Better to hear some voice than none at all? 

OF:F:: Yes; right.. "These are rational people; they repre=;E.mt rci.tional 
ideas from the student community, regardless of how they happen to get 
there; and their opinions ought to be heard, as long as they recognize 
that they do not make the ultimate· decision. " 

DSG: What about the Students" Association's role in off-campus 
affairs? This kind of started a couple of years before your term, this 
busines.s c1f "questioning the student's role" in off-campus aff<:tir·s .... 
What kind of actlvities did the Students' Association get involved in, 
off-campus? 

ORR: There was a group, that was a minority, that felt like we should 
be doing things like that.. Probably the Viet Nam War brought that up 
more strongly. Generally, while I was there, that was resisted, and 
was not done. The Daily Texan, of course, always did. On the city and 
state levels: city, not a~ all; state, yes--I came down and testified 
against tuition increases and that kind of junk that you're kind of 
obligated to do. 

The only level of government that I felf we had more to do with 
was the Legislature. And the biggest problem Frank Erwin always had 
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was the Daily Texan, because it was distributed at the Capitol during 
the Legislature, free of charge. We thought it was a very practical 
thing; the Legislature does not always act in a rational manner, par
ticularly when they're under pressure ..•• And all of a sudden, some 
really asinine things would be said to the Daily Texan, and there it 
shows up down at the Legislature; and Erwin was the main lobbyist down 
there, trying tc get things for the University. He really didn't care 
what the Texan said. He wanted to get them off-campus, number one, 
and he was tired of having to defend them as the official voice of the 
University of Texas student body. Off-campus, they could say what they 
wanted to say, and not go dawn to the L.egi slat.Lire and say that they 
were representative of the student opinion on the campus--because the 
Daily Texan rarely was; it was an opinion ....• 

DSG: Did students feel, o~ yourself feel, that the primary role of the 
Association was on campus, or was it proper for it to be off-campus? 

ORR: No; it ~as on campus. Our main purpose was to assist the Univer
sity in achieving the goals for which the University was established. 
And that is the primary role of that student organization. 

DSG: Did the students have any kind of sense of being self-governed; 
of b<::!l ong i nc,;i to "thei 1- 11 Students' Association? 

ORR: No; some did, but it was a pretty small minority, because there 
were other interest groups that they felt more closely aligned to: 
co-ops, fraternities, dormitories, other social organizations; and 
those were the kinds of interest groups that we hoped to begin to 
restructure around. They felt closer to those, because they had a 
more day-to-day contact with them, kind of like neighborhood associa
tions. And I don't think that on a campus that size you could ever 
have a student senate or whatever it is ... we're up to 48,000 or so, 
and you're never going to get them all in; that's just an impossible 
task .... 

DSG: Were the students pretty much supportive of the Association? 
Did they tend to attack it when things went wrong--what was the general 
feeling toward it? 

ORR: Well, there's always a lot of apathy. But there wasn't a lot 
of attacks; I never got very many irate letters, although I got a few. 
A lot of the things I was working on and doing were not high-profile 
thing~; I tried to let people know about them, but talking about having 
two or three people sit down with a committee of faculty members or 
administrators and talking about interdisciplinary programs, or how 
we're going to structure the new dorm, things like that, are not the 
kinds of things that exci~ed students. You know, people would say, 
"That"s fine, gc1 ahead and do that," but t~H:~y didn't get e>:cited on 
it. 

DSG: It was less controversial? 
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ORR: It just wasn't controversial. 

DSG: What would' you consider to be the outstanding accomplishment 
of the Orr Administration--what lasting mark did you leave? 

ORR: We were able to persuade the administration and the regents ta 
not, at that time, censor the Daily Texan, in a quiet, professional 
discussion w~y .••• That did not hold up over the years, but we were 
able to stop it then. That got very little publicity. 

DSG: No censorship at all? 

ORR: They always made it clear that there was a boundary over which 
we stepped--but our agreement was that there were important things 
that could be said that needed to be said, without going out of our 
way to make the. ad mini strati on un,happy. • • • At that ti me, the pt-esi dent. 
of the Students• Association was also president of TSP; that was 
probably what I considered my most important function •••• I felt like 
our being able to keSp the Daily Texan as a quality paper, as far as 
student papers go, and to keep things relatively peaceful, plus the 
influence that we had in the continuation of off-campus matters for 
our Black students, were just terribly important. That was something 
that was going to come; if anybody had had any insight at the time, 
they would have realized it was going to come; but it was very contro
versial, and probably not supported by a majority of the students. 

It's still a problem--of how you integrate ~inority stude~ts into 
the entire act.i vi ty. I" m s'\..tre that the minority students sti 11 feel 
segregated at the University of, Te>: as. That, I thought ~-Je made progress 
on; it w·as a post.i ve thing. There were some dorms that did i nteqrate, 
did drop their restrictions; and that made a lot of publicity. 

DSG: Let me ask you to look ahead at the prospects for our now not
so-new Students• Associa~icn: do you think that a Students• Asssocia
tion is a feasible activity on a campus with a population approaching 
50,000 people? 

ORR: Sure. Of course. As long as ~hey don't. fail into the trap of 
thinking that. they're a government--they are NOT a government. They 
do not have the es~e~tial powers that a gavernmeht has that permits 
it to govern; they will ~ot have them •.• 

DSG: Police po,wer and the power to ta>:? 

ORR: Right. The police power; the power to force people to do what 
you want them to do, or put them in jail if they don't, and all that 
kind of stuff--you"re nevsr going to have that. As long as you realize 
that your goal is to try to get as many of the diverse elements on 
campus--and it's clearly difficult on a campus this size--to get 
representatives of those people in ~ontact with willing people in the 
administration who want to see the University developed and continue 
to advance, and want to put in their time, and listen to ideas. The 
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members of the Legislature, and members of the faculty, certainly--of 
all the groups, the members of the faculty are in the best position to 
give you good guidance for how to run ~ university--but the members of 
the Legislature, they play a role in it, and cannot be ignored ..•• 
The students ••. can bring to bear some approaches, and some ideas and 
thoughts, that ought to be considered. The job of student government 
is to get those ideas put together, and channelled to where they'll do 
the most good. 

DSG: As I mentioned earlier, tonight we're swearing in our new presi
dent. If he were to come sit down with you today, as I am, and say, 
"John, I• m trying to do a· real 1 y qood job here; my predecessor d1. dn • t 
~eally have much time to really get things off the ground--it's my 
chance. What suggesti ans l"Joul d you -give me to help me m21ke it succeed," 
what would you say? 

ORR: Go find the good people in the University, wherever they are; find 
the people in the student body; seek them out, by going to their 
meetings and talking and learning and finding people who could say, 
"OK, these a.re! peop 1 E! you can re:!l y on; these are peep 1 e who have good 
ideas; thesf.~ are peop 1 e who are vii 11 i ng to work ll'Ji thin the system"-·-
and I alll'wys war·ked vJithj.n the system---some people don't; I did·-.. -"their 
egos aren't so giant that they have to hog the stage to themselves," 
that's a real problem; and find those people, and get through some 
formal, if you can get it, or informal, if you can't, conv~rsations, 
dialoging with the faculty and the administration. If you've got a 
good dog in the administration, I would think that you could·probably 
do that. Now, I don't know the administration out there that well. 
and I don't know the regents out there that well, but I would think 
that you could do that. 

The one area that we just didn't pursue, but I think that given 
longer, it can be done, was getting a dialog with the faculty, where 
the faculty didn't view us as a threat. 

That's where his energies should be spent. But doing that kind 
of thing takes time, lots of time; and it takes more than one admini
stration. And that's what's so hard about it. But I think it's worth 
the effor~; it's certainly worth a hell of a lot more than some of the 
other junk that you're asked to do, which is just people acting like 
they're, I don't know, getting ready to run for governor. I never had 
any aspirations to do that, but most people in student government do • 
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JOE KRIER 

February 18, 1983 

Joe Krier was president of the Students• Association 1969-70, 
probably the most violent, tumultous school year in the history of 
the University of Texas at Austin campus. He helped guide the 
~tudent government and the student body as a whole through the 
riot in the Texas Union Chuck Hagon, the Haller Creek protests a
gainst construction of Bellmont Hall. and the march of over 20,000 
students to the Capitol in protest of the May Kent State killings; 
through all the unrest, not one life was lost. 

I traveled to San Antonio in February to meet Joe, now an 
attorney with Groce. Locke, and Hebdon, and we spent nearly three 
fascinating hours together in his office as he explained to me the new 
and unusual challenges that both he and the Students• Association 
were faced with during his term. 

DSG: I wanted to ask you about the structure of the Association during 
your term, and one of the things I was curious about was tHe House of 
Delegates .••• What was the function of the House of Delegates, and why 
was it created in the first place? 

l<RIER: Gosh, I'm not going to be able to be a great dea_l of help on 
that ••• 

• DSG: How long had it been ar"ound'? 

• 

l<RIER: A couple of years; maybe not even that l.ong. The reason is that 
my vice-president, Ernie Haywood, was the administrative officer and 
chairman of the House of Delegates. I was the chairman of the Student 
Assembly, and each of us had our hands full with those respective 
groups. My recollection is that the idea behind the House of Delegates 
was to create an organization which would be organizationally based in 
its membership, i.e., dormitories and various other groups could have 
a delegate to the House of Delegates, and therefore, hopefully, it would 
be able to get a more immediate sounding of opinion from a pretty sig
nificant cross-section of the campus than the Student Assembly would, 
inasmuch as those p~ople were elected by much larger constituencies 
which did not meet at regular times--if you were an assemblyman from 
the Coll~ge of Arts & Scie~ces, well, I mean, my God, there was no 
convocation of the College, so whatever you did to find out what was. on 
everybody's mind was on your own, whereas, in the House of Delegates, 
the delegate from Roberts Hall dormitory or Orange Jackets could always 
go back to that group and say, "hey, we're going to vote on X, Y, or Z, 
what do you want me to do?." And as a result of that, my rec:ollection is 
that the House tended to spend a lot of its time taking stands on various 
issues confronting the campus, and that the Assembly, being smaller, 
was not excluded from doing that, indeed, did do that, but tended to be 
more involved in the kind of day-to-day specific policy-making, the 
designation of students to sit on various policy-making boards and 
commissions throughout the campus, things of that nature. 
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DSG: What was the legislative interaction between the two, as far as 
bills, etc.--did they have to pass both houses? Or were they pretty 
much separate bodies? 

KRIER~ My recollection is that some did and some didn't. 
had a real peculiar mix .... 

I think we 

DSG: What about your committee system--how did you organize that? 

KRIER: DK ••• unless I say otherwise, I"m talking about the Student 
Assembly, because the House really was something that was just way on 
over there. I want to say that the committee structure of the Student 
Assembly was generally appointed by the pr~sident of the student body, 
although some committees, as I recall, were elected from the Student 
Assembly itself. I don't remember the titles of these things, but I'm 
sure they fell into logical categories--Housing, for example ..• , 
Student Activities .•• , State Affairs ..• ! know we had a committee thet 
dealt with the Legislature when it was in session, and in fact, the 
Students• As~ociation had a designated liaison to kind of work in a 
committee to deal with the Legislature, Travel Committee, that dealt 
at that time ••• with student charters and trips and all that sort of 
stuff--some of those things, student government would actually sponsor. 
None others really leap to mind. 

DSG: Did you make any changes that you recall of any substance in the 
governing structure, constitution or otherwise? 

KRIER: During the "69-"70 period, no. What we inherited was essential(y 
what we kept. There were so many other things going on that year that 
the structure of the government was kind of an aside •••. My guess is 
that my election saw probably the peak in terms of student numbers 
participating in student elections. Unless I"m mistaken, somewhere 
between 8 and 10,000 people voted in my elec~ion for student body pre
sident, in which there were like eight candidates and there was a run
off. 

DSG: There were about 10,000 the next spring, which was the Jeff Jones 
election ... 

KRIER: That's true. 
pretty dramatically. 

After that, I suspect, it starts to fall off 

I think now, it"s down to a level where it makes the process all 
but meaningless. 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in the 
government? We were talking about voter turnout, which would be mostly 
the people who weren't directly involved--what about the people who 
were working directly with it? What were their motivations~ what were 
they trying to get out of it? Were they in it to ..• 
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•. , KRIER: F'l ay politics versLts help the campus? 

• 

• 

DSG: Yes--pad their resumes, personal prestige .••• 

KRIER: The same reasons that I see people are active in politics today; 
which is exactly what we"ve been touching on. Some were there because 
they really enjoyed trying to make things better, and felt that the 
challenge was worth it; there were people there who viewed it as prac
tice for politics in later life; there were people there who did it 
just because they enjoyed manipulating the process and the people and 
what have you; there were people there who did it just because of the 
ego strokes they got out of it. But I"d say overall, if I look back at 
the caliber of the people on my Student Assembly and the people I saw 
running for office during that time period, serving on committees-
that was still a period of great committment during your college years 
to making the world a better place. All of us really believed that if 
we worked hard enough at it, we could make the world a better place 
than it was before we came there; and there was just ' large number of 
people who felt that it was your duty to do that: that you were not 
in the University just to have a good time and get a degree so you 
could get a good job. This job pressure was almost nonexistent .•.• 

DSG: When do you think that feeling of trying to make the world a 
better place began? 

KRIER: Oh, I think it be~an, definitely, during the Kennedy years; 
that would be my guess, because I got m.1t of high school in "64, which 
was a couple of years after President Kennedy was assasinated, and I 
remember that whole ••• push from Kennedy's election in "60 that went 
through all that period of the "60s--you know, this belief that people 
made a difference, individuals made a difference, and the hope of the 
country was in the youth of the country, and the colleges and the 
univ~rsities were the cream of the youth of the country, so they had 
a duty. My guess is ••• that it really started to pick up steam in 
the civil rights movements of the "50s. 

DSG: All right ••• let me ask you a little bit about your relationship 
with the various power bodies on campus: first of all, the Association"s 
relationship with the Board of Regents. 

KRIER: Well, of course, ·this is the peak of the Erwin years. Inter
estingly enough, in my judgement, we did pretty well during the Erwin 
years in some ways. I would think that my philosophy, and Lloyd 
Doggett's, wa~ that you have to recognize that in the end, student 
government always exists at the sufferance of the Board of Regents. 
As a practical matter, everything on campus exists at the sufferance 
of the Board of Regents, and trying to ignore that reality has caused 
some of the problems that have occurred since the "70s. 

I think our relationship with the Board of Regents, by and large, 
was pretty good. We got some things that we felt were significant; we 
didn"t get some things that we would have liked; but in terms of com
munication--you know, I 7 m one of Frank Erwin"s great admirers; we spent 
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half our time screaming at each other, and half our time drinking 
whiskey together. I could call Frank Erwin up at 2 o'clock in the 
morning and say, "I need to see you about something," and he'd say, 
"Fine; come on over." Now that's something you can't say, I suspect, 
about a lot of chairmen of Boards of Regents in this state, this 
country, and in the University of Texas history. 

DSG: Or presidents of the student body. 

KRIER: True •.•• 

DSG: Were the students aware of that relationship? 

KRIER: Yeah .•.• 

DSG: How did they feel about it? 

KRIER ClaughingJ: Mixed. It's a real bridging period, you know; I 
went to Erwin's later on--I don't think that was the year I was presi
dent; it was later when Erwin was stepping down as chairman of the 
Board--and I went to the blaek-tie dinner that they had for him. I'll 
remember it for the rest of my life: I was just booed horribly as I 
went into ••• Palmer Auditorium. 

DSG: You were booed, or he was booed? 

KRIER: I was booed. I mean, everybody that went in was booed, but I 
was recogized. Erwin was enormously controversial, and a substantial 
number of the student body thought he was just the slimiest thing that 
ever walked the face of the earth. 

But I think that Frank Erwin was probably one of the greatest men 
who ever served as chairman of the Board of Regents, and probably did 
more for the University of Texas at Austin than any other person in 
this century. And I'm not sure that's stating it strongly enough. He 
really does not get as much credit [as he deserves]; when you die, 
people forget very quickly. 

DSG: What impact did Erwin have on the student body? 

KRIER: Well, enormously controversial. The Waller Creek thing happened 
early on; that's an area -where I disagreed with him violently, and I 
thought the University's handling of that--number one, what they were 
doing, and number two, how they did it--were wrong. And the problem 
that Frank Erwin and the University has always had is being willing to 
say "That was a horrible mistake; let's get out of this." The tendency 
of the institution has al~ays been, once a mistake has been made, to 
just go ahead and carry it out, and damn the consequences. Waller Creek 
was an example of that: taking the decision as it was, it did not have 
to be put into effect with the kind of brute force that was utilized, 
which gave the University a black eye all over the state; my God, ~e got 
national publicity out of it. So to that extent, I think he was viewed e: by the student body as being very powerful' very abrasive, and i nsensi-
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• tive to students, generally. 

DSG: Did it tend to tie the student body together, or make it more 
divisive? 

KRIER: Well, I certainly think it gave everybody a convenient target 
to attack. He was the focal point for all the things people didn't 
like about the University, whethe~ it was the way we handled tenure, 
whether it was the way we handled freedom of speech on campus, whether 
it was the way we handled landscaping, which is essentially what 
Waller Creek was about. whether it was how we handled committment for I . 

construction of new buildings, demonstrations against or for the war--
he reveled in being in the middle of those controversies; loved it. 
And Erwin realized that there was a r~al political value to him in 
having the students, particularly the far left political wing of the 
students, be violently opposed to him, because he had no political 
constituency he had to worry about, and it allowed him to go to the 
Legislature and always say, "YoLt don't need to worry aboLtt ME; I've 
got all of these peop 1 e against me. I'm with you guys! 11 It was a 
convenient and very helpful, constructive device for him. He knew 
exactly what he was doing at all times; Frank Erwin never unknowingly 
stumbled into those sorts of controversies. 

DSG: Did you still have the Student-Regent Liaison Committee in effect 
when you were president? 

• KRIER: No. I attended al 1 regents• m'eeti ngs, wherever they were. 

DSG: Were you allowed to speak? 

KRIER: Anytime I wanted to; in other words, anytime I wanted to b~ on 
the agenda concerning an item, I could be on it. I mean, obviously, 
I was not allowed in the executive sessions, unless I was invited, 
which I was from time to time. But yeah~ anytime ... that was -0ne of 
the understandings that Erwin and I always had, that if there was 
anything that I was concerned about and wanted the students" voice 
heard on, whether it was critical of him or not, we got up there ahd 
got to speak. And there were times wh~n 1 arranged for some people 
to get up to speak who said some very nasty things about him, and that 
was fine with him. Erwin was one of those people who felt that part 
of the process of meaningful government--not just student government, 
but government in general--was that you could disagree publicly, but 
get along privately. If you let the bitterness of your public disa
greements go all the way down to the core of your personal relation
ships, that government could not function; what would happen eventually 
is that no one would be speaking to anybody, either publicly or privately, 
and the whole system would grind to a halt. Other people disagree 
with that. You know, Frank Erwin and Babe Schwartz, for example, were 
big, violent political enemie~ from time to ti,me, in terms of Schwartz 
getting up and saying things about Erwin, and r~nting and raving; but 
you could find them drinking whiskey together at regular intervals, 

•. because they both understood that what they were doing during the 
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daytime was representing the views of their constituency and their 
people and doing what they had to do, and when they were off duty, they 
didn't have to carry all pf that down. 

DSG: What about yoLtr re.lationship with the UT Austin administration. 
President Heckerman and so forth? ' . 

KRIER: Well, we went through Hac~erman, Bryce Jordan, and my recol
lection is that Steve Spurr wound up succeeding the Jordan interim 
presidency. Is that correct? Hackerman left to go be president at 
Rice; he was fired-slash-resigned •••• 

DSG: As I recall, Bryce Jordan was still ad interim president at the 
end of the school year. 

KRIER: Oh; yes, that's right. I sat on the search committee which 
selected Spurr after I finished being president of the student body, 
and that's why this all kind of flows together •.•• That's why it was 
such a fascinating time to be there; the whole Hackerman/Silber/Erwin 
thing went on shortly before and during the time I was there. 

To answer your initial question, I think (the relationship wasJ 
generally good. I think Norm Hackerman, in retrospect, is viewed as 
one of the most effective presidents the University has had: tough, 
fair, totally principled. Hackerman always said, "I don't need this 
job, and if the time comes when I've got to do some things in order 
to hold onto it that I d.on"t want to do, 1"11 go," and he did • . ......... . 

He was very tough; could be ruthlessly mean; he's a chemist, the 
classic science type--very analytical, not warm, not real social, 
folksy, or anything like that; he does have a good sense of humor. 
But in any event, he was very responsive to student government, but 
one of these people that viewed it ••• as kind of something you just 
had to put up with. He put up with it as much as he could, but he 
wasn't going to take any guff from anybody •••• If you had a good 
proposal, and it sounded inter~sting, he'd be receptive; if it was 
either poorly prepared, or if it was something he just fundamentally 
disagreed with, he'd just say, "Look, I"m not going to buy that, and 
I don't want to waste my time talking about it, and here's why: A, 
B, C; good-bye." 

DSG: Was it mostly your communication with him, or did he have an 
advisory council composed of students from the Association and other 
places? 

KRIER: No; at that point the college councils w~re just beginning to 
be noticed ••• 

DSG: Because President Wilson had an advisory-type council •••• 

KRIER: Really? Hackerman did not. My dealings were immediate and 
direct with him. God, when we had the great riot in the Chuck Wagon, 
all of our dealings were direct. But he, like Erwin, was always some-
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one you felt like you could call, right now, and say ''Listen, it's 
really important." And it damn well BETTER be real important with 
Hackerman. You know, you could just go right on over to see him. 
whether it was 7:00 at night or 9:00 in the morning; as long as it was 
not 4:00 in the afternoon, when he played squash, it was O.K. He 
walked out of regen~s· meetings at 4:00; ~ mean, he played squash every 
day at four, and there was NOTHING that was going to stop him. He'd 
walk out of Faculty Council meetirigs; just say, ''Gentlemen, it's four 
o'clock, and I have my squash game; I'll entertain a motion to adjourn," 
and that was the end of it! Great guy. 

DSG: What about your relationship with the faculty and staff, on the 
University committees and the protest movements? 

KRIER: Well, some good, some bad. We had developed in the years before 
'69 ••• alliances with certain segments of the faculty. Jim Roach, who 
was in Government; Irwin Spear •••• We had faculty members on the Union 
Board the year before who allowed us to take effective student control 
of the Union Board for the first time ih eons. The way we did it, and 
I think it was Lloyd [DoggettJ's idea, was that we had the board as a 
whole, say with 11 members, and six are non-students and five are 
students; we had two or three faculty members who voted with us to 
create an e>:ecutive committee of the Union Board which was peopled by 
all the student members plus one of the faculty members, and that the 
decisions of the executive coMmittee could only be overridden by a 
three-fourths vote of the Board as a whole. They voted that through 
[laughingJ, and the effect of it was that you had a student majority 
on the Union Board. It was really a neat trick. 

So there were a number of people on the faculty who were very pro 
the students being more independent and having more control over their 
own affairs. I'd say the staff, with the exception of the Student 
Union staff, was not receptive. Power flowed from the President; they· 
weren't terribly interested in anything other than staying out of 
trouble with students on a day-to-day basis, and there was not a 
committment to helping student government along. Student government 
was something that could only cause them problems, not help. 

DSG: What aboUt those faculty members that you served with on the 
Faculty-Student Senate and those type committees--the committee to 
select the president, and so on? 

KRIER: Mostly, that worked pretty well, yes. Which is not to say 
that a significant p~rtion of the faculty readership didn't basically 
adopt the viewpoint that the only r~ason students were at the Univer
sity was to provide a vehicle by which professors could have a paid 
occupation--that students,were there to be taught as the faculty felt 
they ought to be taught, and that was pretty much the role that students 
ought to play; and I mean a number of leadership faculty on these 
committees took that posture. What you found on a regular basis was 
that the faculty were interested in allying themselves with the stu
dents when they needed support on fights ov~r tenure, or issues af
fecting the faculty--smaller class siz~, things of that nature; but 
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when it came time to get big chunks of the faculty to stand behi~d 
the students on whether or not the students ought to contra~ the 
student activity fees, or whether or not th~re ought to be more student 
governance of housing policy or dormitory rules and regulations--any of 
those sorts of immediate ••• [issuesJ--that was something where everyone 
just kind of took one step backward. That's overstating it; it's not 
that they were running away from being of help on that issue; it's 
just that they didn't care. So if was always, yeah, we're glad to 
have you students help on those things that are important to us, but 
there was a much smaller number that were willing to be of help when 
it was the flip side of that coin. 

DSG: Let me ask you a related question: we were talking before about 
the committee to select the president; and you also succeeded, I believe, 
during the year in getting three students appointed to the building 
committee. Were the students fairly powerful in these committees? 
You were probably a minority in each case. 

KRIER: Al1.-Jay:.. It depended on the nature of the students. I think 
that's true on everything; if we had good students on those committees 
and they really wanted to play roles, the Texan was always willing to 
see that it got the kind of coverage it needed, and they could be 
effective. A lot of them weren't effective because they were outclassed 
mentally, or because they weren't interested in being there other than 
for the honor. You always have that problem--you try to get the best 
people that you can, but you deal from the pool of those who expr~ss 
an interest most of the time, and sometimes it turns out their interest 
isn't as deep as you thought it was. 

DSG: The Students• Association still had some control of the blanket 
tax; to what degree? Weren't there some changes made by the adminis
tration and the Board of Regents on how the students ~ould control 
that? 

KRIER: My recollection is that, up through my year, at least, that 
the Student Assembly voted on how .•• that money would be spent; and 
although it was subject, as everything is today, to regental approval, 
the history was that that was not tampered with. And it was not. The 
only area in which there was always ongoing sensitivity was the amount 
that Al Lundsted~ and the folks over in the Athletics Department were 
going to get. I really think that there was an unspoken understanding 
that as long as the Assembly awarded what the Athletic Council felt 
it needed to run the athletics operation, that in return for that the 
remainder of fhe blanket tax would be left untouched. 

That understanding was pretty much lived by by everyone. My re
collection is that when Jeff [Jones] came in, the whole house of cards 
started falling apart. 

DSG: Did the regents, do you think, make a conscious attempt--probably 
after your administration--to sabotage the student government, or to 
weaken it by removing control of the student services fee? 
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KRIER: It was m'ade easier; in other words, the second I think the 
administration came to the conclusion that the leadership of student 
government was not threatening to them--well, I don't know; I don't want 
to use the word "threatening"--let•s say, came to the c:onc:lusion that, 
number one, the leadership of student government would not be able to 
reac:h out beyond the University community, beyond the student community-
and with Jeff, you had kind of a sundering of an ability to do that; he 
automatically, obviously did not have the support of whatever percentage 
of the student body voted for his opponent, but it was more so than it 
had been in other elections; I mean, in mine or anyone else's, the guy 
who came in second place, his pitch philosophically was not that much 
different from mine; a question of direction rather than a gigantic 
splitting of the ways--it's easy for the administration and the regents 
to start reducing student government's power, influence, whatever you 
want to c:all it, when i~ can't build up any resistance to that within 
the faculty, within the student body as a whole, within the larger 
political community, and the state as a whole. To the extent that you've 
got students going home to their families and saying "Good God, we've 
got a, bunch of c:raz i es down there running student government," wel 1, 
then you get this ever-increasing ripple effect. 

SO in answer to your question, sure. When the administration and 
the regents reached the conclusion that the radical student population, 
which it was self-styled as, had taken over student government, they 
felt number one that it was in their own best interest to start taking 
some of that stuff away, and number two, they didn't have a lot t.o 
fear politic:ally from doing it. They sure weren't going to get any 
criticism from the ~egislature--not the kind of criticism that they run 
the risk of always incyrring when they take on the Daily Texan, where 
the Daily Texan is being even remotely responsible, because then you 
get a lot of people at the Legislature and the press around the state 
saying, "Wait a minute--this is freedom of the press!" And I think 
that as long as you had a student government that was perceived as being 
generally representative of the student body as a whole, they antici
pated getting the same reaction when that sort of thing happened. And 
the other thing I think you can't underscore enough, David, is the--
and this is how it kind of star~s affecting student government, even 
though I think the quality of the leadership was not bad [later onJ-
when the regents start looking at a student government, say in mine 
where you've~ot a very significant percentage voting in the election, 
and ~ive years later, it's a third or less than that, you know, what 
do they c:are what student government thinks? I wouldn't, and neither 
would anyone else. It doesn't speak for anybody, which is the fun
damental problem with the collapse in voter turnout. 

Long ahswer. 

DSG: How important do yo~ think it is for the Association to have 
control of the student services fee/blanket tax? How important was 
that to your adminstration? 

KRIER: Well, of course, 
you want to preserve it • 

it's one of those traditions you inherit, so 
I mean, subjectively, it was important because 
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it had been that way and needed to continue to be that way. Objectively, 
it has always seemed to me that if there is one area that students 
ought to be in charge of, it's the management of the funds which they 
tax themselves ·in order to spend on activities which primarily they 
participate in. So I think it's extremely important, and that students 
ought to be responsible for those funds today as long as the mechanism 
that's doing that can show that it speaks for all the students, or can 
at least make that claim. 

DSG: OK. What sorts of campus-related issues did the Association con
cern itself with? Of course, there was a LOT going on on campus in 
'69-' 70, but ••• 

KRIER: Oh, God, yeah. I think .•. the two most significant things that 
happened that year, if you exclude the fact that we were caught up in 
the heat of the Viet Nam War, and therefore were impacted by things 
that were impacting the whole country, in essentially the same way; but 
some of the things that were important to us I think were unique to us. 
For example, we hired the first students' attorney the year I was pre
sident of the student body; that was a fight that had gone on at great 
length under Rostam Kavoussi, who preceded me .•.. A number of us met 
with Erwin after I was elected, and the basic question was whether or 
not he was going to veto ••• the students' attorney deal or not, and we 
told him we did not want him to do that; and then set up a search com
mittee, and found Jim Boyle. Who that first person was was, in my judge
ment, an absolutely critical decision; if it turned out to be some in
competent or someone who was not vocal--a really good politician and 
•lso a good lawyer--there wouldn't be a students' attorney today. And 
that's probably done more good for more students in the intervening 
14 years than anything that happened in that decade--certainly as much 
as anything that decade; I don't want to step on anybody else's parade. 
The other thing was •.• the Student Housing Commission, which was a very 
active group that ••• dealt with ••• just an enormous number of complaints 
about student housing, people's problems with contracts, discrimination 
both racial and otherwise; it did just a tremendous job at a time when 
the statutory framework was not nearly as supportive of consumers and 
tenants as it is today. Those were two things that were going on on a 
day-to-day basis in kind of a quiet, not in front of the newspapers 
way. Notwithstanding that, it had an enormous impact. 

But, in terms of other things, you had the Waller Creek great 
uproar; you had the great Texas Union upheaval ••• 

DSG: What wa~ your role in that? 

l<RIER: Oh, gosh .••• 

DSG: You"re talking about the Chuck Wagon disturbance? 

KRIER: Yeah. It's amazing what a vast difference 14 years makes. The 
Chuck Wagon had really become a focal point for just the vast ••• number 
of kind of runaway "street people," was the only term that you can use; 
runaway kids, anything from below college to way beyond college~ who 
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• went from plac:e to place, I suppose as hoboes did during -the Depression. 

• 

• 

DSG: Now, they call them "Dragworms." 

t<RIER: "Dragworms, 11 O.K. Well, they all LIVED in tt:ie Chuck Wagon. We 
had a lot of dope dealing going on there; ••• what it effectively had 
done was it had driven students out from using it, except for v~ry few-
it had become so totally unpleasant. The Union Board voted as a policy 
matter, and all th~ students on the Boa~d supported it, that we would 
limit the use of the Chuck Wagon to students and faculty--members of the 
University community ..•• Wh~n it came time to enforce that, everybody 
kind of knew ahead of time that the street community was not going to 
Voluntarily leave, and ultimately it took bringing in police force to 
get them out. Like.a lot of things at that time, police tend to take 
matters into their own hands, which they did;, and the ne:·:t thing you 
knew, you had a mAjor riot on your hands. And I and the members of 
the Union Board w~re involved from th~ very beginning to the very end 
of that thing in doing what we could, initially, to persuade everybody 
to leave voluntarily and to warn them that the police were coming in, 
and then once the police came in, trying to ~et as many people out as 
we could before they started making arrests; once the tear gas started 
slinging, well, we all beat a hasty retreat to a more breatheable area. 

It was an incredible e:·:perierice. 

DSG: What about in the aftermath? 

KRIER: Well, there was a grand jury investigation •••. 
what happened as a result ••• 

I don~t remember 

DSG: There was something about the Assembly requesting charges be 
dropped against those individuals not charged with direct violence. It 
created a legal defense fund to aid those charged otherwise; the 0.A. 
later dropped charges ag~inst several students, but it doesn~t say 
whether that was bec~use of the Students' As~ociation or not. 

KRIER: I don't remember. I'm sure~ though, that that had some effect; 
student voting, also, was picking up about that time, and there was in
creasing responsiveness to students from the elected com~unity in 
Austin. But it seemed like we just went from crisis to crisis; you 
didn't get one out of the w~y--it just flowed into the next big one. 
My last day as president ~f the student body was the day of the great 
Kent State march. I always kid everybody that 25,000 students turned 
out on my last day in office to thank me for the wonderful job I'd done; 
I served my last day in office as a parade marshal!, with eighteen 
jillion other people, to attempt to make sure that that was a peaceful 
parade. And it was. 

That was something th~t was very explosive, that Kent State could 
happen; we had a big fight on campus abmut whether flags were going to 
be flown at half mast or not. It's almost difficult to grasp how de
sperately emotionally, and how life-and-death, everybody viewed those 
issues: it really seemed like the world as we knew it was just col
lapsing • 
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DSG: We were talking a minute ago about your relationship with the 
administration. On administrative policy decisions that were student
related, how much input did the Students• Association have--on changing 
regulations, this kind· of thing? Wer·e you ever able to initiate any 
kind of action like that with the administration? Or was it pretty 
much mor~ of a reactive type [of inputJ? 

Were your qpinions taken seriously? 

KRIER: Oh, yeah; I never felt that they weren't. 

DSG: Did they carry a fair amount of weight? 

KRIER: I don't want to ov~rstate .••• I hope y8u don't find on all of 
our past student body presidents the tendency to draw this picture of 
this magnificent entity that was just brimming with power and influence 
that kind of sailed through the seas of state. You know, the thing is, 
and I see this now after having gotten out of the University, that you 
don't get much done iri a year anywhere, no matter where you are or what 
you are doing. A year is a very short time, particularly when a year 
is only nine months, as it is in a university community. You're elected 
president of the stud~nt body in the spring, you barely get cranking 
when it's time for summer vacation, and everything just comes ta a 
grinding hal t--the students are gone, and the faculty, staff, and ad·
miAi strati on are off schedule so that you can never get two people to
gether for anything. You come back in September; you get a pretty good 
lick until final exams time comes; then spring break comes--you get 
maybe a month in January and Februa~y, and then it's times for elections 
again! You know, boom! it's over with. So for me to tell you that 
there was just a whole lot being done would be ludicrous. The ot~er 
thing is that the University bureaucracy then, as I'm sure it is today, 
is almost like the Chines~ Mandarin Empire bureaucracy in a lot of ways: 
things move exceedingly slow; there's a tendency to study things to 
death. At every step along the way, everybody had every input in the 
world; everybody is respectfully listened to and seriously paid attention 
to--the problem is that that process takes FOREVER. And then it bounces 
its way up to the next level, and the next level, and it gets whittled 
at little here and whittled a little there, and by the time it comes 
out at the end, nobody recogizes what started in at the bottommost 
level. 

So a great deal of student participation was ultimately meaningless. 
That wasn't because it was student participation; it was because that 
was the nature of the way I think the University functioned, and still 
does probably: an enormous amount of inertia which discouraged sig-

. nificant, major changes. And the only way you got major changes, a la 
the students' attorney ••• if you went through the normal process and had 
that work its way al 1 the way up to the Board of R~egents, you know, 
you'd be two or three student body presidents later before you got to 
that point, at which point whoever was student body president would say, 
"Well, hell, I don't know what that is; I couldn't care less." So the 
only way you really got something was at this level, you bounced u~ to 
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the Frank Erwin level and said ''Hey, this is real important to us, and 
we really do want this." f\nd the ne:-:t day, Erwin would make a phone 
call to the administration, and that very day I'd get a call from the 
President's office saying ''We'd really like to see this legislation 
ASAP," and it'd just go zip! right on through. But you could only cash 
in a very limited number of those chips in one nine-month period, 
because you only had so many you were going to get with him, and you 
didn't want to waste them. And, too, there was so little time in which 
to confront it: student body presidents serve the shortest term of any 
elected official that I know of. 
DSG: How was the Association involved in off-campus affairs--city, 
state, national, politics or otherwise community involvement? 

KRIER: To a relatively limited e:-:tent. We dealt with the Legislature 
ve~y seriously• and with the governor's office_ very seriously, always 
with regard to legislation trying to get students on the Board of 
Regents, trying to get goverors to appoint either students or sympa
thetic individuals when those appointments came up; and there were 
always ongoing committees to deal with the Legislature. Federal go
vernment was less issue-oriented than it was •.• getting programs where 
students could intern in Washington offices, that sort of thing ..•. 
Very little Students' Association interaction with Austin civic ac
tivities--United Fund or any of that sort of stuff. 

DSG: Jump back to on-campus for a moment. Shuttle buses: I know the 
service started during your year; had that been passed by the Assembly 

·- your year, or was that the year before. 

• 

KRIER: I suspect that had been perhaps several years before. That 
project, I know, was one of the few that was worked on for years before 
it was finally made to function. I wouldn't be surprised if that goes 
back to Lloyd's, or even earlier, because I remember committees working 
on that shuttle bus probl~m, how to finance it, where it would go, and 
all that sort of thing; it was one of the best thought-out processes 
of anything that we've done. It was something that, if you want to 
point to something that really was the result of a lot of student pushing 
and initiative, that's it. It also resulted because the University re
cognized that it had a gigantic parking problem on its hands, and either 
the University was going to have to spend an eno·rmous amount of money 
acquiring land and building parking lots, with no end in sight, ever, 
or, as it turned out, they could get students to fight for a shuttle 
bus system wb.ich, obviously, made a whole lot more sense. 

DSG: Let's turn now to the efficacy of the Students' Association. 
We've already talked about the weight that the students' opinion car
ried with the administration and off-campus. How about from the point 
of view of the average student--the relatively uninvolved student? Did 
he see thee Association as his official "voice" on and off campus? 

KRIER: A lot of students didn't. If you go back, you'll find that 
Mickey Mouse was ~ candidate regularly; some entity named Amy the Wonder 
Dog was a candidate; I mean, there have been fictitious candidates, I 
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suspect, for as long as there's been a student government •••• The 
point, though, was that until after '71-'72 or so, fictitious candidates 
didn't win elections. A significant number of students did regard 
student govern~ent as their spokesman on campus affairs; a significant 
number never did--never has, .never will. And there's an interim number 
in between that sort of regards it as their spok~sman probably on issues 
they like, and not as their spokesman on issues they don't, depending 
on how they feel on any given day. In terms of '69-70, and I'll say 
this even through Jeff's election--! think the student body made a 
horrible mistake, bµt in a democracy you're entitled to do that--from 
an efficacy sense, as long as you have that many people participating, 
then I think the system is working and has the sµpport of those served 
by it. Now, I subscribe to the old Chinese view, that the mandate of 
Heaven is withdrawn from governments: when students decided to with
draw the mandate, they did so in the only way they knew how, and that 
was to quit voting. 

DSG: Why do you think Jeff Jones was elected? 

KRIER: Well, there's one theory--! say there's one theory; I certainly 
hope it's not widespread--that it was a referendum on my performance 
in office. My own feeling is, it was one of those things ~hat was 
going to happen sooner or later, because of the trend of national events. 
You were seeing radicals being elected at campuses all over the country. 
Jeff Jones was the first serious, intelligent, incisive, provocative 
radical who had run for the presidency of the student body a~ the Uni
versity of Texas--! say he was the first; there had been others, but 
the time was right. You had a year in which the administration and 
regents consistently overreacted to student disturbances; you had a 
year in which all of the bad aspects of Frank Erwin's personality in 
terms of dealing with students were highlighted; and of course, at the 
end of that year, you had Kent State--that was right after the election-
but you had all this unrest and unhappiness going on across the country; 
President Nixon's administration was in power at that time, which was 
seen negatively by student bodies everywhere, and ours was no excep
tion. And so all those things came together, and students decided they 
wanted a radical president; they were going to give that a try and see 
whether or not that would produce some radical changes. It did not. 
And when it did not, that's when I think they concluded that they would 
withdraw their mandate--and gradually diq. 

DSG: Did the students s~em to perceive that they were self-governed? 
Did they have a sense of "belonging" to "their" Students• Association? 
Of course, they were all members, but to what degree would you say it 
was a cohesive organization? 

KRIER: No; I doubt that i~ you took a poll, that there was that kind 
of specific consciousness, although going into '69, I think a signifi
cant number of students thought that their student government did have 
a voice and a major impact over significant aspects of their lives. 
Coming out of 1969 and going into 1970, because of the things that were 
happening with the Viet Nam War and the University's response to 
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student reaction to that, I think there was a growing feeling that they 
were mistaken--that student government was not perceived as being able 
to control those areas that they felt most affected them. The problem 
is, I think there was a shift in perception over what people felt most 
affected them •••• Before you sailed into the Viet Nam War period, you 
had a lot of concern with civil rights; you had a lot of concern with 
dealing with landlords on housing; with representation on committees 
affecting academic standards and policies in governance. Well, all of 
the sudden, those things became very incons~quential. The question 
was whether or, not you were going to serve in a world which you didr1't 
particularly agree in and in which it did not appear that your govern
ment was accurately representing the wishes of the populace. And so 
student government was able to deal with the first set of matters I 
dealt with pretty well: student government led the way on civil rights; 
student government led the way on students' attorneys, on involvement 
in the academic governing process--all of that came from student govern
ment. But it was not able to deal with the war. I don't think it 
could, frankly; obviously, nobody else could--it almost brought the 
country to a standstill. Lyndon Johnson lost the Presidency over the 
war. But, you know, if the constituents decide that something's im
portant, ~nd that you're supposed to do something about it, well, if 
you don't, that's the way the cookie crumbles. 

DSG: Would you say, then, that during your term, the students' atti
tude towards the student government shifted more toward condemnation, 
especially when there was a crisis in progress; or were they mostly 
still supportive even t~ough they didn't see it as representing their 
views? At some point in history, you have people saying, "Student go
vernment is ineffective, it's not good, let's get rid of it." 

KRIER: I don"t know ••. 

DSG: I mean, did you ever hear thoughts to the effect of "Maybe we 
shouldn't have a student government"? 

KRIER: Oh, yeah; you heard those thoughts all the time, from 1964 when 
I came there as a freshman until 1971 when I left law school--there 
were always people saying it ought to be abolished. We were always 
scared to death that there was going to be a referendum on whether or 
not to abolish it. In retrospect, if there was, I don't think it would 
have passed. After this Chuck Wagon uproar, we had a student referendum; 
the Union Board requested that the students place on the ballot a refer
endum on whether or not the use of the Chuck Wagon should be limited to 
students, and~it passed, by a very healthy margin. So, to the extent 
that that"s a signal, we had the support of the student body on where 
we were going and what we were doing. But you"re right; at some point 
that was lost. 

If there had been no Viet Nam War, we ~ould look back on that year 
and say, "My God, we got a students" attorney hired, that 7 s tremendous ••. " 

DSG: And instead, we look back and say, "That was the year of the 

,r' 
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Wal 1 er Creek incident ••• " 

KRIER: '' ••• and the Chuck Wagon riot, and the 20,000-some-odd march 
after Kent Stat.e." All of those three essentially arose out of the 
same unrest that was sweeping over the University community. 

DSG: What would you consider to be the most outstanding accomplishment 
of the Krier Administration? What lasting mark was left? 

KRIER: Well, let me say this. Number one, there is nothing that I 
would personally lay credit to. I can't think of a single thing that 
happened that year that, but for the help of a number of other people, 
it would not have happened. 

If you want to say what is the most significant thing that students 
brought about in 1969-70--number one, there was no loss of life on our 
campus, in one of the most tumultuous periods of time in American his
tory. 

DSG: Because of efforts of the student government? 

KRIER: Because of efforts by the people in student government; I've 
got to give student government some credit for that, because a whole 
lot of those other parade marshalls were Student Assemblymen, and a 
whole lot of those people who tried to keep the Chuck.Wagon uproar 
from winding up with people being killed--which it well could have, 
and the Waller Creek incident from winding up with people being killed, 
which IT well could have--and I don't mean by people being shot, although 
in some instances that was th~ case, but by their being trampled to 
death or crushed by bulldozers, or from riots breaking out during the 
Ken± State march. That was not the case on other campuses across the 
country. 

Frankly, until you sat down here today, I really hadn't thought 
about it that way. I've normally always said it was the students' 
attorney. But I· mean, w~ came through that year intact. That's an 
accomplishment of some magnitude that I played a small part in, and 
perhaps a small leadership part in; but I'm relieved of that more 
than anything else. It would have been very easy to look back and say, 
"My God, that was the year- that ten students were killed at the Uni
versity of Te:-: as .••• " 

The other thing, though, is that we did go ahead and get the regents 
to approve the ~tudents' -attorney, and chose, through a student selec
tion committee, an individual who made that office be effective and 
labored for it to become a permanent institution on campus. 

DSG: Let me ask you now to look ahead ••.• What do you see ahead for 
our new Students' Associatjon? Is it even a workable kind of thing to 
do on a campus of almost 50,000 people? 

KRIER: Well, it certainly ought to be; I mean, there's no reason why 
you can't have effecti~e student government--no inherent, internal 
reason •••• The ingredients are there. But the only way that student 

~ government can ever be effective is if it has a mandate, a committment 
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from enough students so that it is perceived as having a meaningful 
voice with the administration and regents. "Enough students" is not 
90%, it's not 60%, and I suspect it's not necessarily even 50%; but I 
can tell you that it's NOT 10% .••• 

I would not want to be president of the student body today. If 
I was a student today, and was driven toward making a contribution, 
I suspect I'd be iMclined to go elsewhere. It's got to be extremely 
difficult--~nd I've seen this guy [Paul BegalaJ who got elected 
president of the student body; I was there for the opening of the 
Centennial, and he was introduced on the stage and got a pretty good 
round of applause; I was surprised, because the turnout was so low, 
and he lost to Amy the Wonder Dog, or whoever it was ••• 

DSG: Hank the Hallucination .•• 

KRIER [laughing]: DK, Hank the Hallucination •••• 

DSG: Actually, it was one of the highest turnouts we'd had in se
veral years for an election .•.. 

KRIER: But the guy got a pretty good round of applause, and looked, 
to the extent one can make a judgement on appearances, like a pretty 
good guy. But I wouldn't want to be in his shoes, and go to the 
president of the University, to Pete Flawn, who strikes me as the most 
receptive presi de,nt to students that we~ ve had in many, many years, 
and say, "President Fl awn, I believe the students ~Jant so-and-so. 11 

Fliiwn doesn't have to say, "Look, bL1ster, you and '.;2, 228 students may 
want so-and-so, but The StL1dents don't want anything of the kind." 
Pete Flawn has probably met, personally, with more students than voted 
for this guy; if I know Pete Flawn, he has. And so what you get is 
a vicious reverse circle: because you don't have a lot of constituents 
behind you, you don't have a lot of influence; and because you don't 
have much influence, you don't get much done; and because you don't get 
much done, all the people that don't vote in the first place say, "See? 
You can't do anything; I'm not going to vote the second time either." 
It's just awful. I'd run for editor of the Daily Texan if I were there 
now; it strikes me that that's the on)y remaining major position o~ 
being able to have an impact •.. on student life and getting the adminis
tration to do things. That's where I'd want to go. 

DSG: If you had to sit down with Paul Begala, our new president, today, 
and he wer.e to ••. say, "Mr. l<rier, I'm trying to get this thing off the 
grbund, and I'm trying to do a good job as president. From your ev
perience, what suggestion would you give me to help me sucEeed,'' what 
would you tell him? 

KRIER: Well, the first thing I'd say is please call me Joe; I hate to 
be called Mr. Krier~ 

I'd say, I don't know, because you'~e got so little time. The 
only thing that you can really do is to see if you can change the world 
for the guy that comes after you . 
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DSG: Say he's re-elected. 

KRIER: Then what? He's got another nine months? You know [laughing], 
that's less than a pregnancy •••• 

DSG: Well, that's a novel way of looking at it .••. 

KRIER: Yeah; it takes longer to ~ake a baby than it does to be pre
sident of the student body of the University of Te>: as. 

What he's got to do is to figure out a way to measure student 
support. And I don't know how you do that. The only way you could 
begin to do it is to literally go out and build a grass-roots studeNt 
government, the same way you build a grass-roots political organization, 
and that is in a pyramid fashion, step by step; you get ten and you ask 
those ten to get ten more each, etc., etc., etc. You go out and lay 
the framework for an organization that has sup~ort and committment, as 
far out as you can make it go. Now, what vehicle you use to db that, 
I don't know; but it seems to me to be what he has to do. The only 
alternative to that is to get some kind of reliable polling mechanism 
that would literally let him determine stud~nt attitudes on a given 
issue at a given time and which would have enough credibility with the 
administration .••• The problem is that it took several years for 
student support to be withdrawn; it will probably take several years 
for it to be recreated; and no single leader is there for more than one 
year at a time. So unless you view yourself as a part of a process 
and are willing to sacrifice yourself for that long-term goal, then you 
can't contribute toward it. 

DSG: Knowing what you do aboLtt the student opinion, as far as "the 
jury's still out on student government," do you think we have that much 
time? 

KRIER: I don't know. The odds are against it, because the attention 
span is short. You"re not going to get any support from the administra
tion and the regents; the last thing in the world they're interested 
in is a really strong, lobbying, active student government. Any 
university president, Pete Flawn included, and any Board of Regents 
worth its salt, ours included, wants to minimize the number of problem 
areas it has to deal with; and ~n effective, strong, well~representative 
student government that's got students standing behind it is a BIG 
problem area. So you're-not going to get any help from them; and you 
lack the continuity to create that sort of thing on your own. So I'm 
not optimistic. 

My God, what a negative note to end on • 
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BOB BINDER 

March 1, 1983 

President of the Students• Association <"or as be later rtrr>amed 
it. Student Government> during 1971-72, Bob Binder succeeded the 
radical administration of Jeff Jones, inheriting a set of administrative, 
legislative. ~nd regental attitudes toward student government that were 
cempletely different from those that had prevailed two or three years 
earlier. These new attitudes played probably the leading role in 
shaping the events, actions, and policies of the Binder government; 
another factor not to be overlooked was the continuing late-'60s st~le 
unrest on campus that included protests of the increasingly unpopular 
Viel Nam War. It was without doubt a year that played a major formative 
role for student government at Texas. 

Bob Binder served in the Rrmy from 1967 to 1969 as a lieutenant in 
the military police in Viet Nam. In 1969. he returned to the Univer
sity of Texas. where he had received his undergraduate degree many years 
earlier, and entered the school of law. After his graduation and 
admittance to the Bar. he served on the Rustin City Council <"1973-75), 
and in 1981 made an unsuccessful bid to unseat then Mayor Carole 
McClellan. Today. licensed to practice law in Texas and California. 
Binder is a succesful personal injury attorney in Rustin. He met, 
latE one afternoon, in his downtown office. 

DSG: Let's start out with the organization of the governing structure. 
Now, the House of Delegates had been either self-abolished or abolished 
by the students, I'm not sure which ... 

BINDER: It was abolished while I was there. There was a Senate and a 
House, and the House was C:'ppoi nted, and the Senate ~·Jas elected on a 
relatively proportional basis; and it was thought that the House, well, 
it was a matter of anybody coLtld just go form a club and then appoint 
somebody. So all the fraternities appointed somebody, all the clubs 
appointed somebody, and it tended to be fairly unrepresentative because 
this wasn't the source of funding, it wasn't the source of students, it 
wasn't the source of anything. It seemed like a rather arbitrary way 
to have a body called a House of Delegates; it wasn't really represen
tative of anything e>:cept c:lubs. A lot of students objected. You knm..i, 
let's say you've got a club of 100; you can get ten times as many re
presentatives by splitting into ~en different groups. And in fact, the 
(Young] Socialists [Alliance] did that: they were fairly persistent on 
campus ••. and.split themselves into four different groups so they'd get 
four different representatives. This sort of game-playing rated poorly, 
and so it was abolished in favor of the towM-meeting concept, which 
nobody really thought would succeed. 

DSG: In between there, you had the Student Representative Council .... 
It was composed of one representative who was elected for every 300 
students in each academic department. You had a total of 140 people 
in the Council, and it had the power to approve Senate-generated 
amendments to the constitution and the bylaws, and to approve certain 
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nomi nati ans; othen-Ji se' j_ ts on 1 y power· was to "meet and tal. k. II That 
was abolished by constitutional amendment in a campus election October 
27 of your term, and replaced by the Student Gov~rnment Council, which 
was that "town-meetj. ng" concept. 

BINDER: I think we referred to it as fhe Student Council, and it was 
by school. If I'm envisioning it correctly, it's my recollection that 
they were not elected, but appointed from the schools by the deens. 
The problem we had with them was--well, you've got to understand the 
times. The student body president immediately prior to me, Jeff Jones, 
ran as an avowed radical. He very much enjoyed the attention that he 
got, and there's nothing wrong with that .•. but he presented an image 
that the regents just couldn't stand. And I mean, not just disagreeing 
with him: they despised Jeff Jones as a student body president. So 
the Student Representative Council, which we referred to as the Student 
Council, was really an attempt to change the power structure. They 
wanted to take away the power of the student government, and shift it 
over to som1-2 "safe" students who vJF~r-e appointed by the deans. The deans 
wouldn't dare appoint somebody that would antagoniz~ the administration, 
at least not somebody like a Jeff Jones; and they were going to gradu
ally transfer the funding to the SRC, again taking the funds away from 
student government until student government became a shell and the 
money .•. was ~-Ji th e. bunch of 11 safe" students. This same at tempt vJa!:', 
made on the Daily Texan during that time, for the same reason--they 
couldn't .control the e~itor, and as the late Frank Erwin very famously 
said, 11 vJe don't fund anything ~·JE· don't control. 11 So that was the pla.n, 
and it was quite obvious that that's what was going on. Torn Rioux was 
the president of the Student Council at the time, and he was also a 
student senator; he was part and parcel of the plan to destroy the 
Student Senate and the student body presidency and replace it with the 
Student Counc~l, because he saw himself that the quicker he could do it, 
the quicker he'd gain power .... Fortunately, we thwarted it. 

DSG: Was this a plan an the part of the regents, the administration, 

BINDER: I never knew where they came from; I just assumed everything 
came from Frank Erwin. There was turmoil during that time. I'll give 
you an example of how much things had degenerated, and why it was ab
solutely pointless to try to deal with the administration at that time. 
Bryce Jordan was the acting University President when I became student 
body president. They were going to un-fund entirely the student body 
presidency ••. and the entire range of things we controlled and the 
things we allocated. 

DSG: You meaR take away your power to allocate the funds, or take away 
the money that f unde~ you? 

BINDER: Both. This was g6ing to be the recommendation of Bryce Jordan 
to the regents, and they were going to act on it. This was before open 
meetings laws, and regents, to the extent that they even published a
gendas, which they didn't really do, they would say things like ''Student 
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. Matte1··s," you know, whatever that means. And one of the secretaries 
over in the President's office .•• called me two days before the regents' 
meeting to tell me that unde1r the category of "Student Matters" was the 
proposal by Bryce Jordan to completely un-fund us. See, I didn't cus
tomarily go to the regents' meetings unless there was something on there, 
and it was implied to me that they would let me know if there was some
thing that was of concern to me •.• 

DSG: They didn't mind having you.in there ~o speak, though. 

aINDER: They didn't mind my being there; I still had to ask permission 
to sp~ak. I didn't really have the right to speak, but any regent 
could let me speak, and Joe Kilgore or Lady Bird Johnson would almost 
,1ways let me speak if I asked to speak to an issue. Anyway, I found 
out two days before the meeting that they were going to un-fund student 
government completely; and there was such an uproar about it that they 
deleted the item. 

This is the sort of thing that I was dealing with on a day-to-day 
basis--an attempt to destroy it; not to alter here, alt~r there; they 
wanted to destroy it. Now, they were a little bit happier wit~ me, 
foilowing Jeff Jones, because I didn't fit the radical image; but they 
still weren"t happy because I led the demonstrations, ~nd was against 
the war which to them was, I mean, the Lyndon Johnsons,and Walt Rostows 
of the world were quite prominent in the forefront of ~romoting the war, 
••• and since I was real actively opposed to it, they opposed me, too. 
But in reality, they did not like student government the way it· had 
evolved; they didn't like its independence; they didn't like the monster 
they'd created, was the way they saw it. And so, they were trying to 
suppress the Daily Texan bV appointing the editor, and do away with 
student go~ernment by providing an alternate, the Student Council. 

DSG: When I spoke with ••• Jenkins Garrett, I asked him about some of 
the funding changes for student government in the early '70s. Of course, 
it was t~ken away at the end of Sandy Kress' term, two years later. 
I said to him, "Was there any kind of an attempt, in the post-Jeff Jones 
time, to consciously or unconsciously reduce the power of the student 
government?" And he said, "No, none whatsoever. We felt like ~.,,e i·Jere 
doing what the students wanted. We felt like a lot of students didn't 
like their· money being spent on abortion and stLtf + 1 i ke that." 

BINDER: He is being other than candid with you; he's saying two dif
ferent t.hings--he's saying, "No, we didn't, but here's why we did-
because the students didn't like it." And of course they did; it's 
simply not t~ue to say that they didn't try to reduce the funding or 
the power of student gdvernment. And the abortion issue was a very 
salutary one; which proceeds to this day; but at that time, as you 
know, abortion was illegal, and the nearest place a person could get 
an abortion was in New Mexico; student government undertook to provide 
counseling for young women who had unwanted pregnancies. They [the 
regentsJ wanted to stick their heads in the sand; they wanted to pre
tend there wasn't a problem. But Dr. Paul Trickett, the head of the 
Health Center at the time, advised me that in the year immediately 
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preceding, there were 500 unwanted pregnancies diagnosed in the U.T. 
Health Center--not all of Austin-·-500 out of a coed popula.tion of 
15,000. That"s about 3% of all the women on campus with an unwanted 
pregancy; that was the year before, and it had risen to 700 in the 
most recent figures, but they were still collating those. The year 
before, one out of every 30 coeds on campus had an unwanted pregnan-
cy •••• We didn"t try to talk anybody into getting abortions; they 
didn"t know where to go, and they were going in Austin to butchers; 
they were going to Me~ico to butchers; and they were dying, and getting 
infected; they were going for back-alley abortions in Dallas and 

·Houston. And all we wanted to do were three things: one was to 
provide booklets ••• which talked about the different kinds of birth 
control--how to do it; what a condom was; what a Pill was and how it 
worked; things like this--which we eventually put out with private 
money because we didn't want to have a furor. In fact, one of the 
local churches funded it; that's how controversi~l it was--it was 
an Episcopal or Luthe~an church, I'm not sure which, but it was a 
mainline church, and they gave us money. We distributed 10,000 of 
those, within a week or so, I might add. 

Second, we wanted to provide counseling as to where to go; and 
third, in worthy cases, provide loans ..• for those that needed to go 
out there, and allow them to pay us back. That was what the money 
was for, and we honestly put it in our appropriations and went to 
the regents with it; somehow, that was too much for them. 

DSG: You asked for $2.75 out of the blanket tax, and it was cut to 
$1.65, which was your last year's allocation with no increase. That 
was at the June, 1971 meeting; and they specified that those funds 
would be used only for office expenses, the election commission, and 
the Students' Attorney's office, and that any other monies that you 
wanted to use, you had to raise yourself. 

BINDER: And we did raise some; but raising money yourself is a full 
time project, and it's an unrealistic way to fund student government. 
No government, not any government anywhere, any time, any place, relies 
on voluntary contributions to sustain itself •••• A student government 
cannot rely on voluntary contributions for fundraising; that is not the 
nature of it and never has been the nature of it, and the regents them
selves do not rely on voluntary contributions to fund the University 
of Texas [laughing], so they're talking out of both sides of their 
mouth. 

The idea that the elected leaders spend on some popular things 
that some students don't like--well, goodness gracious, I'm not one 
bit fond of hardly anything that Ronald Reagan says; but I have to pay 
my taxes •••• · That~s the nature of the beast, and for them to say, 
"Well, there were some students that didn't like what Bob Binder or 
Jeff Jones said ••• 11 --the solution in a demo"cracy is to vote somebody 
else in, and all the students could vote. The fact that they chose 
not to vote means nothing .•• that~s never been a deficiency in the 
State of Texas for anything; people have an absolute right to choose 
not to vote • 
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These are all nonsense arguments. What they're trying to say is, 

"We don• t 1 i ke ·what they• re going to do, and therefore 1rJe' re going to 
make it. some other way." The pm'ller l had, what I did, was by just 
doing it. We, stopped submitting things to the Board of Regents, I 
might add, for approval; we went for two or three years before they 
did anything about it. That's what I mean by just taking the power. 
It got to the poiAt where they were trying to tell us what to do; trying 
to dictate the content of what I would say. They didn't like my dis
coyer~ng their little slush fund that they have from the campus vending 
machines. There's a little cozy relationship over there •••. We tried 
and tried to get it (a cut from the fundJ; we tried to get ANY accounta
bility. But it was a cozy relationship where the Ex-Students' Associ
ation would handle concessions from the vending machines, and they 
could fund whatever they wanted. And they'd fund things that the 
University liked--they like~ the rifle team, the cheerleaders <that's 
where the cheerleaders got their uniforms from>, tennis clubs, the 
ban~ when it needed a little extra money .•.. As I recall, it was 
between a hundred and two hundred thousand dollars that they had a
vailable for funding; far more than we had. It was discretionary with 
the president of the Unrversity, and it was not public knowledge. The 
only re.:1sor'1 I got the list .•. student bc:Jdy pr'esicfents bt=~fore me fo1-
years had tr~ed ·to get hold of where the m6ney goes--I happened to ask 
when the head honcho was out of town, and an assistant was in the of
fice, and he didn't know any better, so he ~ave it to me. 

DSG: This was the president's discretionary fund? 

BINDER: Right; which came from the vending machines on campus--a very 
clear e>:ample of money that princ.ipally camf:~ from students, that stu
dents had no say over where it went. It was a profitable situation. 
It was my position then, and it is now, that it's essentially student 
money; they should either operate them on a break-even basis~ ~ecause 

the E:·:-Students' Association is a non-profit m.:rking entity, or give 
the students control of where the money goes. It should not be a U.T. 
president's slush fund ••. everybody knew that the president got to call 
the shots. It was an unaccountable fund, is what I'm saying; it doesn't 
mean they were putting it in their pockets, or they're stealing; it 
means they've got a fund that's unaccouritable. 

So I listed [on the Texan editorial page] where the money went-
"Where The Money Goes." Arid it wasn't that it went such a bad place; 
students could judge for themselves if that's where they wanted their 
money to go. You know, J don'b object to rifle teams getting money; 
if they'd come to student governme~t and asked for it, they probably 
would have gotten an allocation. That wasn't the point; the point was 
that ••• 

DSG: ••• it was easier to get it from the Presid~nt. 

BINDER: Yeah. This whole thing had been going on fdr years. James 
Colvin, Vice-President for Business Affairs, obvioLi.sly knew wher·e the 
money was going; he was out of town. I did not do this by design; I 
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just walked in one day and w~s going to ask him for it, and he wasn't 
there. So I a~ked his assistant, whose name does not escape me, but 
it's of no real relevance here; and he said ''Sure, that's in this file 
right over here." And I 'said, "Could I have a copy?", ar)d he said 
"Sure!", and he Xero>:ed a copy and gave it to me. It took all of two 
or three minutes •••• I got interesting comments from legislators, who 
had no idea that was being do~e, from students that were ou~raged, and 
so forth. 

That money could have been d~dicated to student government; we 
could have done away with the blanket tax, and just subsisted on that. 

DSG: So it wasn't a case of not having enough money; it was a Case of 
not wanting to fund the government. 

BINDEF:: Th.:1t was the pr-obl em.... We were unpopular, and they t.-Janted .• ·• 
us to go away •••• 

DSC-I: They gave also to the college c.ouncils $0.25 out .of the blanke,t 
tax appropriation, which they hadn't had before. 

BINDER: That was the first step in shifting it. 

DSG: Decentralizing the power? 

BINDER: Well, twenty-five cents versus our $1.65. The clear implica
tion was, next year it would be $0.50 for them and $1.40 for us, then 
$0.75 for them ••.• The regents hc·ld patience; people used to al~·Jays 
tell me, "The thing you forget, Bob, is that. you-'ve got to do it in a 
year; they've got a lot longer to clo what. they•ye got to do." 

Frank [Erwin) and I, for all our public animosity, privately would 
meet; we didn't have secret discussions, but of all the regents, he 
would meet with mw privately and tell me what was going on--what were 
his plans. It was always agreed .•• that we'd be off the record; that I 
couldn't quote something and use it against him, or the meeting~ would 
stop. But I could come and ask him, "Is this what you're trying to 
do?·", ancJ he'd tell me; he t.-Jas his own "Deep Throat" more or less, you 
know; he'd tell me what was really happening. He was a drinker of 
legendary capacity--capacity to take it, if not capacity to keep from 
getting drunk. He got drunk just like every other person on the face 
of the Earth, and it was at those times that I, more often than not, 
found out many of the truths that were about to be done ta me. That"s 
why I can sit. here--I'm not going to quote Frank E~win; I'm going to 
honor his statements even in death--but I can tell you, without any 
fear whatever, that yes, it was their intent to un-fUnd us; yes, it 
w•s their int~nt to.move it. to a college council. And to say that 
the regents were not t.ryi ng to decrease our control or Lm-fund LtS ]. s 
not true. 

DSG: He told you that? 

BINDEF:: I'm not going to quote him. 
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DSG: Not quoting, but ••• 

BINDER: I know that. That is not conjecture on my part. 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in 
the government--specifically, those people who were elected or appointed 
to committees and so on? What was their motivation for serving? Were 
they really interested in helping. the student government move along, or 
.were they trying to pad their resumes, or what? 

BINDER: It depends on what you're talking about--in the Student 
Senate, you had a different breed of cat than if you talk about the 
people on the various committees like the Union committee, the film 
co~mittee, things like that. Let~s take the committees first: I 
was very pleasantly surprised to find that most of the people that 
served on committees were doing so out of just a very, very genuine 
desire to serve. It wasn't necessarily resumes ... with one exception, 
and that was the Young Socialists Alliance, and they got on every 
committee they could, to control. They were as much a problem from 
the left as Tom Rioux was from the right. The YSA did things to try 
to manipulat~ the system •••• I was very proud of what I did with my 
administration, which was different from· what Jeff Jones did: I ap
pointed people to them that wanted on •••• Rather than try to people 
them with my friends or somebody who would destroy them, which was 
sort of the Jeff Jones approach, I appointed the .•• people that were 
interested in them and would work •••• I tried to do that throughout 
my appointments; I had about 111, roughly, appointments ••.• I think 
we did a good job of that. The YSA, however, tried to impose them
selves on some things. A stunning example: everybody needed to raise 
money, and it became obvious that one of the best ways to raise money 
was to show films on campus. So all of the organizations started 
showing films, and very shortly overtaxed the ••• abilities of the campus 
hall auditoriums in which we could show films; it turned out there were 
only seven, which in the early part of my administration could handle 
everybody, but then they caught on that this was a good way to make 
money. So we formed a film committee which would allocate the [space] .•.• 
The YSA, becauserthey want~d to show a lot of films ~nd raise money 
for their cause, tried to get people on that committee in· sufficient 
numbers. It had traditionally been Film students •••• The VSA wanted 
to do that, and with their four organizations in essence wanted four 
times the slots allocated to an organization by random selection. We 
had to contend with thai, because it was a clear abuse of the purpose, 
and we did; we just didn't allow them on. We just appointed RTF majors, 
as I rec al 1 • , 

The Student Senate: the people who were in that, I think, had a 
legitimate desire to serve •••• I hate to judge their motiv•tion, be
cause I had a very excellent working relationship. with the Senate. I 
think that they were genuinely motivated by a desire to serve. I guess, 
moving on in politics as I have, it was really refreshing--the debates 
in the Student Senate w.ere debates of pr·incip"le; they were debates of 
what we ought to do. We talked about what the students wanted us to do, 

·--~ and we tried to reach a decision as best as we knei..1 how that tt~e stu-
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dents wanted. AMd it was fairly insulting to me--I'd just gotten back 
from Viet Nam and I was in law school--the distaste hasn't gone from 
me to this day, and I don't think it will 'til the day I die--that the 
Board of RegeMts, every one of them, without exception, is a political 
animal. And I don't mean that good, bad, or indifferent; but they're 
the product of the political system that we've got. Every one of them 
is extraordinarily successful, or they wouldn't be where they are .... 
They had ~ state university, where the students were allowed to vote-
a free and open democracy--and they set about to destroy that institu
tion because it didn't do or say what they wanted it to •.• 

DSG: They set about to destroy the University? 

BINDER: No, the student government, because it was saying things that 
were unpopular, and they didn't pause to reflect for just one second 
that the students in that university were the product of their professors, 
which were hired by their administration; and. we were far more accurately 
representing the students. And we set out to represent the students; 
not the government of the State of Texas, or the City of Austin, or the 
United States, but of the populace on campus. And if the students chose 
not to vote, ·that al so is of their creation. • • • The bi t,,terness remains 
to this day, that I had to spend half my time to keep student government 
and the Daily Texan from being destroyed by the regents, the people who 
ostensibly are training the leaders of tomorrow. 

DSG: You've mentioned voter turnout a couple of times; I found the 
figures for your fall elections--you had about 4700 out of 37,000, 
roughly, who were enrolled; that puts it above 10%. In the spring 
elections, 84 people filed for 31 open positions; that's the highest 
I've seen from all the years I've researched back to 1932. What da 
those numbers say to you about the participation of the student body 
at large? 

BINDER: Student governm~nt was popular. The regents will say that 
it was not popular among the students; I know Jenkins Garrett, and ••• 
I talked with him at the time. I also know that they were listening 
to two or three students, who would be sons of prominent friends of 
t.heirs who would c:ome home and say, "Hey, Daddy, Bob Binder's not 
saying what I believe in," y~Ll know. Of course, I tried to track them 
down; I'd call them up when ~hey'd do this sort of thing and ask them 
about that. But they'd just listen to one or two or three people. 

It was Frank Erwin that was behind all this; it wasn't Jenkins 
Garrett. Jenkins Garrett was also one of the more popular regents; I 
do not fault him. I don't fault Frank Erwin--well, I guess I do and 

, I don't. I fault him for what he did. But he had gone through the 
political thicket for so muc:h of his life, that winning was all there 
was. He was beyond the point of principle. And I don't mean to say 
that he was unprincipled; but he was beyond the point of principle, or 
right or wrong. If it disagreed with him, his job was to change it. 
He so often did that down at the Legislature ••• it had nothing to do 
with right, wrong, consensus, agreement, anything--it was wi~ning . 
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And that, like I say, was so refreshing on the Student Senate. We tried 
and tri~d and tried when we had our debates to do things by consensus, 
and not ••• to do things that were repugnant to a minority of members. 

To answer your very, very earlier question about having 80-some
odd people sign up for the presidency and the Senate, I was very, very 
gratified at that. We were popular; I feel like the students perceived 
that the job I'd done was a good _and effective one. During my tenure 
as student body presid•nt, and you can look before and after, there were 
demonstrations, but there wasn't a single violent demonstration where 
students clashed with the police. And I believe strongly in demonstra
tions, and I believe equally strongly against violence; I went to many 
a demonstration and stood up there and led them in their protest against 
the war or unfairness or whatever, and [then] led them not to commit 
violence when certain ones would Sc\Y~ "let's take over the building," 
or this or that; I wa!f1 the. first one to stand up there and say, "No, 
that's not what we're going to do; you're going to have to come o~~r 
me to do that." 

I did convert one riot situation into a very peaceable one--
again, the regents were t.hei r Oli'Jn ~mrst enemies: the gay students 
wanted to have a dance in the Student Union. The Union Board voted to 
allow them to do so; the student government allowed them to do so. All 
the regents had to do was say nothing, and if their constituency ever 
comp 1 ai ne.d, they could j 1..1st. say, "Those crazy students; we j u!:',t. can't. 
control 'em--you know how they are; when you were a kid, you swallowed 
goldfish." That's all they had to do, say "We can't c:ontr-ol them." 
But no, they d•cided they were going to step in and try to control •••. 
They were going to stop a gay ri 9,hts dance, which, Jesus Christ, the 
students and the press were going to stay away in DROVES, until they 
drew all this attention to it, and then it became the thing to go do: 
everybody's got to go stand up for it, because it's a student rights 
thing. As a gay rights thing, they would have had 50 or 60 people; as 
a.STUDENT rights thing, there were a couple, of thousand people there, 
and they all got there early, got in the b~llroom, and said ''We're 
stayin'.'' So I went in there and persuaded everybody that didn't want 
to get arrested to leave, and those that wanted to get arrested to 
stay, was basical~y what it boiled down to. And it was not easy, be
cause people weren't just sitting around waiting for Bob Binder to 
come give them the word of God, either! They were in there, you knew, 
"Hell no, ~Je ain't goin' ! 11 They were yf:.lling and everything else like 
that. But I finally got it down to five people that wanted to be ar
rested, and the rest didn't, so the police let them out. I worked very 
well with the police and the students on that day, and it worked fine; 
but if they'd listened to the Board of Regents and gone and busted 
heads--I was' being· told all the time, by my sources that "the adminis-· 
tration and the regents are telling us not to let you go any further; 
we've got to bust it off," and I said, "Give me a few more minL1tes," 
because it took me an hour and a half to get the crowd down to five 
people. I didn't want violence; that's not what I wanted for my tenure. 

I can give you a contrary example right after I was student body pre
sident, and go~h, it made me mad, just made me furious. Some students 
had occupied the Tower, and I asked the administration on the scene ••. 
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"Let me go in there before you go in and gas or anything and try to 
talk them into leaving." I was in the military police in the Ar-my .•• 
and I was trained in riot control ••• I know about these things, and 
they~re very ugly once thev get out of hand •••• So we set our watches, 
and I said, "Give me five minutes before you do any gas or- move on the 
bui 1 ding or anything," and they sc:ii d 0.1<. I didn't want to be tr-apped 
in there eithe.r---be gassed and get my head busted, get trampled, or
whatever. Sc I went inside and started talking to people, and I hadn't 
been in there one minute, befor-e they thr-ew some gas! See, they were 
going to implicate me, even though I wasn't student body president 
anymore, and this is the sor-t of bad faith I was dealing with, with 
gr-own-up, responsible adults. Of cour-se, I had to leave ••. and I think 
if I'd had the five minutes, I could have done it •••• 

DSG: How wer-e things under Stephen Spurr? It seemed like he was 
genuinely interested in, not necessar-ily doing everything the students 
wanted, but at least listening and hearing all views. 

BINDER: That's entirely correct. Stephen Spurr- was brought in at a 
very hasty appointment, because I, among other-s, was getting momentum 
together for the appointment of Page Keeton, Carole Keeton McClellan's 
father, to be the pr-esident •..• ~liked Stephen Spurr; I had no problem 
working with him; he just wasn't strong enough to stand up to the Board 
of Regents of the Univer-sity of Texas and be a president. I don't know 
if Flawn is or not •••• 

Steve Spurr ••• tended to ••. well, he was honest with me. I have no 
complaint with Stephen Spurr except I wish he'd taken our position. 
He never, at least to my knowledge, was deceitful, lied to me, or any
thing; and once again, I had a lot of pr-ivate discussions with him •.•• 
He gave me a lot of insight into the real political dynamics of what 
was happening also, and a lot of the things he said and did were in the 
perspective that hey, he's brand new on this ship; he doesn"t want to 
r-ock the boat yet. 

DSG: What about your relationship with the faculty and staff? 

BINDEi:::: E>:cel 1 ent. 

DSG: MutLtal. respect? 

BINDER: Yeah; there was no problem even when we disagreed. We got 
along very, very well, whether it was in the Faculty Council, faculty 
committees. 

There wasn't a clash of liberals and conservatives; there were clashes 
on different views on things. 

DSG! What about your relationship with the Daily Texan? After a 
Senate meeting, the senators "stor-med" the TSP offices, demanding 
mc1re cover-age, and so forth; and the Te>:an came back and said, "Wel 1, 
if student government wouldn't end their meetings so late and would 
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do something worth coverinq, we'd cover it!" 

BINDER [laughingJ: You've been very thoroug~. That's what I'm saying: 
If the regents wouid have just left us alone •.• we had enought problems 
on our own. They united student government like the students them
selves never would have; if they'd left us alone •••• You know, student 
government and the Daily Texan are traditional enemies; and that's the 
place of a newspaper in society. But the regents very ham-handedly 
tried to knock both of us to the ground, so we naturally became allies. 
That particular incident--! was chairman of the board of TSP, so I had 
absolL1t.ely split loy.alties, not only in principle, but in fact: I 1•Jas 
the head of both bodies, and one was marching on the other. I spent 
most of that evening convincing the student senators that this was a 
fight we couldn't win. It's t~eir pape~; they write it. We may or may 
not have same titular authority over it ... but tbe fact is that they're 
going to write that newspaper, and they're going to have the last word. 
And I remember that lesson to this day: you cannot win fights with 
people who buy ink by the bucket, and that's true ..•. And then I spent 
the next hour and a half or so going around apologizing to all the 
miffed egos--we didn't mean to and never would i~trude on your turf, 
and what you .write is solely in your discretion; I'm so appreciative 
that you give me a column on the editorial page that I don't know what 
to do--and so on ..•• I learned early on .•. that my communi.cation with 
my constituency was through the Daily Texan; I couldn't reach those 
36,000 students standing on the Mall, I couldn't reach them through 
the radio or T.V •.•. My channel of communication was the Daily Texan 1 

and if I'm fighting with the editor, I don't have it, or I'm going to 
get kicked around and we both have a draw. So what I did, early on, 
was aggressively cultivate a good relation~hip with the Daily Texan, 
and had one. 

DSG: In December of '71, on recommendation of Chancellor LeMaistre, the 
regents reduced the power of student-faculty committees in non-student 
appointments .•• to an advisory capacity .••. 

BINDEH: . Yes; there· 1i-Jas a reduction in power, and there wasn • t a damn 
'. thing we could do about that. 

DSG: What was the impact of that? 

BINDEF:: Was this after Spurr? 

it. happened after Spur~r was appo·i nted, and Spurr• s comment 
on it was, "t.oJel l, si nee I was the 1 a st president appointed under the 
old system, I· had better not 5ay c:myth i ng. " 

DSG: Yeah; 

BINDER: Yeah. It was becausE~ of Spurr, though. The presidential 
search commit tee had been appointed by Jeff Jones--the student member-s; 
I don't know where the faculty members came from, probably the Faculty 
Council--but the rule was then that they had to come up with five can
didates, and from there on the process was restricted to those. If one 
of those wasn't selected to be the president, then it started all over 
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They changed it so they wouldn't be hemmed in by the recommendations, 
because they feit hemmed in, having to select Stephen Spurr. That was 
not who they would have wanted; that 1tJas wel 1 known by the fol ks that 
kept up with it, that Steve Spurr was not who they wanted to be presi
dent, but he was the best of the bunch to avoid Page Keeton. I ob- . 
jected to that; it cut down the student power; it did not affect me 
personally. I mean, I felt very strongly about it, but what I'm saying 
is, that wasn't directed at me; it was directed at Jeff Jones. 

DSG: The Association still had the power to allocate the blanket 
tax, or student services fee, as it was later renamed. 
was that? 

Ho~,, important 

BINDER: Of great importance; it was of great importance, because we 
were not a debating society. Power does, to a large extent in our 
society, come from the allocation of dollars ..•. They wanted us to 
be a high school student council. You know, I had some sympathy when 
Art l!~ Sausages had the sl oqan "Money Talks," because the regents qot 
that crass arid brass-knuckled about it. It got to the point that they 
weren't willing to share any power; and you know, I didn't want to see 
student government abolished, and I still think that was a mistake, 
but I certainly sympathized with the idea of doing that. It's cutting 
off your nose to spite your face; but on the other hand, I guess it's 
the reverse of what Jenkins Garrett. said ... they 1tH:re saying, "We don't 
want any of your puppets and lackeys in here either, and we will de-
stroy the government before we'll have a government that basically 
represents the administration and the deans.'' So that's essentially 
what they were saying, even though th~y put it in a very hu~orous 
vein. It was a great mistake, though, and the reason it was a gr~at 

mistake was because what power the student government had, had been 
won by guts--just taking it, doing it, whatever; precedent. I refused 
thro0ghcut my term to submit a copy of the constitution to them [the 
regents] for ratification, because I didn't think they had any business, 
and I still don't, ratifying the student constitution. And they 
called me in about once a month .•• and I had weekly conversations with 
the administration .•. and practically weekly conversations with Frank 
Erwin. In the administ~ation, sometimes it would be Vice-President 
[Ronald] Brown, sometimes the Dean of Students, sometimes Stephen 
Spurr, sometimes all three within a week; but at least one a week in 
off-the-record discussions, ~o we could just exchange views. That was 
Spurr's instigation, so that we didn't get cross-wise, and it was a 
good idea. I, would practically get plSaded with to submit the consti
tution to the Board of Regents, because they were making requests for 
it all the time, and they were going to have to de-certify the student 
government and this, that, and the other thing if it weren't submitted ...• 
The last one ratified by the regents had a House of [Delegates], and 
mine didn't have a House; mine were just being r~tified by the Student 
Senate, and the new constitution said that was OK, but the old one 
didn't. 

And sci the regents said, "Look~ give it to me and I'll GET jt 
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ratified; but it's just got to go up there," and I said, "No, no"; it 
was just a matter of principle: this is not for them to say--this 
is our student government, and if they choose to de-certify me, we'll 
fight over it. Yoy know, I'll go public, and they'll go public, and 
they may win; we'll go to the courts if we need to--we'll do whatever 
we need to do that's lawful •••• And they never did a thing. 

That's what I'm saying: if the student government will take the 
power and do it, they'll get a lot more than rolling over and saying, 
"We want it wtitten down''; if we'd insisted on having it written down, 
we probably wouldn't have gotten it~··· It's just a question Qf standing 
up to them. There's lawyers in this town who would just LOVE to repre
sent the students against the Board of Regents. 

DSG: We've already talked about some of the campus-related issues that 
you addressed--the birth-control handbook, the gay-lib thing--what else 
did the Students• Association address itself to, campus-related? 

BINDER: Well, the students• attorney was controversial. Ours was the 
first in the country, and they did not want ta continue to fund it. 
That was one of the things we were able to continue funding out of the 
blanket tax, ·and that was a big concession .... The objection against 
the students• attorney, in all candor, was that he was representing 
students against landlords, and the landlords were friends of the 
regents, and they were complaining . 

.. . . . . . . .. . . 
Another thing student government did was the shuttle bus system. 

It was in existence before I was student body president, but it was 
on a trial basis. We set up the routes. I might add that Tom Rioux, 
my nemesis, that was his strong point, and I put him in charge of 
shuttle bus routes •... But we expanded that, and made us the shuttle 
bus committee, and so forth. We had an ombudsman, Hector DeLeon, who's 
running for city council; he.was I think the second ombudsman. We ex
panded his power, and would back him up on things .... The Wage/Price 
thing was very interesting. I flew to Washington, and tricked my way 
into--the wage/price freeze said that everybody was going to freeze 
wages and prices where they are, including people that rent to other 
people. The regents went ahead and raised the rates in the dormi
tories, saying ''That doesn•t apply to us, because we're a government 
agency." I read thE· 1 aw; I \.'Jas no bri 11 i ant 1 awyer by any stretch of 
the imagination, but it didn't say it didn't apply to governmental 
agencies. So I went to Washington, and couldn't get into the Wage/ 
Price Administr-ation, so ·I just said, "l>Jould you call up to the head, 
and tell him that the President of the University of Texas is down 
here?" 

DSG: You said the president of the UNIVERSITY? 

BINDER: I just thought I'd bluff a little bit. I said the president; 
not the president of the student body, but the President of the Univer
sity of Te:-:as. And he said~ "Go right on up"; I didn't give him my 
name; he just said, "It's the first door on the left," or whatever. 
And I got up there and, of all people, Mary Pearl Willia~s, who's now 
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a judge here, that's ~-.ihere she \o'mr-ked at the ti me. She sai. d, "I was 
e>:pec:ting Stephen Spurr!" [laughing], and I said, "Wel~, her-e I am," 
and she said, "Well, a!i> long as you'r-e here, let's talk." So I'd got
ten in, which was the hardest thing to do, anyway. We talked for about 
a half hour, forty-five minutes--and she agreed. It got rolled back. 

DSG: Now, you got the mar-ried student housing .•• 

BINDER: Yeah, the married student housing rolled back; it did not roll 
back Jester, but that was the compr-omise. Again, that somewhat helped 
my popularity with the.students, and student government was seen as ' 
effective, because we didn't just rant and r-ave; we did some pocketbook 
issues; saved some people some money; made the University of Texas live 
by the same laws that everybody else had to live with, and a few things 
like that. And you know, I look at what I did as just as fiscally 
responsible as any conservative would want •••• They didn't like these 
things; the regents liked having it their own way. 

Jeff Janes was. singularly ineffective because he cursed at the 
darkness; I've always been very result-oriented. I wanted to trv to do 
what would work, what would get us a good result; I didn't want to just 
sit back and yel 1 "abortions ought to be legal"; I ~Janted to say, "OK, 
how are we going to help these women that need help--not talk anybody 
into having an aboi;-tion •••• " 

DSG: Ho~J about off-campus affairs? How were you involved in them? 

BINDER: Well, not very involved, I suppose. 

DSG: With the National Student Lobby, and ••• 

BINDER: Yeah, I was somewhat involved in that, and in the Texas 
Intercollegiate Students' Ass6ciation; we lobbied down at the Legisla
ture--! was one of the people that lobbied successfully for the,18-year
old right to vote, ri~ht to drink, right to serve on juries ••.• But 
practically all of what I did was on campus; that's where the problems 
were, really. I finally had to cut my workload down to three hour-s; 
it was all I could do just to stay in school, because I was busy all 
the time with the student body presidency •••• 

DSG: We've kind of talked about the efficacy of the Association, 
thr-oughout all this--how much the Association was seen as the official 
"voice," to the e:·:tent that t.here is one, of the student body, from 
your view and from the point of view of the average student. But how 
about off-campus? In your State of the University address, you said, 
"the Legislators didn~t like us." 

BINDER! That was so. 

DSG: Was the student government seen as the official "voice" of t.he 
students by people off campus other than the Legislature--the City 
Council, and so on? 
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BINDEF:: Ye!:~ and no • 

DSG: Hm"' much weight. did. it carr-y? 

BINDER: It wo~ld have carried a lot if they'd have liked what we"d 
been saying [laughing]. If they agreed with you, it was very impor
tant. That really sums up, I might add, the regents' view of student 
government--when they agreed with.us~ it was great. That's why stu
dents had the powers that they had when I came; that's why certain 
things had gotten signed before--because they agreed with what the 
students w~r~ doing. When they disagreed with us, things began to 
change .••• 

I would meet with Frank Erwin at the Forty Acres Club, it was 
called then; and .•. [there w~s a legislator thereJ .•• who would detail 
how the Legislature hated students and hated me; they backed Frank 
Erwin, and if we ever forced it to a showdown down there--and I feel 
confident he told me the God's-honest truth--we"d be cut off from 
funds in a second. Dr quicker. 

DSG: To kind of sum up your administration: what would you consider 
to be the one or two outstanding accomplishments of the Binder Adminis
tration? 

BINDEF:: Well, that's very, very hard to say. 

DSG: What lasting mark did you leave? 

BINDER: The biggest single accomplishment has to be, as far as anything 
of lasting value, was keeping the Daily Texan editor from being ap
pointed; to leave that an elected position. 

DSG: Through student government lobbying of the regents .•. ? 

BINDER: No; it was from hiring an attorney and fighting them in court, 
which we did. I mean, that was a no-holds-barred, gloves-off brawl ••. 

DSG: And you won it, evidently. 

BINDER: We won the first hearing in court. If we"d gone all the way, 
we might have won; I don't know if we could've gone all the way. We 
eventually signed a compromise agreement--a very complicated situation, 
but essentially what hap~ened was, I was the chairman of the board cf 
Texas Student Publications, INCORPORATED. The regents were not on this 
"c:or-porate" t;>oar·d. The printing presse!:" were in the name of the cor
poration, and I had the right to remove the printing presses if I so 
wanted. Baylor E?J did; and I had the votes. The regents did not have 
votes on the board, so I had the right to take those presses out and 
move them somewhere else. Somewhat cf a haul: I mean, we're talking 
about $600,000 worth of printing presses. This was somewhat of a hollow 
threat, because I studied eve1~y other student nev-Jspaper- which had gone-: 
off campus--now, they hadn't taken the presses with them, but they'd 
gone off campus and put out their papers, and all of them died within 
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three or four years. Students absolutely, positively stayed behind 
them the first year or two; they died because students couldn't get 
credit for working on the paper any more once they were off campus, 
and the faculty wasn"t willing to donate their time as part of a teaching 
deal ••.• There were four in the country that had done that at the time, 
and all four after three to four years were under, and the campus 
newspaper was the one that survived. So I wasn"t aiming to do that. 

The agreement we finally reached was that the presses would become 
jointly owned by the University of Texas and the non-profit corporation; 
that the non-profit corporation would continue to have its members 
elected by the students; that the presses could not be sold without 
the concurrence of both parties--that protected the regents, but it 
also protected us against being name only; and that the Daily Texan 
editor would continue ta be elected, and that could not be changed with
out the concurrence of both parties. You know, people who wanted us 
to win outright say we lost; people who watched it very closely say we 
It-Jon.... I think pre!:',E"!r"'.ti ng the i ndepende~nce crf the Dai 1 y Te:-: c•.n '-'E~s 

the single biggest achievement in most people's eyes. 
In my own eyes, the things that I'm proudest of are one, not having 

violence during the demonstrations, but on the other hand, having this 
free flow of .ideas that Justices Frankfurter, Brandeis, and Holmes have 
always talked about as being the solution to things you don"t like to 
hear--more free speech, not less. The regents have lost that lesson 
somewhere along the way. But to me, it was living with those princi
ples, and living with a government that tried to do--we may not have 
done--what the students wanted, but we tried as hard as we knew how. 
And I think we did do a good job, as exemplified by the surge of interest 
in student government. That, and just standing up to the regents for 
the students--like on the wage/price freeze or whatever--just standing 
up to them, and doing it. I mean, it"s not the easiest thing in the 
world, and looking back on it today, if I had known how powerful for 
sure Frank Erwin and the rest were, I don't know if I"d have been able 
to do it, if I'd ever had any concept of the awesome power that these 
people had .... But just doing that, and representing the interests of 
the students. I"ve told many, many student governments since, that the 
only way to have a student government is to one, work with the Texan 
and get good press--that means swallowing your pride sometimes--and 
two, representing the students and letting them know that you're re
presenting them, and three, doing what you think the.students want, 
just as aggressively as you can, without asking permission from the 
Board of F:egents or the ad mini str·at ion. Once you get into the "May I " 
thing, it's OK as long as you're doing what they want; but the power 
to say yes is also the power to say no, and that became eminently 
clear. 

DSG: Let me ask you now, as I warned you I would, to look ahead 
at what you see for the new Students' Association. They've gone 
through their first term in the Senate; we're going to elect new 
officers tomorrow. Do you think student government is even a feasi
ble exercise on a campus of almost 50,000? 

BINDEF:: Oh, absolutely. Even with limited powers, there should 
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be student government; and they ought to do it for a variety of 
reasons. One, just having the power implies the ability to e~pand. 
It's a foothold. I think the regents can legitimately buy and s~Il 
oil property in Florida and New Mexico and West Texas; that IS their 
job, and the students just don't have the time to devote to that. 
But the students DO have the time to devote to student affairs, and 
what better time to start preparing for adulthood than in college? 
One of the things the University qf Texas does is provide political 
leaders for the state, and future business leaders, and leaders of 
all kinds; and they nee•d responsj.biU.ty to do this. Of course students 
are going to make mistakes--they don't start in their chemistry 
classes with every experiment perfect the first time; they don't 
start in mathematics classes not making any mistakes on their form
ulas; and they shouldn't be expected in student government, either: 
the solution is to vote "em out. 

The Students' Association should continue, and if it were me ad
vising it, I would say that they should, at least for now, consoli
date their power, so to speak--whatever power they've got. Look over 
very thoroughly, and, make sure that they represent the students on 
whatever issues there may be on campus. I don't know what the campus 
issues of today are, or if there are any. 

It doesn't have to be adversary; that just happened to be what 
it was at our point in time. Student government has been responsible 
for a number of things in the past: Gregory Gymnasium was an innova
tion in its day, although [laughing] today it's hard to be)ieve, and 
this was a student government project. The Student Union was ini
tiated by student government. I prefer, I might add, the term "student 
government'': it was called the Students• Association in our charter, 
and I, unilaterally--not me, but me and the Student Senate--changed 
the name to Student Government, because we thought it was more de
scriptive of what we did and were intending to do; not just a club ••• 

DSG: Did the students see it as a self-governing proces~? 

BINDER: I hope so. They were electing a president ••• 
intended, and that's what I ran on .•• 

That's what we 

DSG: The reason I ask you i~ this: the emphasis on student government, 
not only here, but all over the ~ountry, is not really so much self
government, but more student participation in policy-making. 

BINDER: 0. I< •••• 

.. 

DSG: And that's why I'm interested in that you called it Student 
Government; (mean~· it's al.ways been loosely term~~d "student government," 
but to put that kind of emphasis on it ••.. 

BINDER: Well, we did change the name, and that's how we printed our 
stationery, during that brief period of time; I don't know when it went 
bac:k to "Students• Associ c.~t ion. 11 Some subsequent president did that; 
but again, we didn't ask permission to do that. I saw it as student 
government. Obviously, we didn't have a lot of the authority that 
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governments have; but we did have so~e authority that governments do, 
rega1-dl E~ss of who did it, whether it ~·Jas the regents or us. Students 
were taxed ••• by the student services fee •.•• They did have the right 
to hold elections, and everybody on the campus could vote in them. 
It did make appointments. The Student Court, which decided certain 
student issues, had limited jurisdiction; but nevertheless, it HAD 
jurisdiction; it does have the final say in those areas. 

It has a number of hallmarks of government. For example, the 
appointments that were made to faculty committees were absolute within 
the student governm~nt; they're not subject to approval. I might add 
that the administration and the regents were always pressing and did 
ask for approval, or for us to submit our appointments--like we'd submit 
three appointments and they'd pick one, or conversely, they'd give us 
a list from which to seJect, but one way or the other, they would have 
a say in it; and again, I absolutely, positively refused to do that. 

l•Jel l, I do feel that "government" is the co1-rect wc:1y to put it. 
Yeah, if you want to find out how the administration views the Students' 
Ass;oc i at ion today, change their name to "Student Government." anr.J send 
that over for approval--just a simple name change; no at.her functional 
changes but the name. I'll bet you, umm, something reasonable ElaughingJ, 
that they will not approve that. On the other hand, I don't know that 
the students would care, today, either. There have to be issues a-
round vJhj. c:h tc1 coalesce..... I vJas fortunate, or~ unfortunate, at that 
particular historical point in time that I was student body president, 
that there were some very, very important issues of the day, and the 
very fabric of what we believed in as a nation wasn't restricted to 
the campuses: it was being torn; our institutions were being changed; 
and it was a time of change in perception of where the individual fits 
into ~,od. et y. 

You made an interesting point earlier, about '' •.. to the extent 
that anyone can be the 'voice' of the students." That's absolutely 
impossible, to be the voice of the students. 

DSG: At least, on a campus this big. 

BINDER: On our campus. It is impossible to be the voice of all 
Texans, too; it is impossible to be the voice of all Americans. 
These are not humanly possible positions, so we do the best we can 
with what we've got; we don't say ''It's impossible to be the voice 
of all America, sci let's not. have a President"; we don't. say "It's 
impossible to be the voice of all Texans, so let's not have a Governor; 
let's wander arouncl in chaos instead. Let's not be represc->nted." 
People have always chosen to b~ represented partially than not repre
sented at all, and I think the student body president--! als5 used 
the term "student body president." instead of "Students• Association 
president" to Linder score that my job was not to speak for the As; soc i -
ation or the Senate; that's not where my loyalty was. My job was to 
speak for the student body of the University df Texas. And the critics 
may say I didn't do a good job with that; I pe~~onally take pride in 
what I did, and I think I did, but that's certainly open to dispute. 
But the point is, that's how I perceived my job, and that's how I 
perceive if for whoever is elected as student body president--it's 
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to speak out, an whatever may be the issues. Those were the issues 
of my day; those don't have to be the issues of today ••.• 

DSG: As I told you, tomorrow we're going to elect n€W officers. Say 
on Thursday, our new president were to come and sit down here where 
I am now, and "'Say, "Bob, I'm kine! of nE·~·J at this; our Assoc:iatian's 
kind of new. You've been there; you've seen a lot of the throes of 
student government. What one suqgestion would you give me ta help 
me do my job well, and help me make the Association really a viable 
entity again," what. \...,ould you tell him? 

BINDER: Follow your conscience, and don't back dawn. There is no 
better advice I could give anyone than that. Don't listen ta their 
rules and th·ei r· mumbo-jumbo and their BB-·stack i ng and al 1 the r·ea!:'.Cm!:', 
they give you why you can't do it. Just follow your instincts and 
your conscience, and don't back down . 
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SANDY KRESS 

January 3, 1983 

I conducted my first interview with Sandy Kress, ~ho ~as President 
of the UT Students' ~ssociation 1973-1974. Kress' ad•inistration is 
considered by some to be exemplary of what an effective student government 
can accomplish at Texas; his term constituted the final peak of student 
interest and participation in the Association before its decline ~nd 
eventual abolition. Kress, now an attorney with Johnson & Swanson of 
Dallas, is very much in favor of the current attempts to revive the 
campus government, and has followed relatively closely the events toward 
this end over the last few years. After I brought him up to date on the 
very recent developments in structuring the new government, we focused 
on the same subject during his administration: 

DSG: One of the first things I wanted to ask you about was the structure 
before you took over, and during your term. 

KRESS: Well,. I really don't want to be critical of my predecessors, be
cause there were a few of them who I thought were really outstanding 
student leaders. The real problem with student government at Texas 
before I came, I thought, was that the structure was not such that a lot 
of things could get done; people spent a lot of time in constitutional 
revision committees--everythi.ng was done on sort of an "ad hoc" basis; 
there was very little that was done that was a structLtred, formal, and 
organized sort of effort. So what I decided I wanted to do was really 
td make student government a much broader organization--to bring a lot 
of people into the process and get them to working on projects in a sys
tem-a.tic way that would benefit the students. So the first thing that 
I really wanted to do, and what I ran my campaign on, was trying to set 
up a substantial number of committees that would address specific problems c 
try to perform specific services for students. It seemed to me that making 
student government more of an ongoing, stable, broad-based apparatus--
that in itself would not only improve the quality of student government, 
but also permit a substantially greater number of students to participate 
in it. 

DSG: Were those committees composed• of Senate members? 

KRESS: ,Both • 

DSG: That was the Senate Reorganization Act? 

KRESS: The Senate Reorganization Act was the act that created the 
structure that I'm describing. What it did was it created committees 
that were essentially headed up by senators, but permitted non-senators 
to participate as members of the committee. So in effect, senators 
would exert their leadership in the committee, and then bring the 
results of the committee work to the full Senate for approval as required. 
·And people who were not really interested in running for office, or who 

• were freshmen, or who had just come to campus~ or who didn't have the 
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politic•l strength to run for office, still could get involved in student 
affairs by serving on these committees. Let's say for example someone 
just had 'it in their mind that they wanted to create a program--and this 
happened; this is indeed a true story--someone wanted to create a Wash
ington internship program; so they came to tne Student Services Fee 
Committee and said ''I've got an idea, let's work on it. 11 And they would 
work on it in committee, and try to generate support; if they needed 
support from the full Senate or from the President, as they did, they 
could do it. They had an idea and could implement it; they weren't a 
senator and didn't really want to get involved in student politics par
ticularly--if they just wanted to get something done, they could come 
and serve on that committee. So there were both senators and non-senators 
who participated, which is one of the things that I really wanted to 
foster--something the new student government, all student governments 
should try to foster--which is as broad-based participation as possible 
in the affairs of student government. 

DSG: What about the executive branch? David Bright has said that you 
organized a "voluntary administrative branch''; is that more or less what 
you've been talking ~bout? What did he mean by that? 

KRESS: Well, I'm not exactly sure what he meant by that •••• °There were 
a lot of people who advised or helped me who had no formal function in 
student government •••• I tried to have people advising in all areas; there 
were a couple of people who served on the University Council with me, and 
I took the approach that all of us should take a consistent sort of position 
and represent the student view on the University Council, rather than just 
being individuals serving on the University Council--and I took that 
perspective in whatever activity in which we were involved. Maybe that's 
what David meant: we had a lot of people in the law school and other 
places in a special capacity to help me do whatever it was, and I would 
consider their efforts voluntary; I would consider all of that part of 
the administration of student government. I had a couple of administrative 
assistants who organized a lot of that, and who got some sort of compensa
tion from the University, and they were functioning to get certain things 
done that we'd proposed; we had a person who was financial director; and 
all of these people helped me build that machinery, and I call it the 
administrative machinery ••• most of it was voluntary. 

DSG: You mentioned a minute ago appointments to the University committees 
and boards and so forth. As far as the appointment of students to the 
student seats on these c6mmittees, how much influence did the student 
government have? Did you recommend them to the President [of the Uni
versityl, an~ was it a rubber stamp from there? How did it work? 

KRESS: It varied. In some cases it was a final appointment; in some cases 
we submitted names to the Pre?ident. It was pretty much of a pro forma 
deal--pretty much the names that we recommended were the names that were 
appointed, as far as student representatives were concerned. I think that'E 
a very desirable way for it to be. 

DSG: Did that give students a lot of input on the University boards? 
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KRESS: Well, it gave us some representation. It was never as coordinated 
as I wanted it to be, but I would like to think that it was more coordinated 
than it ·had ever been before. One of the problems with that system was 
that you would appoint your students, and then they would have no kind 
of ongoing relationship with the Student Senate and President. I tried 
to keep as much of an ongoing relationship as I could, because I viewed 
those not just as individual students--this is critical--! viewed those 
representatives as not just individual students who had a responsibility 
that they could go off on their own to meet; but rather as representative 
responsibilities ••• to represent the interests of the student body as 
manifested through the student government. I always thought, and I would 
certainly recommend, that if any student government is going to be in
fluential at all, that it keep some kind of rein on those people, those 
students who are selected to represent students in all the various spheres 
of University life. 

DSG: What about the funding battle? I have a picture here, from the 
[1974 CactusJ yearbook, of Frank Erwin .••• 

KRESS: I was talking when he was sleeping; you know that, don't you? 
That was a political deal. He did that several times .••• I remember I 
was speaking before the regents on the issue of the building fee--there 
was a dramatic increase in the building use fee when I was president, 
which I opposed--we found out about it at the last minute, and drove all 
night down to Galveston for the regents• meeting to oppose it. They 
wouldn't let us get on the agenda, because we hadn't asked to be put on 
the agenda one week in advance. Of course, we came back--I'm sure they 
thought we were a bunch of smart alecks--but we came back and said ''It 
was rather hard to ask to be put on the agenda one week ago when nobody, 
outside the Board of Regents, knew that the building use fee was going 
to be increased. We didn't have the problem a week ago!" Well, they 
thought it was a compelling point, and at that time the regents made the 
decision to always permit a student government president to speak freely 
at a University [Regents'J Board meeting. 

Anyway, while ·I was making this protest, Erwin realized that I was 
making a good point •••• Most times when I spoke, I thought I was reasonably 
effective, and he pulled this stunt every once in awhile. 

DSG: Was he really sleeping? 

KRESS: No--it was just a way to intimidate the speaker. He did it as a 
way of saying, "I could care less what you're saying." He pulled that 
stunt several,times. It didn't much affect me; it kind of got me mad; 
but some other people would be intimidated by that. 

DSG: What was the story behind cutting off the mandatory funding [for 
the Students• AssociationJ and going to an optional basis? 

KRESS: Well, I don't know ••• that happened really after I was president. 
During my year, student government was a mandatorily funded entity, and 
I think this may have happened near the end of '74, after Frank [FlemingJ 
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came into office. There was always a minority of students who didn't like 
mandatory fees ..•• 

DSG: It was just a dollar, wasn't it? 

KRESS: I don't recall exactly what it was, but it was nominal. There were 
a lot of students who .didn't like it--I remember there were letters in the 
Texan during my term, because we would do one thing or another, and you're 
never going to have everybody liking what you're doing, and people would 
say, "Well, I don't like that and I shouldn't have to contribute to it," 
that sort of stuff. That was part of it; part of it I think was that 
student government never got particularly effective or controversial. 
All through the ~istory of student government, you'll find that there's 
always a move to either take it off the fee or whatever, and the same 
thing is true of Texas. Now whether that was part of what contributed 
to it, I don't know. Maybe they perceived that student government was 
weak--that's the stage at which they made that effort--and nobody would 
much object. I really don't know what it was that went through the ad
ministrative arm at the time that led in that direction, but those are 
some of the ~hings that may have been part of it. 

DSG: In a paper that David Bright wrote, advocating the return of student 
government, in 1980, he charged that the regents and the administration 
were oLlt to ''fractionalize students, divide power, create competing faction~ 
and take away the Students' Association's money--basically, reducing it 
to the status of any other campus organization.'' Did you get that feeling 
when you were president? As far as cooperation with the regents, did you 
feel that they were out to get you and the Students' Association? 

KRESS: Not particularly, not when I was president; but I think what 
David's saying has an air of truth to it. There certainly were things 
that were done that limited student government power, generally before 
the time I got there. The creation of the Senior Cabinet clearly in my 
judgement was an effort to rip away the power that student government 
ought to have. There's no reason at all for there to be a Senior Cabinet 
separate and apart from student government--none at all. 

DSG: It wasn't created during your term. 

KRESS: No, it was created after Jeff Jones' term. And it was created 
basically at a time when .student government was weak, and the idea was 
to create an alternative structure that would forever compete with stu
dent government in an area where student government ~hould have been 
more active, and always should have been more active, and that is education 
and the improvement of the academic life at the University as far as student 
are concerned. The creation of a separate Union Board was clearly an effort 
to do thal. And then thefe are things that students did themselves: 
separately voting for membership on the Co-op Board •••• All of these 
things, in my view, were actions that were taken that limited the feal 
power of student government. There was constantly that battle. The battle 
over the independence of funding, what you could do with that funding, 
that came up during Jeff ~ones' term, and was a carryover into mine . 
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My predecessor; very craftily <Dick Benson, for whom I have a great deal 
of respect> treated funding sources that were in effect independent from 
the University; they were very, very important to my term, and I owe a 
great deal to him. We were particularly effective in my term because of 
some steps Dick Benson had taken. 

He created two programs that created a pot of money for us that we 
were able to use with relative independence. One of them was a movie 
program, where we would show movi~s on campus, and we generated quite a 
lot cf revenue for use in student programs as determined by the student 
government. The second was a student insurance program; both very viable 
services that benefitted the students themselves and at the same time 
provided a source of independent funding for student government. Now we 
had a very funny relationship with the University at the time on these 
programs: thos·e were programs that we continued to have control over, 
and even though th• mandatory fee money that we brought in had to be used 
for only specific purposes, the other monies could be used for whatever 
we wanted. So we really didn't have much problem, frankly, with funding 
in my term •.• but because of these long-standing battles with the administra
tion, there were various functions that were performed by other student 
entities that in an ideal setting probably ought to be performed by student 
government; and if performed by student government, would probably lead 
to a very powerful entity--the kind that students would really look to as 
a substantial administrative entity. 

DSG: All right, let me ask you this then: as far as Frank Erwin goes, 
not to say anything bad about the man, but do you think that he just didn't 
care about student government--did he want to pretend that it didn't exist-
or do you think he was making, or later made, a deliberate attempt to sa
botage it? 

KRESS: Let me say this about Erwin ..• maybe it's easier because the man's 
gone, and I'm older, and I'm gone too, in a way; I'm gone from the campus 
at least--I h~ve tremendous respect for Erwin. I wish there was still an 
Erwin around. 

DSG: He's always painted as a bad guy ..• 

KRESS: Well, he was a bad guy in a lot of ways. But let me tell you this: 
we weren't electing Hank the Hallucination while he was there. Erwin 
helped create an image for student government in my view that was posi
tive. Students always understood that there was an issue; Erwin mad~ the 
University an exciting place. He fought hard for his interests, which in 
many cases were not the interests of the students, I didn't think <and I 
still don't).~ I think he was wrong in a lot of respects, but there was 
no question that he was passionate and cared deeply about the University 
and fought for the University; and in that passion, and in that emotion, 
he created a lot of issues--a lot of issues would fly out from his activity 
that, I think, led to a very substantial debate in the University about 
what ought to be done to improve the University, with respect to students, 
and so forth. I get the impr~ssion that a lot of those things just aren't 
discussed now at all; and, I'll tell you, I"d prefer that environment to 

• the current environment. And in that environment, student government was 
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easier because of the hsat of all that activity. It was easier for studentE 
I think, to perceive that they had an int~rest in the University, and as 
a result of that in~erest, that they should be taking stands and be involved 
in all that--which I think is a whole lot better, frankly, than maybe the 
kind of attitude that exists these days. So in that sense, I think Erwin 
was good. 

DSG: He created controversy which stimulated students. 

KRESS: Absolutely. And he created an environment in which people were 
thinking about "What ought to be done here?" Now, in some respects, his 
policies were wrong, I think; we fought them. He recognized that there 
was a student government; he did battle with us; he tried to ignore us bn 
occasion--sleep through our passionate pleas, or even pretend to--he'd 
do battle with us in the Legislature: but that's the way it ought to be. 
I mean, that's a whole lot healthier, I think, than not having the battle 
joined, and then havihg things just "move along", or apathy, or mediocrity, 
or whatever it is. We had a hot debate, and that was healthy. The people 
who went up against Erwin will never regret going up against Erwin--if you 
were to talk' to David Powell, who was editor of the paper, [Dick] Benson-
all those guys I'm sure would say that they appreciate the opportunity to 
be able to "cut their teeth" on Frank Erwin as stLtdent leaders .•. as peoi:ile. 
When we called HEW in to look at the pretty poor perform~nce the University 
had in attracting minority students and minority faculty, we were engaged 
in a very significant battle with Frank Erwin. And he knew we were there, 
and he frankly was afraid of what we were doing . 

In answer to your question--! guess I've been beating around the bush-· 
I think Erwin knew that student government was there; I think when it was 
effective, he knwe that he was involved in a battle; he enjoyed it, student 
leaders enjoyed it; it would often get very nasty; it was basically heal
thy--the stronger we were, the better it was; and sometimes he would try 
to take out his frustrations by cutting student government's power back. 
Generally, it may have taken us a little more time--we were weaker than 
he was--but in many instances we came back and fought hard. Overall, I 
think he knew about it and it was a very healthy relationship. 

DSG: With what sorts of campus-related i•sues, besides those you've men
tioned already, did the Students' Association concern itself? 

KRESS: Well~ during my term, we tried to focus on a broad range of issues 
that concern the student as a citizen of the University, and a citizen of 
the city, the state, and the country .. We didn't really want to leave any
thing aside; ,we tried to look at all of the issues, and we thought that 
because of the committee structure, we could effectively do so. One thing 
that was central, I thought~ was the provision of student servic•s. There 
were just a lot of things that students wanted to have, and most of the 
services that were currently provided on campus--most people don't know 

,this--were originally created by student government: this Washington 
internship program, the shuttle bus program, the health center way back 
when was originally created by students; in our year, the foreign study 
program was created by student government; various kinds of trav~l program~ 
the insurance program, the movie program--all of those things were begun--
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various programs with merchants in the Austin community that would give 
students various kinds of.discounts and so forth--all of those things 
were done by student government, and I think that's a function of student 
government. We t~ied to r•present the students in city government, because 
they had needs--they were citizens of Austin, they were voting in Austin-
we took control of the city council when we were in office, and a lot of 
interests the students had in terms of their needs as residents of Austin 
were answered. We took our concerns to the Legislature; in our year the 
legislative delegation from Austin was lOOX pro-student, and that gave 
Frank Erwin fits. We elected a state Senator; we elected four state reps 
who were all sympathetic to student interests. We increased faculty pay 
that year; the penalty against possession of marajuana was reduced to prob
ably a more appr-bpriate misdemeanor penalty; and other interests that we 
had were represented through our state lobby activity. We even got changes 
at the federal level: pushing for the Big Thicket National Park, pushing 
to end the war in Cambodia; we joined with other student groups across 
the country to lobby for a couple of those things, and I think we were 
effective in doing that. We were concerned about minority representation 
on campus; we were interested in the Constitutional Convention which took 
place that year; we were interested in general University issues--student 
participation in the selection of deans, or department heads; library hours 
were expanded--there were a whole host of political resolutions th9t we 
entertained; student economic power, trying to arrange understandings 
with merchants that would help students in terms of their economic clout; 
the University neighborhood, and how it was affected by roads, road pro
posals, and so forth. All kinds of things, really a vast array of issues 
that affected students in whatever way were the kinds of things that came 
onto our plate. 

DSG: What about the addition of new courses? That was mentioned briefly 
in one of the articles in the '74 Cactus •.• that your administration had 
been instrumen~al in initiating some new courses and also in achieving 
academic reform. 

KRESS: Well, I'll be frank with you. I don't think we did as much in 
that area as we wanted to. There were some new course ideas; we did promot 
certain ideas of academic reform, some intedisciplinary approaches, that 
were taken. But David, I'll be straight with you; I think we probably did 
less in the area of academic reform and the area of education itself than 
we did in any other area that we undertook. I think we were almost phe
nomenally successful in .almost every other committee area, but education 
was a w~ak spot, and I don't know why. It is harder to deal with; it is 
harder for student politicians to deal with; I think the division between 
the Student Senate and the Senior Cabinet is not healthy at all ••• it cer
tainly isn't healthy for student government, and I don't think it's healthy 
for Senior Cabinet either. I think if there were some way for Senior Cabin 
to have its current function preserved, but to be brought in as the educa
tion committee of the student government, and have some sort of tie to
gether, I think it would be much better for everyone. I think that while 
we did some things, and we were proud of some of our accomplishments, we 
still didn't do as much as we wanted to . 
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DSG: In the inquiry that I addressed to the other universities, I asked 
the administrators to evaluate how mueh influence the student government 

'has in administrative policy decisions, particularly those that concern 
students, and how much of ~tudent-related legislation is initiated by 
student government and then passed on the administrative level. I~ seems 
to me from what you're saying that during your term our Students• Associ
ation was very effective in that regard. 

KRESS: Well, I think we were more effective in creating student services. 
We were more effective in representing student interests before all the 
legislative bodies in which students had an interest. We were more effec
tive in tha~e two areas than we were in affecting University policy. That's 
fairly clear, although I think we were more effective in determining 
University policy than most student governments had been as of that time. 
But there were several University policies, whether it was the ability 
to represent your interests to the Board of Regents, or making some changes 
in terms of key selections in the academic community--deans and committee/ 
department heads; dorm hours was an area that we took on and made some 
progress at. Again, I want to suggest that in the intra-University world, 
where it is largely academic, we had less success than we did in any of 
our other endeavors; that includes University policies themselves. Another 
place where we tried to have some effect, and I think we only came out with 
limited success, was the propensity of the University to spend all of its 
energy building new buildings and, in our view, allocating less to quality-
to faculty ~ay, to ~~provement of the academic life and so forth. We had 
some impact; the new Performin9 Arts Center with its new large hall--that 
was a priority of ours. The faculty had wanted to have several small halls; 
they .didn't want to have a main audirorium. We fought that, hard ••• that 
was an issue where we and Frank Erwin joined together--and won. We tried 
to look at some of the other building proposals, and thought that those 
funds would be better used to improve the quality of education, rather 
than the quantity, the size of the campus; and I think that generally, we 
had limited success in those areas. That was a much, much harder area, 
and although we had some ~uccesses, that was not our best effort. 

DSG: Do you think t~at the role of student government, specifically the 
UT student government, should be more concerned with, or should concentrate 
its efforts more on off-campus <extra-University> issues, or should it 
try to weight its efforts equally--that and University policy--or should 
it lean more towards University policy--what should the role be? 

KRESS: That's a very important question. I think that a student govern
ment should try to address all phases of student life. I think a student 
government doing that will find that the doors are opened more easily in 
terms ·of student services and what you're calling extra-University affairs. 
Now remember, "extra-University affairs'' is not just extra-University: 
we were able to promote, for example, a scholarship program for needy 
students--an intra-University result--by going outside the University and 
bringing HEW in, or going to the Constitutional Convention, and demanding 
that something be done to make educational opportunities available to all 
Texans. So a,. lot of times we'd use the extra-University route where we 
were more powerful, to come in and' get something done intra-University. 
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I think the student government needs to recognize its principal power is 
its numbers, its voting strength, and its time and creativity. It will 
have more effect, it will be able to do more for students, by creating 
student servi ce.s that are useful; by getting involved in the extra-
Uni versi ty world it will be able to get things done for students that stu
dents want done, there's no question about it. And for that reason alone, 
student government ought to exist. 

But I think a student government also has to be more creative and 
more effective at doing things within the University than student government 
has been in the past. And that is not an easy process. Once student gov
ernment gets these programs going that I've just suggested, I think the 
officials do need to think out how they can play a more effective role in
side the University: by using their appointments process better, by trying 
to reorganize student institutions--Senior Cabinet, student government--
so that they can deliver more effectively, and bring people into student 
government who have some understanding of academic reform--to bring to bear 
good ideas that need to be implemented. And then find effective ways of 
building coalitions with either faculty or administrators to get things 
done that will be in the studsnts• interest. That battle is the most dif
ficult battle of any of them. It's easier for students to go to the Leg
islature and ~et legislation than it is to make changes in the University 
environment because the University environment is just extremely conserva
ti ve--I don't mean politically conservative, but just that it doesn't move 
very fast. 

I've been long-winded again; my bottom line is that student govern
ment ought to pursue all of these areas and recognize that they'll 
be more successful with respect to those first two things that I mentioned, 
and then the other battle, which needs to be waged, is just going to be 
tougher, longer-term, and is not going to produce the results quite as 
quickly. 

DSG: In the past couple of semesters, it seems from the letters in "Firing 
Line'' by some of the people who oppose student government, that there's 
a very large sentiment on campus that a student government cannot really 
represent accurately the views of its constituency. To what degree do 
you think that sentiment existed during your term? 

KRESS: Oh, I think there's always, in every governmental body, a substantia 
feeling that that body cannot represent their interests very well. I just 
think that's generally true. It was probably true before I was elected, 
and it probably to some substantial extent was true even at the end of our 
term. [Vice-President J c·appy McGarr and I and most people in the Senate 
would like to think that we had a pretty effective term. It's a tough 
job--I mean, you have no tax power, you're not really a government: you 
don't pass laws that affect people. Most people come to the University 
and they have a job to do; they want to get a degree and move on. People 
are coming in and coming out all the time, so they don't have any time 
to respect any institution there very much. It's not like the CEC [Cultural 
Entertainment Committee], which I headed,, with a several hundred thousand 
dollar budget, and you're constantly ·making people happy. It's a tough 
job, and the people who are having to head it up are young, and fairly 
inexperienced; and it is hard, I think, for people to believe that there's 
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any value in the institution; they come in and say, ''I don't think they can 
effectively or accurately represent me or do things for me." I think that 
feeling always e>:ists, and I think the job of a student government is to 
try to cut against it as best it can by performing well; by getting things 
done; by representing student interests. When these students went together 
to the Legislature last year and prevented a tuition increase--there is 
no question that that concerted student effort was able to do something 
for students that students individually could not do on their own. Period. 
End of paragraph. There~s no doubt about it • 

. When we created programs that were useful to students, when we got 
th~ Legislature to pay attentidn to the University or to grant a pay in
crease for faculty members, when we created the University Day Care Center-
whatever we did in our view was an effort that contributed to the betterment 
of student life. The people who benefitted from it recognized that we had 
done things in their interest, and that it was useful. But it is an up
~ill struggle. Student government will do things, if it is run at all pro
perly, that are in the students• interests, and most students will co.me 
around to understand it if they're confronted with it. But they're always 
going to be confronted with people who say, "Why have it? What good does 
it do me? They're not really representing my interests." That's always 
a problem. · 

DSG: O.K., let me ask you this then. This is probably an extremely 
difficult thing for you to qu~ntify, but put yourself in the shoes of 
the rank-and-file student in 1973-1974. How did the average student 
view his Students' Association? 

KRESS: I think the average student probably didn't think much about 
student government. There was a lot of flurry, a lot of activity. I 
think the average student saw a lot about us; I think they thought some
thing was going on. We were constantly in the news. I think they thought 
we were pretty energetic, we were pretty active. I think we touched the 
ave~age student's life probably only minimally, because the average student 
again is very separate and apart from student government; they don't inter
relate very much. ~ut I think they thought of us as a fairly active and 
productive student government, if they were thinking about it relatively; 
if they weren't thinking about it relatively, they probably weren't touched 
much at all. I'm trying to be as fair as I can. I think we did a good 
job, but I suspect probably the average student knew who we were, may nave 
known about sQme things that we did, may have been touched by it, but I 
think the nexus was relatively minimal. Even in what I thought was a rel-
atively active year. · 

DSG: Take the same question from the administration's poin~ of view, 
and from the point of view of those off campus, say legislators at the 
Capitol. Did they see the student government as the "official voice of 
the students" at the University? 

KRESS: Much more so, I think, than people think they did. I think in 
our year, people in the Legislature had a great deal of respect for us. 
Maybe I'm wrong; but we were up there all the time, they treated us with 
respect; they often did what we asked them to do; our numbers impressed 
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them; our ability to get people sympathetic to our cause elected to the 
Legislature meant something •••• ! don't think they cared all that much-
they knew we were a transient body, that is, outside of Austin; I think 
th~ four Austin representatives cared about who we were. They were som~
what impressed--I'm going to get to a conclusion in a second, here; all 
of these questions have led me to a point I want to make. 

I think administrators knew who we were, and I think the administra~ 
tors knew what ~tudent government.was. I think they wanted to haYe a 
closer relationship with us than we wanted to have. There were a lot of 
times that [University PresidentJ Stephen Spurr wished we would come and 
do business with him, and there were a lot of times when we just refused 
to, because we either wanted to get around him, or we didn't think he'd 
deal in good faith, or whatever. We knew tVice-PresidentJ Ron Brown, and 
ws talked to him a great deal ••• ! think they knew who we were. I think 
they also knew that we'd be gone in a year; again, they knew what our 
weaknesses were. But I think they had some appreciation for the ability 
of student government to get people organized, to cause trouble, to get 
things done, to go around thejr backs to the regents, or to the Legis
lature. 

The point I want to make is this, and David, this is a fundamental 
point, that I think is as important as anything else I'm going to tell 
you: a lot of what I was trying to do, and the committee structure, ad
dresses the fundamental weakness that students always have, and that is 
a weakness that I want you to understand clearly through the answers to 
your last two questions. The fundamental weakness that students have is 
that they're young, they're inexperienced, and they're mobile, in transit-
and everybody knows it. Students know it, administrators know it, legis
lators know· it. Those weaknesses make it very difficult for you to have 
a meaningful and effective student government. Now, how do you respond 
to that problem? You can respond to it by not having one, by just saying, 
"it's too weak," "we don't care," "they never do anything for us": just 
forget it, that's one response. The other response is just kind of let 
it h_appen ad hoc: "Wel 1, we' 11 have a student government, and if anything 
bad happens, they'll be there to protect us." There you have the debate. 
Student government is probably more worthwhile than it's not. I have 
been through enough student government experiences, both at Berkeley and 
at Texas, to conclude that what students ought to strive to do is more 
than that. Not kick it in the teeth, not just have it around, but create 
an institution that has a life to it, that has power to it, that will serve 
over time to counter the weaknesses that any student organization will 
have. And I don't know if it can be done; I've never really seen it ef
fectively done. That is, for two, three, four, or five years, an institu
tion built up; at Berkeley it was that way, in some respects, and at Texas 
it's been thctt way in some respects. If students could be patient about 
it, and if student leaders could be far-sighted about it, to create a com
mittee system, to create an institution that could serve effectively to 
represent students• interests, and just start building on itself; so that 
someone comes· in as a freshman and goes to work on a student committee, 
gets excited about it, understands the process; runs for Senate as a 
sophomore or junior, gets elected to the Senate, serves in that capacity; 
then runs for President or Vice-President or some other administrative 
position in their senior year. They will have spent four years contri-
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buting, and learning, and understanding, and building a. system that has 
the effect of bring~ng a lot of people into it early on and then letting 
them learn fr·om the process, and then serve and use their experience at 
the end of it. 

If you had a system that could do that, student government at 
the end of five or si>: years would be a very, very effective entity, 
because it would have institutional strengths to it; it would have insti
tutional knowledge. That's what makes something powerful--if you've got 
institutional knowledge. If someone had the respect, if student leaders 
could create that kind of entity, if students could give it enough time 
and patience, and people could do it seriously, they could create an en
tity that would be very influential over time. And then, at the end of 
five years, if someone were to come and ask the question that you've just 
asked me--"what do students think about it ?"--students woLtl d say, "That• s 
part of my life. I contribute my time to it; I contribute my effort and 
energy to it. And yes, I ~now about student government: they've been 
around, and my friends are participating in it ••. " and so forth and so 
on. What woLtld legislators say? They'd say, "Yes, they're very effective 
and well organized; they come up here and present their views; they co
ordinate with other students across the state; they've got a built-in, 
organized program." Administrators would say, "We've got to deal with 
it, beca~se it's an institution on our campus--just like we've got to 
deal with the faculty," and so forth. Until stLtdents create an insti
tution that lives longer than they live, because they have the shortest 
lifespan in the University environment--they"re the first fish to go; 
the faculty are going to be around a lot longer; the atiministration's 
going to be around a lot ,longer, and has more delegated power.. . • I think 
that's a fundamental issue. 

• • • • • J • • • • 

Obviously, it all starts from the basic: appreciation of the fact 
that students need to perceive themselves as citizens of a community, 
for however short a period of time it is. If students don't do that, this 
thing doesn't get built. Student leaders have got to go out and say, 
"Look, this is our community for at least foLU- years, and we ought to have 
some role in shaping it." And once people get committed to that idea-
they need to be brought in basically on a ''ask not what your University 
can do for yoLt; but what yC!u c:an do for your community whi 1 e yoLt" re here" 
·basis: bring them in, get them to start contributing, and do so for a 
period of years--if that kind of institution can be built up, you wouldn't 
be asking me these questions. 

And what we have now, David, is basically opinions: they write let
ters to the newspapers, or they talk, or they vote; I'm saying on the basis 
of experiences that I've seen, and I don"t think it's an opinion, I think 
it's a fact: ~that if student~ would take that leap of faith, and commit 
their time and their energy to an institution and build that institution, 
over a matter of years, that institution would have tremendous power, both 
in the University environment, and in the environment of Austin that affect~ 
student lives. 

DSG: What happened.between 1974 and 1978? Why was student government 
abolished? 

•. J 
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KRESS: Well, that's clearly an opinion; that's speculative •••• 

DSG: What factors do you think caused students to lose their faith in 
the government? 

KRESS: I think there were a lot of factors. I think there were a series 
of disappointments that basically assaulted students, year after year. 
And I have some respect for some of the people who succeeded me; I just 
don't thlrk somehow that they were able to deliver. And the disappointmen 
were all across the lot. At the end of those four years, you couldn't be 
in any part of the political spectrum in the student community and not hav 
been disappointed, because the students tried every part of that spectrum: 
they had a Frank Fleming, which I would say would be all the way over to 
the most conservative side; then they had a Carol Crabtree--she had been 
part of our group, a woman, more moderate--people looked to that; then you 
had Adkins and Slyfield, which was the most radical, seemingly anar.chic-
I mean, here you never really had had Austin experimenting with that; it 
wasn't just left wing; it was anarchy, it wasn't any kind of systems ap
proach to it, it wasn't Marxist, it was complete anarchy. So the students 
tried all of these things, and I think at the end of those experiences 
they said, "We tried it all, and not a one of them did much of any endurin 
quality. We reacted from one, to the other; we went all across the board, 
and we really couldn't find what we wanted, it all climaxing in Adkins 
and Slyfield. We tried it all; it doesn't mean anything; so why have it 
around?'' I thin~ that's part of it; that's just som~ speculation on my 
p~rt •••• Part of it is that tne student movement, whatever it was, nation 
ally was dying ou~ during that period of time, and that clearly affected 
it; students were becoming much more private in the '60s and early '70s, 
and that clearly affected it--that may be the overriding issue, generally; 
that may have created an environment in which these disappointments could 
really trigger that kind of disenchantm~nt, a sufficient disenchantment 
to end the thing. I think the student institution itself was given the 
responsibilities it should ha~e, and its opportunities; I think the in
stitution of student government was relatively weak. We had tried to 
strengthen it during a few years, but I don't think it was a lasting kind 
of thing. We talked about a few things already: the regents had "dividec 
and conquered,'' as David wrote; in some respects that hurt. I don't thin~ 
there was enough of a feeling in the administration itself that there had 
to be a permanent role for student government, and I 'think student govern
ment was weak from that standpoint. 

DSG: Was it weakened further by having control of the student services 
fee removed? 

KRESS: I thdnk that~s probably right. I think that was a bad, bad deci
sion; that was a serious mistake. There has to be a commitment on the 
part of the administration, no matter what this group does, that this 
i~stitution will go on. If they elect a president who's a crackpot, or 
is a criminal, we'll just have to take care of him as an individual; but 
assaulting the institution, which the administration· did on occasion, was 
a bad mistake, and_ I think contributed to the weakness of the institution. 
So, in effect, you might have a couple of years where we tried to rebuild 
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•
it, where we appeared strong, but once student leaders who were trying 
to do that were gone, and then they left them without a mandatory fee, 
which really bound the students together and provided the funding to keep 
the institution going--a couple of secretaries, if nothing else, and space--
all of that clearly contributed to it. I'd say those three factors were 
the principal reasons for the demise, and not necessarily in the order in 
which I mentioned them. 

DSG: I guess in conclusion, then, what prospects do you see for us now? Wa 
currently have a struct.ure, we have a president and a Student Senate and 
committees, we don't have control over the student services fee, we don't 
have a mandated funding ••• what prospects do you see for us now? Where do 
we go from here? What do we have to do to make it last? 

KRESS: Well, I would say that the first few years are going to be very 
tender, in my judgement. If students come forward who take this possibilit~ 
seriously, and exercise responsibilities well, and do a good job in these 
first couple of years, I think the prospects are reasonably good. The 
fact that you're coming here to write this kind of paper is a very good 
sign that people are trying to figure out ''what needs to be done here?", 
and from an academic, a scholarly point of view, I think that's outstanding; 
I think what you're doing is a very, very healthy sign; I mean it. What 
David Bright did--I think David Bright played a very critical role in 
bringing this thing back; he had a lot of energy; and he had Amy Johnson, 
that helped him too; and Jfm rMcCormac:k), and David Weiser--these are some 
very capable people. But I think a serious interest on the part of student: 

•
in making this t·hing work, and a few students coming forward and spending 
a lot of their energy trying to make it happen--if that happens, my thought 
is thP't the prospects are reasonably good. If that doesn't happen, my 
thoughts are that the prospects are, if not bad, at least uncertain. I've 
been reading The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ••• you know, even 
in the late 200's, this pl'ace was falling apart; no way this thing could 
be brought back together--the Goths and the barbarians are attacking in 
the late 200's; I mean, you've given the Roman Empire up for good. But 
somehow they had a chain of four or five leaders who came from nowhere, 
who built the empire back up, and of course they kept the empire strong 
for another several centuries. It's amazing when leadership pops up; it 
just comes out of nowhere ••• a 'couple of bad years, and then someone comes 
along and really puts something into it. But I would say indeed that 
generally speaking, the first couple years are going to be very impor
tant. 

Now what would I suggest for these people? I think it is critically 
important that people come forward now who can go carry the message to the 
~tudents, and s.y, "Look. This is your community. The quality of this 
community depends as much on your participation as on any other single 
factor--your contribution. This is your chance to come forward; you can 
help govern this c9mmunity. You've got to come in here and serve, and 
help us." Someone needs to go around and carry that message, and build 
student government up as an institution as effectively as it can, making 
community service something that is a viable idea, whether it's on stu
dent services committee, or lobbying committee, or education committee, 

~or wherever people can play a role--getting people involved. I think the 
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student government has got to have some successes, and I think whoever is 
leading the student government now has to be sensitive to that. They 
need to produce things NOW that they can point to at the end of the year 
and say, "See? : We were able to do these things, because we joined toge
ther.'' And I think that's maybe the most important thing that can hap
pen, whether it's in the area of student services, the legislative session. 
in lobbying, in academic programs, in rejuvenating some of these other · 
services that we've talked about, and so on. I think that's critical. 
I think very quietly, but very effectively, student leaders need to begin 
to deal with some fundamental institutional questions that over time really 
make a difference in making student government effective, such as: creating 
a process for student government to have some role in governing the student 
services fee--and I think that ought to be begun now, in this session of 
the Legislature, and with the administration--even if it isn't everything, 
complete control, some system needs to evolve that at least has the student 
government as the first layer of decision-making. Maybe you have Presiden
tial veto over spending; maybe you have some other administration role as a 
compromise--but the student government ought to be the place where the 
student services fee is first looked at, at minimum; maybe ultimately, 
determined. If the administration insists upon having ultimate control, 
still, some progress needs to be made down that path. 

I t~ink the student body president needs to very seriously go talk 
to the head of Senior Cabinet and begin a process of merging those two 
institutions, without all the crap we've had in the past; without all the 
pride, and ambition, and inter-group rivalry, and all this other nonsense 
••.• I think the president and the vice-president, very soberly, need to 
say, "Look, I don't care for myself." Maybe this current President, who's 
going out of power, would be an effective one to do it; and the Senior 
Cabinet head .•. 

DSG: That's Julie Tindall •.. 

KRESS: I've heard that she can be reasonable, but on the other hand, 
when this thing gets hot and heavy, sometimes all these people--and this 
was true in my time--people look at it as "my fiefdom." Well, it's time 
those two people sat down and said, "What can we do to make the student 
role in the academic process more vital?'' And I think it's going to re
quire some sort of merging of those institutions; I think the idea of a 
Senior Cabinet that is basically a very powerful education committee to 
which the student government can maybe appoint a few additional members ..• 
because I don't think academic reform is going to come just out of the 
current academic departments or colleges; people have interests. One of 
the problems with the University of Texas, I think, is that there isn't 
enough interdisciplinary opportunity. 

DSG: Especially since [former Arts & Sciences Dean] John Silber left ... 

KRESS: Yes, especially since John Silber left; absolutely. They created 
a couple of things--Plan II, University Studies--those things are outstan
ding ...• There ought to be more experimental programs like that; serious-
I'm not talking about outrageous academic programs, but serious programs 
that try to teach people how to think, and tci read, and to read •.. a liberal 
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arts sort of setting I think is much better than this sort of cafeteria 
style education that currently passes for the B.A. degree. You need to 
have people who have that kind of interest, who can serve; and I think 
the idea of them sitting in a serious setting with representatives from 
all the colleges and talking about education only in a student government 
setting woL1ld be very, very healthy. I think they would all be more p-ot.-J
erful for it. 

Then there are other relationships too; but I think those fundamental 
issues--! mean a committment from the administration on a mandatory fee 
so ihat students don't have to worry year to year whether they're going 
to have enough money for a secretary, or for the administrative assistants, 
and the staff, and supplies--tAat ought to be guaranteed by the adminis
tration for time immemorial, and some sort pf committments sought out by 
student leadership on that front are necessary. I think a revitalization 
of the authority of student government to appoint students to committees 
in the University, and a process by which those appointments are made 
that requires a continuing relationship between those students and the 
student government •••• These are the fundamental things, I think~ that 
can be done. And a good relationship with the Daily Texan--by sitting 
down and saying, "Look, this is beyond you and me"; I mean a serioLts 
committment on the part of that student president and vice-president to 
try and develop that kind of relationship so that the press will help 
student government in promoting an image that is consistent with this 
progres~ that we're talking about. I think if student government leaders 
come forward who can make progress down those paths, and have a good year 
lobbyihg, and create some new student services, and make some progress 
in terms of these fundamental institutional developments that we've talked 
about, I think students will look back and say, "I'm glad we brought that 
into e>: i.stence. " And over the years, I think they• 11 be really delighted 
that they did. 

Rfter the interviewp Sandy Kress brought up one more item that 
he felt might have contributed to the decline and fall of student go
vernment between 1975 and 1978. This was the appointment in 1975 of 
then interim President Dr. Lorene Rogers as the permanent occupant of 
that post. The appointment of Dr. Rogers was bitterly opposed by the 
stw;Jents and faculty with protests and demonstrationsp 1"any of them 
organized or at least sanctioned by the Studentsp Rssociation. However, 
th.e regents did not resc i·nd the appointment, and the students apparent! y 
felt that because they had "failed" in this effortp the student go~1ern'Jlrent 

was ineffective and shoald therefore be abolished. Sandy pointed out that 
this was a faulty conclusion: very littlep if anything, can change a deci
sion of the Board of Regents. The students stood little chance of success 
to begin with) their unrealistic expectations went unfulfilled, only adding 
to the growing disenchantment with their student govern~ent • 
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FRANK FLEMING 

March 19, 1983 

In what turned out to ~e one of the more humorous occurrences 
in •Y research, the interview with Frank Fleming almost didn't happen. 
He had arranged to meet at his home in Vallas, but when I arrived 
there (fifteen minutes late.> .• Frank still had not returned from a 

·Church breakfast that morning. After talking with me for some time, 
his wife began to worry about his absence, as she had reminded him 
earlier that day of ou.r appointment. She proceeded to call every 
conceivable place he might have stopped on the way home, but--no 
Frank. Pinal l y, after near! y an hou.r and a half, .. 1i11 fl eming ju.st 
by luck located her husband, at a friend's home, elbow deep in a 
car engine: he had completely forgotten about the meeting~ Shortly 
thereafter, needless to say, Frank walked in the door and, with a 
sheepish grin, went to clean u.p; Jill ju.st shook her head and said, 
NThat smile has gQtten him out of more trouble since I've known him •••• n 

Soon afterwards, the three of us were sitting down to discuss 
some of the many critical and controversial events--the suspension of 
mandatory student government funding, the infamous ZZ Top concert, and 
the firing of President Stephen Spurr, among them--that occurred during 
Fra~k Fleming~s 1974-1975 term as presid~nt of the UT Stu.dents~ 

llssociat:ion. 

FLEMING [laughing]: O.K.--I'm an open book • 

DSG: O.K ..• Sandy Kress had a fairly elaborate committee system; h~ 

made a lot of changes to it during his term. What did you inherit 
from Sandy as far as the committee system--did you change it? How 
did it work? 

FLEMING: I don't know that we really made any changes in it, parti
cularly. Sandy was the first one to come in with the idea of an e
laborate committee structure as opposed to before then, when I think 
those things had been done more or less ad hoc--if the need arose, a 
committee was organized. But we saw no need to abolish any of the 
particular committees. After I'd appointed some people chairmen of the 
committees, I wished I'd abolished them [laughing]; but that's neither 
here nor there. 

I think he went a little bit overboard on some of the committees, 
but it was a bold attempt by Sandy to create all these various standing 
committees, and it got a lot of people involved; a lot of people were 
looking for something to put on their resume, but then again there were 
a lot of workaholics that got in there and did a lot of unrewarded work 
just because they enjoyed doing it. 

I probably couldn't even name half the committees right now; but a 
few stand out. Certainly Student Government Tours was one ••• 

DSG: Wasn't that st~rted by Carol Crabtree? 

FLEMING: Carol Crabtree, and pretty much some people who wanted to 
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have a cheap spring break trip to Port Aransas. From there, it evolved 
to more or less of a private tour agency; that to me was a real service 
for students. That really fit in with what my concept of what the stu
dent government really was--you know, I didn't see us that much as 
making earth-shattering decisions that would last forever and would be 
put into granite; but really providing services for a large group of 
people who were, fo~ whatever period of time, in one place, at one time, 
and had common needs. 

DSG: That was quite a shift from a couple years before you, wasn't it? 

FLEMING: My philosophy, you mean? Yeah, probably so. 

DSG: ~ith the concentration on student services rather than on national 
issues. 

FLEMING: Yeah, rather than trying to come up with a united student 
front on various issues .... I mean, we still continued to get reso
lutions every week introduced into the Student Senate, but they cer
tainly were not something that I was introducing, or something that 
I was fishing for. We'd always have somebody coming in for gay rights, 
or ..• that was always the most volatile, the most emotional issue. I 
was not motivated to be that involved in changing the City of Austin 
government, the State of Texas government, or the United States' foreign 
policy. That's not saying that students shouldn't be involved and con
cerned about those things; I think they should be. 

DSG: BLtt what should be· the role of the student government? 

FLEMING: Well, basically, what should be the primary role? I'm not 
saying that if there's a war going on in Viet Nam, we shouldn't have 
referendums on it, since people our age are fighting those wars; but 
by and large, the main concern of student government should be to 
make a student's life on campus as enjoyable and as hassle-free as 
possible. That to me was the main function of the student government. 

DSG: Did you have any kind of changes in the governmental structure 
as a whole--constitutional revision movements, or anything like that? 
I kndw that started to be really popular under Carol, and proceeding 
up until the end. 

FLEMING: I can honestly say that I don't remember any attempts by my 
administration or myself to change the structures I inherited, which' 
probably ma1 have been the only year in the ten-year period of time 
that I remember when there weren't any constitutional amendments .•. 

DSG: Not only ten years, but the entire period that I'm studying--
the 1 ast 50 years--every ti.-m or three years it ::.eems 1 i ke, "Wel 1, ~·Je • ve 
got to change Lip the con st i tut ion and makF.! it mor·e modern." You di dn • t 
have that kind of feeling • 

FLEM I MG: No, I di dn • t. I never considered myself a reformist. 
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DSG: At the end of Sandy's term, the regents took student government 
off of mandatory funding, and a big, big furor ensued; this was right 
around the time that you were elected .••. There were signs hanging 
out wi ndovJs that said "Fund the Regents on an Option al Basis, 11 and 
things like this. You ended up having the optional checkoff; how did 
that work out.? 

FLEMING: Well, again, it was a situation of my philosophy of how to 
deal with situations like that, and I guess just my personality. But 
I never really wanted to be in the position where I was confronting 
and ~rying to be an adversary with the regents and the administration; 
I really felt that the students would be best served if we all worked 
together in a spirit of cooperation. The regents had their reasons, 
they claimed, for doing this, which was something that was passed in 
the Legislature about student funds; I don•t even remember exactly 
what their rationale was. But there was some bill passed in the Le
gislature that was an impetus for that taking place; some legislator 
had felt like student fees were getting out of hand, and whereas they 
were keeping the tuition low, various universities were raising fees, 
and that's how they felt they were getting around raising tuition, so 
he put some bill in .... The Building Use Fee, that was one of them; 
the reg~nts were using the Building Use Fee to sell bonds and build 
buildings, and the legislator felt like that. was just another form of 
tuition, so h~ wanted to make it. on a per-sememster-hour basis. Before, 
the regents had it where, e0en if you took one course, you paid the 
$40.00 Building Use Fee, the same as if you were taking 15 ~ours. At 
the same time that that took place, Stephen Spurr was still President, 
although he was fired during my term. He made it very quickly clear 
to us that "this he.s to be done, because the regents' interpret.:ttion 
of the laws as the Legislature passed them is that this is what they 
feel like needs to be done. It"s going to take a couple years to work 
things out and see how it works an an optional basis, but don"t worry, 
I' 11 guarantee you fa1~ this yee:i.r or two years, 11 or ~·Jhatever it. \o'Jas, 
"that we" 11 keep ·y-our funds on an equal level as they vJere the yeat
before, so you can go ahead and budget your needs. If enough students 
don't check off "Student Government,' I"ll make it up with my discre
tion<..-=1.ry funds. 11 

So whereas some may have felt like we should have demanded to 
have total control over how we were going to tax ourselves, or whatever, 
to me it was sort of quickly a non-issue. 

DSG: You ended up getting a lot of money from the optional checkoff, 
didn't you? ~bout 519,000? 

FLEMING: Ye\S, I bE~l i eve that •·s right. I hadn • t even remembered that, 
but I even think we came out ahead, because they let us set the optional 
checkoff at whatever level, within reason, we wanted; I guess it was 
$2.00 a person, or something .••. I believe we came out ahead on the 
optional funding. Of course, the ZZ Top concert we had during my ad-
mi n i st.rat i. on i nsL.wed that we we!r·en • t going to come up short • 
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DSG: vJas tha.t intended as a f und-rai sing project, or as a 
for the students? 

FLEMING: Fund-raising; we did not expect to make nearly as much money 
as we did, but yes, the motivation was the same as the Student Government 
Films project, w~ere it would bring good-quality films, at a dollar 
per student. That's providing a service, but the only reason we're 
doing it is good ol' capitalistic profit ...• That was a little bit of 
a hassle to put on th~t concert; the only reason we were doing was 
because we were guaranteed to make some money. Again, it provided a 
service, but really not so much for our student body: at the time it 
was held, and when you consider the number of people who were there, 
it obviously was much more than just a student concert. 

DSG: I'm curious about the role of parties; I've noticed that they 
spring up sometime 'in the "50s, and they're kind of active for a while, 
then die out, then are active again. There was something around at 
your time called the URC--University Reform Coalition--and it was also 
mentioned in an article that I read that that was really the machine 
that propelled Sandy into office .... What was the role of parties; 
what was the URC dbout? 

FLEMING: Well, I think you have to go back and trace it historically, 
and see what was going on with the student body at the time. There 
had been a coalitio~ of Greeks and others; I don't really know who the 
others were, but by and large I would guess it was at least one third 
of the Greek community ..• the Rep Party, that's what it was; the Repre
sentative party. And they pretty well controlled elections in the 
early, mid-, and late "60s. And then you had a sort of philosophical 
change in the student body in the late '60s; it was going on in American 
society in general: .people were questioning their values in all sorts 
of organizations. It became chic to be anti-this or anti-that, just 
because it had been around •.•. All of a sudden, [elections] came to be 
more of an individualistic thing; the president didn't run on a slate 
with the vice-president; people were elected individually; and that 
went along, a~d I guess nobody really rocked the boat too much until 
Sandy Kress came along in '73, and all of the sudden had a novel idea. 
There were no students around who remembered the old Rep Party, and 
suddenly, hey! it makes it easy at the poll to know who to vote for 
for all these races where maybe I'm only aware of Sandy Kress' campaign, 
and I don't know who to vote for in these other races anyway; he's in 
the URC, so I'll just vote for his slate. 

DSG: The Rep'Party was or was not around? 

FLEMING: No; it ~ias not. 

DSG: So there was nothing but the URC. 

FLEMING: There was only one party. I don't think there's ever in the 
history of UT student government a question of competing parties; it's 
always been one party versus the independents . 
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DSG: The URC was more or less of a Greek party? 

FLEMING: No ... po; Sandy was not a Greek; he did have some student sena
tors who were affiliated with fraternities and sororities who ran with 
him; but by and large it was just a banner to run under, more so than 
organizing various organizations to get behind a candidate. It's sort 
of all standing for one ideal, and ''If we're elected, we'll put in the 
c:ommi ttee structure ..• and we• 11 vmrk for these t.hi ngs. 11 They had a 
platform .... 

DSG: Was it more an election-oriented device--in other words, did the 
party affiliations kind of die out once the election was over? 

FLEMING: Yes, they did. I don't remember reading at all about legjs
lation introduced in the Student Senate that was URC legislation versus 
that type of legislation. Once the elections were over, they tried to 
meld in there together and work together in the Student Senate to do 
what they thought was best. Sandy certainly appointed people who had 
been loyal to him as chairmen of the committees, but there did not con
tinue to be an ongoing [rivalry]. And a lot of them questioned, I think, 
whether there would be a second year of the URC; nobody really even 
knew. And it sort of backfired on the people when they did try to run 
the next year, because when it first happened it was new and novel, and 
people decided to give it a try; and then the next year the people that 
weren't. vJi th the IJRC prepared for it in all the· 1 i t.erat.ure and talk, 
saying, "vJe don't need parties on this campus; ~·Je~ don't need a railroad 
to run our student government." They vJere prepared in advance to cam
paign against the URC. I think that most candidates that year would 
have been better off not trying to recreate something that would work 
that particular year. 

DSG: You were not in the URC. 

FLEMING: That's correct; and my runoff opponent was. 

DSG: Was there a liberal-conservative split? Sandy intimated that 
there ~·Jc1s on€~, perhaps; he said, "I ~·Jas pretty liberal, and Frank was 
real c:on!:',er·vci.t j_ ve, over at the other end .... " 

FLEMING: Yeah, I would s.:1y so. I think my election was indicative 
of the changing mood of the student body at that time; it had just 
begun to swing back enough to elect me. And I've heard ..• that it's 
more c:onserva.t i ve, more busi ne:s--or i ented [today J ••• they' re mcwe 
interested in jobs when they get out of school as opposed to changing 
the world while they're in school, which really was much more the 
focus when I first started on the campus in 1970. 

DSG: You mentioned before that some of the people in the Senate were 
resume-padders and some were workaholics. Look at them, and the students 
who were elected or appointed to committees and so on; overall~ which 
side would you say they were on--were they mostly resume-padders, or 
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mos~ly people sincerely interested in helping the machinery move along? 

FLEMING: No; I ~JDL.tl d say 75/. were rnolre i n'terest.ed in, getting i nvol. ved 
and doing some work as opposed to how it. would benefit them later. 

DSG: You had to work with a variety of groups; what kind of working 
relationship did you have with the Board of Regents? 

FLEMING: Wel 1, you kno~·J, it's going to come up sooner or 1 ater, !:',o this 
is as good a time as any--1 had an unusual working relationship with 
Frank Erwin. It dated back previous to when I was elected; I first met 
Frank as a result of having a former fraternity brother in the State 
Legislature. Frank enjoyed sip~ing cocktails with legislators and other 
influential people over at the Forty Acres Club in the late hours of 
the evening; and he took me pver there a few times .•• this was when I 
no interest particularly in student government; to me, he wa~ an inter
esting character that you read about occasionally in the Daily Texan, 
and I had no idea our paths would cross as they would in the future. 

The next time we really crossed paths was about two years later, 
when I was chairman of an organization created out of the Union Board 
of Directors, in which we were trying to decide what to do with the 
Student Union building .••• That organization created a three-step 
approach, and decided what we needed to do was to approach the Board 
of Regents an the basis of remodeling the Student Union building, gut
ting and changing the food-service portion of the building, and allowing 
of serving alcoholic beverages in the building. And I had the good 
fortune at the time to be the liaison to go to the Board of Regents ..• 
and as~ them if we'd be in a position to get help from them on these 
matters. So Frank Ert.-Ji·n was chc:d rman of the Building and Grounds 
Committee; in the fall of that year I began meeting and talking with 
him ••• And really, I guess, partly my own ego in wanting to consider 
being president of the student body, but very much also my interest and 
concern with the Student Union building--l'd been on the Union Board of 
Directors for about a year and a half at this time--with those two 
things, I decided over the Christmas holidays of that year, to run for 
president of the student body •. ~. 

So in February of that year, I made a formal presentation ta the 
Board of Regents for making those changes in the Student Union; and 
really, it was pretty much just ramrodded through by Erwin, because I 
had convinced him that it was the right thing that needed to be done 
at the time, and he got the necessary votes and they passed it eight 
to one. We only had one ·regent oppose it, because he didn't believe 
in allowing alcoholic beverages in the Union ••• 

' 
DSG: That was Jenkins Garrett ••• 

FLEMING: Jenkins Garrett; good old Jenks. From there on, after my 
election, I don't know that I had really all that continuing a rela
tionship; I don"t remember a whole lot of issues that we had before 
the Board of Regents, except the firing of Stephen Spurr. A lot of 
students were up in ~rms, and a lot of students were ang~red at the 
way it was handled, especially Bill Parrish, the vice-president; he 
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took a very active role, and was quoted on the CBS Evening News • 
Again, it was to me sort of an issue that I felt like it was the 
Board of Regents' to make; I don't think they handled it properly ..• 
but I was pretty practicalistic about it. Nobody thought Stephen 
Spurr had been a great President; he was liked by a lot of people, 
but no one thought he was making a lasting contribution to the 
University of Texas. The real reason for rallying around him was 
the way in which he was fired; not because we were defending him. 
And I didn't waste my time, really, with that issue. 

DSG: And aside from that, you really didn't have much dealings with 
the Board of Regents? 

FLEMING: Na, not really; not a whole lot. As a result of getting to 
know Frank Erwin, and he being such an active member of the Board of 
Regents, and living in Austin--pretty much everything you read about 
and hear about his day-to-day running of the University of Texas is, 
from my perspective, is pretty well true--there wasn't much that went 
on that he didn't know about, and there weren't too many decisions 
that they didn't ask him first what he thought. It worked very much, 
I felt, to my advantage, although it was something I had to keep co
vered up to an extent: he was not a popular man; it didn't look well 
for me to spend time with him •... But he did things that but based 
on that relationship would never have been done otherwise. It was 
only because of Frank Erwin that we had the ZZ Top concert. And Spurr 
made reference to that when he was fired--as the ship was going down, 
he threw arrows at everybody; he made one comment that decisions were 
made by the president of the student body and members of the Board of 
Regents, that he didn't even know about. That happened in the ZZ Top 
cor·1cert.: l-'Je ~·Jent to Ert.-Jin and said~ "Locik, it's going to be difficult. 
to get permission from anybody to put this concert on so we can make 
some money fo1~ student government .•. ," and he started pul 1 i ng the 
stri ngs·---he just !:',tarted cal 1 i ng peop 1 e and saying, "We" re going to 
have this concert; hm·J do you t.-Jant it to be done?" He did that to 
Darrell Royal; otherwise, Royal would never have let us have it on his 
football field. I don't know that he ever talked to Spurr; he just 
talked to the Vi ce-F're!:',i dent for Student Affairs and said, "The students 
have got a. good idea; let, s 1 et. them do it." 

DSC3: So he wasn't against. you having the funding, then. 

FL.EM ING: No, no ••• 

DSG: It come_s out in .what material that there is, that the regents 
were out to GET student government. They wanted to cut their funds, 
and cut student dovernment off at the roots. 

FLEMING: Well, you know, I can't say that my philosophy and approach 
towards student government didn't help us win a more positive attitude 
by Erwin and the members of the Board of Regents. We weren't voting 
funds to bring gay speakers to campus, and we weren't voting funds for 
abortion clinics; we weren't doing things that were as controversial . 
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And a lot of people may at.tack me, and say "You weren't sta.nding up to 
the Board of Regents and fighting for the st.LtdE!nt!:',' rights," but I 
disagree with that; I think that we were more reflective of the cur
rent student body, if you take them as a whole, at that time. And 
we were a different student body from the student body in '68 to '72. 

' 

DSG: ~hat about your relationship with the administration? You spoke 
of Spurr briefly; did you find that most of the time when you wanted 
something, you ~ere having to go over his head to Erwin? 

FLEMING: No; I don't remember too many things, besides the rock con
cert really, that we ever went over anybody~s head on. Spurr had just 
got fired in September, or something like that ... most of relations ..• 
up to that point would have been with Ron Brown, Vice-President for 
Student Affairs, and Jim Duncan, the Dean of Students; I think they 
considered me a breath of fresh air and a welcome change ..• 

DSG: From Sandy? 

FLEMING: From Sanely; from the·ir past thr·ee or four years--Jeff Jones 
forward, I guess. And because we had had a working relationship in the 
past, when I was on the Union Board of Directors ... , I knew them; I 
didn't come out of the law school or the graduate school, never been 
heard of before, sort of like Bob Binder, or Dick Benson--nobody knew 
him uritil he ran Bob's campaign and spent a y~ar as his administrative 
assistant. But I had an ongoing working relationship with these people, 
and I didn't have any problem with access; I didn't have any problem 
getting them to retu~n my phone calls, or letting me drop into their 
office if I had a problem. 

DSG: Were they helpful? 

FLEMING: Yes. I felt like they were. 

DSG: What about with the faculty and staff, on the committees and so 
forth that students served on? 

FLEMING: The only thing I really remember about that ... Dr. Bill 
Livingston, who was president of the Faculty Senate and presided also 
aver the University Council meetings; and the fortunate thing I had 
going for me the~e was, I'd had one or two classes under him before 
that, and he knew me as a student. He was, I guess, one of my favorite 
professors the whole time I was there and, whereas I wasn't one of his 
best student~, he did like me, and therefore I had a good relationship 
with him. I don't really remember that we changed too much, or had any 
long-term effect on the students; it seemed like we had some issues 
that we were backing ••• and worked toward, but I don't even remember what 
they were at this point. But I felt like we always got a fair shake. 

DSG: You ended up su~cessfully adding three students to the University 
Council ••• 
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FLEMING: Did we? I didn't even remember that. 

DSG: ... to bring the total student representation on that to nine. 
Did the students really have aA effective voice there? I mean, you've 
got nine students and 100 faculty members, or something like that; did 
it make that much difference? 

FLEMING: No; I don't know. Sure, it always helps to ma(e an increase 
in the proportional representation on something like that, but--it's 
always hard for students who are at the University at the time to under
stand this--ongoing policy decisions regarding academics are really 
better made by the faculty that's there year-in and year-out and isn't 
as susceptible to phil?sophical changes in the student body as the 
student body is. That may or may not be a popular opinion with students, 
but I think that's pretty well true, and I think I pretty well realized 
that even while I was there. I think that as long as the University 
Council is open to hearing student input and consulting them in deci
sions ... that that's all that students should ask for or expect. When 
it really comes down ~o it, academic questions and standards are going 
to have to be decided upon by the faculty. 

DSG: Did you have any power in non-student appointments to University 
committees, pasts of deans, or the presidency? Of course, the Lorene 
Rogers controversy was the following year •.•. 

FLEMING: I didn't have any power over who they appointed to that 
search committee; I, as president of the student body, appointed two 
students to it, but they [the faculty members] were appointed, I guess, 
by L6rene Rogers; ·I don't know that they even had bur advice and consent. 

DS(3: What about to other University posts? 

FLEMING: I don't believe we did. I believe the only power we had would 
have been in the form of a consultation, and I don't remember any posts 
that were having to be filled that year; there may have been some, 
where they asked me for names. But it always a final decision by the 
President. 

DSG: What about ~ontrol of the student services fee? Of course, that 
had been removed at some time previously; but did you have any say in 
it--any kind of input on how it was divvied up? 

FLEMING: Well, there wasn't one after the optional funding. 

DSG: Wasn't there~ fee for athletics and stuff like that; or had that 
already been divided up into the athletics fee, CEC fee .•. ? 

FLEMIN'G: No, it had al r-eady been divided up by the fal.l of the ne>:t: 
year [1974J. Everything was optional--CEC, Intercollegiate Athletics, 
Student Government; the only thing that was mandatory was the shuttle 
bus and the health center •..• 
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DSG: Do you recall any of the main campus issues that student government 
addressed? 

FLEMING: The main on-campus issues, I guess, were the firing of Spurr-
how it should have been handled, and how we should go about finding a 
replacement ••• 

DSG: What exactly was the questicin, as far as the firing of Spurr? 
l read the letters between Erwin and Spurr in the Cactus ••• 

FLEMING: r think.generally, the faculty was more upset than anybody 
else, and they tried to rally students behind their cause; I think 
they felt like there should not be a sudden, abrupt, capricious firing 
of a president unless thare is dissention among the faculty ranks. 

DSG: What was the re~scn that he was fired? 

FLEMING: It really came down to personalities between him and about 
three regents. The main thing they got upset about was the handling 
of the Harry Ransom Center •.•• There were some power struggles about 
whose control the HRC was going to be under, and haw they were going 
to go about making some decisions; and Spurr just wasn"t doing things 
the way Jenkins Garrett wanted them done •••. And I think generally, 
the rift that was caused in that situation enabled a not particularly 
popular president, with no one particularly defending him, to allow 
two or three upset regents to get the other six to go along with it; 
or else those two or three told [Chancellor Charles] LeMaistre that 
"when you're ready to fir·e him, we'll support you," or else they just 
told him flat out, "you fire him, or we'll go hire another chancellor 
who wi 11." From al 1 I" ve gathered, that pretty much is vJhat I'd as
sume. And I think the faculty just got upset that it wasn't a 
groundswell from the faculty that caused this man to be fired; it was 
the regents, from above, coming down and meddling in our affairs. 

DSG: OK, so the firing of Spurr was a campus issue ... 

FLEMING: Yeah; that aside, the StL\,dent Union was an issue that I 
worked on my whole year •••. We ended up having to relocate the Union 
for a year [during remodeling] •.•• Let's see, other campus issues ••. 
the basketball team was doing pretty bad, before we hired Abe Lemons 
[laughing] •• ~. I think, .generally, the continuing emphasis on minor
ity recruitment of students; rewarding excellence in t~aching on the 
faculty---not just the "publish or perish" theory--students wanted to 
make sure we~ontinued to have an emphasis on quality of teaching ...• 
I~m sure I'm leaving out some, but nothing else comes particularly 
to mind. 

DSG: What about 9ff-campus activities? You had a state lobby commit
tee and a city lobby committee; how active were they--what was their 
role? 

FLEMING: Watchdog. I guess that's the best way to term their role. 
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That, and a limited ability to change anything soon; but at least, 
make people informed before a decision was made, so that maybe some 
lobbying could be done by the students as a whole, if they can get 
really motivat~d and interested on an issue. I don't really remem
ber any specific things ••• in the last seven years, that 12-month 
period of time has blurred. 

DSG: Mainly, though, its role was watchdog, rather than trying to 
directly influence what was going on? 

FLEMING: I think so; I mean, that was the net effect, although some 
people may have been there for the sole purpose of trying to make 
changes. The change that occurred during my tenure was that students 
could vote in the town where they went to school as opposed to their 
previous hometown, and the fact that the students had really turned 
out to vote--that they could make a change; they did elect some 
[CityJ Council members. 

DSG: The Cactus called '74-'75 a carry-over year; it said ''Many pro
grams were carried over from previous years' projects, which is per
haps why so many were successful--they had a year to incubate." Do 
you think that was a major factor--continuity rather than trying to 
do everything new? 

FLEMING: Yeah; I mean, I guess since I ran against a URC candidate, 
I could have come in there with some sort of mandate--you know, 
"What URC had done is wr·ong, and here's what I'm going to do different," 
but I just didn't have any sort cf ego needs to make my own empire, 
and I'm sure those committees, having functioned for a year, there 
was a lot of holdover members that served on a committee for two years, 
instead of all brand-new people, and a lot of people who had served 
the first year, I appointed as chairmen. I can honestly say that I 
appointed a lot of people chairmen of committees who had not been in
volved in my campaign, some of which I certainly later regretted having 
appointed ••.• I'm sure that certainly did help out. 

DSG: What was your version of the controversy over your election? 

FLEMING: Basically, rumor had gone around about my relationship with 
Erwin as a result of working with him on that Student Union building 
thing. The fact that, if Erwin were going to have a favorite in this 
race, he would obviously favor the fraternity-conservative type of 
person as opposed to the liberal female law student [Lee RohnJ who 
was following· in Sandy Kress' footsteps. There was a lot of paranoia 
that I was just a token candidate of Frank Erwin's, and all of the 
horror that that would imply--that the actual regents were infiltrating 
even our campus elections. So there were no overt references to that; 
1~11 always be grateful to Lee Rohn that she didn't personally go out 
and campaign, saying anything to those effects. But once it hit her 
that she lost the election, she tried to put two and two together, and 
people started putting ideas in her head on how things could have been 
not kosher; there were some things that I left myself open to, to be 
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questioned. Quite frankly, in my mi~d, what really happened--they 
charged about five or six things, and some of them were pretty petty, 
such as your signs were up in the wrong place without authority, and 
little things like that ••• --but the two main things that Lee really felt. 
like she might have had a chance to catch me on were one, a reference 
that then-editor of the Cactus Liz Daily had been told by her good 
friend, the resident dorm-m6ther, or whatever the term is, that she'd 
lived with her freshman and sophomore year •.• that ''I think you should 
help support Frank, because you might have a better chance of getting 
into the LBJ School of Public Affairs, because he's perceived of as 
being get-along, and the administration would rather have him as 
president of the student bodv than l...eE' Hohn .... " She told her-; she 
just made that ~omment to her. 

Well, it really upset Li2, and I'm not surprised that it did. It 
was not a comment that I solicited; I had met [the dorm mother], I had 
wanted to campaign in the girls' dorms and I wanted to find out what 
night they had dinner •.. and she liked me, you know? 

DSG: In all modesty. 

FLEMING: In all mod·esty, she felt threatened by Lee 1:;:ohn, and she 
liked me. And you know, I'm not opposed to using those things to my 
advantage; I didn't feel like I was doing anything illegal or immoral 
to do that. I think it is wrong for her to have made that value 
judgement., and possibly told her girls in her dorm to vote for me; 
that's probably wrong, but it's not something I asked her to do; it's 
not somet.hi ng that anybody cou1.d f.i nd ·f.;iul t. \."Ji th me for • 

DSG: Lee was charging that you had had her say that.. 

FLEMING: Yeah; so she came up with that. And the second issue was the 
oMe that I think really brought. her to try to trace back and do some
thing about the Liz Daily issue: I did not have a 2.25 grade point 
average on the computer when I wanted to run for president of the student 
body. The reasons for that were two grades that I had incompletes in, 
and if you don't complete an incromplete in one semester, the computer 
says "F," al though by the Uni ve·r .. :;j_ t_y rules and regul ati cins, you can 
complete that incomplete anytime up until the time you graduate, and 
have the F changed on the com~uter to whatever. So I went to both 
professors that I had t~ose incompletes in, and it was the same situa
tion in both: there was one paper that I could complete; if I turned 
a paper at a11 ••• I'd mak~ a C in the course, or I'd make a D if I didn't 
do anything. Well, th€.' bld pn:•crastinE1t.or finally told the professor, 
''I neea this grade changed today; go ahead and record whatever grade 
you have for me.'' I went to another professor, and it was the same 
situation--there'd been a take~home final that was optional; you either 
had the grade you had in the course, or you had to complete this take
home final. !"had a high B in the cour .. se up until that time, and i-f 
I'd made an A on that take-home final, I cauld've·made an A in the 
course; and I let it drag on until all o~ a sudden I was running for 
president ••• and I needed to get these grades cleared up in order to 
get the computer to verify me . 
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So I went to that prof e=-sor, and I said, "I just don• t have ti me 
to complete that take-home final''; it was from the previous spring. 
"I wish you'd jt.tst go ahead and record thc.~t B, and let's end this thing." 
So he did that. Well, rumor gets around and gets going, and one guy 
who"s·working in the registrar's office was sympathetic to Le? Rohn, 
and said, "I think something fishy"s going on here." He alleged he 
even saw a letter, telling this professor that he wouldn"t,get. tenure 
unless he changed my grade from ~n F to ~ B! The poor professor was 
raked over the coals; we had an exhaustive hearing in his off ice, and 
he reiterated exactly what it was. I really felt sorry for him, be
cause I'd put him in the middle of the situation, and he didn't de
serve to have his integrity questioned. I really think it was because 
of the facts in black and white on that grade change that Lee began 
to t.race--"l•JE~l l, gee, maybe Erwin ~·u~s invol\;ed in that, ai1d maybe he 
was involved in this Li~ Daily thing, and maybe he's behind Fleming's 
whole campaign, and he would never have run for president if Erwin 
hadn't told hi rn to ..• 11 -·-i t just snm·Jb<:i.11 ed. 

DSG: The Students' Association is supposed to function as the official 
"voice" of the student body, ,:is much as any one group can. Ho~·J ~·Jel 1 
did it function in that role, as you saw it? 

FLEMING: I think it functioned well as a vofce. 

DSG: Representc:d:i Vt?? 

FLEMING: A representative voice of the students. I don't think it 
did, and I don't think it ever will act as a powerful threat to the 
powers-that-be .... I don't think they'll probably ever have a great 
deal of financial power, and I think there probably shouldn't be, be
cau~e of the fact that students have demonstrated over the years that 
they can be a bit fickle--vote student government in, vote it out, vote 
for imaginary candidates--that's not a particularly bad reflection of 
people between the ages of 18 and 22; you're supposed to have a little 
fun in those years. That doesn't bother me. 

DSG: OK. Take that same question from the point of view of the rank
and-fi le student; the person who's not real involved in anything, par
ticularly, but is kind of plodding along in his major ... how did he 
vievJ the! Studt2nt.s" Association? Did he see it as "his" Association-·--
did he fef::l likE? it was.hj.s "voice" on campus or of-f? 

FLEMING: N'd. I think he gene1rally took it for granted, in the sci.me 
sense that ~ost Americans take most things for granted; maybe even 
a little more so, because of the fact that student government does 
not have even as much .power--it IS only a voice. But I don't take too 
much fault with that. Most Dallasites just expect roads to appear 
where they want to go; they don't want to get involved and go down to 
public hearings and talk about whet.her it should be a four-lane road 
or a six-lane road; somebody else will take care of that. And I think 
pretty generally, we offered good programs and services to the students, 
by fact of the participation and the success of things such as the 
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Student Health Program. I personally think that's one of the most im
portant and best things that we did our year in student government, 
that we took a long, serious look at the student health policy, and 
made some real changes in it. That, to me, is a real service. 

DSG: The insurance program •.. ? 

FLEMING: Health insurance. You know, student government was the voice 
that enabled the beginning of the shuttle bus syste~; it is now on its 
own and functioning separate and apart from student government, and 
that"s the way it should be; that's fine. The Student Health Center: 
we were involved.~.back in the early days, in helping to get it going. 
You know, you take thos~ two services right there: those are used by 
nearly all the students, every semester. The student film program; 
student tours--most people take those things for granted; they don't 
know where they came from or why they're there, but if they~re good 
services, they avail themselves of them .... I really feel like student 
government should be in a position to know the needs of the students, 
because it is a group of students; and to be imaginative, and come up 
with things that help make the life of the student more enjoyable, and 
more hassle-free. 

DSG: You ~·Jere quot.c-?d in the Cactus: "V.Jhen asked about his term of 
office, Fleming said, 'I never got to the point where I felt really 
c:omfo1-tabli;~ vJith the job I did.'" Do you r::.ti11 feel that ~'1ay? Hm·J 
would you evaluate your own efficacy as president? 

FLEMING: I look back on that time as sort ·of being the best of times 
and the worst of times. Some people are rather hard-shelled and im
mune to a lot of things;; I pe1-sonal ly c:Hn not. I have sort of a soft 
core in the center, although I can protect myself when I need to~ 

But the particular adverse circumstances that I took office in, where 
there was not just an election challenge, but a long, exhaustive 
dispute, and allegations that I'd lied, that I'd coerced people into 
doing things that were illegal--those things really hurt me for years 
after I was president. I know it affected me all the time I was 
president; I guess I was always looking over my ~houlder .•. wondering 
whether or not I had the trust and confidence of the people I was 
trying to lead. I think that's probably what I was reflecting on when 
I made that comment. 

As far as looking back on it now, I feel, like we did a good job; 
I felt like things rolled fairly smooth; needs were met and addressed. 
My one real sense of pride and accomplishment is the Student Union, 
because I ge~ a lot of comments now from people who were in school at 
the same ti me I was ~'1ho have gone bc:Kk to the campus--·"Gosh, that 
Union is incredible," you kno1ri ..•• Hearing a fevi comments like that, 
I really feel like my time was well spent. I may have neglected other 
areas that some people think I sho~ld have been more active in, but 
for the long-term effect, I feel like the time I spent, where I only 
had so much time, was well spent. 

DSG: If you had to look back and pick out one or two outstanding 
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contributions of the Fleming Administration, what would they be? 
What lasting mark did you leave? It may be something that you've 
already said. 

FLEMING: I think it is; I'm trying ta think of anything I'd want to 
add to that. May it not put my mother in her grave, but--bringing 
alcoholic beverages to the Student Union, and remodeling it to make 
it an up-to-date facility and one that met the needs of a new and 
different student body than the one it was built to serve, would 
be that [outstanding accomplishment]. And I certainly don't take all 
the credit for that; I'm simply saying that I spent a lot of time 
the year that I was president working on that project, along with 
Shirley Perry, and Janie Strauss; mainly the three of us, but about 
25 other peop l E~. 

DSG: Judy Spalding told me about a paper that she wrote, although 
I have not yet seen it, on the last five years of student government, 
which would be 1973-1978, and she said that in the time she studied, 
in her opinion, she never found one year where the government was 
really effective. Now, she didn't tell me what criteria she judged 
that on, but she said she feels like it was the lack of effectiveness, 
as perceived by the student body, that led to the abolition ..•. What 
do ~ou think led £0 the abolition, fbur years after you were president? 

I 

FLEMING: My favorite comment to that is that I feel like, in my one 
year in office, I solved all the problems that students had, and it 
took them a couple of years to realize that they didn't have any 
more problems, and therefore didn't need a student government [laughing]. 
Seriously, I think, just as I reflected on earlier, that students, 
people the age of 18 to 22 or 25 ..• , you know, are very susceptible 
to pranks, being fickle, having fun, to not quite yet being fully 
mature adults--although they have the capability of being, they sometimes 
choose not to be, and when I look back at some of the things I did at 
that time in my life, I sure am glad I didn't get caught doing a lot 
of them, but I had fun doing it. 1 don't think you need to paint any 
real significance to the reasons why student government was voted down; 
I think somebody just sort of dared the students to do it, and they 
said, "tiJe·l l, su1:::E, we can vote studt?nt government out--you just 1...iatch 
us!'' I don't think there should be any other significance placed to 
it than that. I don't think there was any anger that student government 
wasn't meeting our nee~s .•• 

DSG: Not any kind of disillusionment with not being represented? 

FLEMING: No; no. I don't think there was that at all. Unfortunately, 
in our election, it was the largest turnout in four or five years; it 
was the largest election since Jeff Jones had gotten elected--we had 
a little over 8,000 turn out to vote. That's still only one-fifth of 
•the student body ... 

DSG: 7' 186 ..• 
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FLEMING: It doesn't matter; that still is one-fifth of the campus 
student body, so it doesn't take much to find one issue to bring out 
a whole new set of voters who just kind of come out to vote, sort of 
like Proposition 13 in California--two or three years later, California's 
not able to pay its debts, and having to send people IOU"s, and people 
may change their minds about whether it was such a good idea .... 

I don't think any more significance should be placed to it than 
that. 

DSG: Even when you look at it three years later, and the students 
still don't want to bring it back? 

FLEMING: No, because I think the vital organs have been preserved. 
There are still student services being provided; whether or not it's 
being done by the Dean of Students• office and people he hires and 
coordinates to do it, er whatever. The Student Union may now be 
showing three films a weekend, as opposed to one or two when student 
government had their films being shown. Somebody's picking up the 
slack; the students did not suffer enough without student government. 
If student governmsnt had had all the power over all the services, 
and when they voted out student government, the Student Union building 
closed down and locked its doors, the student Co-Op closed down and 
locked its doors, the shuttle bus system quit running, and the Health 
Center ended, you'd have seen those students run back to the polls in 
about two weeks and DEMAND that student government b~ put back on this 
campus. 

The fact of the matter is, most of the things that student go
vernment can take the credit for doing--they've satellited them off, 
made them their own entities. And most of the day-to-day routine 
things that student government does, or should be doing, there's no 
reason for your average student to be aware of. It doesn't take any
thing away from the student government that the average student 
doesn't know about it •.•• I just thought of that analysis, and I 
think that's the best thing I can say about student government: if 
all those services had shut down, you tell me--would it have been 
two weeks? Would it have taken that long? 

DSG: It probably wouldn't have happened in the first place. 

FL.EM ING: Sure. 

DSG: Let me ask you, as I warned you I would, to look ahead at the 
prospects for the new Students• Association. They've been around 
now for five months; we have a new Senate; a new president. What do 
you see for us ahead? Is it even a viable exercise on a campus with 
a population approaching 50,000 people? 

FLEMING: Oh, sure; I think it's even a more important exercise due 
to the fact that you do have 50,000. There needs to be student input 
into decision-making--into the student-faculty committees, into the 
University Council, even though I don't believe students should be 
given the final decision-making authority, I think student input needs 
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to be in these things. All 50,000 students can't go into the Univer
sity Council meeting and sit around and discuss these things; there 
has got to be a way of repre~entation somehow, and I think it is far 
better to have ~lected officials than to have the dean of students 
make appointments •. I think if student government will sell itself on 
what it is, and not try to tell students that we're going to be some
t~ing we're not--''If you'll allow us to exist, we're going to make 
all sorts of changes overnight, arid have all sorts of power; you just 
wait and see." If they'll just tell it like it is, and be responsible, 
and try to meet the needs of the student body, be representative of 
the minorities and reflect the attitudes of the majority .•. , then I 
think student government has an excellent chance. 

DSD: If our new presi dent-·el ect ~-Jere to come sit dm·m here ~·Jhe1-e I am. 
and say, "Frank, you know, 'r • m .going to be the first f ul 1-·term prt.~si dent 
in the new Association, and people are still saying that the jury's 
still out on student government, they're being skeptical; I feel like 
I really need to get it on its feet as quick as possible. What sug
gestj.on would you give me to make it succeed?" ..•. 

FLEMING: A speaker's bureau, to go out and tell the message of the 
Students• Association to any student group that will listen. 

DSG: The message being .•• ? 

FLEMING: Just sit down and tell about what we're planning to do,· and 
what we do; and educate them, moreso than the paragraph that they get 
in some piece of literature a~ registration or something. To actually 
have some physical contact; communication with the constituency. And 
even if you talk to every student organization on campus--what percentage 
of that campus is a member of those organizations? It's still far below 
50%. But that would be my advice: just try to go out and have a 
platform, decide what you want to accomplish, what things to do, and 
make it reasonable--make it things you know you can do, or have a good 
hope of doing. If you want to have a student lobby committee, sell it 
on the basis of we're going to be a watchdog and help the Daily Texan, 
basically, to be a watchdog on the city, and to formulate some ideas 
and give our input and influence to the City Council members; but don't 
sell it as, ''If we had a student lobby committee, all of a sudden every
thing we want as students is c_:ioing to happen." You're jLtst going to 
be back to where you were, with people getting disillusioned, from that 
standpoint, and unhappy. 

That's really all I think you can do. You can't do it just by 
writing articles in the Daily Texan. You've got to give people the 
opportunity to have one-on-one feedback with you, and say ''I am the 
Students' Association. I am your elected official .•• what do you want 
to see done? This is what we had in mind •••• '' You can go out 
and sell yourself, and convince them that you're doing legitimate 
things that need to be done, and will be done, whether there's an 
elected representative or appointed representatives; but "We think it's 
better to have them elected. How do you feel?" 
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CAROL CRABTREE DONOVAN 

January 3, 1983 

Shortly after interviewing Sa~dy Kress, I 11Jet with the for11Jer 
Ca~ol Crabtree, now married and an attorney with the law firm of 
Cowles, Sorrels, Patterson avd Tho~pson. Crabtree, who was Students' 
~ssociation President 1975•1976, was the first wo11Jan e1,.1er to hold this 
post. She had the difficult task of representing the student govern
aent during the intense campus conflict. over the controversial ap
pointment of Dr. Lorene Rogers to the University Presidency during 
the fall sem•ster, and perhaps the even greater challenge of coping 
with the widespread disillusionment among students that followed. 
Nhat little has been written ~bout the tenure of Carol Crabtree 
Donovan I found to a great extent to be either slanted, unfair, or 
grossly inaccurate. This was her account of that ter11J. 

DSG: What was the structure of the Students~ Association during your 
term, both as a whole, and in particular, the executive branch? 

DONOVAN: There was tne Student Senate, and the President presided over 
the St~dent Senate; it WqS composed of four to five Senators that were 
elected at large, over the entire campus. In addition, it was composed 
of at least one person per college, representing their owrr particular 
college; a college might have had more than one, depending on the popu
lation of their particular college--! think it was one for every thousand 
students. 

DSG: Now, you didn~t have a House of Delegates at that point, did you? 
It had already been abolished? 

DONOVAN: No, we didn't ••• it had alr~ady been abolished, and the Student 
Senate was the only representative body, and the pr~siding officers of 
the student government were the President and the Vice-President ••.• 

; 

DSG: What about the executive branch? How did you organize that? 

DONOVAN: Well, the way I personally organized it was that I asked the 
Vice-President to handle all external affairs, which was primarily 
lobbying efforts at t~e city council, the state legislature, and also 
on the national level. 'There was nothing in the Constitution or in 
any guidelines for student government to assign that role to him, but 
I was prima~ily interested in the internal affairs on the campus: stu
dent services, equal opportunity and the University role in recruitment; 
I was particularly interested in increasing the funding in support of 
the womenps athletic program--all internal kinds of activities. And so 
because of my interest in that area, I let him handle external affairs, 
and I handled the internal affairs. 

DSG: Were you set up on a committee system? 

• DONOVAN: Yes. 
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DSG: What types of things did the committees handle? 

DONOVAN: We had probably about ten different standing committees: we 
had a city lobby committee, and a state lobby committee •••• All of the 
committees had their own chairmen which were selected by me, as the 
president, with the recommendations of the persons that I asked to help 
CmeJ interview. The committees that dealt mostly with external affairs 
were supervised by the Vice-President, and the committees that dealt 
with internal affairs were supervised by me; the chairmen reported di
rectly to me and the Vice-President. Other committees that we had in
cluded women's affairs committee, minority affairs committee, student 
services committee that dealt with activities such as increasing bicycle 
routes on campus for persons who did not have cars and needed access, 
the shuttle bus system, which was originated by student government but 
by that time was its own functioning body. 

DSG: Were there any major changes in the governing structure as far as 
constitutional amendments or significant changes that you made when you 
came into office? 

DONOVAN: No, not really; not when I came into· office. I had b~en in
volved in student government ever since my freshman year, so the com
mittee structure as it was when I came in was the committee structure 
that I had dealt with--I thought it was a good system, so I pretty much 
left it as it was. Sandy Kress had done a lot with the committee struc
ture when he had come in; he had a lot of ideas from a former tenancy 
in student government at Berkeley. And I thought the system was good, 
and I ·had been a student Senator under Sandy ..•• 

DSG: Then that was pretty much the same system continuing through 
Frank Fleming's term and on into yours? 

DONOVAN: Right. Now the only structural activity I did was to appoint 
a committee that caused itself SARC--Students' Association Reorganization 
Committee--and what they did was interview many, many former student body 
~presidents and other persons who had been involved in student government 
in the past.~.it studied structure and in fact made recommendations, but 
they were appointed in the spring, and went on through the summer after 
I had left the student body presidency, and then reported the next year 
under Jay Adkins• admini~tration; but their plans were not adopted and 
the structure remained pretty much the same. 

DSG: What kind of suggestions did they have? 

DONOVAN: Well, as I say, I was not in student government at that time, 
but I think that they wanted to streamline the committee system; I think 
they wanted to do away with some of the committees that they had, and I 
believe that there were some suggestions incorporating the college coun
cils within the student government, rather than keeping them as the se
parate bodies that they were at the time I was president • 
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~SG: I guess one of the big questions of the last decade has been concern 
~~ith funding, both control of the student services fee with the Students' 

Association having a say in how it's allocated, and funding for the ma
chinery of student government itself. I believe, correct me if I'm 
wrong, that it was in p74 that the regents went to the optional basis 
for funding the student government •••• 

DONOVAN: I believe that's correct, because we were on optional funding 
when I took office in '75, and I believe it was at the conclusion of 
Sandy's administration that the funding was taken off--or maybe the be
ginning of Frank Fleming's; I'm fuzzy there: But I do know that we were 
on optional funding the entire time that I was student body president, 
and that I personally appeared before the regents at the conclusion of 
my term, but af~er Jay Adkins had been elected, and I requested that 
they return student government to mandatory funding, and gave my arguments 
before the Board of Regents. I was questioned by the B6ard of Regents as 
to how student government had spent its money under my administration, 
and though they did not give this as a reason, I was extensively ques
tioned about the use of student government funds for the protesting of 
Dr. Rogers' appointment as President. So one might conclude that that 
had something to do with them not wanting to put student government back 
on mandatory funding; and then other people have hypothesized that per
haps it had something to do with Mr. Adkins' election as president. 

DSG: That they felt that student government was going to be a farce and 
therefore they shouldn't continue to fund it, or rather to resume funding 

.t? 

DONOVAN: Right, that's what's been hypothesized. 

DSG: What effect would you say that the lack of mandatory funding had 
on student government during your term? 

DONOVAN: Well, not so much during my term, but I think the act of taking 
away mandatory funding was an effort to weaken student government. The 
reason that it did not have that much effect on my administration, or 
for that matter, on Frank Fleming's administration, was because there had 
been a rock concert at the beginning of Frank Fleming's administration, 
during that summer t1974J--it was while he was president, but before the 
big school year began--it was 11 ZZ Top," and it raised so much money, 
$20,000, that student government was just in great shape financially 
during all of Frank's adminstration and also during mine. I don't know 
what kind of financial shape it remained in during Jay Adkins' admin
istration, but I don't believe they were in as good a financial situa
tion as we had been because the money, of course, was getting lower and 
lower. 

DSG: What about the ability to allocate the student services fee? 

DONOVAN: Now that went out long before I took office •••• 

Did that handicap your administration? 
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DONOVAN: Well, I feel like it handicapped student government as a 
whole. The reason I shy away from saying it handicapped my adminis
tration was because as long as I had been involve~ in student government. 
we had never had that power, so it was not something that we felt had · 
been taken away from us. It wasn't ~ven until my second year in student 
government that I even found out that we had once had that power ...• 
I think it handicapped student go~ernment as a whole because, let's 
face it, having the power of the purse-strings has a lot to do with 
what kind of power you have in any institution, and when that power 
was taken away from student government it reduced significantly the 
power that student government had. 

DSG: How would you evaluate the degree of student participation in 
the government, from your standpoint? Were students, would you say, 
interested primarily in student government per se, or were they more 
after other things--political action, or something like that? 

DONOVAN: I think people who participated ran on two drives; some of 
them had both drives, and some of them had both drives. One drive was 
obviously the desire to be recognized, to have some kind of stature at 
their college institution--the desire to be known as a Student Senator, 
or student body Vice-President, which is an ego thing that you probably 
find a little bit in all of us, some more than others. Also, there were 
those who were driven strictly on student service--wanting to do some
thing, or make some change: believing in something so much that they 
were willing to take action and utilize their extracurricular time to 
do something about it. And I'd say it was probably the majority of the 
people whm had a combination of both of those drives. 

DSG: Would you say that the Students• Association was representative 
of the student body, from your standpoint? 

DONOVAN: I think all in all, the students that were elected were repre
sentative, but many times there were situations which I thought where 
the voting was slightly to the left of what the majority of the student 
body believed. The reason I say that is because during my tenure as 
student body president, the pendulum is beginning to swing back towards 
conservatism. It wasn't always that way; for example, when I was a 
student senator with Dick Benson and with Sandy Kress• administration, 
I'd say the student body as a whole was much more liberal that it was 
during my tenure as president. We're looking at a campus that elected 
President Ford during my tenure--that•s not the same kind of campus as 
was electing.6ther, much more liberal persons during Sandy Kress and 
Dick Benson's administrations. 

DSG: And yet you had an almost left of liberal, anarchic campaign for 
presi~ent immediately after yours. 

DONOVAN: Thatps right; and certain times I look at Adkins ••• ! had an 
opportunity to talk to him •.• and sometimes I felt that Adkins was not 
so much as liberal as some people saw him to be, as he was apolitical . 
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He was almost an anti-student-government person. You would maybe 
wonder ~hy did he run for student government if he really was anti
student-government, but I think he and Skip Slyfield ran as a demonstra
tion against student government. 

DSG: Do you think they expected to win? 

DONOVAN: I'd say that at the beginning they probably did not expect 
to win, but I think they probably were pleasantly surprised at the 
number of people who also felt frustrated with student government and 
i ts l ac k of p ewer • " 

DSG: Would you say that when you had a vote on campus that the Stu
dents• Association could interpret that as a mandate for action of 
one type or another, or was there really no connection between how 
the student constituency felt and how the Senate voted? 

DONOVAN: I think that the student Senate could probably take a vote 
of the student body as as much of a mandate as a state legislator can 
take a vote of the people on some kind of referendum. We all know 
that many, many people do not vote, so there's always going to be the 
people who will argue against the vote and say, "Well, look how many 
people did NOT vote." The bottom line is that you can only go on what 
the people did vote on. In answer to your question as to whether the 
Senate took heed of the student referenda, I think basically where 
there was some kind of referendum like that, students knew good and 
well that they'd better go with that; of course, there isn't the same 
kind of pressure as there is on the national and state level because 
most of the student senators are not going to run for reelection, be
cause we're only dealing with a four year lifespan, and most people 
don't run their freshman year--they're just looking at their junior 
and senior years. So there's not so much a fear of not getting elec
ted as it is the fear of being rejected by their peers. But the hitch 
to all this is that there were very few referendum votes taken, so 
there were very few mandates of the people. 

DSG: The next thing I wanted to look at was student government in the 
context of the University as a whole--student government's role on 
campus, and so forth •••. How would you describe the Association's re
lationship with the Board of Regents during your term? 

DONOVAN: I think there was a feeling of respect between the two bodies. 
I wouldn't •1a?h out against the Board of Regents; I didn't call them 
names; I dealt with them on a professional level and I lobbied with 
them on a professional level in the same way I would lobby with any 
corporate board or for that matter some kind of legislative body. So 
I think that approach to them was respected. I think they also knew 
how much power I did and didn't have as student body president, and 
they knew what they did and did not have to do; and basically, they 
did not have to do much of anything. Really, any step that they took 
towards giving us our way, so to speak, were public-relations steps. 

- ------- -----~------------------------------
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• DSG: More to pacify the student government than anything else? 

• 

DONOVAN: Well, I guess I don't want to say pacify, because I feel like 
many of their efforts were genuine. Tom Law, for example, I think was 
an excellent regent; ahd I don't think anything he did towards giving 
students what they wanted was an effort to pacify them. I think he 
generally and genuinely wanted to act in a way that would be pleasing to 
the students, because he felt it was the students• university. 

DSG: Do you think, although there were exceptions--Tom Law and a couple 
others who were mentioned in the [1976] Cactus in the discussion of the 
5-3 vote to appoint Dr. Rogers to the presidency .•.• 

DONOVAN: Lady Bird [Johnson] and Dr. [James] Bauerle ..•• 

DSG: Right. But if you take the regents as a whole, and if you look 
at all their actions and their relationship with the Crabtree Adminis
tration, did you ever get the feeling that the regents were out to 
sabotage the student government, or that they were undertaking a process 
of trying to deinstitutionalize it? 
DONOVAN: No, I didn't feel that there was that much consideration given 
to sabotaging student government; I think probably it was--and this is 
how I felt at the time--that their concerns were not so much with the 
student constituency, as they were with other constituencies that they 
felt were more important; that from their standpoint, they believed that 
they had to take several constituencies into consideration, and what 
students wanted was only one very minor consideration compared to what 
other constituencies wanted. 

DSG: Was Frank Erwin still on the Board? 

DONOVAN: No, I believe he had gone out the December before I took 
office. 

DSG: What about with the administration? 

DONOVAN: I think the administration felt more responsible to the stu
dents, because they were dealing with the students on a daily basis, 
whereas the regents came to campus on a once-a-month basis, I believe 
it was. And I think that the administration generally tried to work 
with the students, but they, like the regents, had other constituencies, 
but not as many other constituencies as the regents had to deal with. 
I don't think there was any effort to sabotage student government. 

DSG: O.K., what about with the faculty and staff, as far as working 
on University committees and boards and such? 

DONOVAN: The faculty and staff and students were generally allies, 
through most any efforts in student government. There were occasions 
when I think the students were naively surprised that, faced with 
bettering their own situation versus bettering the student situation, 

• the faculty of course chose to better their own. That was only natural ...• 
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• Basi cal 1 y, though, I WOLtl d say that they were al 1 i es. 

• 

• 

DSG: What about on the Universtity Council? Same situation? 

DONOVAN: Not so much on the University Council; I'd say on most any 
academic issues they~d probably stick with you. My experiences on the 
University Council and through University committees were that occasion
ally you would have conflicts with the faculty. A minor example was 
"dead days.'' There was a decision befbr~ I took office to eliminate 
dead days, and at that point the faculty and students were together, that 
they wanted to keep the dead days, but the staff wanted to do away with 
the dead days. And of course, if you look at the practical aspects, the 
administration had to work whether the facul~y and students had dead days 
or not; the administration didn't see the value of dead days--they felt 
like the students should have been studying all through the semester 
anyway, and that faculty members didn't need the dead day because they 
weren't teaching classes •.•• So in that situation, the alliance split 
up: it was. the fac.ulty and students against the staff. 

DSG: What kind of power did the Students' Association have and/or ex
ercise in appointing people to student positions on University boards? 

DONOVAN: Basically, the student body president was allowed to appoint 
whoever he or she wished to appoint; but there are very few student 
spots in comparison to the number of faculty and staff that were on 
eacb committee, so the students were very easily outvoted if there was 
a conflict~ And alao, even though the student body president had the 
ability to appoint students to those committees, the way the administra
tion looked at it was the student body president's appointments were 
merely recommendations, and the president of the University could or 
could not take these recommendations as he or she saw fit. But I can 
say they usually did take the recommendations, and allowed the students 
to be appointed. 

DSG: Were there appointmehts that you made that were overridden by the 
administration? 

DONOVAN: I don't remember any. 

DSG: So it was for practical purposes a rubber stamp once you made the 
appointment. 

DONOVAN: Right. 

DSG: What about non-student appointments--what influence did you have 
there, let's say appointments of academic officials, deans, and appoint
ments to other University committees of faculty members? 

DONOVAN: Well, the student body president had no powers, except that 
if a committee was formed as a committee to review applicants for these 
positions, sometimes they would allow the student body president to sug
gest students to serve on those committees; but again, these were merel;y 
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suggestions--they weren't anybody that they had to appoint automatically 
just because the student body president recommended them. 

DSG: The Students• Association itself, though, didn't really have 
any lobbying role in picking people for these positions? 

DONOVAN: No, not really •••• Most of the college dean selections were 
handled through the colleges, so probably it was the college councils 
that had most of a part in that. I don't remember having any part in 
the selection of college deans. Now what was taking place while I was 
president of the student governmen~ was the selection of a University 
President, and the regents did appoint students to their own general 
selection committee, but the student body president and the Students• 
Association did not have a say on the selection of that student. And 
then there was another committee that was formed called the Student
Faculty Review Committee that interviewed people first and then passed 
those recommendations on to the regents, and I do belie~e that the 
Students• Association had a say in which students could serve on that 
committee. 

DSG: What was the composition of that committee? 

DONOVAN: If I remember correctly, and this was appointed before I took 
office, there were three students and three faculty; I believe there 
were somewhere between six and eight persons on that committee, and there 
were about as many students as faculty • 

DSG: The students were student government ~ppointees or ·recommendations? 

DONOVAN: Recommendations. 

DSG: What was the role of that advisory committee? 

DONOVAN: Well, the role as the Students• Association understood it was 
that the Advisory Committee would interview all the candidates, and it 
would then make its recommendations to the regents, and that their re
commendations would be strongly considered. What happened, however, was 
that they handed over five recommendations, and not one of those recom
mendations was selected. 

DSG: Was it the Committee's and the Students• Association's understan
ding that somebody who was not on that list of recommendations would not 
be selected~ 

DONOVAN: Well, I guess in all fairness to the regents, I have to say 
that it was never said that someone not recommended would not be picked, 
but it definitely was our understanding, naive as it may have been at 
the'time, that if someone was not recommended by this committee, they 
would not be selected. 

DSG: Why was Dr. Rogers' appointment opposed? 
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DONOVAN: From speaking with members of the Student-Faculty Review Com
mittee, it was my understanding that she was not recommended because 
the five candidates that were recommended by the Committee were of a 
higher caliber, and had a higher degree of e:-:perienc:e in administration 
as a president than she had had. 

DSG: She was ad interim President at the time. 

DONOVAN: Right, she sure was; and she had served as a vice-president. 
I believe, and also as an administrative assistant .•• of ~curse, she h~d 
held several administrative positions through her college. But I was 
told by members of the Student-Faculty Review Committee that it wasn•t 
that they thought that she was incompetent--! mean, there was never any 
question that Dr. Rogers was a competent human being that could do a 
good job--but she in thei~ opinibn was not of as high a caliber as the 
five that they recommended. Now I personally was not privy to any of 
the interviews; I never met any of the five applicants; so I personally 
can't speak to how she compared to those. I'm just going on what I was 
told by members of the Student-Faculty Review Committee. And I always 
made it clear that I had no personal animosity towards Dr. Rogers; I 
thought she was a very competent person and I had enjoyed working with 
her when she was ad interim president while I was student body president. 
But what made me angryJ and what made the majority of the students that 
I worked with in student government angry, was that she had been appoin
ted without ever having been recommended by the committee; it was more 
on the principle of the thing--they really slapped us all in the face, 
and we basically took it as a statement by the regents that they were 
not interested in student & faculty input. 

DSG: Were there any other reasons why she was opposed? I know the 
opposition seems to have spread across the campus fairly rapidly; 1 

what other reason were there that she was opposed after she was ap
poi nted--what caused the uproar? 

DONOVAN: Well, what caused the uproar was the fact that the Students' 
Association believed that student and faculty input had been ignored 
by the regents, and that was the reason that student government ex
pressed its opposition, and that was the entire purpose of student go
vernment• s involvement in the opposition, and why they led the opposi
tion after her appointment. 

DSG: Solely on that principle, of ignoring the recommendations? 
~ 

DONOVAN: Yes. 

DSG: Because the Cactus brought up some other points; it said that 
these were points made by everyone from student senators all the way 
down to those who were not involved in the Students• Association di
rectly. It said that she had decreased professors' salaries as pun
ishment for political involvement; that she was out of touch with the 
campus; and that she had vetoed mandatory funding for student govern
ment. Were those really subsidiary reasons? 
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DONOVAN: Those were reasons that were expressed by various individuals. 
I guess what I'm trying to express is that the reason that student go
vernment opposed her was because student/faculty input had been ignored. 
Now there were several organizations that expressed opposition to her 
appointment, and in fact we found many groups that splintered off--we 
all kind of converged in one mass opposition because of her appointment. 
because student/faculty input had been ignored. There were other group~ 
that wanted to express other reasons .•• which were really more personal 
reasons against her, and this is why several groups kind of splintered 
off. And in fact several of these splinter groups developed sort of an 
anger towards student government as a whole, because they felt that the 
student government was not coming out with other real issues. In fact, 
I think one of the issues that you did not mention that was a real issue 
brought up by another gro~p was that they felt that Lorene Rogers repre
sented the University's attitude against greatly recruiting minorities, 
and much of that was blamed on her. The position that I took on that 
was that those were problems that these people had against the University 
as a whole; they were not problems that were represented by her appoint
ment as president. 

DSG: You mentioned the splinter groups a moment ago ... did you have 
Students Helping Academic Freedom at Texas <SHAFT> in mind as one of 
them? 

DONOVAN: I don't think I could really label SHAFT as a splinter ~roup, 
because SHAFT was probably a compilation of a lot of these groups that 
wanted to oppose Dr. Rogers' appointment for various reasons; and SHAFT 
took al 1 of these reasons i n--whereas student government woLtl d say, "We 
are opposing Dr. Rogers because the regents ignored student/faculty 
input," SHAFT made an effort to take in all the reasons, all the com
plaints that people had against Dr. Rogers, and they decided they really 
wanted to go against her appointment for any and all reasons, not just 
the principal reason. 

DSG: What effect did SHAFT have on the way people viewed student go
vernment? 

DONOVAN: Well, I think probably many people viewed SHAFT as a weakness 
on the part of student government, because student government, though 
present at all the rallies in opposition to Dr. Rogers ••. SHAFT seemed 
leading the ball, so to speak, on the opposition movement. So many 
people probably viewed it as a weakness. The way I regarded it at the 
time was that' we would be missing the boat completely if we didn't stick 
to,the real issue at hand, which was that the regents had igno~ed stu
dent faculty input. That was the weak point of student government, that 
it didn't have the power to enforce its recommendations, and in fact the 
recommendations, were totally ignored when they were made. 

DSG: One writer who has chronicled to some extent the 1970-1980 devel
opments in student government wrote that after Dr. Rogers• appointment, 

• "the ensuing protest movement was immediate and widespread, but Crabtree 
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• refused to take an active role in it." Why did he say that? 

• 

• 

DONOVAN: Probably that was from his perspective. I personally disagree, 
and think that the statement was unfair, and did not really represent 
my role. What I refused to take an active role in was SHAFT. I did 
refuse to take an active role in t~at organization, because I felt that 
they were confusing the real issue with several subsidiary issues that 
really were not Dr. Rogers' fault. The comments they were making, and 
the complaints they were making, many of which you named off, were prob
lem's that the University had, and that student government needed to deal 
with, but were not something that Dr. Rogers had established as ad interim 
president. The only problem that I had, and that I believe student go
vernment expressed publicly, was that student/faculty input had been 
ignored. And we did organize rallies, and we issued statements, and we 
lobbied statewide--not just in Austin, but we sent and funded travel 
expenses for people such as Sandy Kress and other people to go out to 
Corpus Christi and Houston and Dallas, and talk to Rotary Clubs and 
Te>:as E:·: organizations, and e:-:plain to them what e>:actly was going on; 
we wanted them to understand the student point of view, and not just 
read about some radical student movement opposing the appointment of a 
president. 

DSG: So student government really was very active in the opposition, 
alongside SHAFT. 

DONOVAN: Yes . 

DSG: Let me point out one more thing to you from this same paper-
and I'm not trying to put you on the defensive; I'm just curioLts .•. '. 

DONOVAN: Sure; this is a good way to get the other side of the story. 

DSG: He says that ••• ''It was alleged at one p6int that Crabtree actually 
met behind closed door with the regents to discuss ways of quieting the 
student protest." Now he does not go on to say whether it was anything 
more than an allegation; he just presents it as that's the way it was. 
What's the story? 

DONOVAN: I never met behind closed doors with the regents as a whole, 
and the only individual meetings I ever had with the regents were as 
lobby efforts for differ~nt projects that different projects that stu
dent government was trying to put forth. ~Specifically, in regard to 
the oppositiqn to Dr. Rogers' appointment, I did approach Allan Shivers 
and I told him that I thought that, no matter what they did in regard 
to the appointment with Dr. Rogers ..• that we wanted to have input on a 
different system for selecting a University president, and we wanted to 
appoint our own people to that review committee, and he agreed. Those 
were the only kinds of me~tings I ever had with the regents. 

DSG: Do you remember that allegation ever being made? 

DONOVAN: Never. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . 
DSG: What other campus issues did the Students' Association address 
itself to? 

DONOVAN: Well, when I ran for student bady president, I ran on a plat
form of three ~epics: student services, academic advancement, and equal 
opportunity. I based my whole st~dent government program around those 
three issues •••• The program that we projected, that CVice-PresidentJ 
Lyn Breeland and I worked on, was centered on those three issues. In 
the area of academic achievement, we worked on specific things such as 
getting the teacher evaluation forms out of the files at the top of the 
Main Building and putting them down at the Undergraduate Library so stu
dents would know wh~re to go, especially during preregistration periods. 
Also in the area of academics, we worked very much on teacher achievement 
awards where we would have a review panel, and we would actually have 
votes cast in various departments for teacher excellence awards. We 
felt this was a way of rewarding those teachers who had done a fantastic 
job; this was in contrast to the evaluation forms, which were an oppor
tunity for students to warn other students against certain professors 
that they felt were not good •••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
DSG: The Students' Association Constitution preamble states that one 
of the purposes of student government is to allow students "participa
tion in the overall policy and decision making processes of the Universi
ty." On student-related policy decisions, how much input did the Stu
dents' Association have? In other words, those things that the admin
istration would decide that would affect students. 

DONOVAN: I guess there were two primary ways that we handled that. One 
was through University committees. There is supposed to be a University 
committee for every possible facet of the decision-making process at the 
University, and to the extent that we did have students on those commit
tees, and we could put forth our views, I guess we had some representa
tion there; but as I mentioned before, the number of students in compari
son with faculty and staff was relatively small. Then there was another 
way, which I felt was very significant. Dr. Brown and Dr. Duncan, who 
were at the time Vice-President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students, 
met on a weekly or biweekly basis with me and Lyn Breeland to go over 
everything that was going on in student government that I thought they 
would be interested to know, and everything that was going on in the 
administration that they·thought I would be interested in knowing about. 
We would just compare notes, and Dr. Brown would ask in what manner, if 
any, the administration could help out with some of our programs, and 
I would in turn keep him informed of the activities that we were working 
on. 

DSG: Was the Students' Association ever able to initiate legislation 
on the University level? 

DONOVAN: Yes, through the University Council students submitted legis
lation. And then there were various projects and proposals through the 
years where students would initiate something to go up through the Board 
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of Regents. Probably one 9f the most obvious tha-t I worked on was man
datory funding; and of course I was unsuccessful, but the regents told 
me at the end of the vote t-hat I lost the battle, but maybe not the war. 
Of course, at the time I felt the same way either way because we didn't 
have mandatory funding •••• But yes, we could initiate policy. Oh, 
another good example ••• in the area of student services, we worked on 
increasing bicycle routes and bicycle racks for students wh~ were good 
enough to bring bicycles instead of cars to the campus; we worked on 
improvements with the ~huttle bus system; student government tours, which 
was an organization that I'm proud to say I started in 1972, during my 
freshman year, continued until student government died. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

We worked on an additional gynecologist at the Health Center. 
Now this was something that was definitely a studen~ lobby effort. I 
met periodically with the director of the Health Center, and I talked 
to him about student health concerns there; and through our lobby efforts 
we also got an additional female doctor at the Health Center--some fe
males had requested that they wanted to go to a woman ddctor, as opposed 
to a male doctor; i€ was just a preference that they had. At the time 
there was on~y one woman'doctor, and she didn't want to do any gynecolo
gical work, and of course it wasn't fair for any of us to dictate the 
type of practice that she could perform, so they put in another woman 
doctor instead. 

DSG: What about off-campus activities? If you look at some of the 
administrations that you were describing earlier as further to the left-
Dick Benson, Sandy t<re.ss, Frank Fleming--they seemed to concentrate most 
of their activities off-campus: in the Legislature, the City Council, 
even the regents--but not as much on direct, University-related issues 
such as the Healt~ Center and so on. Were you all involved in that kind 
of area? 

DONOVAN: We were involved in it •••• 

DSG: The reason I asked you is this--Sandy said that his administration 
tried to cover everything, but he said their weakest area was internal. 

DONOVAN: Right. I think that Sandy and I probably contrast here. I 
was tal ki,ng earlier about how the pendulum "swings" ••• I think Benson was 
probably more liberal than Kress) Kress was definitely more liberal than 
Fleming; and I was more liberal than Fleming. So it was kind of a weird 
swing; it doesn't have a particular method to it, but it is true that 
Benson focused probably both on internal and external, but more toward 
the external~ and Kress definitely was much more external. Frank Fleming 
went the other way, and was almost exclusively internal, and then I was 
starting to get a combination of internal and external, but was still 
primarily internal affairs. But in answer to your question, we did con
centrate efforts in an external m~nner by haviag the city lobby and the 
state lobby committees, and we did have bills that these committees kept 
up with; they would write Congressmen, and call them, and keep them in
formed with what the student government position was on these various 
bills. But it wasn't the same kind of external effort that was apparent 
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under Sandy Kress' administration •.•. We didn't fund these people to go 
to Washington, D.C., but we did keep a regular contact with Congressman 
[J.J. 11 Jake"J Pickle's office--probably Pickle more than [U.S. Senators 
LloydJ Bentsen and [JohnJ Tower--Pickle was very good about keeping up 
with what the students wanted. And we kept tabs on them, and kept track 
of what bills were coming up that were related to student issues. But 
it wasn't as publicized as it was during Kress' administration; of cburse 
Kress' administration brought HEW onto the campus, which was very highly 
publicized. 

DSG: I asked you earlier whether you thought the Students' Association 
provided an effective voice for the students. What about turning it the 
other way around: put yourself in the shoes of the rank-and-file stu
dent--did his Students' Association function as his voice in the Univer
sity? 

DONOVAN: I still believe that student government was an effective voice 
••• for the average student there on ca~pus. My philosophy on student 
government was that so long as student government was providing student 
services, then it was assistlng a broader base of students on campus 
than it was if it focused primarily on external affairs, because the 
average student attending the University of Texas was going to look at 
"what does student government do for- me?" They weren't going to look 
so much at what the student government president was espousing at some 
legislative hearing or committee meeting on whether or not ERA should 
be rescinded. What they were really going to focus on was right here 
at home, on "I don't have a place to park my bicycle," and "I don't 
have a place to deposit my Daily Te:-:an"; those were the things that 
affected the students the most, and I think that under my administra
tion we really put and emphasis on student services, more so than a lot 
of administrations. 

DSG: So the students saw the Association as a way to get things done, 
a service? 

I 

DONOVAN: Right, and I ~o think that the average student is definitely 
affected by the lobby efforts of student government--! don't want to 
go on record as saying that the average student is only affected by the 
services, because they are also affected by what is being espoused by · 
the student body president~ what candidates are being endorsed--but 
generally the average student, I don't think, is going to feel that they 
are not represented if those statements are contrary to what they be
lieve. I felt that as a whole, student government did repres~nt the 
campus. There weren't very many controversial issues that came up during 
my administration, with the exception of the opposition to Dr. Rogers, 
and I still believe that the majority of the campLts was in agreement 
with student government on that issue. 

DSG: Aside from that issue, did the students--and I'm talking about 
students who were not in office--did they have a sense of being part of 
a cohesive whole, the UT Students' Association, or was it more just a 
general awareness of yes, it was there? I know that during a time of 
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high stimulus, such as the incident with Dr. Rogers, that would be true, 
but at othe'r times, did the student feel like the Association was the 
voice for him, that he was a part of it? 

DONOVAN: I'd say that without a majo~ controversy ••• that the students 
felt more of a coh~siveness with their individual c:ollege than with the 
Students' Association, so probably I would answer your question in the 
pegative, that the average uninvolved student probably didn't feel ne
gative or positive towards the student government; they probably just 
felt like that was some extracurricular activity, ~ome organization, 
that other students participated in, foreign to them. 

DSG: Answer the same question for me, if you would, from the adminis
tration's point of view. How did they view the student government? 
Did they see it as representing the voice of the student body, and how 
muc:h weight did that opinion c:arry? 

DONOVAN: Ironically, we had muc:h more recognition as The Student Leaders 
from the point of view of the administration than we did from the student 
body, bec:ause the student body was so large that everybody kind of con
nected up with their own peculiar organizations or their individual con
leges. With the administration, they are constantly in the position 
where someone wi 11 say, "l.iJhat do the students think about that?" And 
so th~y need a handful of students who they can contac:t •••• 

DSG: Do you think that it's possible for an organization to be seen 
as representing the 0 ·offic:ial voice of the students" today on a campus 
of almost 50,000 people? 

DONOVAN: Yes. 

DSG: Do you think the administration would see ~t as such? 

DONOVAN: I do, bec:ause I think though it's not necessarily in the 
administration's interest to have student government--they probably 
feel neither here nor there about whether there is a Students' As
sociation representing the student body--I think once there is a 
student government they will recogize it as a student government, just 
as they di~ when I was in office, mainly because it IS the Students' 
Association; it would be the organization elected by the-students. 

DSG: What about people off-campus--the Legislature, the City Council-
did they see the Students' Association as the official voice of the stu
dent body? How much weight did it carry with them? 

DONOVAN: I believe that it carried a lot of weight, because I think 
politicians probably more than anyone understand that when it comes 
down to it, it's only going to be the people that vote that.are going 
to be organized enough to put some pressure on anybody. So whether 
or not the student body president was elec:ted by all 42,000--that was 
how many were there when I was there--! was still the person who was 
elected, and I was electe_d by ttie maJority of the people who cared 
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enough to get themselves together and organize enough to go out and 
vote. And therefore to a politician, that meant a lot. 

DSG: In times-of trouble, when the Association came under, or when 
you personally came under fire, did the students tend to rally around 
the Association, or did th"ey tend to, condemn it, or where they pretty 
much neutral? In other words, how much support did they giv~ the As
sociation? 

'· DONOVAN: You're talking more about internal troubles? 

DSG: Right ••• in other words, today it seems like the trend is almost 
••• well, like a pack of wolves: as soon as students see something even 
slightly amiss in student government, they will pounce on it, and say, 
"See, it's not going to work. We shouldn't have a student government." 

DONOVAN: I think as far as internal problems within student government, 
that probably the majority of students who look upon that feel negativ~ 

to~ards student government. They feel that student government is weak, 
that if the people cannot see through all the little issues to th~ big
ger issue of getting organized ••• people tend to condemn the immaturity. 

DSG: So you wouldn't say that there was a terrific amount of support 
for the student government itself. 

DONOVAN: Well, I'm really not saying that--I'm saying that there's 
no support for the infighting and power struggles. Student government 
loses credibility the more the infigh~ing and power struggles are pub
licized. I really b~lieve that, and maybe this is from my belief in the 
necessity of a government, period--but I really believe that the students 
are not against having a gpvernment; but they want it to be a legitimate 
government, and they want it to be a government that's going to have 
some power. I disagree with the way that the abolition of student go
vernment was handled; I disagree with the reasons that were projected 
for what was done. I believe that after my administration the student 
body was very, very disillusioned, because it became very obvious to th~m 
if it wasn't already that student government, who was this organization 
that was supposedly there to provide services and protect their inter
ests, did not have as much power as we all would have liked to believ~ 
it had. So therefore there's a great feeling of disillusionment, and 
almost a feeling of rebellion, after that. In the spring of '76, my 
last semester as student bqdy president, there was a lot of infighting 
going on, and I .think student government lost a lot of credibility 
because of t~at. And coupled with the disillusionment that was left 
with the students, and this infighting, I think that is what got Jay 
Adkins elected. Now there's other people who really believe that Jay 
would hpve been elected anyway, but I believe that the reason he got 
elected was the disillusionment, the lack of power that student go
vernment had, and the infighting. 

So then Adkins was elected, and then we were kind of in the situa
tion that we are now, where everyone was sitting around saying, "0.K., 
prove yourself, ~tudent government--see what you can do." And [Judy] 
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Spalding took over, and what everybody that was in her administration 
really had to do to get the respect of the students back was to DD 
something; to be in the news all the time, to show people how the stu
dent government was assisting them, and be concentrating on the positive, 
and instead, it was just kind of a neutral attitude about st4dent govern
ment during that period. It wasn't anything positive; nothihg looked 
like it was going on to the average student, and they would just look 
at it and say, 11 Nothing's changed." You know, we had this year of Jay 
Adkins, and even people who wanted student government didn't want Jay 
Adkins elected as president; even they were disillusioned because nothing 
was happening. So I think that's how the abolition came about. 

The reason I disagree with the reasoning of the people who were 
proponents of abolishing student government was that ..• the fallacy in 
their argument was that the University administration and the regents 
don't care whether there's a student government. They were saying, 
"If we can't have student government the way we want it, if we can't 
have the powere that we want it to have, we are going to abolish student 
government until we can get those powers." And my response to that 
was: "Who do you think is going to give you those powers? They aren't 
just going to say, 'Oh, you win; we want you all to have a student go
vernment so we're going to give you all these powers back.'" That's 
just not the way it works; they're going to have to fight in through 
the system. 

DSG: There were some allegations made against you during the spring-
I guess this is part of the infighting you were talking about--and ex
actly what they concerned is somewhat muddled in the print, so perhaps 
you can tell me .•• something about circumventing the Senat~, and then 
that supposedly being in violation of the Constitution. What was the 
story behind that? 

DONOVAN: The main allegations, and you're right, it was very muddled, 
because at the beginning even I did not myself know what the allega
tions ~ere, and that caused a great deal of the problems--it's hard to 
prepare your defense when you don't know what the allegations of the 
plaintiff are--but the main allegation appeared to be that I had au
thorized the publication of a student government housing guide without 
the permission of the Student Senate, and several allegations ran a
round that, but that seemed to be the main thrust of the protest. 

DSG: That you had appropriated funds for it? 

DONOVAN: Right, and that I had authorized the actual publication with
out the permission of the Student Senate. In defense of that, I showed 
to the Student Senate the Constitution itself, which does not say that 
the student body president has to get permission from the Student Senate 
to do any activity such as that; the Bylaws, which do not require that; 
and then I showed them that despite the fact that I was not required to 
keep them apprised of my activities as president, that I did in fact 
apprise them of the situation, and I brought forth minutes of past Stu
dent Senate meetings in which I had--three, or four, or five meetings in 

• a row--had informed the Student Senate of the student government housing 

--- -~--- ------~------------------------------------
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guide, and that someone had approached me and was willing to do it for 
free, and they would sell advertisements so that we would get paid back 
anything that we advanced for the publication; in fact, I worked through 
one of the student government committees, the Student Services Committee, 
on getting it organized. With that, the Student Senate exonerated me, 
and I think that it also came forward that the person behind the alle
gations was someone who was running for student body president that 
spring, and people realized that it had been a political function, to 
gain publicity, and in fact it didn't work, because that person didn't 
win. 

DSG: Who was that? 

DONOVAN: Well, there were several persons who were involved, but the 
person who ran and lost was [City Lobby Committee Chairman] Lee Sandoloski. 

DSG: What did that do to the credibility of student government, even 
though you were exonerated? 

DONOVAN: Oh~ I think it was devastating to the credibility of student 
government, because when it's advertised all over that you don't have 
the power to even put forth your recommendations for University Presi
dent ••• , then you have this in-house fighting in the spring.... I look 
back on it sometimes and wonder if it woLtl d have been better for student 
government as a whole if I had not fought--would it have been better if 
I had not fought back, and just let things be. Still, I don•t think I 
really had a choice in the matter, because first of all you had the 
Daily Texan publicizing everything that was happening every single 
day for a period of two or three weeks. So no matter what would have 
happened, it would have been publicized; and I felt it was also a matter 
of personal integrity to show that I had been up front with the Student 
Senate throughout the entire term •••• 

DSG: I guess to tie this all up, then ..• take the experience that you 
gained from your four years in student government and apply it to what's 
going on now, what you know about, and from what I've told you. How 
would you interpret the so-called "Hank phenomenon," and what prospects 
do you see for our now infant Students' Association in the future? What 
advice would you give to the new leaders? 

DONOVAN: Well, I think the advice I would give to the new leaders is 
what all proponents of Hank were trying to say, which is "prove yourself." 
They probably have a greater burden upon them than I or any of the other 
student body presidents had, with the exception of perhaps the last ad
ministration, the one that followed Jay Adkins• administration; I think 
that administration had the same problems that these students now have, 
because the Arts & Sausages era is over, and now the students who are 
proponents of student government, the ones who really want it to be the 
voice of the students, are giving you the opportunity to go forward 
with it, and they've got to take the ball and run with it, and they've 
got to do it FAST, because they don't come up with some immediate suc
cesses, then they're dead . 
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DSG: What about control ~f the student service• fee? Can our student 
government survive without it? 

DONOVAN: Our student government cannot survive without some control. 
Now we may not ev~r see the situation back the way it was, where the 
fee was contfolled entirely by students; but unless it's changed, there 
is a law on the books that requir~d the Univer~ity to have student 
input on the allocation of the student services fees. Now the admin
istration, of course, could handle that any way they wanted to, and the 
way they handled it [myJ year was ••• they brought me and the vice-president 
in to talk with them, and we put forward how we ~anted certain things 
allocated. Again, it's just like any situation, y6ur input is only so 
good as the publicity that will back you, meaning that I didn't have 
any power to force the administration to take my sugg~stions, but if 
student input is rejected, the Daily T~xan is a very viable force to 
publicize this fact. The administrators, I believe, do not really de
sire to go against s~udents; that's not their purpoee, and they really 
do want to work with stud~nts. They don't want the adverse publicity. 
So generally,. I 1 d say that if the students are approaching them in a 
logical, reasonable manner, then they will work with the students. 

DSG: Do you think that a power merely to recommend the division of the 
student ~ervices fee is enough? 

DONOVAN: No. I think that it is a much more effective system if you 
have one final 'committee of students, faculty and staff, and that their 
recommendation is the final recommendation that is passed on up tq the 
President [of the University], because otherwise you have a student 
group making rec-omrriendatioms, and you probably have staff persons making 
their own budgetary recommendations, and many times these re~ommendations 
are going to conflict. It's going to be a lot more effective if you 
have one unified recom~endation that has student input that goes straight 
to the President, than just a review committee. 

DSG: If you had to tell the new president of the Students' Assoc:i a.ti on 
one thing to help him along and help the Association succeed, what would 
it be? 

DONOVAN: Communicate. 

DSG: With whom? 

DONOVAN: Th~ students; let them know what yourre doing; l~t them know 
why you're doing it. If you fail to commuoicate, what you're doing, 
all your good intentions, will be worthless . 
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JUDY SPALDING 

February 25, 1983 

Rlthough all of the interviews I conducted ~ere interesting. 
informative, and enjoyable, none was more fascinating than my talk 
with Judy Spalding. President of the Students' Rssociatioh during 
1977-79. Spalding had the dubious distinction of presiding over the 
student government's final year of existence; it was abolished by vote 
of the student body as her term ended. TheoriEs on what brought about 
the abolition abound. and many of them were brought out in this discus
sion. 

I found Judy to be remarkably candid in her evaluation of her term 
and the events of that year. Rs with the other former presidents whom 
I interviewed, hindsight seems to have given her a better understanding 
of the workings of the student governance process; it has also helped 
her identify mistakes that she and others involved in the government 
made. Rnd although she pointed out, near the end of our meeting, that 
she did not want to appear bitter. her tone and comments seemed to me 
at times to indicate otherwise. 

Judy Spalding, who completed her B.A. in Journalism in 1980, is now 
a first-year law ~tudent at Southern Methodist University. We met at a 
restaurant near the S.M.U. campu~ and, after talking for nearly an hour 
about recent developments at UT. we moved to a quiet classroom, where 
she told me about that difficult year • 

DSG: Normally, I have started out asking people about the general 
organization of the governmental structure during their term. But 
since there were so many changes during the year previous to you, 
I'll couch it· like this: what did you inherit from Jay Adkins and 
Skip Slyfield when yoLl came into office? What did they leave you? 

SPALDING: To an extent, a healthy distrust of everybody and every
thing, generally, and specifically with the University; but, simul
taneously, in a lot of cases the distrust had gone beyond a healthy 
state. There were a lot of jaded students around, people who were 
outright contemptuous of anything but Art & Sausages; that was a 
really difficult thing to deal with, because our approach was en
tirely different from theirs, as you can imagine. We were faced with 
a lot of people who wouldn't stay on but under the terms of Art & 
Sausages, and that just could not be. So what we inherited was 
quite a conglomeration, some good, some bad; a really unique situa
tion. 

DSG: Since I probably won't get to interview Jay .•• were you active 
in the student government during the Art & Sausages year? 

SPALDING: Not in the Senate; I was on the Women's Committee and had 
been active in student government all along, as soon as I hit the 
campus in '74--mostly on the committees and things like that, and then 

• working with Carol [Crabtree). That's why I was saying that there was 
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to an extent a healthy disrespect for authority and the powers-that-be 
both at UT and in human nature in general; I saw it every day ••• some
times Jay would come in--more likely than not it was Ski~, the vice
president, who I really had a lot of respect for; he was a very good 
person ••• and just ~eneral discussions, and seeing how the people on the 
committees interacted with them. They seemed very comfortable, really 
seemed to get a lot done, and I think it was because they didn't seem 
to take themselves too seriously. 

DSG: The student government as a whole got a lot done? 

SPALDING: Certain individuals. It was not a la~ year, by any means. 
I know a lot of peopl~ would have that impression, and think that we 
didn't pull it out, and that's why it was abolished, and I don't think 
that was the case at all .••• 

My impression of what they accomplished that year was that what
ever Jay and Skip and, to a lesser extent, certain members of the 
Senate, were involved in, they would make it a point every once in a 
while to remind people with whom they were working that they had a dif
ferent approach than· your regular political hack •. They were FUNNY 
political hacks; they were hacks, just the same, and I will defend to 
the death their right to be hacks; but they were hacks. A lot of 
people would have you believe that they were not, but they were. Just 
a differ~nt animal--clowns. But at any rate, I remember many times 
J~y would come in to TSP Board meetings, and say just bizarre things; 
everybody thought, "My God, this man is crazy. He has simply lost his 
mind; it's like a nightmare come true." You know, we're sitting in the 
Board meetings, and somebody starts singing--he didn't go quite that 
far, but he did some bizarre things; and yet, there was a message to 
it. 

I remember seeing .them in blackface once, during the Blackprint 
issue--it was an attempt by Black students on campus to get funding 
from the TSP Board to print a newspaper specifically for and abo.ut the 
Black community on campus. And the Students' Association contributed 
two or three thousand dollars, if I remember correctly, over a two or 
three year period to the cause, along with TSP, and it worked for a 
while, but then the people who had been active graduated and it kind 
of fizzled out •••• During one of those many discussions, I know that 
Jay appeared in the Texan in blackface, with shoe polish or something; 
really in a sense very hateful, but that was not his idea at all. 
Another time he narrowed down the entire University community to a com
munity of shoes ••. ! think he insisted that that be included as a part 
of the T~P meeting record, that the student body president was narrowin 
life down to shoes. This was during "Earth Shoes," and some of us had 
patent leathers, some of us had boots--and all of a sudden, every 
member of the Bo~rd was looking down at their shoes to see what message 
it was conveying! Very strange stuff; and I'm not saying it was par
ticularly brilliant or anything, but it was a unique approach. 

DSG: What was his message? 

SPALDING: That o~e, I really don't know; I really couldn't say. 
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DSG: In the history, people go back and look at Jay Adkins and they 
say, "Oh, yeah, he and Skip were the clowns. They made a complete 
mockery of student government and they were trying to abolish it." 
That wasn't th~ aim at all, it doesn't seem like. What were they 
really out to do--once they got elected? 

SPALDING: Well, I think that's w~ere Jay and Skip began to split, 
because I think Skip clearly wanted to continue in the mockery vein, 
and I think ~hat's why I personally felt a closer tie with him than 
with Jay, because Jay started to take himself very seriously, and a 
lot of other people in the group did too. And by the end of his term, 
the man was--a hack. By then, I think, Skip had either left town or 
was leaving--! hear he's in the Marines now, or something. But the 
message they were trying to convey was more than that it was a 
mockery. I think that there were other approaches, and I think that 
a lot of the mockery trend was simply to get other people's attention. 
They had the attention of the student body, probably more so than 
anybody else had in a long time. Now, I'm sure that each year, there 
was one issue that caused as many people who cared on campus to focus 
on the Students• Association in some form or fashion, with some good, 
some bad; but with Jay and Skip, I think their just having been elected 
was the focus •.• 

DSG: Do you think they intended to get elected? Jay is quoted at one 
point, I think in a story in UTmost, the campus magazirle, as saying 
something to the effect of ''two days before the election, we realized 
'My God, we may win!"," and he compared it to the feeling that the 
cockroach in the kitchen must have when the light first comes on. Now 
whether it was a direct quote or not, I don't know ••. 

SPALDING: No, it may be a direct quote; how sincere it is, I think, is 
the issue. I think that Jay always wanted to win; I don't think that 
Skip did .•.•• The campus was ripe for the types of messages that Jay 
and Skip and all of Arts & Sausages ••. it never was clear--Art & Sausages? 
Arts & Sausage?--one•s plural, the other's not; it's always been mis
printed in the Te>:an .•• I' 11 say "A 8·: S. 11 The time was right for them; 
you"ve got to realize that it was an entire ticket; it was not just Jay 
and Skip. It trickles down to people who are running for General and 
Comparative Studies .•. or to colleges with one senatmr ••• like Pharmacy. 
I don't know if they had·an A & S candidate, but just imagine, you know, 
when you've got these levels of impact in the Student Senate, and you've 
got these hot candidates, and they can get their message across to the 
folks who ar~ running at-large to an extent; but the further away it 
gets from them, the less control they have on them; and by the time you 
got down to these lower echelons, you had some crazy people, I mean 
nuts-~we"re not going to mention names, but, I mean, these folks were 
crazy; it· was 1 i ke a cal 1 i qg card: "I am an A 8( S candi date--these 
people are speaking my language .•• '' I don't think they ever quite 
caught on that Jay and Skip didn't normally speak this way, and didn't 
normally convey these types of messages. What I'm saying is that it 
was just a big mess--you had a lot of people saying that they were a 
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m~mber of this party who Jay and Skip had never even heard of. and it 
was just a mixed message that was coming across to absolutely.everybody, 
and it didn't work out too well. But if nothing else, it did convey 
generally a message of ''let's not take ourselves seriously; don't trust 
the University--they don't trust us •.. " 

DSG: Dissatjsfaction with the status quo? 

SPALDING: It must have been. 

DSG: You said the time was right for this--I'm curious why. What was 
the matter at the end of Carol's term, after the Lorene Rogers contro
versy? 

SPALDING: Well, SHAFT and all that was in the fall of "75 ••• just that 
whole year; the SHAFT thing and the related incidences. And I'm not 
at all, by any stretch of the imagination, and I hope if nothing else 
comes through that this does, that I'm not saying anything bad about 
Carol's administration the entire time. I think she got a real bad 
deal from a lot of people, including myself ..• 

DSG: In what way? 

SPALDING: Well, she had a tough year; that whole thing about Dr. Rogers, 
when she personally supported her ••. well, she didn't really~ no students 
supported her--a few did, but very few--supported the method by which 
Dr. Rogers was appointed. But a lot of people realized that there was 
nothing we could do about it; a lot of people knew that there was nothing 
we could substantively do about it, but we'd be damned if we were going 
to lie down and take it. That was the impetus for SHAFT. Then SHAFT 
started to pick up all kinds of people, just as I'm saying about A & S-
picking up all these peripheral groups, and all of the sudden every
body's jumping on the bandwagon--that"s the exact same thing that hap
pens with any other student movement, and that's, in a lot of ways, why 
the Students" Association should have been disbanded, or something, to 
try to straighten everything out before it just kept getting worse. 
And it's the type of thing that the University administration just 
LOVES, I mean, they eat it up! I'm convinced of that ••• because it's so 
divisive. Every SHAFT meeting got to be such a nightmare--we had 
people who we didn't know who they were, "representing" different parts 
of the world--we didn't know if we were unsafe; I mean, these folks 
could have pulled out knives, machetes, all kinds of weapons, and we 
wouldn't have known what to do. There were so many different interests 
involved thaf had absolutely nothing to do with Dr. Rogers" appoint
ment. A lot of people were there to oppose Dr. Rogers personally, 
which w,as never the original idea of SHAFT, and then it started ta pick 
up absolutely everybody who ever had a grudge against the University. 

The whole time, Carol was supportive of Dr. Rogers and wanted to 
work with her--she was president, and she had absolutely every right 
to feel that way. A lot of us, myself included, felt that that was a 
real turncoat thing ta do, and tied Carol's hands in a lot of ways. 
And even if we didn't do it quite that way, I'm sure that in a lot of 
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ways we did emasculate her term. We went through a whole procedure 
of getting students to sign up [for committees], and screening pro
cesses, and voting by the Senate .••. Well, we did the worst thing 
possible, and every time I think of this I just shudder. What we did 
was--there was a whole boycott, you understand; everybody was sup
posed to shut down, and they were supposed to do it until she re
signed! Now, I'm not a parent, but I could equate this to ••. 

DSG: ••• holding your breath until you turn blue. 

SPALDING: .Absolutely; just fhe whole stupid approach. We told people 
"We will go ahead and put your names down; the Senate will go ahead 
and approve you; but you can't serve.'' A lot of people did anyway, and 
who could blame them!? A lot of people were genuinely concerned about 
these student committees; a lot of them were just trying to pad their 
resume--whatever the reasons were, they went ahead and served. But a 
lot of them didn't, and what you have is just mass chaos. And the 
Dean of Students office was coming forward and presenting names to 
Dr. Rogers and she was approving them, so that the students couldn't 
turn around and say, ''Oh no, you're ignoring these decisions; what 
about student input?'' You know, what we were putting them into was a 
situation where they couldn't win while, of course, neither could we. 
It was a big mess, and Carol was opposed to it throughoL~ the whole 
time, and lost a lot of ground. All of us wasted an awful lot of 
energy on the whole thing, and it was just stupid, because--nobody 
won. Well, we all know who won, but it clearly wasn't the students, 
and I can't even count how many hours we must have spent on the whole 
thing. Probably, it got into a couple thousand dollars that the 
Students' Association spent on--get this--''SENDING PEOPLE ALL OVER THE 
STATE TO DISCUSS IT''! I mean, this was a hot plan of mine, and I know 
a lot of people who took it all very seriously. It involved students 
from all kinds of backgrounds who would go back to their home towns 
with different faculty members, and would speak to chambers of commerce 
and Kiwanis Clubs .•• 

DSG: Sandy mentioned that ••• 

SPALDING: Sandy wasn't around. 

DSG: He said he was involved in some capacity. 

SPALDING: Well ••• he may have welcomed a student group up here and 
helped them find places, but he along with literally hundreds of for
mer students got involved in it--and we're talking about way back; I 
can~t even count how many people I got in contact with who graduated 
in the "40s and ~sos who were now middle-aged members of one of these 
clubs, who were glad to welcome us into their homes and put us up. 
We had national coverage. We were on the national news. There were 
marches and rallies and teach-ins and boycotts and all kin~s of things, 
and it was one of those things that for the first week, it was great, 
and then, after everything died down, you think, ''My God, now what do 
we do? What have we done?'', and there was Carol throughout all of it, 
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really in a horrible position. 
So in the fall of that year, you could ~ot have escaped noticing 

that there was something going on, because it was all in uproar. Lots 
and lots of classes were canceled; signs were everywhere; marches, 
rallies, all of that, and you just can't overlook that sort of thing. 
And then it got to the point where, again, we were taking ourselves 
too seriously .••. That's the type of environment that was in existence 
at the time that A & S raised its Ugly head: just a lot of chaos, and 
a lot of people who, I think, jumped into that §HAFT thing because ~hey 
were frustrated hippies, and saw this as their chance to fight against 
the Vi et Nam W.:fr, wel 1, I mean, my God! how many years had it been 
over by then? But I can't count hpw many people came up and said, "You 
know, I was in sixth grade when we marched against the Cambodia 
bombings, and I feel like a part of it," w~ll, that wasn't what we were 
doing at all, but it was their way of saying "I marched," and not 
having to say what they marched for. And it was a good thing that we 
did in a lot of ways--academic freedom ..• you know, we were always 
saying, "academic freedom is dead," and academic freedom, I think, was 
never really alive at UT, and you can't be dead until you've bee~ 
alive, so that was a kind of misnomer. But people who took themselves 
very seriously to the point of absurdity--A & S gave it a name, acted 
it out every chance they had, mottos, uniforms, shows, all kinds of 
things. 

And that's why they won~ ~he people who were running against them 
di dn • t know how to 1 augh--at tt-if-!mSel ves, at each o_ther, anc;t tried to 
fight them in ~ tradition~l sense. I mean, how ~an you stand up and 
have a debate with someone who is juggling, or telling you, "Let's 
change the motto [on the Main BuildtngJ from 'Ye Shall Know the Truth 
and the Truth Shall Make Yo~ Free" to 'Money Talks~? That is just 
perfect; what can you say in response to that? But these folks would 
try. They wouldn't go the extent of saying ''I think that the cost 
would be astronomical." There was on~ guy' who did fight it in a sense 
of humor, but by the time he started, it came to be too late. But 
anyway •..• You asked your question about twenty minutes ago. 

DSG: Well, I knew this would probably be the longest interview I'd 
have--it's a critical period for student government from a history 
standpoint. 

So now, Judy Spalding's president; you inherited a bit of chaos 
from A I!( S ••• 

SPALDING: We inherited chaos and we got student funding, absolutely 
out of the blue. We had not been under mandatory funding, since under 
t<ress ••• 

DSG: So you had been on a separate optional check-off? 

SPALDING: Yes; I don't remember how much--it was probably no more than 
about five dollars. 

DSG: And there was good response for that from the students? 
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SPALDING: I honestly don't remember; all I know is that we were not 
anticipating being put on mandatory funding. I was elected in March, 
and we got it in April. We didn't ask. 

DSG: Why was that? 

SPALDING: Well, there are different theories on it. One was that now 
that A ~ S was out, the regents figured ANYBODY--! mean, that was th~ 
worst thing that could have happened, and since student government sur
vived, let's reward them by making sure they have money. Because these 
folks raised money; Jay antj Skip and all them did raise a lot of money; 
and they had to go out and be fools to do it, because that's the only 
way you can get money in the first place. Maybe the whole idea of the 
regents was that they wanted to give us some money so that we wouldn't 
have to go out and focus all the attention on the Students' Association. 
Another theory is that they figured I was going to be real harmless; 
what coLtl d I do?--and when I say "me," I mean the Association• And by 
comparison--! mean, look at us; we got ourselves abolished! So that 
was an accurate assumption, if that's really what the reason was. That 
was in '77 ••.. I don't kno~~ if there was some kind of time frame behind 
the regents' doors--''let's keep them off [funding] for three or four 
years and see what happens.'' I don't know if there was something els~ 
that we could have done that they knew we could have done to raise 
money. 

DSG: But it wasn't on student request? 

SPALDING: If there was a student request, then I think that I would 
have had to appear at the regents meeting and requested it; and I know 
that I attended the regents meeting, but I don't think that I said a 
word. I don't think anybody did. I really don't think that we formal
ly requested it. But this had been three or four years, and we'd al
ways been requesting it; it was nothing new ..•• All I know is that, 
after the regents meeting, ~he news people came to my office, and s~t 
ever·ything up, and said, "OK, now what are you going to do with this 
money?" And I had been talking, and I jLtst stopped, and I said, "Tur-n 
off the cameras and the tapes, because I have no idea." And then t~ey 
said, "No, really, we need an answer, 11 and I said, "No, really, yoLt 
don't under-stand. We weren't anticipating this at all! 1'11 make up 
something, but you have to know that--this is how out of the blue it 
is--that I can't even come up with a good old political hack-type 
answer." That's how in shock we were. 

DSG: What did they give you, a part of the·student services fee, or 
was it a separate allocation? 

SPALDING: I really don't remember. We weren't hurting for fur1ds •..• 
I guess student government must have been included in that, but I really 
don't know what amount ••• ." It was enough. 

DSG: How did you set up your governmental structure, committee-wise? 
Jay and Skip had removed about half the committees .••• 
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SPALDING: I think we had about twelve, maybe sixteen committees .•• we 
created a couple of committees, or rather, reinstated some. We put new 
emphasis on the student-faculty committees; finally got the Student 
Services Fee Committee; just had a lot of different appointments. 

DSG: You've talked a little bit ~bout the degree of student participa
tion in the government during the previous years. What about during 
your year? What was the motivation of the people who served in the 
Senate and the committees for participating? Were they trying to pad 
their resumes, or were they going for personal prestige, or was it more 
"now that we've .been through the chaos of A 8-. S, let''s see if vJe can 
get it back on its feet again"? 

SPALDING: Probably a little bit of all that, but most of it would be 
your classic political hack--padding his resume. 

DSG: In fact, I think you had a .•• 

SPALDING: • ~. Te>:an quote? 

DSG: A Texan quote, yes. 

SPALDING: That was, uh, February first or second. This is just great: 
the day it came out was the day that the committee came forth to a
bolish the Students' Association .•. 

DSG: Here it is--February 1, 1978. 
LEADEF:S OF ASSOCIATION 'HACl<S'." 

Very good ..• "SPALDING TAGS 

SPALDING: But what Charlie neglected to put in that article ••• isn't 
that Charlie Rose? 

DSG: Charlie Rose, right •.• 

SPALDING: It's weird what I remember. Charlie was great; he would say, 
"Would you say that the bombing in Cambodia is terrible?" And I'd say, 
"Well, I don't know ••. ", and he'd say, "NO," and he'd show me with his 
pen and say, "WOULD YOU SAY •.• ", and then I looked down, and there it 
was: "The Bombing In Cambodia Is Terrible." The man would have yoL1r 
quotes already written o~t! 

DSG: Such a~ "low-caliber political hacks and resume-padders"? 

SPALDING: Oh, no, no: that was ~ fairly accurate article, except that 
he neglected to mention that I said that "I am a hack." YoLt know, that 
was probably the most important thing ... ! had to spend the whole day· 
going around telling people, "I AM A HACI<, 0.1<. !?! Just back off! 
You~re a hack too, bLtt don't think that I was saying that you're a hack 
and I'm not," because it's a horrible insult. I have just a real deep 
feeling that so many people in the Students' Association would deny to 
their deaths that they were hacks. And being a hack isn't really as 
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bad as it sounds.~ •• 

DSG: What exac:tly do yoLt mean when you say somebody is a "hac:k"? 

SPALDING: Your- c:lassic: resume-padder--backstabbing--uninformed-
prejudic:ed--unimaginative--self-serving shithead. Maybe I could find 
another word besides "shi.thead" .•• 

DsG: Anything you left out? 

SPALDING [laughingJ: No, no; that should encompass it all. Self
serving is probably the biggest part of it. People who I think would 
honestly sit bac:k before they vote on anything, or get involved in any 
projec:t, or wryatever, and think, "What. is this going to do for Me?" 
And I don't mean in terms of ''I have 20 extra hours a week; what percen
tage of my ti me c;::an I ded i c:ate to this cause?"; it's not that; it• s 
"How far will this push me? How many people will I meet who I can use 
when I run for ______ ? Or who I c:an use to write recommendation let-
ters for me? Or who I will know in later life?" That by itself isn't 
too bad, but ~hen when you add in all the other things, they reach a 
point when they start picking out ideas that they have absolutely no 
idea what they're talking about--blasting other people just for the 
sake of it, dividing up groups into classes and socioeconomic groups and 
things like that; and then it's just a bunch of kindergarteners, and 
worse, and you feel like a babysitter, and nothing ever gets accomplished 
because they're all so busy fighting .••. In these meetings, people 
would mak~ sure that they were heard, and make sure that they were 
quoted in the m(nutes, and things like that. Vote With Comment, that 
was a real common thing, although I think that it was over by the time 
I was there. BLtt for several years, there was a classic "vote with 
c:omment'' in the Student Senate; and the secretary would duly record all 
these precious words, until one year the parliamentarian said that 
there was nothing in Robert's Rules of Order that said there was such a 
thing as a Vote With Comment •.•• 

So the classic group was hacks, and then a lot of people who really 
wanted to get involved in it--and I would like to think that you 
couldn't do any better a job than I did in getting people from all 

I 

groups, from all walks of school, people who weren't .in groups, people 
who had just walked in off the street--well, we interviewed about 200 or 
300 people for the Students' Association committees and the faculty com
mittees, and I felt real good about the group, and I probably had an 
extra sense of care, because of the whole fiasco with SHAFT. I wanted 
to compensate for all the months that there were no students on the 
committees. During Jay'~ year, I think there must have been students on 
these committees; I don't know what the procedure was •••• But we had a 
lot cf people who just wanted to get involved. We had the Legislature 
halfway over, so there was some need for the State Lobby, but as always 
their conc.entration was going to fizzle out in June, ·certainly by com
parison. And I know that Jay had emphasized state lobbying, and you'd 
be a fool not to while the Legislature's meeting down the street from 
you. So there were some ongoing things that we inherited that were 
fine; but there were a lot of things that were just in chaos. And it 
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• was a horrible campaign against Jim Boone--he' s who I be.:..t ... 

• 

• 

DSG: In the runoff? 

SPALDING: Right. There was something kind of nasty on that •.. ! fi
gured o~t that the average freshman was in fourth grade when he [Boone] 
was a freshman. Because, I mean,.the man was 28; now I'm 28 today ... 

DSG: You were 22 at the time, when you wrote the campaign material. 

SPALDING: I ~Jas a baby. 

DSG: I'm only 21 now; where does that put me? [laughter] 

SPALDING: Well, then, think about you running against me, and think 
about how strongly you would feel that you would be able to represent 
[the students betterJ ... you know, look out on that campus, and see how 
many people there are your age, how many thousands; and the few 
thousands--isn't that weird, a FEW thousand--who are my age, and you'd 
see that in your mind, there is a very clear split here. Now, take 
that one step further, and you think, "My God, who cares?" But at the 
time, everything matters and everybody cares. 

DSG: Especially if you want to get elected. 

SPALDING: That's right. Absolutely. So anyway, Jim had a lot of 
people who were former friends of mine, and attracted a certain type 
of person, who I did not and did not want to attract. Jay, as I've 
intimated, had turned pretty much completely against A & S, and took 
himself so seriously that he endorsed Jim Boone. Now, don't interpret 
that to mean that I was mad at him for not endorsing me, because the 
last thing I wanted was any connection with A & S. 

DSG: I read his endorsement in the campaign flyer. 

SPALDING: And it was serious, wasn't it? 

DSG: Well, it was in a lighthearted tone, but serious in what it said. 

SPALDING: Yeah; by that point, that's how Jay was communicating. 

DSG: What was your motivation for running? 

SPALDING: Fol-- running? I was a hack--first and foremost. A real deep 
desire to try some ideas out to see how many people could get involved 
at one time without there being a crisis; and to really look into the 
possibility of moving off campus. That was something that a lot of 
people had kicked around for several years .•. 

DSG: Moving the student government off campus? 

SPALDING: Yes; making it a non-University-sponsored student group. 
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DSG: How could that have been? 

SPALDING: Well, you'd have to be damn good; you'd have to be DAMN good 
to get the funding--you're talking about practically begging on the 
streets from the students. But a lot of people were convinced that if 
the services that we provided wer~ as good as we thought we could pro
vide, then we could survive off campus. And this is an idea that, like 
I said, had been kicked around for YEARS; and the folks who would like 
to believe that ''they abolished the Students• Association" will never 
know--and I don't care--but they'll never know that theirs was not an 
original idea, because, clearly, abolition of the Students• Association 
is coupled with moving off campus. This was something that a lot of 
people had considered for a long time. And to get the funding out of 
the blue, the way we did--that may have been why we got the funding: we 
always were positive that we were bugged ••• 

DSG: 11 1,&Je don't fund what we don't control" [Frank ErwinJ, and what we 
fund, we control? 

SPALDING: Uh-huh. So it would just make it real lucrative for us to 
stay on campus; I mean, "Here's a carrot ••• ", you know? And you get 
the idea that it would be kind of dumb for us to get off campus, but 
we still considered it, and at the time I was running, it was a very 
important idea to me, and to a lot of people. That was something that 
I really wanted to kick around. But when you get into the day-to-day 
of it, you lose track of everything, and you get into petty politics, 
and you end up never having dinner at home--never; you end up flunking 
every class that you have; ulcers; you know, the whole bit. And you 
think the whole time, "DI<, you can't complain; yo1;-1 ASl<ED for this." 
But you do get overwhelmed by the pettin•ss of it all, and then you lose 
sight of everything you held so precious mere months befor~. So then 
the pettiness of the Student Senate came in, and I couldn't stand it 
anymore; I really felt like I was babysitting, so I gave it to Marc 
Luzzatto, the vice-president.. Well, he interpreted that to mean that 
I was acquiescing to Marc Luzzatto, which was probably the very last 
thing I ever intended to do. I stopped going to Senate meetings for a 
while, but then people started screaming at me for not going, and I 
should have just said, well, something obscene to them, but I didn't. 

DSG: You let him preside over the Senate. 

SPALDING: Yeah, because there was no reason on earth for me to preside. 
And the offic~ of vice-president had just become a ••• a •.• nothing. It 
didn't seem right, and I wasn't just real inclined to sit every Wednes
day--and I'd attended so many stupid Senate meetings that I knew it 
was not going to be an ego trip every week. So I just said, "Here, 
take this; I don't want it.~ 

DSG: He said later on in a newspaper article, I think about the time 
the abolition movement came around, "If we would have had a dynamic 
leader this year, we would not have run into this problem now." 
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SPALDING: 
a problem. 
ac:c:urate. 

That's probably ••• well, f never thought of the abolition as 
And clearly, Marc: was not a dynamic: leader, so that's 

DSG: You think he was evaluating himself, or you? 

SPALDING: I think he SHOULD have been evaluating himself. 

DSG: You were talking before about getting all the people ta partici
pate in the committee system ..• would you say, on the whole, that the 
Students• Association was pretty well representative of the students? 

"SPALDING: I do; I really think so . I was real proud of that. 
. 

DSG: Not only cross-section-wise, but also as far as voter turnout? 

SPALDING: I really think so. That's just from 1 remembering many times 
of looking out of my office during projects that were going on at the 
smattering of people; people who would attend the Senate meetings or 
the special meetings or special projects that we had--just groups of 
people that I think weren't normally involved before; and voting ..• 
voting's hard to say; you never really know. 

DSG: What was voter turnout like? 

• SPALDING: ••• I honestly don't remember. I know it declined; each year
it got a little bit wor-se, except Car-ol's runoff, I think, was pretty 
high .•• 

• 

Maybe 12% of the campus voted during the referendum, but that's 
just an isolated f i-gure. I suspect 'that that vote had a higher turnout 
than any recent elections. There was a definite trend towards deer-ease. 

DSG: How would you describe the Association's relationship with the 
Board of Regents while you were president? Did you still have the 
liaison committee, or any kind of a liaison between the Association and 
the Board of Regents? 

SPALDING: I had been attending the regents meetings since Carol~ since 
, 75 ••• 

DSG: As a ret,presentative of th£~ Stupents" Association? 

SPALDING: Oh, anyone can attend. The only time you'd ever be a repr-e
sentative would be when you were an officer in th~ Association .••. 

DSG: But when you were president. were you attending as a representa·
ti ve; I mean, were you allowed to-~peak? How did they view your input? 

SPALDING: We spoke. They agreed to abolish the Students" Association; 
I stood there and begged them to, and then a lot of people stood up and 
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said "please don't." I'm not going to say that because I said "do it," 
they did it--my ego's not THAT big! It was really no big deal; if you 
never e»pected much, you weren't surprised. I'll tell you, when Lady 
Bird [Johnson] got off, that was the worst thing that could have ever 
happened to the University; that woman ... ! think next to Dr. [Margaret] 
Berry, I admired Lady Bird the most of any professional, period. She 
was practically crying when Dr. Rogers' appointment [was madeJ •.• it was 
amazing •••• 

DSG: She was one of the three who voted against it ... 

SPALDING: Still, talking about it sends chills up· and down my back. 
And Carol went up to her and grabbed her h~nd, and Lady Bird had tears 
in her eyes, and she said, "Carol, I'm so sorry. 11 I mean, we vJere al 1 
cryi ng--men, women, everybody; we t.-Jere saying, "Oh my Gc1d, what are we 
going to do?'' So I always me~sure regents meetings against that. 

DSG: I'm curious .•• this is off the subject, bLtt.... I a!:.ked Gover-nor 
Shivers, "Why was student-faculty input ignored?" And he. said, "t.>Jel 1 , 
it wasn't ignored; we listened to them for several months, and met with 
them, took their input." And I said, "But she W!3.Sn' t on the 1 i st--vJr1y 
did you pick her?" "Well, we felt like she was best qualified for the 
job." He said it like, that's IT; so I dropped it. What was the story 
behind that? 

SPALDING: I don't really know; no one I've ever talked to quite knows . 
If you ever want to know, I think Janie Strauss would be a real good 
place to start--Janie Strauss McGarr ... 

DSG: As in Cappy? 

SPALDING: Yep. Cute, huh? [laughing] God bless love! 
Hopefully, that won't come across on the tape. 

DSG: I don't know how to spell it. 

[gagging sound] 

SPALDING: But anyway, she was on the selection committee ••• and a wo
man, what was her name, Doris so~ebody--no one was real sure where she 
came from. And I think that may have been all on that committee. Of 
course there were other committees--! mean, there were committees to 
study the committees, but they were the official committee .•. 

DSG: So no one really knows why Dr. Rogers was selected. 

SPALDING: Well, they're consistent, I'll tell you that. 
only said that., openly: "That's right, she wasn't on the 
absolutely right. And yes, we know what all we promised, 
that she was best for the University." That's all I know. 
being evasive; that's ALL I know. 

They have 
list, you're 
but we felt 

I'm not 

DSG: OK--how about your relationship with the administration? 
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SPALDING: They had some goofy ••. we had this running meetiFlg every 
week; why I cooperated with it, I'll never know, It was dumb! We'd 
just sit around and chat ••• 

DSG: Who we? 

SPALDING: [Jim] Duncarr, [David] McClintock, [James] Hurst--wonderful, 
wonderful man, a psychologist--anyway, we'd sit around every week and 
kind of discuss what we were doing, what's going on. Marc and I tried 
to be very selective, of course; you don't want to say, •• •.. and then 
we• re going to make a statement against you. " And Dr. Duncan vJoul d 
always sa.y, "You know, you really ought to apologize to Dr. Rogers," 
and I would just laugh at him--I mean, come on, I had nothing to say to 
her; it was just absurd. But it was that type of tone. 

DSG: It was an antagonistic relationship with the administration? 

SPALDING: No, not really; just in certain areas. I wouldn't call it 
antagonistic; I would cal 1 it "cool." They al 1 had real, real c 1 assy 
ways of turning around and stabbing you in the back. Nothing was ever 
accomplished by standing Ltp and saying, "These people stabbed me in the 
back." After the first fevJ times, a better approach was just don't 
communicate with them--well, very rarely. So I would say it was a cool 
relationship. I'm serious, and I don't know if anybody else has ever 
said this to you, but we were all convinced t~at the whole place was 
bugged, because it was just amazing haw many times we'd be discussing 
things, and they'd be mentioned to us; answers given when we didn't ask 
questions; things like that, just really bizarre. So with that type of 
paranoia--I'll clearly admit that this was a really odd approach--but 
we felt like they knew what we were doing anyway, so what need was 
there to discuss it?; just let it surface. I don't know how else to 
answer this ••• there was just nothing to be accomplished. Jim Hurst 
was a wonderful person, and tried as best he could; and in his own way, 
at the time, McClintock was still salvageable, and Rich [Heller] was, 
but Jim Duncan--he's now with the system, isn't he?-- •.•• 

Anyway, I remember those meetings; I remember some students on 
search committees, things like that that we participated in. 

DSG: I was going to ask you about that, your relationship with the 
faculty and staff on committees and so forth .•• 

SPALDING: Pretty good. I always enjoyed those committees immensely. 

DSG: Did th~y seem to have a mutual respect? 

SPALDING: I think so; I really do. Now, after it left the committee 
and went on to the administration, then we all knew it was out of our 
hands; but at least we were in that group together •••• Those search 
committees are very good; you do a lot. But then, once you've made 
your recommendation to the administration, they turn around and stab 
you in the back. so it didn't really matte~. What I'm saying is at 
that point, you've all spent weeks and in some cases months working 
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together--the faculty and the students--trying to dig up information, 
attack it in a cohesive fashion, things like that. So those types of 
projects were wonderful. 

DSG: Were you represented on the University Council? 

SPALDING: Yes. 

'DSG: Did the students really have a voice, given what the relationship 
was? 

SPALDING: Not good; they never did. I mean, they would listen to you, 
but those things were so big .•• and the minutes would come out, and 
they'd be so thick, mostly with roll call and things like that. Marc 
Luzzatto spent more time in that than I did, the reason being that that 
just didn't attract me as being particularly helpful in any respect. 

DSG: Did the Association, during your term, have any kind of control 
over the allocation of the student services fee? 

SPALDING: We were just starting. We had a fairly candid series of 
meetings between the students and again, McClintock, I think Hurst 
attended occasionally, and several other people. But they were fairly 
candid and listened to the requests, the breakdowns of the budgets of 
the existing groups .•• 

• DSB: Did yoLt not have any power to al 1 ocat~ to begin li'Ji th? 

• 

SPALDING: Right. 

DSG: None at all. 

SPALDING: Just surface; that was probably the only sad part about the 
abolition, was that we had just gotten the committee. 

DSG: Do you know when it .was that that was [first] taken away? 

SPALDING: It was never there when I was at the University of Texas. 
In the Student Lobby Committee, there was always a bill trying ta creat 
a Student Services Fee Committee. 

DSG: And there was no student input on it whatsoever. 

SPALDING: Not to my knowledge . . 
DSG: OK, I"m sorry; you were saying .... 

SPALDING: Then it finally passed. 

DSG: That you would have a committee with--what powers? Advisory, or 
what •.. ? 
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SPALDING: Since we never really finished, I'm going to say I don't re
member. I'm embarassed to tell you that. I don't know whether it was 
advisory or if it was full. I just don't remember .•• I'd like to think 
that it was full, but .••• See, my term ended about April 1, and of 
course it had already been abolished by then--that was real funny: 
Roberto Alonzo never got over the shock, and the guy who he had picked 
to be his AA [ad mini stra.t. i ve assist ant :I went around saying, "My God, you 
people are acting like ther .. e's no more student government or anything!", 
~ecause Roberto was having all these interviews and all this, and 
everyone was saying, "My God, there rs no Students• Association. II It 
was really kind of unfortunate. But anyway, he and his group really 
never quite comprehended that there was no need to have committee meet
ings and all that, because there was nothing left. Sad. 

But anyway, the Student Services Fee Committee had not finished 
its term out, so we never reached the point of finding out. 

DSG: How important would you say that power is, to allocate the fee? 

SPALDING: If it's complete, if it's not just an advisory capacity, it's 
more than 50%--I'd say it's 75%--but it's not the whole ball of wax. 

DSG: What if it's just an advisory capacity? 

SPALDING: It's better than nothing, and yet, to an extent, a lot of 
people get sucked into the feeling of ''Oh, well, they SAY we're advisory, 
but really we're the final t.-mrd here." And then they yell and scream 
"cause we're not. 

DSG: That was true at one time ... 

SPALDING: Yes. Rumor has it; I never saw it. 

DSG: Well, it was long, long before you were in school .•• 

SPALDING: When I was in fourth grade. 

DSG: Even before that ••. The student government submitted the recom
mendation, and it was pretty much a rubber stamp from there. 

SPALDING: That's trLte. 

DSG: Besides the ones that you've already talked about, what other 
sorts of campus-related issues did the Association address itself to 
d~ring your t~rm? What were the main programs? 

SPALDING: Well, we had the Students' Association Film Program; that 
was always very good .••• The garage sale was not effective at all. 
We had a warehouse, that was wonderful and I really wished somebody 
had picked that up .•• the Co-Op owned some warehouses over in East 
Austin, and we rented one of the warehouses from them--we almost went 
into two; we started advertising in April, so if we'd had more time 
it would have. At the end of the school year, when people started 
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moving out who were coming back to school, they'd come in and leave 
their stuff, and we'd section off an area and give them a receipt •.• 
and they came back in August and got it out--you know, bicycles, 
mattresses, all kinds of things, kitchen stuff--for people who didn"t 
want to drag it halfway around the country. And if you needed to get 
into it during the summer, you could do that. We rented it out, I 
think, per foot. It was very, very effective; just wonderful, and we 
felt really good about it. Of co0rse, all kinds of hell could have 
broken loose in terms of liability had anything happened, but I know 
that we did everything we could in trying to foresee any possible 
accidents. But anyway, that was something we were real proud of. 

The book sale, that was Marc's, and as I understand it, was very 
effective; and he said that it was patterned after what he knew from 
what he had experienced up here, at S.M.U., and from what I"ve seen 
here, it's very true--it is a very effective program ..•• It worked 
out fine. We had a plant sale that made a lot of money; the Halloween 
dance was great--we all had a lot of fun doing that. We made money; it 
was not much, but I know we made money, and i thought we were going to 
lose. But it was just something that was fun; a lot of the Students• 
Associations-in the past, aside from Skip and Jay, hadn't done anything 
that was just fun, something silly. We wanted an all-University dance, 
and we had it; I mean, there were people from everywhere, and it was by 
no means just the sororities and fraternities. A lot of people had 
S 1L1spected that the only people who would shoi.-J up would be the Greeks, 
but it wasn"t that-way at all. We had all kinds of things: a beauty 
pageant, a costume contest and all--it was just silly, but it was fun . 
It was in the Union ballroom, an old-timey dance, and it was just great. 

The buddy program--do you ever hear of Alan Grundy? 

DSG: No •.. 

SPALDING: This was like the campus escort system that you have present
ly; it was the year before, and Skip and Jay called it then the buddy 
system. But the only problem there was that everybody was afraid after 
a ~'hi 1 e that some of the "buddies" were going to tur-n out to be rapists, 
which I think was a legitimate fear, because we had absolutely no con
trol. So that kind of fizzled out; but the Student Services Committee, 
as always, did the most work--you know, just keeping things going, doing 
all kinds of little service projects here and there, things like that. 
A lot of real normal things; nothing really stands out. 

~ . . . . . . . . . 
DSG: The last constitution's preamble said that one of the purposes 
of student government was to allow students ''participation in the 
overall polic'y- and decision-making processes of the University." You 
had the input on the faculty-student committees, and so forth; but on 
student-related administrative policy decisions, did you have any kind 
of input? 

SPALDING: You mean a proposed policy change? 

DSG: Yes; or were you ever able to initiate any kind of policy changes 
that would have affected the students? 
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SPALDING: I just c:an't remember ••• Pm thinking of a thousand dealings 
with different administrators, but that was al~ays in terms of differ
ent projects, approvals ••• 

DSG: So you were mostly oriented towards student service. 

SPALDING: Service, right. 

DSG: What about off-campus affairs? You said' you had the Legislative 
1 ob by ••• 

SPALDING: That was always wonderful; always. The city lobby committee. 
was less noticeable, because that was a year-'round job. The folks on 
the St~te lobby c:ommittee always did a marvelous job. We always had a 
wonderful relationship with a lot of legislators, for two reasons: one 
was because we were so visible, and we could get media attention im
mediately; and the second reason was because we were always integral to 
the Texas Students' Association, and therefore we were picking up vibes 
from their stµdent constituents. And that work was very strong,_ for 
the TSA. You know, Lubbock would contact us if extra pressure needed to 
be given to their rep, so we would try to find people on campus who 
were from Lubbock, and back up whatever it was that the students' ,as
sociation at Tech was saying .•. just try to coordinate efforts, and use 
the mass populace as much as possible. 

• DSG: Were yoLt in the NSA at that point? 

• 

SPALDING: I attended~ meeting in Houston .•. but the dUes for NSA were 
just overwhelming. It was a good experience attending the NSA meeting, 
but to me, it didn't justify the several hundred dollars it was going 
to cost, because thE initial outlay wasn't the only part of the pic
ture; you also had to be involved in different things and fly all over 
the country, and we just didn't have the resources .••. I think that, 
because it was in Houston, I attended to see if we should rejoin, since 
we had some consistent funding ..•. 

So it was predominantly student services ••• 

DSG: In the same vein as Frank Fleming? 

SPALDING: Well ••• 

DSG: Not necessarily by the same methods; but he seemed to concentrate 
hia efforts on campus--a shift from, say, Sand~ Kress. 

SPALDING: To an extent, yes; because it touched the lives of students 
a lot more concretely than bringing in HEW--which is not a small feat; 
I'm not at all denegrating him on that--it"s just that, in order to 
help as many people ~s quickly as possible, in different ways, with the 
money that we had, we had to show them that we represented them in 
every way possible. We did what you would call the piddling things; the 
book sales, the warehouse, garage sales, dances, pizza parties~ things 
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like that--to be visible, to involve as many people as possible; because 
all of these involved a lot of volunteers, time, contributions, per
forming, decorating, crap like that. Bringing in HEW, of course, is 
marvelous--but how many people does that affect? What it does, though, 
is it grabs the University by its balls; that's no small task. 

DSG: Did the Association provide an effective official "voice" for the 
student body in your view? 

SPALDING: I remember one time we tried to poll people; in fact, we had 
a polling organization .•. Sara Avant, that was part of Student Services. 
We tried one, and it just failed miserably. Sara Avant was Phone Poll 
Subcommittee Chairwoman. We really worked hard on it; it was just for 
different opinions •••• We couldn't get enough student senators to par
ticipate; it was real interesting. It's things like that; I mean, here 
you have the committee people working their butts off, and your senators 
just, you know, don't have a whole lot of time for it ..•. Anyway, we 
tried, and what it required~ net only in actual polling, but in tabu
lating the results--it was absolutely overwhelming, and none of us had 
access to a computer.... It jLtst didn't work. 

DSG: It wasn't technically feasible? 

SPALDING: Right. It was not at all that there weren't opinions out 
there to be gotten. 

Each senator was supposed to have office hours and put up a sug
gestion box; nothing substantive ever came of that. No one ever said, 
"And this is what I got in my suggestion bo:-: today." 

DSG: So would you say it was not really the official voice of the 
students? 

SPALDING: Oh, no; we never were. 
Jay's year, Carol's year •••• 

Never while I was there were we: 

DSG: What about from the point of view of the average rank-and-file 
stLtdent? 

SPALDING: The average rank-and-file student would say, "These folks 
are taking my money, and they ain't doin' shit, and I want to vote to 
abolish them. 11 And what ·I woLtl d say in r-esponse to that was, "That• s 
fine, but I'm voti~g first, and I'm voting the exact same way you 
are, 11 because_ that• s e>:actl y what I did. 

DSG: How about from the point of view of the administration? 

SPALDING: Well, I think they would react by the classic stalling 
tactic, so it really wouldn't matter if it was the hacks, the students, 
or the Students' Association that wanted something. And eventually, if 
enotigh students kept at it over a couple of years, I think that they 
would initiate it, but there were a lot of loopholes for them to get 
out of. 
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DSG: What about off-campus? 

SPALDING: Off~campus, we had a lot of impact, I think. They had 
no one else to go to for comments on what the students were thinking, 
and so forth. And a lot of times I was interviewed, and I would al
ways say, "You cannot say that I am representing all the people on 
this campus; it jLt.st c:annot be," and never once saw that printed. I 
would lobby for the Students• Associe.tion, and say, "I am standing 
here as an individual who is student body president; I'm the only 
president we have, but I'm not going to stand here and say I represent 
42,000 students. It's just not that way.'' But they'd always interpret 
it that way. But at any rate, off-c:ampus, since we were the only group 
that .people could come to, I think that we had a lot more impact. On 
campus, we were just a little fly to be dealt with, as we always were. 
We were probably a little less to be worried about than Jay's adminis
tration was, mainly because they were up to so many different things, 
and nobody really knew what they were going to pull off next. We were 
a lot more predictable; a lot more mainstream. Something that I will 
•lways regret I think has fizzled out--the Women's Center would be 
something that I would say with pride. to anybody who ever asked, "I 
started this.'' We spent four or five years working on itr but we. fi
nally got the Women's Center upstairs [in the UnionJ ... we had to go 
through all kinds of shit with the Union Board .•. 

DSG: What did the Wom~n·s Center do? 

SPALDING: It was an integral part of campus, just to coordinate the 
different schools and colleges• progr·ams and bibliographies and pro
jects and le~tur~rs, lending libraries, films--everything imaginable, 
on campus as well as pooling information from off campus, for women. 

DSG: Normally, I ask what was the general attitude of students 
towards the Students• Association, but ••. 

SPALDING: I think the abolition speaks for itself. You know, if more 
people had cared, it would have been a higher percentage to vote 
against. I think that most people really didn't think it could happen; 
I really think that if they had known that this would be recorded and 
the regents would follow whatever the students vote, I think the 
turnout would have been 30,000 to abolish it. 

DSG: I had wanted to ask you about the abolition. Of course. we've 
already talke'd about it here and there, but.... You had SARC. II [the 
second Students• Association Restructuring Committee], a hand-me-down 
from Carol, right at the end. What was SARC II ••• 

SPALDING: "Son of SARC .•• 11 

DSG: ••. and what happerred to SARC I? 

• SPALDING: I think that their proposal was voted down by Jay's Senate, 
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if I remember correctly; I don't think it was ours. I think that 
SARC II, Son of SARC, may have been created, or at least was being 
conceived, at the end of Jay•s term. I think that it was falrly clear 
that the SARC I had lost all of its creativity and credibility. And 
what was seen and envisioned was that there was a need for using some 
mf the good things about SARC I, but with a new approach. I don't 
really know; I never was really impressed with them. They don•t stick 
in my mind. These folks sat around every Saturday morning, for months; 
every meeting that I attended was just a lot of socializing. What they 
were coming up with, for the amount of time and money they had was just 
overwhelming. And I don't know what the difference was between SARC I 
and SARC II; not five years later, I don't. 

DSG: So you had a new document presented to the students ••• 

SPALDING: We took that very seriously. 

DSG: But didn't the Senate vote that down? 

SPALDING: Yeah; but what I"m saying is that Senate meeting, we warned 
them beforehand, gave them a couple weeks warning; had them come by and 
read it, discuss it in small groups .•. it was probably the only time that 
I ~as clearly and sincerely impressed with them, because they did take 
it seriously. We were talking about the cumulative years of work that 
went into it, and we had maybe a four or five hour Senate meeting to 
discuss it. When we started it off, I chaired it, because Marc had a 
lot of feelings on it, and I just mostly wanted to make sure that it ran 
smoothly, and Marc was not real gdod at making sure things ran smoothly. 
We told them beforehand that they were going to have this amount of 
time, then we'd break it down and go into a clear debate, if that•s 
what we wanted. It really worked very well; and they voted it down. 
Whatever decision they ultimately reached I think was well thought out, 
and probably as sincere a representation of the student body as there 
could have been. 

DSG: OK, so then it was set before the students anyway; why was that? 

SPALDING: I'm not real sure; I think that at the same time that was 
going on, there were rumors that there was a plan afoot to abolish. In 
fact, that may have been why .•• I might be wrong here, but it may have 
come up at the same time that the abolition vote was coming up. There 
were like two or three weeks in a row; every Wednesday there was some 
kind of vote about the Students~ Association--it was really weird. I'm 
sure the students got sick and tired of it. Anyway, it was in early 
spring of that year. 

DSG: The two votes were held at the same time ...• 

SPALDING: I don't know why it went to the students. I'd like to think 
that the Senate felt that this was a recommendation to the student body 
that they were opposed to it, but the students were free to vote on 
whatever constitution they wanted to. That may really have been why it 
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• was sent to the stLtdents. 

•· 
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DSG: So then, the stLtdents had several options: they had the option to 
approve the constitLttion, they had the option to keep it the way it 
was, and they had the option to abolish the Association. 

SPALDING: And they had the option of putting "none of the above." That 
was part of every constitution tha't I could pLtt in, that at i;:very el ec
ti on, ·they woL1ld have the option of pLttting "none of the above, 11 just 
because it would give people the chance to say ''This is shit, but I want 
to vote. I want to vote for my student senator, but these folks are 
fools." Things like that. 

DSG: OK .•• you've got the Committee to Retire Aspiring Politicos <CRAP> 
in there; you've got the Constructive Abolition Movement working; and 
the students come to the polls to vote on it. What happened on that 
day--why was the vote ta abolish? What were the stLtdents thinking? 

SPALDING: That they were not being represented; they were in a ~bsition 
for the first and probably the last time in their lives to vote to a
bolish a government of any sort. You know, that's a heady experience. 
We weren't representing them. And I fully mean to encompass everyone 
who preceded me, certainly for the past few years. We couldn't repre
sent them the way they needed to be represented, or in ways that they 
would truly benefit from it, because of the structure--the agency 
status, and all that. Our hands were tied, and other parts of our ana
tomy, and there was nothing we could do--I mean, the best we could do 
were the garage sales or the dances, an occasional trot down to lobby 
the Legislature, appearances--we couldn't do a whole lot • .. 

DSG: You said, "going back a ways." Ho\.'J far back? When was it last 
effective? 

SPALDING: I couldn't even answer that. 

DSG: I know it's a pretty subjective question .•• 

SPALDING: I really couldn't answer that; I could only tell yoLt that 
from the five years that I studied <the paper I wrote>, none of them 
did anything that, I think, had the vote been held at their point in 
time, that it would have ·come out any differently than it did on mine. 
We'll never know; that's just my opinion. But the tradition was, we 
had a Students• Association run by a bunch of hacks, who could not ac
complish what'needed to have been accomplished to represent the stu
dent body--for whatever reasons, and there were several. Another 
reason ~or abolishing was becaLtse they could do away with a government 
for the only time in their lives. Personal dislike for me •••. 

DSG: That came into play? 

SPALDING: I would think ••• I"m sure that there were people who voted 
against it just to get at me. Now what's fLtnny about all that is that 
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I was voting to abolish it too, so it didn't hurt me at all. And the 
whole hope behind it was that there would be somebody or somebodies 
strong enough--and there were clear indications from people who I'd 
been working with for several months--to take it off campus, to make it 
work, to make it fly. And it never did. 

DSG: Were a lot of the students aware of that, do you think? It 
seemed like, from reading the paper, that a lot of people were saying, 
"Well, we've abolished it. In three weeks or a month or six months, 
next term, we'll put in a new structure, and everything will be all 
better," or, "We' 11 put in a new structure, and everything will be the 
same as it was before." But "we will put in a new structure," either 
way; the abolition was only temporary--but five years? Were students 
voting with the supposition that it was only a temporary thing? 

SPALDING: I don't know. Some were, because, as you said, in the Texan 
there were 1 ots of discussions about "This is only temporary." A 1 ot 
of people were saying it should never have even been: "Let's never see 
it again"; and a lot of people were saying, "Let's take it off campus 
and get control of our own lives for a change." Those other two 
theories were not very popular in the Texan as you will see, because you 
never read about them. 

DSG: Sandy theorized, from his point of view as president 1973-74: "I 
think students were faced with a long series of disappointments .•• we 
weren't able to do as much on campus as we would have liked to be able 
to do ••. then you had Frank Fleming, who was very conservative, and 
Carol Crabtree, who was more moderate; you had Jay and Skip, who went, 
to the point of anarchy. The students felt like, 'We've tried every
thing and nothing has worked; let's get rid of it."" Do you think that 
was part of it also? 

SPALDING: Yes; that's what I'm saying~-none of us had truly represented 
them. None of us. It's not something that I'm proud of; but it was 
bound to happen sooner or later. And I am conv~nced it would have 
happened just as easily sooner as it would five years from now--maybe 
the last thing you do . 

DSG: •••• What prospects do you .see for the Students• Association now? 

SPALDING: Bleak. I haven't told you this: I have a little brother 
who lives in Moore-Hill now ••• he's almost as big a hack as I am, and he 
knows that I particularly would enjoy hearing what's going on at U.T. 
He said, the bther day he read something about elections today, and he 
just thought, "Well, fuck this!" And I said, "Well, why did you say 
that, Bill?" And he said, "I don't need to vote for this; it's jLtst 
going to be more of the same.'' I said, "Well, Bill, how do you know 
this?" He said, "Well, it's always the same." And I said, "How many 
people feel this way, Billy?" And he said, "Oh, everybody at Moore
Hill does!" 

I don't know how true that is. But if you don't get off campus, 
• what are you going to solve? You're not going to change the agency 
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status; you're not going to change anything. Nothing's changed, but 
the student body has turned over--we've got new hacks and a new con
stitution now, but what else has changed? You know, they~re going to 
start butting their heads against the University as soon as they come 
up with a really great project; and then I think it's going to be 
something like Eureka!, but in a really negative way; it's going to be 
"NOW I und£:?rstand why they never got anything done." 

DSG: 
ago? 

Is there any ~ay to get back to the way it was, say, 25, 30 years 

SPALDING: Get off campus now, or else not take on the agency status, 
and you don't have a choice there. 

DSG: If you're on campus, you hav~ the agency status. 

SPALDING: If you want to use the facilities, sure; absolutely. There's 
just no way around that ••• unless there's something illegal that's going 
on there, that you have to play by their rules or don't play at all if 
you're going to be on campus. But other than that, you'd have to get 
off campus. And that's not the worst thing in the world; it doesn't 
mean that you're not representative. If anything, I think that would be 
indicative to the student body that these folks mean business and real 
representation. And I think they'd be a little less likely to be hacks, 
because there's more at stake here; it's not instant popularity. So 
that's how, if you want to get back to 25 years ago--either change the 
rules of the University, ha ha, or get off campus. 

DSG: Five days from now, we're going to elect a new Students' Associ-
ation president ••. if he were to come up here next weekend, and sit down 
with you where I am now, and say "Judy, look back on your e:-:perience. on 
what you've studied,, what you know about the Students• Association--what 
sugg·estions coLtld you give me-••• 11 

SPALDING: Don't do it. 

DSG: But he's already in office! 

SPALDING: Resign! 

DSG: " ••• what suggestions could you give me to make it work?" 

SPALDING: Don~t take yourself seriously. Fall in love with somebody, 
or have your ~oommate sign a pact with you that says ''I will make you 
feel like shit once a week," just so your ego won't get overwhelmed, 
because you'll need that. 

I don't want to be bitter here. Every time that you open your 
mouth and criticize people, stop first and think how much of what you 
are criticizing them for are things that you're guilty of as well. I 
know I made that mistake a lot. 

Having an agenda of thr~e or maybe four projects could probably 
be the single most radical, revolutionary, and con~tructive thing you 
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could possibly do--if you do nothing else but those four things that 
you set your mind to, then you've been successful. 

And don't plan on getting rich • 
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PAUL BEBALA 

April S, 1983 

' It was an experience in what he humorously, but aptly, termed 
"•icrowave government#: in four months, Paul Begala had the responsi
bility for converting the words of the new Students' Rssociation 
Co~stitution into a working, functional student government structure. 
Rnd, perhaps •ore importantly, many students, skeptical after the 
initial win of Sam Hurt's Hank the Hallucination, were waiting to 
be convinced that student government would be responsible, effective, 
and worthwhile, as its proponents had promised. I asked Paul, a~ he 
finished cleaning out his office in the Texas Union on the day after 
he passed the president's gavel to his successor, to evaluate the 
performance of the Rssociation in those areas, and to look ahead at 
its prospects in the future. 

DSG: You ended up building an entire committee structure in only a 
few months. How well did that work--how efficient was it? 

BEGALA: I think it worked real well. We had some overlap, but that's 
to be expected, because fer the committees that I listed on a piece of 
paper, I had clear notions what each one should do; and then each com
mittee chairman shaped that to his or her idea. So we had, for example, 
University Policy and Consumer Affairs, which basi~ally coalesced, 
because they were both so concerned with housing. It wasn't supposed 
to work that way on paper, but it just happened that way. I think it 
worked very well, though; I like--I liked, past tense, I guess, now-
having 10 committees. Mi~ch [KreindlerJ's organization is different; 
he'd rather consolidate them to seven, and that's fine. The reason 
I liked ten is because you get only a few senators on each committee, 
and there's no way three or four senators can do all the work of the 
Consumer Affairs Committee, so they HAVE to get out there; they just 
have to, or else they look bad. 

DSG: And get other students involved. 

BEGALA: An~ try to get other students. I've come to realize that 
with campus politicoes, the best way to motivate them--and I've tried 
to use the glowing rhetoric whenever I've been able to, but really, 
the very best way, the only way, to motivate them--is through 
their self-interest. So with these committee chairs--and eve~ybody's· 
always ,running for something, if they're a Student Senator--! tried 
to make them ~ealize that it was in their best interests politically, 
and in the Association's best interests professionally, to get non
politicoes involved; and I think that's been a real success. 

DSG: We were talking a little bit, before we were on tape, about the 
student services fee. There were several changes made to the consti
tution during the summer by the regents, mainly ••• giving the adminis
tration review power. What progress was made towards undoing the 
changes that were made by the regents, specifically with regard to 
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fee control and appointments to committees, and so on? 

BEGALA: Well, in some areas, it turned out that the changes made by 
the regents just weren't important, because they really essentially 
didn't apply. 

DSG: How was that? 

BEGALA: Well, for e>:ample, appointments to University-wide committees. 
I didn't make any, because they were already made when I came into 
offi~e, and I didn't want to be in the position of having to displace 
the students who were already serving on the campus-wide committees. 
The way it will work now with University-wide appointments, I'm told-
Flawn agreed this morning--is that Kreindler will essentially make all 
the appointments. Flawn is in the position, because of the regents• 
amendment, of approving them; but I think that Flawn will approve all 
of Kreindler's appointments. 

To answer your question, no progress has really been made in 
changing the things that we didn't like that the regents put on there. 
I felt the regents out on various changes, such as one that's partitu
larly onerous to me, the requirement that the president carry 12 hours 
and have a 2.5 GPA during his term. That excludes a lot of good 
people; just because their grade-point is low doesn't mean that they 
couldn't be a good student body president--John Schwartz didn't have 
the requisite grade-point to run for president, and he's the smartest 
guy on campus, politically. So, I think that was a bad one, and I felt 
the regents out about it; specifically, the one I thought would be most 
sympathetic was Janie Briscoe--and she wanted to hear nothing of it. 
They want to make sure that these are not "professional students." 

DSG: What about with the control of the student services fee? 

BEGALA: I've come to realize, since I've worked at the Legislature for 
the last year and a half before I came here, that the way to get things 
changed at the University of Texas is not by trying to cajole the 
regents or to persuade the administration: it's to bypass them. That 
was the greatest lesson of Sandy Kress' administration--this place is 
not conducive to change from within, but they are incredibly sensitive 
to pressure from without, especially from the Legislature. This Uni
versity is, and it sees itself as, a creation of the Legislature and 
a child of it. It helps-us, as students, to know that the Legislature 
is only a few hundred yards down the street. 

So we've drafted a piece of legislation, one that I worked on last 
year before I' was elected; ••• Lloyd Doggett's agreed to carry it, and 
it~s going to get the full weight of his seniority behind it. It es
sentially gives students as much control over the student services 
fee as they ever can have under the constitution. That, to me, has 
been the single most important issue. 

DSG: That's where the regents can only override the [allocation] by 
a two-thirds vote? 
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BEGALA: The bill as drafted puts parking under the purview of the 
Student Services Fee Committee, which it is not; it puts the interest 
off of student money back in the student accounts, where it does not 
go now •••• It also requires the President of the University to meet 
with the Student Services Fee Committee--and this way, it does not 
bypass the President: he gets his input at this meeting, and the Fee 
Committee can accomodate that, if they choose to; and then the President 
had to transmit the recommendations of the committee to the regents, 
along with his evaluation of those recommendations. To me, this is 
the real beauty of the process: it forces the regents to do what the 
constitution says they're supposed to, and that is to choose, to decide, 
to manage, and 1not simply to delegate everything, every final decision, 
to the presidents of the institutions. Right now, for instance, President 
Flawn can change anything with just the stroke of his pen--any student 
recommendation on how their money is spent, and he thinks that's good. 

DSG: Does he ever do it? 

BEGALA: Oh, yes; absolutely. Last year, I served on the Fee Committee, 
and he recommended several substantial--sweeping, in some regards-
changes in the way student fees are spent. And none of them were 
changed significantly; I don't have the numbers with me--in fact, the 
administration is so arrogant, that they didn't even inform the Fee 
Committee that they made the changes. And in fact, when I pressed, 
before it went to the regents, to get a copy of it, they said, "No, 
that's sacrosanct; you can't see it.'' And the reasons I was given, 
by a couple of top administrative officials, was "the regents don't 
want to be backed into a corner and railroaded.'' That translates to, 
"The regents don'.t want to be put in the position of making a decision 
between the students and the administration." Well, if they didn't 
want that, they shouldn't have been a regent; they should have declined 
the appointment. So that is our position; I want to put the regents 
on the llne. I think it's good to put them on the spot. 

DSG: Do you think that the regents will tend to make changes in the 
allocation? 

BEGALA: I think the regents are going to be inclined to go with the 
president of the institution; I don't have any illusions about that. 
I've been told many times when I've met with the regents informally 
to try to get them to change things that Flawn had done: "Well, that's 
Pete's campus now, and we can't screw it around"--they're real sensitive 
to being viewed as a meddler~ or a Frank Erwin. Flawn, this morning, 
tried to accuse me of getting the regents bac~' into the process, trying 
to get them to meddle on campus, and I'm not doing that; but I want 
them to be the final decison-making authority. So a lot of times, they 
are going to go with Flawh, but we get out of it is a public hearing; 
and the regents are political animals. The president of the University 
is not, in the sense of statewide politics ••• ; but the regents have to 
be concerned with the way they look on a statewide basis, because there 
hasn~t been a regent on the Board that hasn't wanted to be reappointed~ 
and the governor watches those things real closely . 
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So what we want to do is make it damn hard for the regents to say, 
"Well, we're going to go against the students.'' It's just real funda
mental to me; it's just the same as 1774, the same as taxation without 
representation. And I guarantee that's something you're going to hear 
more and more as the bill comes up--we're considering a "U-Tea Party"; 
we're not sure how, but we're going to have our own Tea Party, a Uni
versity Tea Party •••• 

DSG: You could throw it in Littlefield Fountain ••• 

BEGALA: We may do that; we may throw bags of tea into Littlefield 
Fountain and get arrested [laughingJ. I'm seriously considering that • 

• 
DSG: How well did the members of the Senate work together in this last 
four months? They didn't really have much time to become a unified 
body; how well did it work? 

BEGALA: I was just stunned. I am anti-Greek, period, for the record--my 
brother is a Greek, my father was in a frat, "some of my best friends 
are Greeks"--I'm anti-Greek at the University of Texas because they are 
racist. I don't care if they're elitist; that doesn't bother me; but 
they are racist. And that bothers me so much, because we have a history 
of being racist. So I walked into this office with this tremendous 
anti-Greek prejudice; but it was a Greek-dominated Senate, and I have 
been overwhelmed at the way they've worked together, for the most part. 
We had too many senators who just dropped cut of the process, and have 
not done very much at all--far too many. 

DSG: They stopped coming to meetings? 

BEGALA: Well, they came to Senate meetings; they'd have to, or else 
they'd get kicked out. But they just didn't do anything; they did the 
minimum to stay a Student Senator, and that was a real shame. But we 
had some people--it was funny; towards the end, people were calling 
them "Begala's clique," or something, and most of them I'd never met 
bef ore--they were the ones who were here ·every day, many of them were 
Greek. One of the co-sponsors of our Minority Representation Act, which 
was probably one of the most significant pieces of student legislation 
which has come up, was Greek ••• and realizes that there are some social 
injustices that you can correct. So I've been real impressed with the 
way they worked togetherr It helped a whole lot that we took a retreat; 
we took a weekend, and Flawn sprung for it--I"ll admit it, it was not 
student money; it was extra money he has from the vending machines, 
or something--and we spent $4,000. We went down to Wimberly, and 
stayed on the ranch; that was a tremendous asset, because we didn't 
have the time to eventually work out group dynamics and get to know 
each other; we had to know eath other right away. It was sort of 
"microwave government" here--we tried to get as much done in as short 
a time as possible, and I think .it worked. The retreat was probably 
a big part of it. Gonzalo a·arrientos gave us about seven cases of 
beer, tco--to grease the wheels while we were down there • 
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DSG: How would you evaluate the degree to which the Students' Associa
tion represented the student body as a whole, judging on voter turnout 
and whatever else you think might be a good measure? 

BEGALA: Well, I think voter turnout has been and probably will cont~nue 
to be abysmal and embarassing. But it is on a statewide and intenational 
basis ••• 

DSG: But not as bad. 

BEGALA: Not as bad, certainly. I think a lot of it is because stu
dents aren't aware of what we're doing; I pointed that out last night 
in my speech--we need to make them aware. We need to bring up issues 
that they have a stake in, and to me the most salient i~sue is student 
fees, and I hope that the other students will agree with that. But if 
they don't, there's plenty of other things that, if you publicize them 
enough and let people know, I think the average student will latch on 
to one or two of these things, whether it's TA and AI salaries, or 
East Austin expansion, or minority rights or women's rights, or rape 
prevention, book exchanges, hou$ing .•. whatever. So I think that we 
have not gotten enqugh people to participate, yet, in the voting 
process; but I think we represent v~ry well. Sometimes it's tough, 
because as the year's gone on,. I've become very friendly with Ron 
Brown, and very antagonistic with Charles Franklin and Bob Mettlen, 
who are the two most arrogant ~dministrators that we have. But it 
turns out that these are nice people, and this is all a very subtle 
cooptation process; and this is one bf the reasons that I think it's 
good that I'm getting out and Kreindler's coming in--because it's hard, 
once you've seen Flawn out of his element, and realized he's really not 
a fearsome, nasty person with horns; and you've met his wife, and 
you've chatted--it's hard then, to stand up like I did last night, and 
say that what he's doing is wrong. And they do that deliberately. 
You know, it's nice to be able td go to cocktail parties with the 
governor, and then after that it's hard to criticize them. But, I 
think that we've been ••• real good about continually questioning them, 
continually pricking at the administration, because I really do believe 
that this University has little or no conscience, and that the con
science has to come from the student body. 

DSG: How well did the senators stay in contact with their constituents? 

BEGALA: I don't really know. To different degrees; some not at all. 
But those who were elected specifically, say, at-large, because of the 
Greek population, I think they've probably stayed in real close touch, 
because they live with those people, they party with, them ••• somebody's 
going to bump into them at the house or at a street party and say, 
"You're a Student Senator; what are you doing about my issue?" 
I think those who were elected specifically from, say, Liberal Arts, 
have had an easier time, being from the colleges, because they have 
the rcollegeJ council setup, and they've been real good about that. 
Well, I think they've been good about it; the graduate students have 
been better than the undergraduates . 
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DSG: I'm curious about the interrelationships between the Students• 
Association and some of the other power groups on campus--TSP, Union 
Board, Senior Cabinet, and to a lesser degree, the college councils. 
Did you sit on the Union Board and TSP? 

BEGALA: Oh, yes; both. 

DSG: As chairman? 

BEGALA: No; I was a member. 

DSG: It used to be under the constitution that the president or his 
representative--usually, he did it--was president of both the Union 
Board and the TSP Board. 

SEGALA: I like that a lot better. And not just because I have a lust 
for power, because my terms on both those boards are over. 

DSG: What I was wondering about was, as I believe you mentioned last 
night, Senior Cpbinet was created by the regents, perhaps not in a 
conscious effort to undermine the student government, but certainly to 
look for a responsible student voice where there didn't seem to be 6ne 
in the Association--which had the effect of undermining student govern
ment; and you mentioned that you worked very well with Julie Tindall, 
and so forth • 

SEGALA: Sure. Julie's been Chair [of Senior CabinetJ for two years; 
she's the one who talked me into running for this office, and for every 
office 1~ve ever run for; she's been an older sister and mentor. So 
it's hard for me to divorce the Senior Cabinet from Julie, but when I 
try to do that, I still think that the Senior Cabinet and the Students• 
Association will continue to work together--they have to. What we need 
to keep pushing is that we have common interests that far outweigh any 
of the petty squabbling we might have, whether it's over fees, or "turf," 
or whatever. A gQod case is the Student Guide To Courses and Instructors, 
which student government ~sed to publish and, in our absence, Senior 
Cabinet published--what do we do now? That had a potential to be a 
tremendously bitter turf fight; but I sat down with Tindall and said, 
"Let's co-publish it •••• " And that committment's there; I'll be gone 
next year and Julie will-be gone next year, but Kreindler and Julie 
Tindall's successor I think will be bound by that precedent. 

DSG: Do you~hink there's really a need for Senior Cabinet? 

BEGALA: I do; I really do. I was on a college council, and I was an 
officer of it. The need-for Senior Cabinet is so that the college coun
cils can coordinate. We've got to have college councils, because 
they've develop~d into largely hopefully apolitical, programming type 
entities; that's really helpful; I think that's really good--you need 
academic programming on campus. It's an important part of your edu
cation • 
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DSG: One of the people that I talked to suggested that Senior Cabinet 
be brought in as a committee of student government. 

BEGALA: Be subsumed into student government? That ultimately might 
be a good idea. 

DSG: It would still perform the same functions, but it would be under 
the control or jurisdiction, whichever term you prefer, of student 
government. 

BEGALA: Yeah; that might ultimately be a good idea. I certainly 
wouldn't push for it, though, because. the way it works out practically 
is that they are essentially under our jurisdiction, under our purview, 
because the Students' Association runs the Fee Committee, and the Fee 
Committee gives the money to Senior Cabinet. So that might be unnece
sary. 

The Te>:an, which I thought, way before I ever thought of running, 
I thought, "If student government comes back, you're going to see an 
incredible power struggle between the student body president and the 
editor of the T'xan. 11 But that hasn't been, not only because Lisa 
[BeyerJ and I are close, but also because the Texan has been crusading 
alone fbr all these issues; and it turns out the Texan will be glad 
to turn over a lot of that,responsibility to student government. I 
think the only problem with a power group on campus has been with the 
Union; I thi~k that because so many Union Board members were never e
lected--they were appointed by Flawn, especially Mollie Crosby, the 
chairman--they have an absolute contempt for student government and 
the democ·ratic: process. I think it would be a very good thing to 
start getting people who are accountable on that Union Board. It's 
just a classic: example: the Board members who were elected ••. I don't 
al~ays agree with what they do, but they are responsible. I swear 
to God, in those meetings, they always say, "But won't this hurt the 
students?" All I ever hear from Mollie Crosby and Tom Forester, who 
were appointed by Flawn, is "Well, the regents think this," and "The 
administration would like that.'' Just a wonderful contrast to sit 
in those meetings, and see that Board. 

DSG: The Association will elect people who will be appointed to those 
spots. ; 

BEGALA: Yes. The day of the administration-appointed Union clone is 
over; I think those people are dinosaurs, and they've done a disservice 
to us. That's one of the good things about the Union coming back, is 
that the Union will be run more democratically. 

DSG: You had mentioned a little bit about your relationship with the 
regents and the administration; anything else you wanted to add about 
that? You said the best way with the regents was to go over their 
heads. 

BEGALA: Yes ••• 
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DSG: But were you ever able to get anything done on a one-to-one basis 
with the regents, or with the administration? 

BEGALA: Some; ·some. With the administration, certainly; I had weekly 
meetings with Brown, the Vice-President for Student Affairs. And really, 
that was just feeling each other out, at first, and then it was alerting 
each other. We had this unwritten, unspoken agreement that if Brown 
knew something--and Brown knows everything that's happening in this 
administration--and I needed to know that, he'd let me know. And I 
tried to do the same thing with him, in a fair way; I certainly wouldn't 
tell any secrets or spill any beans, or tip him off to any of the things 
we were doing against the administration, nor did he do that when the 
administration did something against the students. We made some prog~ess 
there •••• 

Witb the regents? I never once spoke at a regents' meeting, and 
I went to every one; I am bored with the regents. 

DSG: You didn't speak by your choice, or because they wouldn't let 
you ••• ? 

BEGALA: No; ~y choice. Had I wanted to, I'm sure they would have let 
me. I had nothing to say to them. I did meet with many of them pri
vately, and those meetings are wonderful for that; you can just 
grab them, especially the one who's most accessible to students, Howard 
Richards. He lives in Austin .•• and is a very friendly man. He's not 
a very good regent, though, and I say that because, while he's very 
friendly and he's open to students and wants to meet with students, 
that's all nice--but what it comes right down to is no o~e will vote 
with students. That's just a personal observation .••• 

DSG: ·How much input did you have, if any, on administrative policy 
decisions--anything besides the student services fee that might have 
come up during the year that was student-related? For instance, 
although this was only remotely student-related, expansion into East 
Austin. The resolutions that you would pass expressing opinions on 
administrative actions--did they do any good? 

BEGALA: Yes. I thi~k so; I think they did a tremendous amoctnt of good. 
<They didn't change anything--you know, Flawn didn't wake up and read the 

Texan and say, ''Good GOD!. Begala's against going into East Austin. 
Stop the bulldozers!'' But it did some good, because they ~new, in our 
first term--I'm sure they thought in our first term we were going to 
spend· our time on creating [comment] boxes and posters and moving 
furniture; and it took a long time to do that shit--but I think it 
kind of knocked, them off balance. Right o~t of the box, we started 
attacking the administration for the bad things that they were doing, 
especially in East Austin. It put them on the defensive; it made them 
question; it made them look BAD. And the University is very susceptible 
to publicity--very susceptible. It's one thing for the people who are 
moved out of their houses to say, "Oh, well ••• they can easily be 
dismissed; of course they don't like it, but the Greater Public Good 
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says we should do it." But when the students in the University, the 
people who are supposed to benefit from that move, stand up and say, 
"This is crap," I think it helps, and it's going to make the University 
temper the way they do that in the future. And we really believe that; 
we've talked to some administrators about it. 

So they don't call me up and say, "Paul, we're going to buy a 
thousand acres of East Austin; how do you feel about it?" Which I'd 
love for them to d6, but they won•t. Still, the ex post facto criti
cism, if done responsibly and intelligently--and I think it has been-
is a real good vehicle for changing the way the administration thinks. 

DSG: How would you describe your relationship with the administration? 

BEGALA: ' I am convi need after this morning that it is based on mLttual 
respect. It is stormy; I guess that's the best word. 

DSG: But not antagonistic. 

BEGALA: No; not antagonistic--we get along. Some of them are antagon
istic; Charles Franklin is obnoxious, and Bob Mettlen is contemptuous, 
and arrogant. But Brown and Flawn, when you finally get through all 
the coarseness on the outside, they're friendly, engaging; Flawn is 
tremendously intelligent, just wonderfully intelligent. And I think 
he's a good president; he's a good vision for the University, except 
students-.-he' s so corporate. He said several ti mes that h·e woLtl d not 
agree to any of' the things in our bill; he would not discuss a compro
mise on student fees. And he kept saying, "I give you the management 
position"; it's so telling that he uses "management," and I guess that 
makes US "labor." That's bullshit. 

) 

I kept saying this, and he kept saying, "Well, do YOU want to run 
the University? Do you want to have responsibility for this?" And I 
said, "No, that's what we hire administrators for.'' His University and 
mine are different in that regard; but as an educational institution, 
I think he's moving us in the right direction. 

DSG: How effective was the Association off-campus, as far as the 
Texas Student Lobby, and anything that you may have had more far
reaching than that? 

BEGALA: I think we've had a lot more pull with the Legislature th~n 
we've had with the average student; that's real telling. We've done 
good things on campus, but we've done much better at the Legislature. 
And most peqple don't e~en know about it. For example, student fee 
legislation: . it's only been discussed for the last week or two, and 
it finally came out in the newspaper. That was deliberate; we kept it 
under wraps. We thought if we downplayed it and tried to sneak it 
through, then UT wouldn't pull out the big guns on it. In a l.ittle 
while, UT caught it, and they're pulling out the big guns, so now it's 
public. But I think we've been far more successful at the Legislature 
than we've been on campus, and a tremendous amount of credit for that 
goes to Doggett, who is now eighth in seniority; he's been there ten 
years; and he's the single most.dynamic personality in the Capitol 
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Building. And he has thrown his full weight behind th1s ... because it's 
the same things he's been fighting for. So that's been a great asset . 
It's been a great asset to have Oscar Mauzy on our side; his daughter's 
one of our student lobbyists; and Jesse Oliver, who used to be involved 
in the Texas Student Lobby. · 

DSG: Has the TSL had more impact now that it's under the Association 
than it did in the last few years? 

BEGALA: Yes, oh yes. We've had a lot of people in previous sessions 
who would dismiss them and say, "Well , they' re energetic and they' re 
bright, but they're just four people." And they were right. Now 
they're 48,000, and cannot be denied. So it's ..• done a tremendous job. 
We've got legislation introduced--and it won't all pass--but we've got 
legislation introduced to strengthen the rights.of student tenants, to 
protect us from losing our property deposits; you know, the Texas 
Association of Realtors is going to crush that dead; they're going to 
stomp it .•.• but it's good to keep them on the defensiv~--to make them 
kill a good bill, so they can't spend all their time passing bad bills. 
There's a tremendous amount you can accomplish in the negati~e~ unfor
tunately, with progressive causes in this state, that's half the battle. 

We' re al so pushing for a student .regent; that's a perennial thing 
that Mauzy's carrying. That's not of personal importance to me; it's 
just not. I think that it's in a sense almost tokenism. It's an 
important symbol and token. We are pushing our student fee legislation; 
we are going to beat a tuition increase--(GovernorJ Mark White has 
promised me in private that he will veto a tuition increase bill, and 
we've been spreading that over every paper in the state; we're going 
to beat the drinking age bill--we're going t6 do it, and I think that's 
really e>:citing. 

DSG: I've asked you already how well you thought the Association 
represented the students. I'm going to ask you to turn it around now: 
the Association is supposed tb be the official "voice" of the student 
body; how well do you think it filled that role, if you take it from 
the point of view of the average student? 

BEGALA: I still think, very well. I think the average student probably 
has some distaste or resentment for student government, because they 
might perc:ei ve us as just being campus pol it i coes. I am con vi need that 
if you sat the average student down in a room with Flawn, that student 
would want to know why he or she does not have control of student fees; 
if he or she were to go down to the Legi~lature, that student would be 
there to testi~y against the tuition increase, or against the drinking 
age increase. Honestly, I swear to God, I feel that so strongly when 
I stand up there and testify--that it's not just me; it really isn't; 
I damn well know in my heart that any student that you drag off the 
street would say the same things ..•• We ran a comprehensive survey 
of student opinion on just a huge variety of issues, and that's been 
a real good guide. We have followed it, essentially, but not by de
sign: it just happens that my conscience and the conscience of most 
of the Student Senators is the same as the conscience of the vast 
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majority of students •••• 
I think we've done a very, ve~y good job of addressing the things 

that the average student would address if he or she had the resources, 
and the credibility to get on the nightly news. 

DSG: Did the administration see the Association as the official "voic:e" 
of the student body; or did they see it as a group of campus politic:oes 
wh6 are out to do what th•y think.is right? 

SEGALA: Well, at first, there were a few comments from some adminis
trators about, "Uh-oh, Hank got more votes than you did, Paul"; but 
that's been abandoned. It really has been; and a large amount of 
credit for that ·goes to Lisa Beyer for making the issues that are 
student government's issues also the Texan's issues, and the average 
student's issues. So at first, they were very quick to put us down 
that way; but not now. Those comments have stopped, because we have 
marshalled student support for these important issue.s. The best e>:ample 
is on the drinking age bill--we're going to have 2000 students over
flowing the House chambers. We're going to have rallies ••• and then 
we•r~ going to take that momentum and sHip it into student fees. 
They'll see. I think they do now. 

DSG: If you had to look back on your administration, short though it 
was, what would you pick out as the single greatest ac:c:omplishment of 
the Segala Administration? What mark did you leave7 

BEGALA: That's a really hard question. I haven't had any time to 
reflect. But--this is so intangible, but--! think dir.ection. We had 
none. We were also amorphous; we had no structure. That was nice. 
I think virtually anybody with common sense would have come in and 
set up the same structure that I did; I don't take any special credit 
for that; I don't think it was particularly wonderful, but it was good. 
But I think direction is the thing that we most desperately needed, 
and I think in the long run, that will be the thing that I'll leave 
behind, more than anything else. 

I hope I've left a certain energy and a certain style and a cer
tain vigor; but I know I've left a certain direction. I think it 
has been so crucial--I've been pushing this all year, at every Senate 
meeting--not to get bogged down in the internal matters; not to make 
student government•s only job to allocate fees on campus, or to fight 
over whether or not the president should get a large salary, or to 
draw up bylaws and constitutions and committ~es. That's all kind of 
crap. But we•ve moved in some real solid directions. 

The one project r•m most proud of is the SURE [Students United for 
Rape Eliminationl program; I just feel like a papa; I mean, that was my 
idea. I made it a campaign issue, and I read about it in Ms. magazine-
Stanford set up a program like this--and from ther~, it now breathes, 
it lives, it does good. So that•s my favorite project; but still, that 
falls under direction. 

We've moved into a direc.tion that's progressive and agressive, in 
terms of women•s rights, minority rights, student rights; and I think 
that that direction will continue to be followed. When student government 
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starts to collapse is when it becomes completely introspective and 
self-serving, and that is what I've tried to avoid the most. THe way 
to avoid that, to me, is to set us on a real clear, long~term course 
towarss aggressively, vigorously advocating student rights, whether 
it be student fees this year, or elosing down ~he hospital next year 
because all they ever do is operate On footbal.l players anyway--they 

·perform ten operations a year. ~t's a philosophy of direction and 
energy. That's so intangible, bLtt I still think it's been very, very 
valuable. 

DSG: Would you say that's the way to keep the Students' Association 
from being abolished again? Some people have said that it's living 
on borrowed time, and sooner or later it's going to start making mis
takes, and then it's going to snowball and be abolished. 

BEGALA: Yeah; I think the way to keep it from being abolished is to 
keep it aggressive, keep it public, keep it relevant to the average 
student. I think it's nice when you have some p~ople who are at 
either end of the spectrum--like real freak-looking type hippie-'60s 
leftovers who come up to me on the West Ma,11, ·or in a bar- or something. 
and say, "Give 'em hell! Just r-eally go after them; you can't give 
up. " And 'then, on the other side, I've had some of even the real 
conservative students, I've got friends who've worked for the NRA, 
whci feel the same way about student issues. So that, to me, is the 
way~ to unify students in the things that we hold common. It's 
something of an understatement, but not too much, to say that we 
are something of an oppressed people--we are the constituency of 
the University who is most easily ignored. The faculty, I think, 
is taken much mor-e seriously than we are. And I think we need to 
turn things around completely. I just took down a quote that I've 
had above my typewr-iter all year ••. from the pr-ofessor- who was the 
first president of"the general faculty. In 1883, at the laying of 
the cornerstone of Old Main, 100 years ago, he gave this beautiful 
speech .•• in which he says: "We freqLtently hear the_ phrase, 'coming 
to the University,• forgetting that you ARE the University. More 
than the Board of Regents, more than the faculty, more than the 
ad ministration, you stLtdents ARE the University. " And I just think 
that's so crucial; that has been the direction that I've been following 
all along. As long as we keep following that, and don't become 
introspecti~e and incestuous and self-serving, the students will 
continue to see it as a good thing. 

DSG: In my study, I've found that student government has fulfilled 
many differ-ent roles: serving the stud~nts on campus, ser-ving the 
students off-campus in lobbying, a voice in national issues~ whether 
it be the voice of the students or just the Student Assembly •.• many 
other things. In the next ten or twenty years, what should the role 
of the Students" Association be? 

BEGALA: Well, I think we should keep moving in the direction that 
we're mov1ng in. On campus, you've got to provide those basic ser~ 
vices: we have an obligation to do that--to keep women from having 
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their lives ruined by being raped on campus, etc. We hav~ an 
obligation to provide basic consumer services to students--book 
exchanges, and so on. We've got to keep those on campus programs 
growing and co~tinuing. We have to continue off-campus advocacy; 
that has so far been on a city and state level;· I want, ultimately, 
to move to the national level. It just has to; there's absolutely 
no reason why we should stand idly by and watch Ronald Reagan destroy 
modern education in America ••.• We passed at least one international 
resolution--we adopted a Soviet Jew •.•• He's been expelled from 
Moscow State Universitylbecause he's Jewish and his parents want to 
emigrate to Israel; because of that, he's been denied an education; 
we've adopted him as a UT student •••• That was the only thing we've 
worked on way out of our normal pond, but I'd like to see us do a 
lot more of that. We've taken a stand with most other major univer
sities and established Peace Day, which will be in the next couple of 
weeks, but we haven't planned any particular program for it or anything. 

But we have stood by silently while Reagan has dismantled 35 years 
of bipartisan committment to quality education •••• We need to take a 
stand on those sorts of things. We need to take a stand on nuclear 
weapons and the nuclear freeze. That's the ultimate issue. 

DSG: You think that's the proper role for student government? 

BEGALA: Absolutely. _Absolutely. 
versity • 

We are the conscience of the Uni-

DSG: But are you representing the students in that kind of role? 

BEGALA: I think so. You know, the average student doesn't want to 
be blown away in a nuclear holocaust. 

DSG: But not everyone has the same views on the merits of nuclear 
weaponry. 

BEGALA: Certainly. That's why we need to bring it up; make it an 
issue. That ought to be something that people are running on. We 
shouldn't ignore it, is what I'm saying. We should b~ speaking out. 
And if the preponderance of the student body says that we speaking 
out against a nuclear freeze and for greater armament, or for dis
mantling of public education, then we ought to speak out on that, 
and aggressively. We can fin~ out; this is a tremendous forum. People 
will come to Student Senate meetings if it's an issue that concerns 
them; we've packed that ~com more than once with people. And when 

'that happens,-the floor is open to any student who wants to say that 
we're full of shit, or we're doing a good job. So yeah, it's important 
that we bring up these tough and controversial issues, and get people 
involved. If they have a student body president who is up there making 
pronouncements that they disagree with, and they didn't vote for him, 
you can be goddamn sure they're going to vote the next time. I think 
that's a good thing. 

DSG: Last question: I know you've sat down with Mitch and given him 
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some pointers about the office. What's the single most importani 
piece of advice that you would give Mitch and those who succeed him. 
and you, as president, to help them do a good job and make the As- · 
sbciation stay a via,ble organi.zation? 

BEGALA: -Again, I think that so much of it is intangible; that student 
government's success or failure on a year-to-year basis to me is hinged 
on the quality of leadership and the personality behind that leader
ship. So I would urge anybody who had this office to be as aggressive 
as possible, to be as outspoken as possible; I hate to sound like 
Churchill, but "Neyer, never give up." Don't ever! There's no need to 
become cynical; I'm not in the least bitter or cynical. Sure, the bad 
guys win some, but we win some too. There's no need to throw your 
hands up and say, "Wel 1, fuck it; I, can never change this University," 
because they can, and they will. It's been done in the past; greater 
mountains have been toppled. So I really think it's just absolutely 
essential that everybody who succeeds me--and I'm certainly just 
following in other people's footsteps in this regard, especially Kress 
and Doggett--be as aggr~ssive and outspoken as possible, and that they 
just continue to question. That just lies at the heart of not only 
student government, but also of the University experience . 

. .. ~ ... ·~ 
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r11TCH KREINDLER 

April 5, 1983 

Minutes after i concluded my interview with Paul Begala, incoming 
Students' Rssociation President Mitch Kreindler entered his new office 
for the first time, and invited me in. Obviously elated, he rocked 
back and forth in his chair a few ·times, looked through his desk and 
discovered the combination to the Rssociation safebox, which he imme-
diately tried Cit worked), and then only slightly hesitatingly 

, 

answered his phone--ustu.dents' Rssociation, uh ••• may I help you?u 
Kreindler comes into the office of president from outside the 

student government--he was a member and past president of the College 
of Business Rdministration Cou.nci!--and his views and ideas for the 
Students' Rssociation are new, fresh, creative, and, as he described 
tht'E'm, "program-orie:-nted. 11 , He told me abou.t some of those pl ans for the 
coming year, and his long-range hopes for the UT student government 
proce·ss. 

DSG: Do you anticipate making any changes to the governmental structure? 
I know you started out with some of the committees last night .... 

kREINDLER: The changes that were made last night in the committees 
weri~~ real 1 y not. changes in the current structure, because the current 
structure has ten committees. The structure in the bylaws, faCCepted 
by the outgoing Senate, had 11 committees, a~d we just revamped it to 
seven. In oth~r words, we never even functioned under that structure. 
I don't see any kind of major changes at all; I think the seven-committee 
structure will be ~real good way to operate. I think that seven 
people in charge, with a lot of very strong sub-committee chairs--the 
only difference might be in the role of the sub-committee chairs, 
for instance: the SURE program was put under Student Services, and it 
'used to be a commit.tee chair. Meg Brooks wants to call it "Di rector of 
the SURE prog1ram," which is fine too. As far as Fm concerned, there 
is still a SURE committee; it may be a sub-committee under Student 
Services Cammi ttee~ bLtt as far as them saying, "Who are we?", they are 
the SURE committee. Same thing wfth Legislative Affairs; it was molded 
into the Citizen's Affairs Committee. There can still be a Texas 
Student Lobby, and there can still be a Legislative Affairs Committee; 
they are SUB-committees, but you don't have to call them that, because 
that just creates bureaucratese that everybody in the world wants to 
pick up on and yell at. So really the only .•• changes in the structure 
I can see would be a strengthening of the sub-committee chair roles 
by creating some of these larger positions. 

DSG: Any other changes that you plan, constitutional amendments or 
anything like that, that you see coming up? 

KREINDLER: I don't see any major changes; maybe some things in the 
bylaws. The only change th~t could possibly come up, and obviously 
will, will b~ the Minority ~epresentation Act • 
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DSG: How do you feel about that? 

l<REINDLER: I see arguments on both sides. There's one argument that 
says we shouldn't be giving minorities a special seat and giving them 
special treatment; some of the minority students themselves are saying, 
"Don~t treat us differently. Let some Black students run; let some 
Hispanic students run--when they lose, and if it's obvious that they 
lost because they're minorities, THEN give us a seat; use affirmative 
action to say, 'Hey, we need thE~ sea.t.'" The argument that I'm sub
scribing to, and I do support it, is that minority students on this 
campus are not involved in the student government, they're not in
volved in mainstream organizations. And the only ones who are involved 
are those Black students--and this is a generalization, I'll caution 
that--who are not mainstream Black community, because it is a very, 
very clique-ish community. I'm not saying we need to break up the 
clique; but we need to involve them and give them a reason to be in
volved. I think that by electing a senator from those groups, that 
would help tremendously; and although the argument says you don't give 
someone something for nothing, I think at the same time, anything that 
we can do at this University that's a small gesture at helping get 
people active, I think would be very, very worthwhile idea. We have 
a Minority Affairs Committee now, and there's a lot of things they 
can do with recruiting and retention ..•• The idea is, let"s have a 
committee to draw those people into the process .••• 

DSG: What are your plans as far as on-campus, for the next year? 

KREINDLER: Two programs that were passed by the outgoing Senate ..• 
were a textbook exchange and the recycling drive for the Texan. 
That is something that used to be done, and has fallen by the wayside 
since. Not only would the recycling drive have, obviously, and en
vironmental impact, but at the same time it might generate us a 
little revenue on the side that we could use to defer costs in that 
program. The textbook exchange is a tremendous idea; in its infancy, 
I"m not sure it will be th~t far reaching, to thousands and thousands 
of students, immediately ••.• 

Other ideas, things I want to continue, are things like the SURE 
program, which is a tremendous idea--having a walking escort service. 
There are other things I'd like to see. I think the Students' Associ
ation needs to put itself in front of the students on a weekly basis. 
We need to say, "Here lo'Je .are; here's the programs we' re hc:1vi ng, 11 and 
I don't know if that needs to take the form of a lunch with the 
president, meaning myself; a lunch with some of the Student Senators, 
having a couple of the committee chairs sit down and say, "Her-e's 
what we're doing; can we answer your questions?'' I think that's one 
form it needs to take; that's one way of getting back to the students 
and saying, we're here for you, come talk to us. At the same time, 
I would like to see us start what ·I'm going to call a Distinguished· 
Lecturer Series. Obviously, it doesn't have any impact as far as 
changing policy here at the University; but I think there's a tremen
dous pool of talent here at UT--people like Steven Weinberg, John 
Wheeler, different people in the Humanities, and Business, who are 
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these tr·emendous naffles across the nat i on--and most peop 1 e don• t even 
know they're here •.•• What I'd like to see done is, once a week, have 
some sort of a lunch, where they just come very informally for a 
brown-bag seminar, and just address students and talk about some of 
the things they're doing. I find it f~scinating, not necessarily 
that John Wheeler was the one who developed the Black Hole theory, 
but what is he doing now? What is he looking into now? I think 
other students might be fascinated with that kind of thing also .•.. 
It might also be nice if, once a semester, we. could bring in a big
name speaker •••• The problem is, I don't want to step on the toes 
of the other committees on campus; but I think that, especially with 
University speakers, it's a void that's not being filled right now •••• 

On other programs, I don't really have specifics for you. There's 
a good deal we could do with recruitment and retention, working with 
the admissions office •• ~. I think we need to make a big push with 
orientation. Unfortunately, on this campus, there's a large apathy 
towards student government, and I'm well aware of that. When I go 
out to the public and say I represent 46,000 students, technically, 
I do; but in practicality, if you asked all 46,000 students, the 
majority would probably say no, I don't. That's something we need 
to change; we need to get their voice heard; those students need 
to be absorbed into the process, and I think things like surveys--
you know, what do students think? I think that one of the problems 
with the SURE program, and it's something that I was yelling about 
all through the first half of the Students' Association, and that 
I was fought on vehemently; but I've been proven wrong. I really 
fel. t that you need--wel 1 ••• l-Jhc;' s goi n~J to say, "Let's not prevent 
rape"?· It's a great idea. The problem ~'lliht it in my mind, ~'\las: do 
students WANT it? Was it something that was going to be used? I 
don't think anybody stopp~d to ask. I think that a few phone calls, 
a couple hundred surveys, would have determined that rather quickly. 
I think that kind of research needs tb be done a little more in depth. 

I don't have any other specific programs, but I do want to see 
them move towards programming. We cannot push paper, and one of the 
ideas of the committee restructure was tQ take committees like the 
housing committee, which is going to put out a housing guide ..•• 

DSG: The Students' Association here used to do that .•• 

l<RE I NOL.ER: 
your book. 

I find out all this information--that's why I want to read 

DSG: Book~?~ [groan ••• J 

KREINDLER: The other thing is that the Housing Committee was a one
proje~t committee; that was their job, to put out the housing guide. 
The SURE committee is a one-project committee. For those reasons, 
they were brought under other committees, so that something like 
Student Services, which is mandated to work with student services 
fees, is not pushing paper only •••• This says, "Here's what this 
committee is doing for students; we're nc1t just pushing paper .••• " 
My personal. thrust, and I come from a programming background--you know, 
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Paul is from a legislative background; h~'s worked in th~ Capitol 
with differe~t senators, and he has a very fine-tuned legislative 
background. Mine is not. Mine comes from college councils, where the 
whole thrust is programming, not issue-oriented. So I'm not saying 
that we're going to get away from issues, because I think we need to 
deal with them; but I think we can develop some programs, and not 
just for the sake of programs, but to develop some programs that will 
be of value to stLtdents, and something that they can see: "Look at al 1 
the Students' Association is doing!'' Right now, they're paying what 
comes down ta fifty or sixty cents a semester for student government, 
and I think if a student can say, "Look! I''m saving ·five bucks on this 
te;·:tbook be.cause I used the book e>:change," he'd be more than ~·Jilling 

to pay that sixty cents. That's the kind of thing we need to show 
them: that their money is being well-spent, which is something they're 
nc.it seeing no~-J. 

DSG: What about your plans for off-campus? 

KREINDLER: A big off-campus activity this semester has been the 
Legi sl atur-e, and wi 11 continue to be for the ne;·:t couple of months. 
I wish they were going to stay in session, because that's one area 
where I do not have a lot of exper-tise, and I'd like to learn a lot 
more .•.• Right now, I want to work toward the landlor-d-housing laws 
that are going thr-ough; and especially, the student-service fee bill. 
The administration has come up with their own version, which they 
call a compromise; basically, as far as we're concerned, it's a starting 
point. They've said it's their final compromise, so it's a problem 
of r-econciliation. The cir-inking age, which is coming up in hearing 
tomorrovJ---that. is something vJE!' ve got· to pursue, and make sure it 
does not pass ••.• 

As far as other- activities, I think we can do more with the City 
Council ••• ; a lot of landlord-housing things may be looked at there. 
Something that's University related ••. is the ••• East Austin expansion; 
I honestly believe that those people have been robbed •.•. Ther-e's got 
to be a mechanism, and apparently it's going to have to be written 
into law, that this University abides by some sort of humanitarian 
policy in relocating these people. Granted, it's only a very small 
minority of people, but that doesn't mean that they weren't pushed 
out or forced out. It'a not the nicest neighborhood in the world; 
it's a very low-income neighbor-hood, and I really do not unde~stand 
where those people ar-e going to go. 

Other off-campus things: ther-e's been some talk about doi~g some 
leadership training, working with the Austin high schools, and that 
could almost be a recruiting thing .•• --it shows these people what 
UT's doing, and it's really a neat program, and you want to get in
volved with it ••.• It's not a hard sell; it's a very soft sell .•.• 

I don't see us addr-essing pr-oblems like El Salvador-; I do not 
see us addressing nuclear freeze resolutions. Now the reason I don't 
see it at this point is because it's not a national movement. I think 
that in the past, the Association had its pr-oblems in dealing with 
pr-oblems that wer-e not campus-r-elated • 
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DSG: Past Paul, or farther back? 

KREINDLER: Prior to abolition. And I think we need to say to the 
students on thi.s campus, and ourselves, "We are her.e to serve the 
campus and the students. " Ye=., we" re not going to close our eyes to 
the rest of the world, but let's deal with things we can have an impact 
on. You know, firing a paper resolution at the nuclear freeze doesn't 
really do anything; it doesn't have any impact. Now, organizing a 
rally to support nuclear freeze--something that's physical--that could 
probably come up for debate. But I don't think we need to just fire 
off resolutions--get out of El Salvador; divest from South Africa-
unless we're prepared to do things to support those activities. I 
think too often, in societies such as our awn, legislative bodies just 
like to fire off resolutions, because it's something they can show to 
the home folks, and say, "Look wh.:d: ~·Je did." So unless ~·Je"re prepared 
to take a program and to move on it, I don't think we should do anything. 
A good example is the East Austin expansion: a resolution was passed 
basically condemning the actions of the University, and supporting the 
rights of the people there; and we have since contacted the neighborhood 
association and worked with them to try to come up with some sort of 
solution. 

An exception, and this is something everybody talks about, was 
Viet Nam, and the reason that hit close to home was that so many 
people were leaving to go to war ...• That's the kind of movement I 
can see us getting involved in. I don't see us starting national 
movements--regardless 6f how people think about the nuclear freeze, I 
just don't think it's an issue we need to deal with, especially in 
our infancy. I think it's important that we play isolationist. It's 
something that you can see in American history that the United States 
did very well: you ~evelop your own structure, and then when you're 
powerful enough internally, you can go ahead and go outside. But you 
can't do that before the inside is strong. 

DSG: What degree of influence, or participation, will you try to have 
in policy-making on the University administrative level? 

KREINDLER: One of the things that annoys me the most, and one of the 
things we need to get a hold of, is that we need to get involved in 
the University's flow Df information. The biggest accomplishment 
that I can achieve in the next year is to get this government some 
credibility. Now I don't know how to measure that credibility; it might 
be in hpw many people show up for student government elections next 
year.... Or~e thing with the administration, though, is that they need 
to start looking at us as the representatives of the students. For 
instance: there is a commencement ceremony coming up, and Julie 
Tindall is.speaking, as chairman of the Senior Cabinet. Now, I love 
.Julie, and she's done a lot on this campus, and she's very deservin~ 
of the honor. My personal feeling, though, is that if they're having 
representatives of the ex-students, students, faculty, and the Board 
of Regents, then you want the person who represents those organizations, 
for instance, someone from the Stud~nts" Association. I don't care if 
they ask Paul Begala to do it; I'm not interested in being up there 
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giving that speech. But I still think the Students• Association is the 
proper one to give it. They will allow me, however, to sit on the 
stage, and that's just saying, "Oh, yeah, we know that you're there; 
why don't you just kind of stand second in line." That bother·s m"~· 
A lot. 

We need to get involved in the information flow. When they cir
culate a report or a memo that has anything to do in any possible way 
in something we'd be interested iri, w~ should get a copy of it. You 
know, the UT bureaucracy sends out thousands of co~ies every time they 
send a letter; ther•'s no reason why one of those can't be ''Students' 
Association Office." And that is something that I need to sit. dol--'m 
and talk about with Dr. Brown and Dr. Flawn .•• and the same thing with 
them: when I send out a memorandum which has anything to do ~ith this 
University that they might be concerned with, I'm more than willing to 
give them a copy. 

DSG: It used to be that way. 

KREINDLER: Yes; and I'd like to get a very open system. The problem 
is that it's not there now, and it's real hard to get the bureaucratic 
wheels turning in a different direction, much less turning at al1. 

DSG: Once you have that information flow, what kind of influence will 
you try to have? 

KREINDLER: As far as the policy-making goes, a lot of times we're not 
playing with the same deck. They want to tell us one thing, and we 
want to tell them something, and we're not dealing with the same in
fonnation. The way we can affect policy, more than anything· else, 
is--right now, we have an adversarial role. They say, "Here's a policy," 
and we say, "No! That's bad! Let's change it." And that's just a rot.ten 
way to go about things. It would be a lot nicer, and probably a lot 
more palatable to both sides, if they could say, "We're thinking of 
this policy; what do you think?" And seriously 1 i st.en to us, and heat
what we're saying •... I don"t see us going to the Texan to change 
policy; I don't see holding rallies on the West Mall to change policy-
although I'm not above either. I do see a lot of talking, a lot of 
working with administrators, a lot of work on my own part, because a 
lot of things that will come up will not be things that will affect 
the Student Senate as a whole, but they'll be things that we'll need 
to talk about. A lot of .times it's not very effective to go to the 
Texan and scream at something that we want changed, because it just 
gets them that much angrier at us. I honestly do believe in going 
through some of the back channels, and talking to people and saying, 
"Hey, don't you think we could change this?" I think we can affect 
policy, and I think the best way is if they think that we can give 
some good input. I'm not sure they believe that now; I'm not sure 
they believe that students are a necessity to this university; I'm 
not sure they believe that students' opinions are anything that could 
give them any more input.' They have an angle that is different from 
ours, and they think that is going to be the best one; we need to 
convince them otherwise. 
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DSG: Or at least, to listen. 

KREINDLER: Yeah; at least to listen .... Right now, there aren't 
enough students in that policy-making circle, and there really aren't 
any faculty up in that circle either, although they listen to the 
faculty because all of them have been in academia at one time or a
nother, for the most part, s~ they understand how that works .•.. 
But I don't think they understand students" feelings; they don't 
understand why we think we should control student fees. They see the 
fee as if you bought a movie ticket: you paid that money, and you have 
no right to say how that movie should be shown, or what movie is being 
shown; you pay that ticket, and you're going to see what's there. 
That's just a fundamental point that we do not agree on. They couid 

1 avoid a lot of the adversarial role if they would just talk to us. 
This fee bill would have come up anyway; however, I'm sure it would 
have been softer in ton~ if last year when the Fee Committee wanted 
to meet ~·Jith Dr. Flali'm, he had said, "Sure, I'll sit dm·m ~·Jith you; 
let's talk about our differences.'' Instead, he didn't answer their 
correspondence, he ignored the committee, he went to the Board of 
Regents a,nd changed thE~ budget. and di dn, t even tel 1 the commit tee that 
he was going to do that, and when they start screaming afterwards, 
"Hey, 1 ook ~·Jhat you di cl to our budget! ", they say that that was .a mess
up, and we should have gotten the information. Oh, well, terrific! 
I think we could use some sort of mechanism where that will not 
happen . 

DSG: What do you see as the outstanding threats to the continued 
existence of the Students' Association over the next several years? 
A lot of people have said that it's just a matter of time until it's 
abolished again, because it does not have any real power. 

KREINDLER: OK; let's talk about two threats .... The greatest threat 
to student government is student government itself. Student government 
did not get abolished because the president said it was bad--I mean, 
the regents thought about striking the election; wiping out the min
utes; that it shouldn't be abolished ...• I believe we are our worst 
enemy; on the other hand, we are also our best friend. If we can put 
together a productive program, a program that shows results; if we 
can sa·y to the campus:,, "Look "'Jhat we'' re doing, " no one• s goi nt to 
abolish us. You don't get rid of something that has positive bene
fits, and I think the Students• Association will do that. 

DSG: How is ~tudent government it's awn worst enemy? 

KREINDLER: If it doe!:', nothing--.. if it goes around saying "Get Clut of 
El Salvador"; if it goE1s around saying "Let"s divest fr-om South Africa," 
and just keeps spouting off at the mouth and pushing a lot of paper; 
talking' about student fees, more control, and hol 1 er-i ng and not getting 
anything accomplished, it"s not worth anything. Pushing a lot of paper, 
spending a lot of money~ and running around in circles is getting 
nothing accomplished except padding some resumes and patting yourselves 
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on the back. If, on the other hand, it is productive, it has positive 
results, it gets things done--and it is proving to be a very positive 
force on the campus--then it can be it's own best friend. 

The [second threat] is the campus .••• On the campus, right now, 
there is a largely apathetic and anti-student government feeling. I 
think that was shown by the Hank vote, which brought out a lot of 
people supporting what basically was a joke candidate for president, 
and I think that really severely damaged the credibility of this or
ganization in its few months. That is something that can be combatted 
by strengthening the internal workings. No one is going to be able to 
say that student government is bad, if it'~ doing good things. You 
can say it's bad if it's sitting there and twiddling its thumbs; but 
if they're creating the SURE program and they're doing a recycling 
drive, and they're doing a textbook exchange, and they're working on 
minority recruitment and involving them in the processes of this 
campus, and they're getting control of student fees and the adminis
tration is starting to 1 i st en to them, and say]. ng, "Well, we've con
ceded this point to the students, 11 then I honest.I y believe that stLtdent 
government is going to last. So as I said, the internal is more im
portant, but that external constituency--convincing people that it's 
good~ that they have something to vote for, that they shouldn't be 
apathetic, and that they should care--is something that we need to do. 
A referendum could come up tomorrow to abolish student government. 
There's no way to stop that •••• And there's a possibility it could 
pass. We need to eliminate the possibility that that could pass . 

DSC-7: So it's the internal affairs that are the key. 

KREINDLER: The internal affairs are the key, but you've got to look 
for that external, and you've got to direct your internal wo~kings 
to avoid the external threat. And that includes the administration 
also; they have to understand that we are here, we are a viable or
ganization that is providing student services that they should support. 
They supported the creatio~ of student government; I'm not sure why-
so Peter Fl awn can say, 11 Yes, I 1 i ster1 to representative students fr-om 
the campus"? That may be .:\ very good reason. On the other h<and, I'd 
like to think--and hopefully, not naively so--that they did it because 
they believed that we could be a positive force on this campus, and 
implement policy ..•• We need to convince them, from the external side, 
that the internal workings are worth their time. 

DSG: One final question: what do you want to be remembered for? 
What lasting mark do you want to leave as the greatest accomplishment 
of the Kreind!er Administration? 

KREINDLER: )n terms of a specific: project, or one deed that I can say 
"I did,'' I don't have one. But if there's anything--and my term is 
going to be a crucial one, because it is the first full term of student 
government since it returned; the foundation's been built ••• --that I 
can be remembered for, it would be establishing the credibility of 
this organization; making it a viable source on campus, and making 
it accepted by the campus. That includes things like getting to 
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orientation and saying to these people, "Here's student government; it's 
r-eally good; ther-e's Cl. lot it c:an do." Those people vJho ar-e coming in 
to college now, they don't give a damn about student control of student 
fees. I know I didn't, when I was a freshman; that wasn't something 
you thought about; you just wanted to look classy, and "Oh, my God, I 
don't have a date for Friday night." You've got to open your eyes e,nd 
say, "Look, we are c:itizenc;::, in Aust.in." Paul Begala said that student 
government should act as the conscience of this University; I think 
that's one thing it should do, and that's one way of establishing the 
credibility of the students--question what the University is doing. 
But that is only one small way of creating the credibility of your 
organization. The greatest thing I think I can do is to make sure 
that that credibility is established, to insure that this organization 
will be a long-lasting organization, as it was in the past. 

<And now the trumpets play, and the music comes in .... ) 
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PRESIDENTS OF THE STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION, 1932-1983 

1932-1933 
1933-1934 
1934-l935 
1935-1936 
1936-1937 
1937-1938 
1938-1939 
1939-1940 
1940-1941 
1941-1942 
1942-1943 
1943-1944 

1944-1945 

1945-1946 

1946-1947 

1947-1948 

1948-1949 
1949-1950 
1950-1951 
1951-1952 

1952-1953 
1953-1954 
1954-1955 
1955-1956 

1956-1957 
1957-1958 
1958-1959 
1959-1960 
1960-1961 

1961-1962 
1962-1963 

1963-1964 
1964-1965 
1965-1966 
1966-1967 
1967-1968 
1968-1969 

Allan Shivers 
Hill Hodges 
John Junior Bell 
J. Jenkins Garrett 
Jimmie Brinkley 
J.J. "Jake" Pickle 
John B. Connally 
Sydney c. Reagan 
J. Ward Fouts 
Fred Niemann 
William Arthur "Bill" Barton 
T. Lawrence "Larry" Jones (April 1 43-February 1 44) 
Bill Booth (March-April 1 44) 
Malcolm E. "Mac" Wallace (April 1 44-February 1 45) 
Anna Buchanan (March-April '45) 
Cl·ayton E. Blakeway (April '45-March 1 46) 
Richard Mollison (April '46) 
James w. "Jim'~ Smith (April '46-January 1 47) 
Howard D. McElroy (January '47-March '47) 
Fritz Lyne (April 1 47) 
Bradley Bourland (April '47-February 1 48) 
John Fry (March 1 48-April '48) 
Harold Barefoot Sanders 
Ellis Brown 
Lloyd Hand 
Wales H. Madden, Jr. (April 1 51-December 1 52) 
Wilson Foreman (January '52-April '52) 
Rush Moody 
Franklin Spears 
Jerry Wilson 
Ray Farrabee (May '55-0ctober '55) -
Bob Siegal (October 1 55) 
Roland Dahlin (November '55-April 1 56) 
Lloyd Leroy Hayes ' 
Harley Clark 
William Howard Wolf 
Frank Claude Cooksey 
Robert Cameron Hightower (April 1 60-December 1 60) 
Maurice s. Olian (December '60-April 1 61) 
Maurice s. Olian 
Lowell Lebermann (April 1 62-August ·1 62) 
Marion "Sandy" Sanford (September 1 62-April 1 63) 
Julius Glickman 
Gregory Owen Lipscomb 
John Mack Orr 
Clif Drummond 
Lloyd Doggett 
Rostam Mehraben Kavoussi 
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1969-1970 
1970-1971 
1'971-1972 
1972-1973 
1973-1974-
1974-1975 
1975-1976 
1976-1977 
1977-1978 
1982-1983 
1983-1984 

Joseph R. Krier 
Jeffery .J. Jones 
Robert Thomas Binder 
Dick Benson 
Barnett Alexander "Sandy" Kress 
Frank Flem'ing 
Ca.rel Ann Crabtree 
James B. "Jay" Adkins, Jr. 
Judy Spalding 
Paul Edward Begala (November 1 82-March 1 83) 
Mitchell Reed "Mitch" Kreindler 
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Cartoon by Daily Texan artist Michael Fry on day of the 
spring 1982 student government referendum. (March 10) 
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Hank the Hallucination's candidacy for student body 
president 

Top to bottom: October 19, 20, 22, 1983 
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Hank's campaign and victory 

• Top to bottom: November 4, 9, and 11, 1983 
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2)VOTE FOR THE REFERENDUM 

The Candidate o/ Your Dreams 
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IF YOUR 
BED FRIEND 
WAS RAPED 

. I asr NIGHT. 
·WOULD YOU WANT 

MWALKAIONE 
TONIGHT? 

Be escorted by two 
uniformed S. U.R.E. 
volunteers carrying 
flashlights and ID. 
cards . 

BE5.U.R.E. 
471-WALK 

Sa~':.';~:~ ... 
T•1 U•1nrurr 
•11•ua ., ... ,,. 

STUDENTS 
r>UNmDFOR ts MPE 

EU Ml NATION 

~.U.R.E. advertisements from 
The Daily Texan, spring 1983 
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I. RE-blS TER vOTIERS 

2. Pt.J.BLJC/Z£. STtADENT /$SU.ES 

3. AN5w£. R S7UDENI fi)UEST/ON .5 

'+: PU8t.1Stf HOUSIN6' GutDE 

S. RAISE !=UNOS FOR ICTIVtTIES 

6. L08£3Y STATC- LE01SJ.ATr.IR~ 

a. £5TABLJSH A W'ALktN~ __ ~sepRr S£Rv1c s.. I 
'I. /){) IEAC+IER £.VALUATIONS. I 

\ ... 

Studtnts' 
Association 
Th11 University 
of Texas 
at Austin 
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Studentsr Association advertisement in The Daily Texan, 
Camnus Election Day, March 1, 1983 
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ADDENDUM AND ERRATA 

THE STUDENT GOVERN.t<ENT EXPERIENCE AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, 

1932-1933 TO 1982-1983 

by 

David Scott Goldstein 

p. 38: Contrary to the Students' Association records, 
President Benedict was not the first head of the University 
to die while in office. In fact, there had been two others: 
Leslie Waggener (president ad interim 1895-1896) and William 
Lambdin Prather (president 1899•1905). 

P• 177: Although the nrouosal was made by Fleming that 
the student representation on the University Council be in
creased to nine, it was apparently never approved by the 
Council, as six students serve on it today. 

ADDITIONS TO BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Berry, Margaret c. Student Life and Customs, 1883-1933. at 
the University of Texas. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1975. 

--~~----· The University of Texas: A Pictorial Account 
of Its First Ce-ntury. Austin: The University of Texas 
Fress, 1980. 

The University of Texas System Board of Regents. Rules and 
Regulations, 1982. (Part I, Chapter 6, Section 5-
"Participation in Student Government"--recognizes and 
provides for the existence of students' associations 
at the component institutions, and defines the student 
governments• powers and roles in relation to the Board 
and the campus administrations.) 
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